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In the annals of the religious philosophies of the 
world, the philosophy of Adi Sri Guru Granth sahib deserves 
the pride of place. It is a philosophy - full of vigour 
and energy. It is a practical philosophy meant for the 
whole of mankind. It encompasses the human-aspiration in 
all the spheres of life. It knows no barriers of land, 
creed, caste or sex. Sri Guru Granth sahib has rightly 
been venerated as the 1 scripture of Man.** Though, the 
Sikh people regard this great scripture as their Master, 
yet its message is not limited to them, it is for the whole 
of human race. That is why, the scholars, round the globe, 
have been attracted towards this monumental work of the Hast.

The teachings of the Adi Granth aim at the alleviation 
of human-suffering in its entirety. Guru Nanak is greatly 
pained at the burning of mankind in the furnace of miseries 
and prays to God to save it (^jagat jaIanda rakh lal* ).
Whereas, the Adi Granth endeavours to establish the kingdom 
of heaven on this earth, it asks the human-beings to look 
in-ward also. God resides in all of us. Therefore, we should 
live as brothers on this earth. We should adopt a pure and 
clean way of living. Tills life is a great boon of the Lord 
which has been showered upon us so that we may use it to attain 
union with Him. He, who forgets this cherished goal suffers 
and repents. He, who realises the truth and walks zealously 
towards destination is blessed. He drinks at the divine 
fountain of ever-lasting happiness.



The scholars have tried to interpret the 
philosophy of the Adi Granth from different angles since 
the day, the great scripture was compiled by Guru Arjan 
Dev ji, Recently, the well-known scholars of the world 
have worked on it* Many aspects of the Granth have been 
discussed and many concepts sought to be established* I 
feel, the atteraptstan never end as this Granth is a vast 
ocean and in its depths countless gems remain preserved. 
This work is also a humble attempt of a student who bows 
with reverence before the sacred wisdom of the Masters.
Sri Guru Granth Sahib has always been a source of 
inspiration to me. It is my Master, it is my Guide,

Anand, i.e* happiness sublime, is the cherished 
goal of every human-being in every sphere of human 
activity. That is why, this has bean a subject of almost 
all the philosophical utterances of the world, 3very 
human being is in search of an eternal happiness. 3very 
human action is aimed at happiness. Different philosophers 
have given their different views on the subject and the 
discussion on the subject has never ended.

In Indian Philosphical Tradition, however, the 
idea has been discussed on an elaborate scale. All the 
discourses on Moksha, Mukti, Nirvana,Kalvalya and 
Parampad, seek to show the way to lasting happiness - 
bliss or Anand as it is named in the Vedic Tradition. The 
Anandvad of the Upanishadas has been greatly venerated and 
its impact on almost all the systems of Indian Philosophy 
is discernable.



Here, an attempt has been made to locate what 
the Adi Granth has to say on the subject. What is Anand 
according to the Adi Granth ? And how it can be achieved ? 
These are two basic questions of this work and author has 
tried to resolve them. It is an effort, not a final 
judgement on the subject.

The work has been divided into three parts. First 
part deals with the idea of happiness in general, the 
second part deals with different viewpoints of different 
systems of Philosophy on the subject and the third part is 
devoted solely to the discussion of Anand, in the context 
of sri Guru Granth Sahib, i’hus, the first two parts stand 
as a back ground to the third and last,

I am greatly indebted to scholars whose works T 
have consulted and quoted. But for their enlightened 
guidance I would not have been able to achieve my goal,

I am full of praise for Dr, 3.3. Kohli, the well-known Sikh scholar and my supervisor, for his valuable guidance, 
patient hearing and affectionate advice. His sympathetic 
attitude has always bean a source of inspiration for me.

I am also thankful to all of my well-wishers and 
friends, who have been helpful in the completion of this 
work, in one way or the other.
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I
ANAND - ORIGIN AND SCOPE

(a) Meaning of Word«Ana&d’:-

’Anand’ is a Sanskrit word* which has been used 
lavishly In almost all the spheres of Indian Thought. It has 
found its place in Indian literary tradition, it has been 
discussed in details in almost all the systems of Indian 
Philosophy, it is present in Indian Ethics, it is very much 
there in Indian Political Thought, and so on, A common man 
uses this word as a synonymous of ' happiness’ or ’enjoyment' 
whereas a keen scholar of Indian Metaphysics gives it the status 
of God itself, or at least the state of attunemfcn of the human 
soul with the Supers Soul or Almighty. This word finds eloquence 
in the discussions on Brahman in the Bpanishdas, Hedonism of 
the Charvak, Sukhvad of the Buddhist thought and the Rasa-Slddhant 
of the Indian Poetics. It Is the foundation of the Kam-sutra 
and it is the source of Nirvana of Mahatama Buddha and Mahavlr.
In brief, we can say without any fear of contradiction that the 
word 1 AnaAd' has been discussed, elaborated, interpreted and 

analysed in almost all the scriptures of our country, though with 
a variety of difference. Wherever the word Anaftd itself is not 
used, some synonymous of it takes its place.

Therefore, it becomes necessary before starting 
and discussion on the word, to establish what it really means.
As we have stated above, it is originally a Sanskrit word, 
though it Is universally used in almost all the modern languages 
which have descended from the Classical Language. Wherever it 
is used in the modern Indian languages, it is not much at



variance with the mother language, so far as the meanings 
are concerned. Therefore, we can depend upon Sanskrit 
dictionaries, without any hestitation, for the above-mentioned 
purpose.' Dr. Sir Monier Williams, in his ' Dictionary of

and
English and Sanskrit* , has desired to equate the word Anand,

(1) (2) (3)with English words * Bliss', 'haopiness', * enjoyment',
(4)

'Pleasure'. Principal V.s. Apte's Sanskrit - English
(5)

Dictionary tries to explain the word Anand, as follows »-
AAnand - To rejoice, be glad or delighted • • •

Happiness, joy, Delight, Pleasure, Supreme
Bliss or Felicity, God, Supreme Spirit.

According to Ramkosh Hindi-Sanskrit Dictionary
(6)the word Anand means - Harsh, Sukh, parsannta. Bhasha Shabad

(7)
Kosh of Dr. Ram Shankar also counts the same words to
express the sense of the word Anand. According to Brahat

* — __Hindi Kosha, Anand means - Mod, Harsh, Khushi, Mauj, Brahm,
(8)Madlra, Shiva, Vishnu... According to Manak Hindi Kosh

Anand i3 such a lovable and acceptable state of mental
experience which is conceivable under happy circumstances

(9)and in which no need, suffering and worry remains. Webster
in his ' New International Dictionary' of the English Language
says * anand = ( 3kt. anaAda), Hindu Philosophy. Bliss- one
of the three characterstics of Brahma, the others sat and
cit]*^while he has chosen to equate the word 'ananda' with

'Bliss', he has explained the word Bliss in this way : -
Bliss - To gladden, Blissful - 1. Supremely happy,(11)2. Blessed, beautified, glorified, holy."
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C .D. Buck compares the Sanskrit word *Ana&d* with the word

(12)'Joy* of English language* Dagobert D* Runes In his 
’Dictionary of Philosophy* expresses similar opinion, when 
he tries to explain the word 'Anand* ( skr,), joy, happiness, 
bliss, beatitude, associated in the thinking of many Indian 
Philosophers with Moksha, a concomitant of perfection and 
divine consciousness ( of. sat- clt - anand)• Frank 
Gaynor, in his^Dictlonary of Mysticism*refers to the term
'Anand* ass * Sanskrit for joy, happiness, bliss*

%ErnestWood in his * Yoga Dictionary* define Ananda in these
«•’

words s -
rt Bliss or Joy. A charactersties of the pure
consciousness which is the basic reality or
substance of everything, called Brahman. The
term is also used to designate the bliss which
is enjoyable in the Anandamaya - Kosha, when the

(18)Yogi's consciousness is raised into that.”
It is evident from all these dictionary meanings

— <1that the word ' Anand' is a comprehensive word which has been 
used in senses, more than one. It has been used for ordinary 
enjoyment at wordly plane, it has been used to indicate the 
state of mind in its hillarious experiences, it has been used 
to express the negation of all pain and suffering and above 
all, it stands for some divine or celestial life and for God, 
itself. It Is clear that the scope of the word is limitless.
It has! limits when discussed on earthly planes, it transcends

\

all limits when discussed on heavenly planes.
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It Is, therefore, desirable that before discussing the 

philosophy of Ananda, with special reference to the Indian 
Philosophical Tradition, and sri Guru Granth sahib with more 
particular emphasis, we should be clear about the problem of 
pleasure and sorrow, happiness and grief, enjoyment and 
suffering, in human life. We must also be clear how mankind's 
yearning for happiness, after starting with achievements on 
earth, has found its perfection in the eternal happiness.
There is no denying of the fact that all human-activity is 
aimed at the achievement of some sort of happiness, contentment 
or satisfaction. All advancement, may it be in the field of 
science, religion or social sciences, its chief objective 
Is man’s happiness and welfare,
(b) Problem of Pleasure and Sorrow in Llfe:-

The problem of pleasure and sorrow or happiness and 
suffering is decidedly the chief problem of human-life. It is
the problem of problems. Mother gives birth to a child. It is 
a painful experience at both the ends. The child has to undergo 
an ordeal in mother's womb, and then suffer the pangs of birth.
As he appears on worldly scene, it is the beginning of an 

eventful drama, which is full of tears and smiles, failures 
and successes. Prom birth till death all human endeavour is 
for the achievement of happiness, though it is rarely accomplished 
The reason for It is that the human-desire is unlimited. When we

4

get a thing, we start looking at another, and when we get 
that also, we wish to go further. Thus, our all achievement
fails in providing permanent satisfaction. And when we are not 
satisfied, we are not happy. I want to be a rich man because I
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think that wealth brings happiness* Bat ask a millionaire 
how much happy he is ? H® would surely say that he is the 
most unhappy man in the world. His worries are boundless.
When, there is worry, there is no happiness, I am unhappy 
because I do not possess 1 palatial house to live in, a 
precious ear to ride on and dazzling wears to put on. But, 
consult a man who is lucky to have all these boons of life.
He will have to relate his own tale of woe. Hay be, he 
is unhappy because he is not enjoying good health. May be, 
he is not satisfied with his children. Hay be, he is 
suffering from some acute business • worries. Go to a 
hospital, you will feel that everybody is suffering from some 
disease. Go to a railway station or a bus-stand, you will 
feel that everyone is worried to reach a destination. Talk 
to a normal man, in any walk of life, you will realise that 
he is not contented with his present lot and is expecting 
some good days to come. Every-body is in search of happiness, 
contentment, peace of mind and satisfaction. But, it is a 
sad experience that in spite of vigorous efforts, no man has 
ever been able to say that he has no desires, left unfulfilled. 
You will not collect radiance of fulfilment from the face of 
man, who is leaving the scene of the world.

However, there are undoubtedly many moments in our 
lives, when we say that we are happy. For example, a poor man 
living a life of hardship hits a jack-pot and wins a lottery 
of Rs, one lac. He would say that he is happy, &e feels 
excited, his joy is limitless. But it does not take much time 
when he realizes that this achievement has its own worries.
How to spend money and how to make the most out of it ? Again
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a problem. Suppose, he invests the amount, is some business 

and suffers a loss. He is again dejected, fake another 

example. A student works very hard, appears in the 

examination and gets first, class. He is happy. But another 
worry still awaits him. He wants employment, but he is not 
successful. He is frustrated. He gets mentally unbalanced. 

Happiness has vanished. A young man is happy that he is 
married to a most beautiful girl, but this marriage does 
not prove to be successful. His happiness is gone* His 
dejection and worries make him pass sleepless nights. Failure 
in love proves some„Jtimes suicidal*

ClTo be brief, human*life is-strange combination 
of sweet and bitter experiences. One does not know what is 
in store for him, the next moment. The richest man may be 
the most unhappy and miserable being on this earth, whereas a 
poor man may be living a happier life. Happiness and sorrow 
are inter-linked. One gives rise to the other and this is 
an un-ending process. Man runs after happiness and pleasure,

but they always evade him. He wants to gain materially, he 

wants to enjoy mentally and in some cases derive satisfaction 
from spiritual meditations. The objective of all the 

activity of man is to achieve some sort of complete happiness, 
satisfaction and peace of mind, but it is a bitter fact that 
no one can say that he has achieved his objective.

From the fore-going discussion, two definite 
points emerge. Firstly, all happiness achieved in our worldly
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pursuits is transitory and short-lived, secondly, the
entire man-kind has an intense desire to get at some sort
of permanent happiness, eternal contentment and an unshakable
peace of mind. Human life is full of miserable and agonising
experiences* We develop attachment towards worldly objects,
but it never gives satisfaction and permanent peace of mind.
(c) Material, Physical, Mental and spiritual Happiness x-

of
Broadly speaking, there are two types£thinkers 

who have contributed to the human-thought in their own way.
The first category of philosophers believe that life on 
earth is not the only thing. There is a life beyond earth 
also. They believe in soul, its trans-migration and an 
Almighty Sternal Being. They have a spiritual philosophy 
which has dimensions beyond human logic and experience. They 

say that the human soul is just a micro-cosmic part of the 
Eternal Being, i.e. God, The perfection of human soul is 
in its blending with the Super-|oul, In simple words, this 
type of philosophers have deep faith in the existence of 
Super-$eul« The second category is of those thinkers who 
believe that matter is everything and that there is no life 
beyond it. They don't believe in God. They call the conception 
of God just a creation of imagination. Accordingly, there 
have been mainly two philosophies about happiness also. The 
first set of philosophers is of the view that real happiness 
or perfection of desires is achieved only with the attainment 
of God, or heavenly life, whereas, the latter gives the idea 
that real happiness is to be experienced only through
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materialistic advancement and achievement, Billy Graham, the
well-kncwn Christian thinker has given a beautiful and vivid 
picture of both these streams of thoughts in the following 
words t -

" A French philosopher recently said, * The 
whole world is on a mad quest for security and happiness,*'
The president of Harvard University has said, " The world is 
searching for a creed to believe and a song to sing**, A Texas 
millionaire confided, " I thought money could buy happiness - I 

have been miserably disillusioned", A famous film star broke 
down," I have money, beauty, glamour and popularity, I should 
be the happiest woman in the world, but I am miserable. Why ?»
One of Britain's top social leaders said, " I have lost-all 
desire to live, yet I have everything to live for, what is 
the matter? " A man went to see a psychiatrist. He said, "
" Doctor, I am lonely, despondent and miserable# Can you help 
me?". The psychiatrist suggested that he go to the Circus and 
see a famous clown who was said to make even the most despondent 
laugh with merriment, " His patient said, " I am that clown. "
A College senior said, ' I am twenty three, I have lived through 
enough experience to be old, and I am already fed up with life, 1 
A famous Grecian dancer of yesterday once said, " I have never 
been alone but what my hands trembled, my eyes filled with tears, 
and my heart ached for a peace and happiness 1 have never found, * 
One of the world's great statesmen said to me, » I am an old man. 
Life has lost all meaning, I am ready to take a fateful leap 
into the unknown. Young man, can you give me a ray of hope, "
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After citing all these examples of di scon ten tment,
unhappiness, pessimistic attitude towards life and despondency

✓

amongst all the walks of modern life, the famous thinker 
expresses his own view in an extremely magnificent way s -

» Our materialistic world rushes on with its 
eternal quest for the Fountain of Happiness t The more 
knowledge we acquire, the less wisdom we seem to have. The 
more economic security we gain, the more boredom we generate. 
The more worldly pleasure we enjoy, the less satisfied and 
contented we are with life. We are like a restless sea, 
finding a little peace here and a little pleasure there, but 
nothing permanent and satisfying. So the search continues I 
Men will kill, lie, cheat, steal, and war to satisfy their 
quest for power, pleasure, and wealth, thinking thereby 
to gain for themselves and their particular group peace, 
security, contentment, and happiness. n

By all this, Billy Graham has tried to emphasise 
that worldly achievements are never a source of real happiness. 
In spite of the fact that man on earth is busy and striving 
hard to accomplish the goal of happiness, he always realises 
in the long run that all his efforts are futile. As Billy 
Graham presents it t -

" ... yet inside us a little voice keeps saying, 
we were not meant to be this way - we were meant for better 
things. We have mysterious feeling that there is a fountain
some-where that contains the happiness which makes life

(18)
worth-while. We keep saying to ourselves that scane-where,
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gome-time, ve viXX stumble onto the secret* some times 
ve feel that ve have obtained it - only to find it illusive, 
leaving us disillusioned, bewildered and unhappy* * 09)«

He goes on further to say t - 
" The happiness which brings enduring worth to 

life is not the superficial happiness that is dependent on 
circumstances* It is the happiness and contentment that fills 
the soul even in the midst of the most distressing of 
circumstances and the most bitter environment. It is the 
kind of happiness that grins when things go wrong and smiles 
through the tears* The happiness for which our souls ache 
is one undisturbed by success or failure, one which will root 
deeply inside us and give inward relaxation, peace, and 
contentment, no matter what the surface problems may be* That 
kind of happiness stands in need of no outward stimulus* «

How beautifully he sums up the idea of eternal happiness; -
* Near my home is a spring that never varies its

flow at any season of the year. Floods may rage neaiby, but
it will not increase its flow. A long summer's drought may come, 
but It will not decrease* It is perennially and always the same. 
Such is the type of happiness for which we yearn* " ^2^

Montaigne, the noted French thinker has his own 
view of happiness when he says that happiness can only be 
judged after death. To quote his own words * -

" Till man's last day is come we should not dare* 
Of happiness to say what was his share,
Since of no man can it be truely said
That he is happy till he first be dead* " ^22^
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Nietzsche also denounces material gains as the 
source of happiness. His ethics does not preach self - 
indulgence or regard suffering as an evil. It demands 
fearlessness) not love of pleasure* It prefers the dangerous 
life to tide comfortable one. ^23^

According to'Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics1 
the term happiness * belongs to the ethical rather than to the 
psychological sphere, though referlng to a condition, of 
mental life. In Ethics, its use has been almost universal,
yet in such varying senses that the substitution for it or 
its more definite equivalents is much to be desired. A
formal and material meaning may be distinguished, the latter
subject to a three-fold division..." '24^

Here, 'happiness* has been specifically divided
into two parts. In formal sense, this means * practical 
human good, the ultimate end of action. In this sense 
•happiness* is a mere abstract tens for the desirable in 
life* implying nothing as to its concrete constituents* " '25^

The other part as indicated above is material 
meaning of * happiness*. A common man uses this word 
generally In this very sense* It becomes clearer when 
explained in its three-fold dimensions, i*e« (i) Pleasure, or 
the absenlo of pain, (il) The feeling accompanying the 
systematic activity of the whole self, the feeling of self** 
activity or self realization* •• (Hi) Welfare, the right 
condition of activity, the harmonious life itself* " (26)
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While talking of Christ's happiness, Billy Graham

says * -
* If by happiness we mean serenity, confidence, 

contentment, peace, joy and soul*satisfaction, then Jesus 
was supremely happy. We never read of His laughing, 
though I am sure He did. He was not given to pleasure- 
seeking, hilariousness, jokes or poking fun at others. Nor 
was His happiness dependent on outward circumstances. He 
did not have to have an outward stimulus to make Him happy. 
He had learned a secret that allowed Him to live above the 
circumstances of life and fear of future. He moved with 
calmness, certainty and serenity through the most trying 
circumstances - even death 1

According to J,s, Mackenzie * happiness is the 
form of feeling which accompanies the harmonious adjustments
of the various elements in our lives within an ideal unity,

J.3, Seth says' happiness' is not the sum or 
aggregate of pleasures, it is their harmony or system » or 
rather the feeling of this harmony .* ^29^

Now, let us try to analyze all these view-points. 
First thing which comes to the surface is that 

the real happiness is not an earthly experience. It is 
something divine, celestial, sublime and heavenly. It is 
internal, introspective and deep. It is meditative and 
serene. It is not at all an outward product.

Secondly, a common man in general and an aethist 
in particular, has every right to proclaim that happlne 33 JL 3
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materialistic. It comes oat of oar achievement in worldly 
sphere| though there can he no denial of the fact that no 
achievement causes cessation of desires and thus result 
in complete happiness. Ha piness and sorrow are Inter
linked, One followsthe other in an endless circle* That 
is why Buddha has declared that the cessation of desire is 
the only way to achieve slavatlon, which Is no thing but 
eternal happiness.

Thirdlyt there are two distinctive kinds of 
happiness * one is divine and the other is materialistic 
or physical* The first type of happiness has been dealt 
with on spiritual plane» whereas the second one has found its 
expression! interpretation and elaboration from purely 
materialistic attitude* To be precise; ms find that the 
idea of happiness is the nervo-centre of all human activity!

******** g,** w*» v**, m Mw*» A *A tel. *

Every political thinker says that his chief
*

objective Is to establish the happiness of mankind* Kay

champions of the cause of propserity and happiness of man* 
All economic reforms , during all the ages are aimed at 
the promotion of happiness of the masses* All religions 
of the world show the path of happiness9 a permanent peace 
within* All ethlesi all art and all sciences have the same 
oblective9 a celebrated goal*

If we go through our scriptorea9 we will not find
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It hard to locate that the chief and ultimate theme, there,

is happiness. Upnishadas talk of Anand, which is nothing 
but a state of supreme Joy and by evolution Brahm Himself* 
Moksha represents the same spirit of Anand. Buddha
and Mahavira speak of Nirvan, which is also the same. Gita 
speaks of happiness of man* Islam, Christianity, Sikhism* 
all religions of the world have made the idea of happiness
their main theme. As such, happiness, as a co on tens has
universal application*

As we have to focus our study upon the theme
mm ft

Anand, as propounded in the different systems of Indian 
Philosophy and Adi Granth, in particular, it is needed that 
an appropriate word may be chosen to express the sense which 
the word Anand, embodies. No doubt, dictionary meanings of 
the word Anand are comprehensive, our aim is to particularise
it with the use of a single word, conveying its essence.
(d) Xhand as Equivalent of ‘BUSS*

We have already seen that English- Sanskrit
_ A

dictionaries have equated the word Anand with different english 
words such as * Happiness, Joy, pleasure, delight, gladness, 
bliss, State of blessedness, and so on. If we probe all these 
words, it would seem that bliss or blessedness are the words 
which are expressive of happiness on spiritual planes whereas 
other words have associations with happiness on earthly planes. 
The former is exalted or sublime, whereas the latter are 
ordinary and common. As we go through our scriptures, we will

tmm A
find that Anand is not ordinary, it is exalted, It is supreme,
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it is sublime* Heats* Bliss is the right substitute for 
Ihc&d* It will be interesting to discuss ell these English 

words in detail* so that more clarity is obtained*
According to *Crabb*s English synonymous**

*Pleasure is a term of most extensive use* it embraces one 
large class of outfeelings and sensations* and opposed to 
nothing but pain* which embraces the second class of division* 
Joy and delight are but modes of modification of pleasure* 
differing as to the degree and as to the objects or sources* 
Pleasure* in is peculiar acceptations* is smaller in degree 
than either Joy or delight* but in its universal acceptation* 
it defines no degree* the term is indifferently employed 
for the highest as well as the lowest degree* whereas Joy 
and delight can be employed only to express a positively 
high degree* Pleasure is produced by any or every object* 
everything by which we are surrounded acts upon us more or 
less to produce it, we may have pleasure either from the 
gratification of our senses* from the exercise of our 
affections* or the exerelse of our understandings* pleasure 
from our ownselves or pleasure from others ( but Joy is 
derived from the exercise of affections* and delight either 
from the emotions or the understanding. Tn this manner* we 
distinguish the pleasure of the table* social pleasures* or 
Intellectual pleasures* the Joy of meeting an old friend* 
or the delight of pursuing a favorite object.^)

* Pleasures are either transitory or otherwise f 
Joy is in its nature commonly short of duration } it springs
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from particular events, it is pleasure at high tide, but 
it may come and go as suddently as the events which caused 
it, one's joy may be awakened, and destroyed in quick 
succession. Delight is more fleeting even than joy, and 
much more intensive than simple pleasure *, delight arises 
from a state of outward circumstances which is naturally 
less durable than of jby, but it is a state seldomer 
attainable and not so much at one's command as either 
pleasure or joy.^32^

1 *

" Pleasure, joy and delight are likewise employed 
for the things which give pleasure, joy or delight, charm 
is used only in the sense of what charms or gives a high 
degree of pleasure, but not a degree equal to that of joy 
or delight, though grater than of ordinary pleasure, the

f

pleasure intoxicates, the joys of heaven are objects of 
Christian's pursuit, the delight of matrimony are lasting 
to those who are susceptible of true affection, the charms 
of rural scenery never fail of their effect whenever they 
offer themselves to eye." '33^

About 'happiness' it has the following 
interpretation to put forth : -

" Happinese* Felicity, Blessedness, Beatitude, 
Bliss* Happiness signifies the state of being happy. 
Felicity comes from Latin felicitas, happiness. Bliss is in 
Anglo- sajibon bliths, happiness, literally blitheness, from 
Anglo-saxon blithe, English blithe. The original sense of 
blessedness may have been to consecrate with blood, either 
by sacrifice or the sprinkling of blood, as the word can be
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clearly traced back to blood, hence it may have aeant to be 

consecrated, holy, than simply happiness* It retains a 
religious suggestion still* Beatitude, from the latin 
beatus, signified the property of being happy in a superior 

degree*”
” Happiness comprehends that aggregate of 

pleasurable sensations which we derive from external objects* 
It is the ordinary ter® which is employed alike in the , 
colloquial or the philosophical style, felicity is a higher 
expression, comprehending Inward enjoyment, or an aggregate 
of inward pleasure, without regard to source whence either 
is derived t bliss is a still higher term, expressing mole

than either happiness or felicity, both as to the degree and
*

nature of enjoyment* Happiness is the thing adapted to X 
our present condition and to the nature of our being,"as a 

compound of body and soul, it Is impure in its nature and 

variable In degree \ it is sought for by various means and 
with great eagerness, but it often lies much more within 
our reach than we are apt to Imagine t it is not to be found 

in the possession of great wealth, of grat power, of great 
dominions, of great splendors, or the unbounded indulgences 

of any one attitude or desire, but In moderate possessions, 

with a heart tempered by religion and virtue for the 
enjoyment of that which Ood has bestowed upon us i It is, 
therefore, not so unequally distributed as some have been 
led to conclude*” '35^
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Hence, a beautiful comparison follows to demarcate
the frontiers of happiness and bliss or blessedness -

n Happiness admits of degrees, since every 
individual is placed in different circumstances, either 
of body or of mind, which fit him to be more or less 
happy.... Bliss is that which is purely spiritual $ it has 
its source in the Imagination and rises above the ordinary 
level of human enjoyments, of earthly bliss little is known 
but in poetry, of heavenly bliss we form but an imperfect 
conception from the utmost stretch of our powers. Blessedness 
is a term of spiritual import, which refers to the happy
condition of those who enjoy the divine favour, and are 
permitted to have a fore-taste of heavenly bliss by the 
exaltation of their minds above earth by happiness. Beatitude 
denotes the quality of happiness, heavenly happiness."

According to * Wedbster*s Dictionary of Synonymous *
(37)the word ‘Bliss1 can be analysed thus * -

" Bliss : * Beatitude, blessedness, felicity, 
happiness. Analogous words s - Enjoyment, Joy, delectation, 
fruition, pleasure, rapture, ecstasy. Antonyms s - Anguish, 
bale. Contract words * - Misery, suffering, distress, 
dolor, woe, dole, sorrow, grief, gloom, dejection, melancholy,

(38)sadness."
T. Northcote Toller has the following explanation 

for the word s
" Blis i Add - Blisse, Jubilations.
Bllssian t - I-Absolute, II- to rejoice at 
Bllssigend i - Adj. Joyous. "
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J.I* Rodale, while putting forth an explanation

of the word ' Blissful • has chosen to equate it with certain

Imaginative things such as Vaikuntha, Olympian, Lala Rukh, 
Elysian, sien! It will, therefore, be interesting to 

explain these words also : -

^ * V&*kuntha Vaikuntha in the late Hindu

Mythology, is the heaven of Vishnu and is located
either in the northern ocean or on the eastern

peak of Mount Maru, The name is, therefore, a
(41)

type of celestial paradise*
2* Olympian : - Olympian is from Mount Olympus, 

the home of the &ods who seem endowed with a power,* (48)
a happiness and delight,*,"

3# -a3,a : Lala Rukh, in Thomas Moore* s

Poem of the same name is the daughter of the ftnperor 

of Delhi, who on her splendid wedding journey to 
Kashmir to meet her husband to be, Aliris, the Sultan 
of Bucharia, is escorted and entertained by a young 
Persian poet, named Feramoz. To amuse and 
divert her royal progress he relates to her the 
four poetical tales that make the bulk of the work* 
She falls intensely in love with him, and by the 
time she reaches the glittering towers and places 
of lovely vale of Kashmir, she would prefer to fly 
to the desert with the romantic bard. He, however, 
has disappeared, as heartbroken she is ushered into
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the presence of her betrothal. Agreeably 
surprised, she discovers him to be her younger 
lover, who had assumed the gallant disguise of 
escort in order to win her love without any aid of 
roval punk. •* )
Jm w Jr m CHJHV e

Rodale’s conclusion from this story is that the 
love of Lala Rukh denotes perfection which is nothing but
blissful!. That is why, he says in end % - ** as perfect as

C44)ending as the love of LalaRukh." 7

4* Elysian t - Slysian is from Elislum, sometimes

called the Slysian fields, the abiding place 
of the blessed. Hence, it Indicates any ideally 
blissful state.
5* Sdon t - Eden refers to the Garden of Eden, 
home of our parents, but it has since broadened 
to mean any religion of consummate beauty and 
freshness, utter innocence, and ineffable bliss* 
Whereas Rodale has chosen to discuss the 

imaginative lands and places like Vaikuntha and Olympics 
and Sden, under the banner of * blissful state*, Roget chores 
to associate all these with the word * pleasure *• We have 
already seen that the word * pleasure* is not heavenly, it 
is *bllss* that occupies the supreme place. Then, why these 
heavenly things are discussed under the same heading as for 
earthly objects, indicative of pleasure. Before, coming to 
the conclusion, let us first quote from Roget*s ** Thesaurus of



Words and Pharases." It explains the word * pleasure •, in 
the following words i -
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" Pleasures- N. Pleasure, gratification, enjoyment, 
relish, xest, gusts, satisfaction, complacency, 
wellbeing, snugness, comfort, ease, mind and ease, 
joy, gladness, delight, glee, cheer, sunshine, 
cheerfulness, refreshment, merry-making, amusement.
luxury, hedonism, happiness, felicity, bliss, 
beatitude, enchantment, transport, rapture, ravish
in ent, ecstasy, paradise, elysium, honeymoon, Eden,
Arcadia, happy valley, Agapemone, Cockaigne."
In Indian Scriptures also, *Vaikuntha', or Swarga

have also been portrayed as places which are abodes of immense
joy or happiness, which undoubtedly is spiritual. That is why,
main emphasis is laid on the achievement of heavenly life,
throughout the discussions In this context*Guru Nanak has
also desired to depict * Sachkhand* as a state of perfect
bliss* It has also been described as N Begampura M,

(49)i.e. a city where there is no sorrow."
It is not difficult to resolve the problem given 

above. The words, in themselves have no meaning. It is 
their use or association that gives them definite meanings. 
It is, therefore, not in any way^ objectionable if one uses 
the word happiness, felicity, joy, pleasure or bliss in the 
same sense. Common usage of the words has to be tolerated. 
But, at tiie same time, it must be remembered that in any
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analysis it is clear thm 'bliss* is th© right substitute 
in English of the %nskrifc word 1Ana&d*’ Though in th© 
c r,r.on usage, both have boon used as synonymous of happiness 
or pleasure, yet in spiritual world, their status is higher, 
sublime and sacred* Henceforth, we will use these words 
with full precaution and not In the ordinary sense of 
'happiness* as we had been doing so far* We have to avoid 
the colloquial us© of th© word 1 Bliss1 f if vo have to 
do Austin© with our subject, under discission# To bo more 
clear , if we use the , word happiness, it is ordinary 
happiness, and if m choose the word 'Bliss*, it stands for 
higher and spiritual happiness* It is not appropriate to 
fix limits for the use of a particular word, but it has to 
be done to avoid confusi -n and misunderstanding.

t (9b

The former has its source in the philosophy of Vedus, whereas 
the latter is independent of Vedas or opposed tothe basic
character sties of the philosophy of Vedas* The former has

has used other substitutes for it*
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or mental, till the cause of the pain is not removed.
Grief and sorrow express the state of mental anguish under 
painful circumstances.

Carl Darling Buck, has given the following meanings 
to all these words, connected with the negation of 
*happiness*•

9 P§in> Suffering- Pain, Suffering is understood 

here as primarily physical, though most of the words may be 
used also for mental suffering,'*

He has equated these words with the Sanskrit words- 
Dukha, Pida, Vedna, Similarly, he explains the words *grief 
and sorrow * in the following manner.

* Grief, Sorrow »«* several of the words for 'grief, 
Sorrow* are the same as those for physical pain, suffering, 
and some belong to groups discussed under 'care*.... others 
are from a great variety of emotions mostly physical.**

These words have also found equation with the 
Sanskrit »Dukha»*

What emerges from the fore-going discussion is that
a human-being has to face different kinds of circumstances, 
while he lives in this world. Some happenings in life give
him satisfaction, contentment and happiness, while others 
cause die* satisfaction, pain, sorrow and suffering. He has 
a wish for the situations in which he can become happy
whereas he always avoids the situations which cause unhappiness. 
Whatever he feels, is a mental process. Peeling of happiness 
or u»-happiness is also mental, not-with-standing the fact
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whether its origin is in the physical set-up or directly in 

the mental sphere. Had there been no mind, physical pains 
might not hay® been felt. That is why, whenever we talk 
of happiness or contentment we lay emphassls on * peace of 

mind", All luxuries of life are means to some sort of 
mental satisfaction and never an end in themsieves, When 
we talk of worldly happiness, we generally mean the 
satisfaction drawn from worldly objects.

This satisfaction is the only aim of all human 
activities according to thinkers who have no faith in God 

and a life beyond this life* On the contrary, these who 
believe in God and a life beyond this life, they consider 

this satisfaction or happiness to belong to a lower order. 
They aspire for a lasting happiness which is called Bliss* 
The state of bliss is the state of supreme and superb 

happiness* After the attainment of this happiness, no 
further desire for any happiness remains, they call this 

happiness as true and all other kinds of happiness fake 

and transitory. They aspire for a higher goal as compared 
to those who have no faith in any Bliss, beyond the 
contentment attained through the worldly objects and 

outward experiences. Banthan, the eminent 19th century 
philosopher, has discussed beautifully the * Four sources 
of Pleasure and Pain*, in the context of social welfare 
and advancement. He says that the happiness of the 
individuals, of whom a community is composed, that is their
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pleasures and their security, is the end and the sole end 

which the legislator ought to have in view : the sole 

standard, in confirm!ty to which each individual ought, as 

far as depends upon the legislator, to be made to fashion 

his behaviour. But whether it be this or anything else that 

is to be done, there is nothing by which he can ultimately 

be made to do it, but either pain or pleasure* Having taken 
a general view of these two grand objects ( viz* pleasure 

and what comes to be the same thing, Immunity from pain) in 

the character of final causes) it will be necessary to take 

a view of pleasure and pain itslef, in the character vet 
of efficient causes or means."

He goes on to say that there are four distinguished

sources from which pleausre and pain are in use to flow ; 
considered separately, they may be termed the physical, the 

political, the moral, and the religicus : and in as much as 

the pleasures and pains belonging to each of them are capable

of giving a binding force to any law or rule of conduct, they 

may all of them be termed as sanctions*
Though Bentham * s views represent purely the view 

of a social philosopher, these have undoubtedly a bigger scope.

We can, at least, draw one specific result from this and that 
is that spheres of pleasure and pain can never be delimited* 

Their relationship is close and deep* As Qurbani says ,

* Pleasure and pain are but two pairs of clothes, which man 
has to wear, alternatively* " ' 'fl
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What we have sought to establish here is that life 
is Estrange mixture of happy and painful experiences. The

occurance of tile former is always welcome while the emergence 
of the latter is always detested, Man has an unsatiable 
innate longing to be supremely happy and free from all pain 
and suffering. All his actions are directed towards the
goal of happiness and ultimately supreme blissful state.
He takes care Df his body to be happy, he tries to amass 
wealth to be happy and he acquires property to be happy. But, 
it is a hard fact that in spite of all these attainments, 
he continues to feel that the real goal is not achieved as 
yet. Desires find no ending. He gets involved in a vicious
circle of f earning and spending1, but no satisfaction is 
achieved. At last, all activities cease with a single stroke 
of death. Man on this earth is never happy, because he 
always remains in the grip of desires, which have no ending.
This is the story of a common man, whether rich or poor, a 
story which is woven with the threads of tears and smiles.
If they get any permanent peace , that is death, the mystery of 
which remains unfolded.

Swami Prabhavanand has discussed the problem in a 
very simple manner. It will be worthwhile to quote his views 
here. He says, ** I think we can safely assume that man, whether 
he is Christian, Hindu, Buddhist, Jewish, Moslem, or even 
agnostic, is in search of a common goal? What might that goal 
be ? Kapila, the great philosopher who lived perhaps fourteen 
centuries before Christ, described it as the complete cessation



of suffering and misery," what causes suffering and 
misery? Although Kabila admitted a great number of causes, 
he classified than under three headings. The first is 
'Adhyatmlka'. which refers to suffering that is closely 
related to one's self. For instance, suffering from sickness 
and disease that attack the body } and fears or worries that 
attack the mind. A second cause of suffering is known as 
Adhlbhautika, caused by extra-neous circumstances either 
involving one's own family and friends or strangers, something 
unfortunate happens to your family, or somebody hurts you, 
talks harshly to you, is jealous of you, envious of you, and 

so on. The third eiuse of suffering is Abhldalvika. which

might be tensed supernatural, which insurance companies refer to
as 1 acts of God' , for example, Flood, Fire, Earthquake etc.,**

He continues to elaborate the point.
" All these are different sources of misery to 

mankind f and everyone, whether he believes in God or not, 
wants to be freed from them. It is true there are persons 
who remind us that if we get sick we usually get healed *, and 
there undoubtedly exist temporary means and methods by which 
we can free ourselves from pain. Yet, is this really adequate? 
One gets sick and is healed ) but he gets sick again. And 
then, inevitably, there is death. 'Nobody' , Buddha said,
" can escape death "• And so the Ideal which, it must be 
admitted, seems utopian, is a complete cessation of suffering 
and misery. And Kapila says it can be done. *

He goes still further and says, n Now I am not such 
a pessimist as to believe that there is only misery in life.
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life Is not merely suffering* It also has its joys, pleasures

and happiness* In the TJpnishads ve read * * who could live 

and breathe a moment If there were no happiness at all? *
Yes, there is happiness* One gets thirst/ or hungry $ he 
drinks or eats* and he is happy. He has passions and 

appetites | he satisfies them, and he is happy* But a 

spiritually discriminating soul wisely pointsout f * Yes 

there is happlneeSf but it Is not lasting* * In the Bhagvad 

Oita, we read i * Senses also have Joy in their marriage with 
things of the senses, sweet at first but at last how bitter I 

Jteeped in rajas that pleasure is poison."

What swamiji has said as quoted above, is the same

which we have already discussed* There can be no denial of the 

fact that an ordinary man has the feeling of suffering and 

happiness, only In the limited sphere of worldliness* It the 

same time, ve have to keep in mind that the happiness achieved 

thus is never permanent and lasting* Why Budha, renounced 

the world ? Only, because he was in search of some lasting 

happiness* Swanljl has also not ignored the fact and he 
says, " Why do spiritual aspirants regard pleasures in such 

a way? * Because their very fulfilment suggests an in*adequacy 

Somehow, no matter that we gain, it is not enough* As one 
mystic said , * the terrible thing is that we can never make

ourselves drunk enough.* Xhe fact is that man is so constituted
that his hunger cannot be satisfied by anything that is finite* 

bower animals do not have man/ cravings } they have a few
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fundamental wants and with the satisfaction of these, they 
are quite happy• However, man is so constituted that nothing 
of the finite can satisfy him completely, because in him 
dwells the infinite God % self-consciousness has evolved in 
him, and It is only in the infinite that man will find 
complete happiness.”

An4this happiness which is in the infinite is 

the same which is appropriately described by the word ’Bliss* 
and discussed in the TJpnishdas with the word Anand. And 
now arises another question, that how attonement with the 
infinite can be achieved. Will it come automatically after 
death or can it be attained before death also, with self- 
control, penance or meditation. The answer to this is not 
simple and brief. In fact, an unlimited number of theories 
wist. Hedonistic view is that with death, the entire 
story of human existence finishes. As such, there is no 

value of any transcendental Joy, or sorrow after death. The
t

Yoga system of Indian Philosophy emphasises the self-effort 
and strict-discipline of nerves and hard penance to achieve 
’Kaivlya* - the state of supreme happiness. Buddhist and 
Jain philosophies have termed death as 'Nirvana* - the 
state of cessation of all desires and thus a state of complete 
contentment.

A common man generally putsa question : * No doubt, 
there Is pain and suffering in life, there is happiness also ; 
but the concept of God and the infinite are idealistic. 
Therefore, let us make the most of our life. Religion only
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gives a post-mortem happiness. Therefore, let ns fully 
enjoy ourselves while living on earth* Hedonistic view is 
nothing hut the development of this view. The exponents of 
this view think that life is to enjoy its pleasures and 
these pleasures are the be*all and end*all of all human- 
effort*

There is however, the other side of the picture*
To quote Swami Prabhvanand again, * Kapila, as well as the 
great spiritual teachers * Buddha, Krishna, Hamakrishna * were 
aware of this attitude. But they thought that we can
completely end suffering and misery in this life* The sages

isiFiafi r.nja r. lhafo i si nojn ni vu nupinnno urn r*n con no

realised t ‘Prom Joy springs this universe, in Joy dwells
this universe, unto Joy goes back this universe*"

* Still, you might ask, have the great ones really
gone beyond pain ? Christ was crucified and apparently
suffered on the cross, so much so that he cried out t My God,
my God, why hast thou forsaken me ? * However, it is not
wise to Judge a divine incarnation by external experiences*
Christ knew he was not the body, and he was capable of

(Qn)withdrawing his mind from the physical plane."
An incident from the life of sri Hamakrishna 

deserves attention, in this context* Swamiji was suffering 
from cancer of the throat* a disciple came to enquire of his 
health* swamljl said, " Oh, look, how I am suffering I * The 
disciple retorted quickly, * Holy Sir, you say that you are
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suffering , but it seems to me that you are dipped in the 
ocean of bliss." Swamiji replied with smile," This rascal 
has found me out."

All these great men were examples in than selves.
One can hardly believe that Guru Arjan Dev, the fifth 
guru of the Sikh faith sat smilingly on the red-hot iron 
plate and bore casually the hot sand on his head. Guru 
Teg Bahadur, the ninth Guru also faced death smilingly. The 
reason is very obvious. These great masters had acquired 
that state of mental elevation where pain means nothing. They 
were Brahm Gianis, as related in the Adi Granth. They were 
the embodiments of victory over pain.

Renowned western philospher Spinoza has analysed 
the cause of suffering and the attainment of infinite Joy and 
blessedness, in the following words x-

" For the things which men, to Judge by their 
actions, deem the higher good, are riches, fame or sensual 
pleasure. Of these, the last is followed by satiety and 
repentance, the other two are never satiated $ the more we have, 
the more we want j while he love of fame compels us to order 
our lives by the opinions of others. But if a thing is not 
loved, no quarrels will arise concerning it, no sadness will 
be felt if it perishes, no envy if another has it $ in short, 
no disturbances of the mind. All these spring from the love
of that which passes away, but the love of a thing eternal'*** *

and infinite fills the mind wholly with Joy, and is unmingled 
with sadness. Therefore,, it is greatly to be desired and to be
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(61)sought with all our strength.”

From the preceding discussion, it is clear that 
wherever happiness or Bliss is talked about, the mention of 
•Desire* is obvious. Desires are the root-cause of all 
misery and pain, and all actions aimed at happiness are 
also desires. It, therefore, becomes necessary to discuss 
what desire is and what role it plays in the human-life.
(g) What is Desire f -

James Drover, in his *Dictionary of Psychology* has
elaborated the term *Deslre* in these words 'General term

(62)for appetite with clear consciousness of its object.** And
about the term ' appetite', he says : ** Immediate desire ;
used also of an insistent impulse, inherited or acquired
originating usually in organic conditions, and, when congenial,

(63)
frequently classes as an instinctive impulse.” Sven a common 
man knows what desire is. In this world, we are in possession 
of certain amenities which provides us satisfaction, physically 
as well as mentally. But there are others who are better placed 
as compared with U3. For example, I have a house of my own to 
live in. This is a great solace to my mind when 1 see that 
many of ray friends live in rented houses. But when I see there 
are others who have palatial buildings as compared to ray small 
house, my heart starts burning. I wish I had also been able to 
own a big and grand house. This longing for the things which we 
donot have is called desire. I want to live better, eat better. 
This longing continues like an endless stream, 
which results in dis-satisfaction. When desires 
are fulfilled man feels happy, but this happiness
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proves to be transitory, fatile and short-lived, because 
after the fulfilment, of one desire, we fall vie tie to 
another* soul cries for the attainment of a state of

, or what
we may call a state of detirelessness* In mysticism, 
desire is a widely discussed subject and it is agreed that 
the state of supreme happiness can only be achieved if
desires are completely controlled or put under strict 
discipline* Buddha feels that the root cause of all 
suffering is man*s submission to desires* In fogs system 
also the desires * are considered to be inimical to the
achievement of Yoga, when they are or habits of
desires arising from the past*

* What grief springs of itself and springs not 
of desire ? * was Buddha*s rhetorical question showing 
that this is a matter seriously to be considered by the ma 
who proposes to guide his life by reason towards happiness 
and then he will see the folly of allowing his automatic 
responses to the challenge of the world to be governed by 
these impulses*R

To be more clear, we can say that the memories 
of pleasures and pains previously experienced in connection 
with various objects arise as feelings of liking and 
disliking* When those objects are brought into view in fact 
and in thought, and these engender emotions of desire and
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(h) Km Sutra and lias oiddhant* *

Km Sutra, or the ^cianco of mm9 describes in 

derail how eajoy&eat through se;% relations can be obtained 
to the fullest degree* Vatsyana, the famous sage, in his 

treatise, knowias Kam sutra, has described in detail the 

different Asanas, which add to the pleasure of different 

sexes, when enjoying inter-course* Wot only this, he gives 
his views on the art of eebraelng, the art of kissing and 
In extension, the ideal way of enjoying a carried life* lie 

views have been appreciated and adhered to for centuries*
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authority in the realm of physical enjoyment* There is 
hardly any difference on the point that sex is one of the 
biggest forces or desires in human life, which tend to 
add to the happiness and satisfaction of human mind* This 
desire, when sublimated towards higher objectives can lead 
to the ideal of Anand, Bliss or permanent happiness in soul.
The journey from the fleshy satisfaction to spiritual 
contentment is long and hard one.

In Indian Poetics, one finds that the theory of
Easa or Has-Siddhant has been highly celebrated theory* It
is agreed that the main objective of all literary creations
is to impart Rasa or Anafld* Acharya Vlshaw Nath in his famous

book * Sahitya Darpan* , says that only the utterance,
(66)imbued with Rasa, has the right to be called Kavya.

All the famous Sanskrit Scholars have acknowledged the
supremacy of the Ras-Siddhanta• Aristotle's theory of 
Catharsis, to some extent, also signifies the role of 
mental satisfaction for the reader or the audience.
K. Bhattacharya, while discussing the concept of Rasa, 
refers to artistic enjoyment and says* " Rasa means either

(67)aesthetic enjoyment or that which is aesthetically enjoyed*"
Thus, it is clear that the idea of Anand is prevalent 

in almost every sphere of human-activity, starting from the
n -C ■

earthly regions* it touches the highest regions of spiritually* 
Snand Is the be-all and end-all of the yearning human-soul,



(i) Pour Values in Indian Bthlca-

It will not be out of place to make a mention of 
Four Values or the Purusharthas, described in Indian Ethics* 
These values, in effect, signify the entire human*longing 
for the attainment of happiness or Ana&d in its final form* 

These four purusharthas are known as Pharma, Art ha, Kama 
and Moksha* Karl H. Potler remarks s * Before we turn to 
the final 1 aim of man* we would do well to examine the 
evidence for my contention that artha, kama and dharraa are 
best considered as attitudes and that this conception does 
justice to Indian ideas*.. The route to the superior control 
to the fourth and most worthwhile kind of attitude, Moksha, or 
complete freedom lies in the mastery of attitudes of greater
and greater concern coupled with less and less attachment of 
possessiveness.** This ideal of four*fold values rests on
the four-fold needs of the human*personality. These needs 
are * - (i) Food and Sex, (2) Power and Property, (3) Social 
relations with others, and (4) the communion with God* Kama 
is the enjoyment of pleasures ~ sexual as well as sensuous* 
Artha is the ordering of ones worldly concerns so as to lead 
to happiness, Dharma is the discharge of one^ duties 
rationally conceived. Moksha is the disentangling of oneself 
from transitory pleasures and enjoyments to obtain the higher 
and more permanent forms of pleasure* In Moksha, man aspires

■\ 4. #

after bliss or Anandi rather than sensual or intellectual 
pleasures. With the development of personality, the worldly
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ends of Artha and Kama become means for the higher ends of 

Dharma and Moksha*
These four values of life give pleasure in one 

way cr the other at one stage of life or the other, Kama 
is sense gratification and implies the Pleasuresobtained 
through sensual and sensuous gratification of the desires of 
the body and the mind. Artha is the pleasure that one feels 
in obtaining wealth and power. Dharma also affords us 
pleasure. It satisfies the moral or the social self, and we 
f£el the pleasure of doing good to others and ttB feel 
pleasure in doing our duties towards others. Similarly,

Moksha satisfies our soul*s desire. In Moksha one feels 
bliss or Anand which cannot be described adequately but

-’'W- . ■

can only be realised and experienced by one who is fortunately 

able to attain it. Thus, Kama satisfies the bodily self, 
Artha, the material self, the Dharma, the social self and the 

Moksha, the spiritual self or soul,
Shankara accords the Moksha the status of Mukhya 

Purushartha or the highest value and other three are called 
§aun purushartha or the secondary values. For him, Moksha has 

Intrinsic value and the other three have extrinsic value, 
Moksha Is thus the highest end of life. It consists of bliss 
or Anand, enjoyed in communion with God,

Thus, we see that these four values correspond to 
different types of happiness or pleasures for which a man 
can desire. These different types can easily be categorised
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as (1) Physical, (ii) Material, (iii) Mental and 
(iv) spiritual* While, living on this earth, human-beings 
have to long for all these, in different proportions and 
at different stages* And there is hardly any doubt when 
longing for a particular type of satisfaction, we attempt 
to acquire and enjoy it to the highest degree, which may be 
termed as the state of Anand. Anand is the highest stage of 
contentment, in whatever sphere of fulfilment of desires, it 
occurs. Thus, we can say that the state of Anand or Bliss 
has not only the spiritual status, but it has physical, 
material or mental planes also. In meta-physics, it is 
decidedly the highest spiritual achievement,
(j) Five Kalesha : -

After discussing the different types of happiness, 
it is appropriate to say a few words about the different 
types of suffering also. Although, we can have th© division 
on the same lines as t - Physical suffering, material suffering, 
and mental suffering etc*, but it is more appropriate to 
refer to the theory of five types of human-suffering, known 
as five Kaleshas in Indian Philosophical fought* According 
to Ernest-wood the Five Kaleshas are* the five sources of 
thouble, which are avidya ( ignorance), asmita ( self- 
personality), raga( desire), devesha (aversion), abhinivesha 
(possessiveness). They are all due to the first of them, 
namely error or mistaken idea. They can be at different 
times, dormant, slight, obstructed, or vigorous* They are
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weakened by Kirya-Yoga, (dally-life Virtues) and destroyed 
by dhyana ( Meditation). They are the root cause of 
embodiment and its status and conditions with their pleasures 
and pains resulting from virtues and vices, or merits and 
demerrits.”

It clearly shows that Indian Thought is pre
dominantly occupied with the problem of pain and suffering in 
all the aspects of human-activity* ?aln and suffering Is the 
creation of man*s own follies, and he can liberate himself 
from all these only through the spiritual path. He can get 
rid of these at the earthly level also, but this liberation 
will not a lasting one. Our earnest endeavour should be to 
achieve the stage of lasting and permanent happiness, where 
these Kaleshas do not occur, again* This is the state of 
BUis or Anand.
(k) Conclusion.

Thus, we find that the word AnaAd has very wider 
implications so far as the course of human-life on this 
earth and beyond this earth, is concerned. Anand is the basic 
urge of human-mind and it is the ultimate goal of all our 
human endeavour. We will see in the ensuing chapers, how 
the idea of happiness has been elevated to divinity, by the 
philosophers and seers of ancient wisdom.
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I

CONCEPT OF BLISS IN DIFFERENT 
SYSTEMS OF INDIAN PHILOSOPHY

All discussion of Indian Philosophy should start 

with the philosophy of The Vedas. From the times of the 

Vedas, Indian Philosophy*s evolution has been extensive 

and multi-faceted. A large number of systems have developed, 

become the centre of attraction of the people, some of them

flourishing and some reeling back the memory of the masses.
\

However, there is no doubt in the fact that the Vedas are 
the source of all Indian knowledge whether in the fle£d of 

metaphysics, ethics or social advancement. Tradition 

divides Indian Philosophy Into two groups - one the orthodox 

group ( astlka darshan) e.g. the Ifyaya, Vaisesika, Satakhya, 

Yoga, Mimansa, and Vedant systems. They believe in the 

authority of Vedas. In this group of six systems, the 

Mimansa and che Vedanta base themselves directly on the 

teachings of Vedas and accept nothing that goes contrary to 

them. The second group comprehends Buddhism, Jainism and the 

Charvaka school. They do not owe any allegiance to the 

Vedas, hence these systems are described as the nastika 

darshana. Whereas the Astika darshanas make use of reasons to 

explain the truths of revelation l.e. the body of the spiritual 

experience of the Rishies, the latter are not content merely 

to swear by the scriptures. They want to reassure and 

confirm the contents of scriptures through reasoning. The 

Vedas are four in number l.e. the Rig, the Rama, the Yajur 

and the Atharvana. The Rig Veda Is the first and ancient of
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all* It Is regarded as the highest, the most sacred and
the most ancient of the Shastra, The Hindus claim for it
divine revelation, and in its very substance revere it as
a portion of the Divine essence, perfect, infallible and
containing the primitive truth*

Antiquity of the Rig Veda, has given it a place
of honour along with the Parsi worship and the Chinese
philosophy. The Sama Veda consists of extracts from the
Rig and Yajura also borrows much of its material from the
Rig, The Atharvana, otherwise known as Brahmana is of a
considerably later date, and furnishes directions for
performing the sacred rites in which the priestly families
sing the hymns and give explanations to different points.
Hence, the supremacy of the Rig Veda is unquestionable*
(a) Rig Veda's Thought of Blissful Existence of Puru sha •

The Rig Veda, literally meaning * fount of
knowledge' or fount of 'vision' is a collection of hymns, 
metrical prayers and invocations. They are entitled 
Mantras, 101? in number* In its collective form it is called 
Samhita, or a collection of poems. It contains 10,580 verses, 
all addressed to gods, such as - Indra, the dod of rain, Agni,

Soma, the 4od of moon, 
and the gods of air, water, earth, the atmosphere and spirits. 
The elements and planets are personified* Indra is invoked 
to raise up the souls of the warriors, to fight against the

the dod of fire, Surya, the god of Sun
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to establish the supremacy
of the Aryan race* Varuna, Is the Jod of the life-giving 
water which springs from heavens* Agnl warmed everything 
with a glance* the Vedas teach belief in 1 One supreme 
Power*t * the Self-existing Powerf •* He whom the mind alone

/’1 \can perceive#**v '
Dr* G*W* Josh! rightly remarks * *» The Vedic

principle* ( Pttrusha) in the sont moon, rivers, fire etc*,
which being different from

- (2) for movements of them."
those things was responsible
Muller also views t * that

above the great multitude of gods there must be one supreme 
personality, and after a time, they declared that there was
behind 
were

the hods that one ( Tad
^ (Z)various names**1 ' '
__ (4)

Skam) of which the gods
The word Brahman occurs in the

Thus, it is clear that the Mantras of the aig Veda 
are bubbling with the seal of the Aryan race, whose sole aim 
is to lead a happy, comfortable and contented life* All the 
deities are invoked with a view to receive their blessings 
which may result in the enrichment of life in all Its aspects* 
Bumper crops, mllchy cows, waters for irrigation and oxen 
for agriculture* All these boons add to the happiness and 
comforts of life, for which thanks are given to deities and the 
Almighty* Calling the Vedas as the source of all philosophy,
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Dhirendra Hath Paul rightly observes : 1 What is Philosophy, 
bat speculationa about the origin and creation of the world, 
the nature and final end of man, and the way in which that 
man can be made perfectly happy both here and hereafter ?
All these speculations are to be found in the Vedas, The 
questions are there - the speculations, arguments and 
reasoning are there - and perhaps the answers are also to 
be found there and there only, though in an undeveloped 
way,** ^

In the mantras of the Rig Veda, we find the idea 
of happiness, treated elaborately. Different words have 
been used to express the term on different planes. 
Invocations to the over-seeing power have been made to 
grant the man all the boons of life, God has been portrayed 
as the store-house of all happiness and as such the human- 
beings are shown as the beggars, always seeking favours 
from Him, It has also been made clear that our demands are 
ceaseless and limitless. Therefore, we are not fully
satiated in our desires. It is, therefore, desirable to

/

abandon all our vain efforts and try earnestly to seek 
unification with Him, who is the Ocean of Bliss, or Supreme 
happiness.

See the following excerpt of the Aittreya 
Brahmana, which is associated with the Rig Veda :

B The pleasure,
A father has in his own son exceeds

e

All other pleasures. Food is life,apparelU
ck j>*itrCtLcJjL cfn , ‘frsdd cvn cfvmktYn&yJ:^ ck t&Ljz_ tfa

.pU £/>i d % (x ctcLu‘jA'(efv <ft/nr fr&y&Jb *f’ 
a. %£r\ L% a. A£/rcV fiMK <jr4~
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N.K. Devaraja says that the singers of the 
Rig Veda know fully that the worshippers of gods are 
favoured by them with wealth... This faith in the generosity 
of gods sometimes expresses itself in the form of an 
expectation. The poets and priests praising the gods 
expect them to bestow wealth on them, ^

In the very opening part of the Rig Veda, the
blissful existence of the Supreme Power has been mentioned
with great reverence. It is said that Almighty, who
knows everything, who is neither perishable, nor devoid of
knowledge, is guiding the fate of the entire universe, and
in the process has a blissful existance. His followers
will also attain the same supreme state of bliss. Hot
only this, God wishes His creation to enjoy all the
facilities in life, and thus be happy. He exhorts the
mankind to develop industry and in this way make •his'&k

(9)journeys comfortable. He advises that the mankind
should employ the power of water and fire in the development
of industry and in this way attain happiness and get rid
of the miseries of life, God orders the scholars that
they should impart knowledge to the ignorant human-beings,

\ . because knowledge shows the path to pious and spiritual
living which Is the source of eternal happiness. ' '
At another place, it is said that when men get rid of
jealousy for others and start thinking for the betterment
of all, then even severest enemies become friends and by the
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grace of Gody all got highest kind of happiness
God blesses those who acquire knowledge and render selfless

service for the benefit of the all mankind, 

self*leas people enjoy lasting happiness*

Only such 
One of the

greatest poet*sages in the Big Veda asks the ^od Varuna 
what his sin ' Bnas) was for which he is suffering* Another

»
groat poet, named uanahsepa, makes constant references to 

the deviations from the Lav, to •ropes* and to * Bondages 

till another poetv named Dirghatsuaas, sp oks about 
Ignorance" and the dawn of • Light* and the ’Happiness and 

Immortality"| arising from such *Light*#

c* Kunhanraja remarks t "As between the elements 

of suffering; on one side and the elements of happiness on

M

one otner side, the ratio Is such that the element of 

suffer la ~.ay even be ignored * such is the true philosophy 

of the vearns* ihe real suffering! the philosopher’s suffering 

is only for the fovy and even for them he remedy is readily 
available. As for the people at largey the element of 

suffering bears only a very negligible proportion to the 

element of happiness* such is the real nature of the Worldy

in the Vedasy including both the Big Veda and 
>» la vedle suktasy it is

that God may givo happiness to my body* come
Let air may give us happiness/18)

from all these and other quotations which
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may be scanned from the texts of the Rig Veda, one thing
emerges very clearly, that is the idea of happiness has
found considerable elaboration and discussion. There
cannot be a denial of the fact that the pursuit of happiness
is the axis of the whole human-activity in this world.
We want relief , we want comfort, we want pleasure, we
want enjoyment. We hate pain, we hate misery. We hate
want, we hate poverty. The Rig Veda is Just the expression
of human desire which is deep and intense, aimed at the
attainment of the real happiness. Happiness on earth,
happiness in our inner world, happiness in our relations
with our fellow-be^ings and happiness in our life, which
is beyond the present one. All the Karam KaiSdas have

(19)
singular objective, that is the happiness. Rig Veda
exhorts humnarbeings again and again that they should work 
for the welfare of the society and in thi3 way add to the
happiness of their fellow-beings. All deities stand as the 

symbols of man’s desire for the better and happy life.
To be precise, we can say that the Rig Veda, 

which has been regarded the source book of human-knowledge, 
deals with the problem of happiness and pleasure in all its 
aspects. It has been dealt with not on wordly plane
only, but at the spiritual level also. Whereas, we find a 
a detailed version of man’s activiity on this earth, aimed 
at the achievement of happy life, we find a varied mention of 
Godly power also, which is synonymous of complete happiness,
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op eternal bliss, beyond which no aspiration for the 
achievement is needed* Thus, the seed of tide idea of Bliss,

f
Anand, Mjahasukha, Sukha, Parmanand, is preserved here, in 

all its grace and vigour* There is no douot, as Das gup ta 
pointy oit that * the conception of Brahma which has been
the glory for the Veda&ta philosophy of later days had

|hardly emerged in the Rig Veda from the associations of the
sacriflcpl mind «•• But it is only in the Satpatha Brahmana

>nception of Brahman has acauired a great sismlfii

as the sporeme principle which is the moving force behind
t (on)

the go dal* At the same time, it may be noted that the
gods, venerated in the Rig Veda do point towards the existence

I
of a celestial force, which is the source of bliss* That

l
force is the Purusha of the VedaAta*

(b) The Upnlshadic View-Point;

Before going into the details, what Upnishades, 
have to say on the ideal of Bliss, it is imperative to say 
a few words about the Upnishdas, as it will help to follow 

the succeding discussion more clearly* As we have already 
pointed out the Vedas are four in number, though in 
importance Rig Veda stands aloft of all* The scholars have 

divided each Veda in four parts called Mantras, Brahmanas, 
Jrnyaltas and UpanlsSds* As already explained Mantras are

A'

hymns, addressed to various dietles* As for Brahmanas,
i

they form that section of the Vedas which lays down the rules
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and directions concerning the performance of sacrifices*
They are prose passages and hardly carry any philosophical
undertone* The Arnyakas f&rm the transitional phase
between the Brahmnas and the Upanishadas* They give us
allegorical and mystic interpretation of some of the
sacrifices* They also suggest certain forms of meditation*
The last part of the Vedas is kown as Upanishadas* They
constitute the philosophy of the Vedie Scriptures, and
being the last part of the Vedas are known as Vedanta, also.

The tern 'apnishada* has been interpreted In many
<7ways, but etymologically it means* to acquire knowledge by

sitting * close-by devotedly ' ( sad-upa-nl)rl Thus, it
Is knowledge that a disciple acquires with a sense of
devotion from his Guru, by sitting near him. According to
Sankara, Upnish&da is that which destorys ignorance and
leads to Brahma • According to Encyclopaedia of Relgion
and Ethics' originally it implied the sitting down at the
feet of the teacher, the attitude of the pupil who respectfully
listens to his master's words* In ordinary usage, however,
the wor£d is employed to express the doctrine itself which
the teacher inculcates, and, finally, mystical or secret

(21)doctrine In general* number of the Upanlsdas is
very considerable. Scholars have counted the number beyond 
200* but generally speaking, twelve Upanisadas have been 
given importance and called the Principal Upanisadas.
Shankra has written his commentary on ten Upnishadas only*



They are, namely t - Ishwarya, Ait trey a, Katha, Chhando gya, 
Taittrlya, Prashna, Mandukya, Mundak, Brahdarnyaka and Kena, 
Accordingly9 these tTpanishadas have been regarded as the 
most important and the Principal Upanishads, Dr. Hume has 
written his commentary on thirteen Upanishadas, whereas Dowsen 
has divided all the Upanishadas in three different sections.
However, we need not involve ourselves in this controversy 
of number. Our main concern is what do Upanisadas have to 
say.

As already stated Upanisadas are that part of the
Vedas, which propound the philosophy scattered in the Ved
Mantras. As Dhirendra Hath Paul says : 1 The religious
ideas and thoughts of the Hindus flowed from the Rig Veda
in two distinct streams - one proceeded to the direction
of religious philosophy and other to that of the Religious
Science. The Brahmnas treated of the religious science
namely, the rituals and rites - Yagmas anc sacrifices - a
system of science that was intended to bes 0w on man a^-
religious merits as well as final salvation, - particularly
they promised all sorts of extra* oridinary powers to human
beings. The Arnyakas and Upanishadas discussed the origin
of the Universe, the nature of Brahman, the supreme One,
the oBaracter of human soul, and the vav in which that
soul can attain to the final ever-lasting tct,3S, Therefore,
the developments of Hindu Philosophy which was in the Vedas,

(22)are to be found in the Upanishadas.
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To quote the same author again * ** Thus the 
philosophy of the Upanishadas Is but the development of 
the Philosophy of the holy Vedas. The professed object of 
the Sacred Vedas as well as of all the Schools of the Hindu 
Philosophy is to teach the means by which Sternal Beatitude 
may be attained after death and happiness in this world.
The Vedas say s - Soul is to be known. It is to be 
discriminated from nature s so that it does not come again ! 
it does not come again. This is the final Sternal Beatitude.** 

A.G. Krishna Warrier observes that 9 the central theme 
of the Upanisads and presumably of the Brahma!-sutras and the

Bhagwadgita is Spirit or Purusha, beyond the space-time 
Cj6rJ&oMx\Kwi and, therefore, non-dual or one without a second*

The Upanishadas say Brahman is the omniscient and 
omnipotent Hscause of the existence, continuance and dissolution 
of the Universe. Creation is an act of ffis will. He is both 
efficient and material cause of the world*e(eater, and nature, 
framer and frame, doer and deed. At the consummation of things, 
all are resolved unto Him. The Supreme Selng is 0ne, 4$ole, 

existent, secondless, entire, without parts, semipiternal, 
Infinite, ineffable, invariable rules of all, universal soul, 
truth, wisdom, intelligence and happiness.

Individual souls emanating from the supreme One are 
linkned to innumerable sparks issuing from a blazing fire.
From Him they return, being of the same essence. The soul 
which governs the body together with its organs, neither is
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born, nor does it die* It is a portion of the divine 
substance and as such infinite, immortal, intelligent, 
sentient, true. It Is governed by the supreme One, who 
causes it to do in one state as it had purposed in a former 
condition. According to its pre-disposition for good or 
evil, for enjoined or forbidden deeds, it is made to do 
good or evil, and thus it has retribution for previous works. 
Yet Brahman is not the author of evil, for so it has been 
from eternity} the series of preceding forms and of 
dispositions manifested in them has been infinite.

The soul is encased as in a sheath. In death, it 
absolutely quits this gross corporeal frame. Subject to 
future transmigration, it visits other worlds to receive 
there the recompense of good works or suffer the penality 
of misdeeds. Thus it travels In lower and higher regions.
The wise, liberated from all worldly trammels, ascend yet 
higher to the abode of Brahman or If their attainment of 
knowledge be complete, they at once pass into a reunion with 
the Divine Essence. Thus theyattain Brahm-Nirvana and final 
Moksha ( Salvation) } which is eternal beatitude and 
Everlasting Bliss.

When we go through the Upanishdic Thought, we can 
easily come to the conclusion that the central point of 
discussion is Atma and Brahma, their relationship, their 
identification the final goal Moksha and the means of 
realization of this Supreme state. In a way, the Brahman 
is the Pivot of the entire Upanishadie Thought* That is why,
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Shanker has defined the Upanishades as Brahm Vidya ( The
(25)

knowledge of Brahman). Gaurl Nath shastri rightly points 
out that the ra^an purpose of Upanlshdic study should be the 
realization of the Absolute and unless this realization 
dawns upon the individual soul, there is little justification 
for entering into polemics which often lures him away from

(25)the pursuit of the ultimate end. According to Rajagopalachari
M In the Upanishads, we have a scripture which, among all
the wholy scriotures of the world displays the most

f. (27)scientific spirit in connection with spiritual enquiry.
Our aiy here is not to go into the extensive details of

athe entire Upanlshdic Thought. Therefore, we will 
concentrate our discussion upon the Ana^d philosophy of the 
Upanishadas.

Theory of Sat-Chit-Anand > — According to the
U janisdic Thought Sat ( Being), Chit ( Consciousness) and 
Anand ( Bliss) are the real self ( the Atman or Brahman).
The three words are combined into one in the form of 
Sachchidananda. Earnest wood describes this term in detail 
and says, • A distinction is drawn between pleasure of the 
body and happiness of the mind ( taken together) and the true 
undiluted joy of the Self. Pleasure and haopiness( Sukha) 
are felt by the false self when it feels enhancement of body 
or of mind. But joy or bliss ( Anadda) is of the very nature 
of being and consciousness, so that it cannot be said that 
consciousness has joy, but only that it is joy. Similarly 
it cannot be said that being has consciousness, but being is



consciousness* To be being is to be conscious and happy*
Theta- are one, not three- in-one, as each implies the other 
two* To be more precise, we can say that SaWChit

Aand Anand are not the attirbutes of Brahman or Atma, but 
they are Brahman itself* Brahman is referred to as Ihand 
at several places in the Upanishades, sri Aurobindo remarks

very beautifully i -
.** The supreme is, finally. Pure Ecstasy, Absolute 

Bliss, Ihanda. Now, just as sat and cit are same, so are 
sat and cit not different from snanda } just as Existence

is consicousness and cannot be seprated from consciousness, 
so conscious Existence is Bliss and cannot be seprated from 
Bliss. *29*

According to Brahdarnayaka Upanishad the word 
' Ihand ' is used for * sukha* in the ordinary life, but in
Brahmvidya it stands in the form of an adjective for Brahman, 
itself. 30^ Taittrya Upanishada also refers to Brahm<m os

Ihand. According to Chhandogya also * sukh* is a
greet entity, '32^ To quote Brahdarnayaka again Ihand is 

an aM-pervading sensibility*
While elaborating the discussion held between the 

Brahmnas and YagwaJkaya, Shankra says that the origin of 
this Universe is Brahma and He is what is known in shruti as 
Vigyana and the Jaase being is Ihand* He is a state in which 
there is no Dukha, at all. This Anand is continuous, 
Immeasurable, complete happiness and the very synonym of 
welfare and contentment. Brahdarnayaka beautifully explains
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the Identification of Ahand and Brahma*
As we go through the text of different Upanishadas, 

we find elaborate discussion of Xnaftd in the context of self 

or the Absolute, i*e« Atman or Brahma. It is agreed that 
the supreme state of achievement of the self is the state 
of Ahand. This is the Ahaftd of perfect nature, beyond which 

no further attainment is longed for. Swami tatishwarananda 
names the state of Shanda as the state of inner.poise.^36^ 

Krishna Warrier, writing on » The Spirit of The dpinisads* 
rightly remarks j “Not only is the Upanisadic Spirit sat 
and Cit, it is Shanda or Bliss, too. The emendation that
ananta in *T .TJ.2,1 ‘should be read as Shaiida was suggested by

by Deussen, Even retaining the text un-amended, Brahman ray
(37) l ~be understood as Bliss in the light. Teaching - Pran0

Brahma Kambrahma Kham -.brahma*- Brahma is life, is joy, is 
space, Etapirically joy is brief and fugitive while space 
is inert. How then can either of them be identified with 
Brahman ? Sankara explains that the terms Kam and Kham may 
be taken as mutually qualifying each other. Joy as qualified 
by space ceases to belong to the class of brief sense-pleasures*, 
the infinitude of space now distinguishes it. Similarly space 
qualified by joy is no longer inert, elemental, space \ it 
becomes vibrant and living. The sense of this teaching is 
that Brahman which is existence and consciousness, at the

tl
same time, infinite joy also.

In the Brahadarnayaka Upanishad, the discouse of
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Yagwaliya.addpeassd to Maltreyi throws light on how Brahman
is Bliss. He exhorts that all objects which carry attachment
for human-h-art, such as husband, wife, children, wealth, etc*,
are not loved for what they are themselves, but because they

- (38) . - _are a part of Atmi, Thus, Atma, subservience to which 
makes all other objects full of joy should essentially be 
joyful or bliss* As Krishna Warrier puts it j * while 
these yialA eontingentjoy, the self, dear for its own sake, 

felt and accepted as the Supreme end of all possessions, 
must be unconditioned bliss and the final goal of life,
Self's blissful nature also follows from the fact of Universal
Carving for self*persistance, for immortality* Attempts at
suicide due to abnormal circumstances are aimed, not at the
Self, but at the body that conditions and impris^g it,* (39)

As all true existence and consciousness is Brahman
all true bliss is also Brahman, On a small fraction of this
Brahraie bliss subsist all living being, It is
autonomous, necessary, and eternal, whereas joys born of
self-contacts with objects, being contingent and ephemeral,
are petty and miserable, Sfcta, The wholly transcendental
and transfiguring character of Brahmic bliss forms the
content of certain eloquent Upanlshadic passages. No breath
of desire ruffles the hallowed joy \ in it the self Is the
sole object of desire and it is lifted above all good and evil.

The Taittriya Upanlshad says Brahman is essence,
(41) „ .the same as bliss. Be is not just a supreme abstract.
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As identical with Brahman, rasa is the most concrete of 
realities, determination of which by contingent factors 
being the particular instances of empirical joy. All activities 
of life are aimed at satisfaction of varied kinds, these 
being the modes of the inner organ in which the bliss of 
Brahman shines forth. To quote Krishna Warrier again, " In 
fact, the greater the detachment from objects, the purer 
and more durable is the inner joy. The hidden source of this 
inexhaustible joy is Brahman that is rasa or Shanda, So
unshakable is the seer's intuition of Brahman as bliss that 
he eexclaims/ko hyevanyat kShpranylTt yadesa Skffsa Shan do na
syat/ This inexhaustible spring of bliss keeps all the world

(42)in Unfailing joy, esa hyevShandyat,w M.U. Dvivedi
rightly concludes s * pain and pleasure, good and evil, virtue
and vice, merit and sin, are all conventions based on this
variety of experience, and admitted for the sake of that
experience. But in the Absolute no such distinctions are
possible, and the highest bliss which cannot be described
in words other than those implying negation of everything
positive known to us, consists in forgetting the source of
separateness and realising that unity which is the very being

<43)and nature of the cosmos,n
Swaml Sharvananda in his 'Commentary On The 

Taittriya Upanishad*, writes beautifully, " That the Atman- 
Brahman Reality is not an inert principle is asserted by the 
clause that He is the intelligient, infinite, Being, and is 
further supported by the argument that the world has been
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willed by Him and that He is the essence of Bliss that
initiates and supports all life. The chapter then ends
with a lesson which discloses In a solemn strain that all
ioy experienced by beings of different grades are but
fractions or reflections of the Supreme Bliss, expressing

(44)in various measures,"
The Theory of Five Koshass-

In Taittriya Upanishad, the theory of Five Koshas
is very significant. A Kosha is a vassei in which something
is stored or contained, and is often thought of in terms of

(45)a sword and its scabbard or sheath. Man has been
described as having five koshas as follows s -

1.

2.
3.

“ •

5.

Am aya Kosha , literally, the vessel or sheath
composed of food- the dense physical body.
Prahmaya Kosha, literally, the vessel or sheath 
composed of Praha.
Manomaya Kosha, literally, the vessel or sheath 
composed of PrSha, mind, both higher and lower 
which includes manas, ehita and karma,
Vigyana raaya Kosha, literally, the vessel or

r.

sheath composed of wisdom( the buddhi). 
Ana&draaya Kosha, literally the vessel or sheath 

composed of Joy ( Vedantically speaking the 
AhankSra, the living being, self-expression of
unity.
Swami Sharva Nanda explains the theory of Five Koshas
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" The third chapter is an appendage to the 
second, expounding in some detail, through the anecdote 
of Bhrigu and Varuna, the doctrine of the Kashas or Sheaths. 
Bhrigu, eager to know Brahman, was advised by his father 
Varuna to know first food, life, seeing, hearing, speaking 
and thinking, and was then instructed that that alone might 
be regarded as the Ultimate Reality of things, from which 
all beings are born, to which they repair, and into which, 
they are finally resolved* Through devout austerity, and 
concentration of thought Bhrigu, after investigation, came 
step by step, to the knowledge of Bliss established in the 
highest heaven," $i'2 • !

Dr, S. Radha Krishnan, while discussing the FiCS 

Koshas, writes of the final stage * " The son finally 
arrives at the truth that spiritual freedom or delight 
( Shanda), the ecstasy of fulfilled existence is the ultimate 
principle. Here, the search ends, not simply because, the 
pupil's doubts are satisfied but because the pupil's doubts

{47)are stilled by che vision of Self-evident Reality."
Thus, it Is evident the highest state of

achievement in the journey of the soul is the state of Anand,
It is^in fact, the goal, the destination and the supreme

j\ideal. This is not the Anand which a layman may interpret in 
ordinary understanding, it is rather the result of deep 
spiritual pursuits, it is the very identification of the
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self with the Absolute. It may be called Brahmanand or
ParamSnaAd or Maha-anand. Taittriya explains it in an 

extremely beautiful manner. The second Valli of the
Taittiriya Bpanishad is devoted predominantly to the Bliss 
of Brahman# Paul Deussen correctly remarks that the chief

(48)passage treating of Brahman as bliss is the Anandvalli, Taitt.
In the Eighth Anuvskaj It is explained as follows i -

" Now this is an examination of ( what is meant
by) Bliss ( Shanda)"

" Let there be a noble youn who is well
read ( in the Veda), very swift, firm, and strong, and let 
the whole world be full of wealth for him, that is one
measure of human bliss."

" One hundred times that human bliss f*—) is one 
measure of the bliss of human Gandharvas ( Genii), and 
likewise of a great sage (learned in the Vedas) who is free 
from desires."

” One hundred times that bliss of human Gandharavas 
is one measure of the bliss of divine Gandharavas ( genii), 
and likewise of a great sage who is free from desires."

" One hundred times that bliss of divine Gandharvas
is one measure of the bliss of the Fathers, enjoying their 
long estate, and likewise of a great sage who is free from 
desires."

” One hundred times that bliss of the Fathers is
one measure of the bliss of the Devas, born in the Xgna heaven 
( through the merit of their lawful works, (3) and likewise
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of a great sage who is free from desires,”

” One hundred times that bliss of the Devas born 
in the Agna heaven is one measure of the bliss of the
Sacrificial Devas, who go to the Devas by means of their 
Vaidik sacrifices, and likewise of a great sage who is free 
from desires,”

” One hundred times that bliss of the sacrificial 
Devas is one measure of the bliss of the ( thirty three)
Devas, and likewise of a great sage who is free from desires.”

” One hundred times that bliss of the ( thirty*three) 
Devas is one measure of the bliss of Indra, (4) and likewise 
of a great sage who is free from desires.”

" One hundred times that bliss of Indra is one 
measure of the bliss of Brihaspati, and likewise of a great 
sage who is free from desires,”

” One hundred times that bliss of Brihaspati is 
one measure of the bliss of Pra^apati, and likewise of a 
great sage who is free from desires,”

" One hundred times that bliss of Praj upati is 
one measure of the bliss of Brahman, and likewise of a great 
sage who is free from desires,”

” He who is this ( Brahman) in man, and he 
who is that ( Brahman) in the sun, both are one.”

” He who knows this, when he has departed from this 
world, reaches and comprehends the Self which consists of 
Pood, the self which consists of breath, the self which 
consists of mind, the self which consists of Understanding,



the self which consists of bliss.”
This section is known as lhanda mimansa or

i

inquirly into bliss. The idea of Supremacy of the bliss,
that is Brahman is thought to be established. Deussen has
calculated that a human bliss is just a hundred billionth
part of Brahman’s bliss* a vivid way of affirming that Brahmic
bliss is beyond all human grasp. Nevertheless, it is not
beyond human experience • Through right discipline man may
realise within himself the bliss that is Brahman, for Brahman
is the Self of the World,” (80^

” The significance of Brahman as bliss is far-
reaching. The entire world of experience with its infinite
variety is declared to be an over.flow, an expression,
Brahman's immutable bliss. This provokes the questions How,
if so, pain and suffering occur empirically. The Vedanta
contends that one who knows Brahman as bliss vanquishes all
fear and is lifted above all Self-reproch.. (51)

" The question whether Brahman is bliss or only
has it in abudnant measures has assumed great importance in
Vedantlc discussions. Samkara states the Advaitic doctrine
in his comment on the Anandamayadhikaranam, His conclusion,
reached after a critical review, is that the non-composite
is not a transformation of bliss or Ehaadamayaf Brahman is

(52)the ground or puccha of all forms of joy.”
Here, it is clear, that Upanisads discuss the 

bliss at all its stages and the bliss of Brahman is regarded



as the supreme one. At the same time Anandmaya Kosha gets

die place of pride amongst all the Five Koshas, that the Self

which is a miniature of Brahman embodies.

And the realization of this bliss brings to the

stage where all doubts, and worries ceas~to be. In the
Nint& Anuvaka of the II Valli, the Taittrlya declares this

truth in unambiguous words i -

” who knows the bliss of that Brahman,

from whence all speech, with the mind, turns away unable
(53)to reach it, he fears nothing,”

Now, another doubt comes to our mind. Suppose,

after the knowledge of the self and Brahman is attained and 
consequently there f no fear of anything remains, a thought 

may come to mind that the fear can againsrise from the

co IIMI ission of evil deeds and the commission of good deeds
To this, the clarification is put forth in continuance of the

Ninth Anuvaka quoted above, in these words 1 -

" He does not distress himself with the thought, 

why did I not do. What is Good ? Why did I do what is bad ? 

He who thus knows these two ( good and bad), frees himself,
H, who toovs both, frees hi™self.- <M>

As it comes out to be, the realization of the 
An and of Brahman is the state of Moksha, the salvation. It 

is a state of highest attainment of human soul, in the 

philosophy of the Unpanishadas:
In the Fifth Anuvaka of the Second Valli of the
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Taittrlya Upanisads, the description of the Shandmaya Kosha

is superb * *

* .... Different from this, which consists of 
understanding, Is the other Inner Self which consists of 
Bliss* The former Is filled by this. It also has the shape 

of man* Like the human shape of the former is the human 

shape of the latter* Joy Is Its head. Satisfaction its 
right arm* Great satisfaction is its left arm. Bliss is its 
trunk. Brahman is the seat ( the support)

To conclude, ve can say that as ye go through the 
texts of the Upanlshadas, ve find Jnand, or specifically,
the Wld as Brahman, elaborately discussed* Here, the

ultimate bliss is the bliss of Brahman, and thus the Brahman 
has been understood as Xhand, itself. All other types of 
Bland stand ffer below in degree to the supreme Bland of 

Brahman* Deussen has explained it in very simple languages 

w The view that the gods, in contrast to the suffering world 

of men, enjoy an untroubled felicity, is probably common to 
allpeoples* But in the Upanishads bliss appears not as an 
attribute or a state of Brahman, but as his peculiar essence. 
Brahman is not AnaAdln possessing bliss, but Shanda, bliss 
itself •* *58) It may seem to us that the realization of this 

supreme bliss, is the final goal of all our spiritual quests, 
but it is decidedly difficult to explain what that state of 
achievement, really is. It is beyond explanation, it is a 
matter of realization. As such, it is not physical, mental or



sensuous } it is spiritual and that also of the highest
degree.

It will not be out of place to indicate here that 
the description of Brahman as Supreme Bliss in Section 6 da-19) 
of the Brahm-Sutra is based chiefly on the Upanishdic 
Anuvakas. As Dr. 3. Radha Krishnan points out, " From this 
section onwards to the end of the chapter, wetf find a 
discussion of certain terms used in the Upanishads, whether 
they refer to the Supreme Lord, the individual soul or 
un-intelligent matter. The first'tbnic considered is the

(57)meaning of ananda or bliss in relation to the Supreme Reality,1* 
(c) Six Systems of Indian Philosophy,

Before starting our discussion of the six systems 
of Indian Philosophy, w8 must have the idea that all these 
systems are based on the Vedas and hence, they spring from the 
same source. Consequently, it is obvious that they have 
certain essentials which are to be found in any one of them.

As Dr, 3. Radha Krishnan points out * w The six systems 
agree on certain essentials. The acceptance of the Veda implies 
that all the systems have drawn from a common reservoir of 
thought* The Hindu teachers • ere obliged to use the heritage 
they received from the past, in order to make their views 
readily understood. While the use of terms avidya, maya, 
pursha, siva, shows that the dialect of speculation is common 
to the different systems, it is to be noted that the systems 
are distinguished by the different significations assigned to
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those terms in the different schoolgw
Here, however, we propose to keep ourselves 

close to the idea of happiness as propounded in these 
different systems*

(d) Nyaya - Yaisheshika*

Among the orthodox systems of Indian Philosophy
the Nyaya and VaisheshJkaAysterns hold a place of pride* During
the course of history, they have always been discussed as
one system and their exponents have also amalgamated them*
The justification of dealing them in unison is due to the 
realisatio and pessimistic outlook that both of them have.

The underlying idea of the system is that all knowledge by 
its very nature points to an object and is independent of it. 
And these objects, it is added, are independent not only of 
knowledge, but also of one another, whence the doctrine may 
be described as pluralistic realism.

So far as the idea of Sod is concerned, we may 
find that there are no references to it in the Sutras of 
Kanada, though some commentators hold the view otherwise* 
Gautama makes only a casual mention of God in his Nyaya 
Shashtra and some have expressed dzruJMz vie-a-vis that the 

Nyaya was originally a the is tic doctrine* Vafcsy'&na and 

some other thinkers have tried their best to prove the
existence of God* The God that is recognized is classed
under at an and described as paramatm&n to distinguish Him

from the Jivatman or the individual self. His knowledge is 
not only eternal but also universal and perfect. He can
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desire and will, but unlike the Jiva has no pain or pleasures 
and Is devoid of evil desire or hate.

According to Nyaya ** Vaisheshika viewpoint the
i

nature of the goal is determined by the pessimistic attitude 
of the doctrine towards life as a whole. The doctrine does 

not deny the reality of pleasure as a positive experience, 
but pain is euqally real and the two, in its view, are so 
inextricably connected with each other that avoiding pain 

necessitates avoiding pleasure as well. Further, it believes 
that pleasure in life is so uncertain and pain so much 
predominates over it that it is not worth one*s while to 
strive to secure it. All pleasures again being transient- 
lasting only for two instants, like Jananar continuous 
pleasure means perfetual effort. Hence the ideal of life 
is represented as apavarga or escape. It is negative and 
consists not in the attainment of happiness, but in the 
removal of pain. The removal, being a dhvamsa or * Posterior 
negation*, will endure afterwards and no lapse from that 
condition will take place. Such an ideal is quite operative 
for according to the Nyaya-Vaisheshika, conative activity 

is prompted as mueh by a desire to shun pain as by a desire
to obtain happiness, and the propsect of rising above all 
pain once for all is strong enough to impel a person convinced
of misery of empirical existence to do his utmost for reaching 
that end. But the aiir of life should not only be desirable 5
it should also be possible of attainment and the doctrine 
holds, as we know, that evil Mp'igh real can be avoided.
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Pain, 1$L) pleasure Is only an adventitious 

feature of the self and its removal means no loss to its 
intrinsic character. For instance, in deep sleep, the 
self remains without either which may be taken to indicate 
the possibility of moksha being a similar but permanent 
condition. It Is not only pain and pleasure that are 
adventitious, but also knowledge, desire, volition, etc*, 
so that the state of moksha is one in which the self is able 
to cast off all its nine specific qualities. Accordingly, 

self then not merely transcends empirical life, but also
ceases to be the subject of experience in all Its forms.

A comparison between this and that of Buddhistic 
thought is of great interest. Buddha opined that avoiding 
pleasure and pain or eliminating selfishness is not possible 
until we cease to believe in the self as a persisting entity*

i

The Nyaya-Vaishesika differs in admitting an enduring self \ 
but it insists that ideal of life is not reached until we feel 
convinced that the self in reality is beyond all experiences. 
Thus the source of evil in this system lies not in our belief 
that there is a permanent self, but In the belief that it must 
needs have pain or pleasure while in Its intrinsic nature it 
is devoid of both, such a wrong view of the self gives rise 
to love and hate ) and the rest of life’s selfish activities 
follow from them. The il&jto'W which is implicit in the 
Vaisheshika analysis of the springs of action into desire for 
pleasure ( r&ga ) and aversion from pain ( dvesha), the Ny&ya 
makes explicit by resolving them into something more ultimate,

>
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viz. delusion ( Moha).

Accordingly, Nyaya- Vaisheshika exhorts that our aim 
should be to free ourselves from the tyranny of this wrong 
conviction by realizing the true nature of the self. This 
initial folly of moha is not merely due to lack of right 
knowledge but positive error or wrong knowledge. Xn brief,
there is nothing which the self can or has to obtain for itself,

isand it is the knowledge of this truth that - the immediate means of 
release. Hiryanna, while comparing Buddhistic ideal with that 
of the Nyaya-Vaisheshika beautifully sums up the difference of 
approach and belief . He says t H In this conceiving of the 
goal of life, the Ny&ya-Vaisheshika is tacitly denying that 
there is any difference between soul and matter. The self 
that has reached it is divested of ail experience and it is not 
even conscious of Itself then. Such an ideal is surely repugnant 
to the common mind, whatever Justification it may or may not 
have in theroy. It may successfully avoid evil, but it is a 
success which is worse than defeat. The straight forward 
attempt of the Buddhist to secure annihilation is far better 
than this formal admission of a self in unconscious moksha.
But it is moksha only in the eschatalogical sense. The complete 
elimination from the self of all its specific qualities in the 
case of an enlightened person is supposed to take place only 
after death. So far as the present life is concerned, such 
elimination is not only not aimed at but is impossible.1*

He further says that if we" try to determine the
Nyfiya-V ai she shika ideal of life from the positivistic side, 
much of what is undesirable disappears from it. Jivan-mukti
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no doubt, is not formally recognized here as in some other 
systems ; bat a stage corresponding to it, when a person 
has succeded in obtaining enlightenment though he has not
yet become free in the technical sense is admitted both

- (60) by Vatasyana and Uddhotakara,
(e) Samkhya and Yoga

Among the six systems of Indian Philosphy, Samkhya 
is the oldest. It is regarded as old as the Vedas, because 
it, description le found in the Vedas and the tlpanlshades.
The founder of this system is known as Kapila, but there 
is no writing of him available as the Tog-Sutra of Patan jall 
is found even today. There are so many other scholars who 
have written their discourses on Samkhya, Panch-S&ikha,
I shvarya Krishna, Go dp ad and Madhva are prominent among than, 
Samkhya, as the name implies is the philosphy of Shudh 
Gyana, Samkhya accepts only three Pramanas l.e, Partaksh, 
Anuman and Shabad, On the basis of them, it tries to prove 
the evolution of twenty five Padarthas and Prakritl*

The idea of Purusha and Prakrit! is the centre of 
discussion in Samkhya, It considers Purusha as conscious and 
Prakritl as unconscious and seeks to establish the view that 
the evolution of Samsara is through the mixing of Purusha 
and Prakritl, It puts forth the principle of three qualities* 
They are called Tral Gunas, namely Raj, Tam and Satva Guaa* 
Samkhya does not accpet the existence of Xshwarya, it rather, 
rejects it. Samkhya calls Purusha to be pure consciousness 
( Shudh chetan sarup), but not blissful ( Anandmaya). It
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talks of Moksha but it Is obvious, there is no place for 

bliss in the state of Moksha, Samkhya has discussed the human 
problem of suffering and according to it Moksha is the right 
cure of all types of sufferings. Originally, Samkhya proposes 
to suggest theoretical knowledge only but Ishwarya Krishna, 
in the first Shaloka of Samkhya. Karika gives an indication to 
the effect that the prime subject of the Samkhya is to suggest 

ways to alleviate suffering. He tells us that there are three 
types of Dukha, i.e, (i) Adhlatimic, (ii) Adhi-bhautic and 
(iii) Adhldevic.

Samkhya accepts two stages of Purusha, One is that 

of bondage and the other is that of Mukti, It gets into 

bondage when it comes into contact with Prakriti, Ahankara 
causes suffering. When, it discards Ahankara, the light of 

knowledge dawns upon him and reaches the state of Kaivalya. 
According to Samkhya, the nature of Moksha is pure consiiousness, 

detachedness and being away from happiness and sorrow, Samkhya 
says bliss is a kinj of happiness and it can be found only in 
the state of bondage. In the state of Moksha, there is no 
place for Inand* It does not seek to differntiate Inand and 
Sukh. As Shankara does, Anand is metaphysical whereas sukh 

is the product of senses.
That is to say, so far the bliss of Samkhya is 

concerned, it does not transcend the normal experience of 

human life,
The yoga philosophy of Patanjall forms a combination 

with Samkhya, The only difference is that the Yoga seeks to 
give a practical shape to the theory of Samkhya, The difference
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oetween the two Is that whereas Samkhya accepts 25 elements, 
Yoga adds to them 26th also, which is Ishwaryp. That is why 
sometimes, Yoga is called as ” Saishwara Samkhya#tr

Patanjali has divided his Yog-sutra in four parts, 
i.e. Samadhi Pad, Sadhna Pad, Vibhutl Pad and finally the 
Kaivalya Pad. The ultimate goal of a yogi is to reach the 
stage of Kaivalya, which may be equated to the state of Moksha. 
In the stage of Kaivalya, the yogi enjoys the bliss of the 
Lord* Patanjali says that the nirodha of chit-vrities means 
yoga. When, the yogi gets control over his senses and sees 
Inward, he comes to realize the truth of Kaivalya.

Patanjali says that there are five types of 
Kaleshas, due to which Jiva is in a state of bondage. They 
are Ignorance, Ego, Attachment, Hatred and the Bondage of 
birth and death. To get the true happiness, the Jiva should 
try to achieve the state of samadhi which is full of bliss.

Patanjali emphasises eight levels of Yogai* 
realization, which are known as Ashtang Yoga. The final 
stage of the Ashtang Yoga is Samadhi. There are two types of 
Samadhi, l.e. (i) Sampragyat Samadhi and (2) Asampragyat 
Samadhi. It is said that in the second type of Samadhi, there 
is a mystical feeling of bliss*

There are some who try to attain samadhi, through 
Asna and Pranayam, two of the eight parts of the Adi tang Yoga. 
This is known as Hath Yoga, It is suggested when Pranvayu 
reaches the state of Dasam Duar, the yogi tastes the nectar
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of the Lord which gives him immense joy* He hears Anhad
Nad, which is again a source of bliss. Thus, the state of
Kaivalya, is the state of bliss. This is both metaphysical
and physical when yogi draws back the pran-vayu, he ushers
in ordinary worldly plane. V.R• Gandhi, writing on the
state of Kaivalya, states > * When such knowledge arises^
and supreme non-attachment is at its highest there arises
in the yogi entire cessation of the effects of three gunas,•••
This is the power of soul centred in itself. Kaivalya is
not any stage of negation or annihilation as some are misled
to think. The soul in Kaivalya has his sphere of action
transferred to a higher plane limited by a limitless horizon.

(61)This, our limited minds cannot hope to understand.*
The yoga system is thus a practical system. Practice

and vairagya have been greatly stressed by Patanjali. Thus, 
Kaivalya in Yoga is different as compared to Kaivalya in
Samkhya. Here, the state of bliss finds divine colour.

In the end, we can say that Samkhya and Yoga systems
have discussed the question of bliss in an important manner and
the state of Kaivalya has been equated with the state of bliss.
(f) Mjinansals View > -

Originally 1 Mimansa* meant the * holy thought* 
because it is associated with the Vedas, but later on it came 
to be known as a term for explanatory and critical study. The 
Mimansa Shastra achieved great importance for its noble aim 
to establish the logic of the Karam Kand of the Vedas in
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opposition to the onslaught of the Buddhist and Jain monks. 
It has been divided into two parts, i.e. Purva-MimaAsa and 

U t tar* Mimansa.. The former is also known as merely ’Mimansa’, 
because the latter is better understood andknownby the 
term Vedanta. So, here, we have to see the Purva-Mimansa 
system only, Jaiminl is said to be founder of this system.

According to Mimansa, there are numberless atoms 
and jivas in this world. Besides, there are many souls who 
are free from the mortal frames. The jagat is nit, anadi 
and avinasi. The Mimansic does not believe in the theories 
of creation and destruction. They are of the view that the 
Universe is a permanent reality in which different objects

x

and souls continue to take birth and die. The early 
Mimansic reject the idea of God, It holds belief in the 
matter, Prabhakar and Kumarilhave given different views 

on matter itself,
Jaiminl does not discuss the Atman and Moksha 

as he thinks they are beyond his purview, although later 
Mimansic describe the nature of Atman and Moksha as well.
In the elementry stage, the concern of the Mimansa is 
religion, duty, virtue, the result of action etc. According 
to Prabhkar, Moksha is that stage of Atman in which it is 
set is a state of Aehetan dravta, There is no feeling of 
happiness or suffering in it. It is a bliss-less state. 
Freedom from the cycle of birth and death is only the Mukti, 
Kumaril, though accepts Atman Chetan-sarup, yet he does not 
consider it Anand*sarup. Therefore, the state of Moksha,
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is the state of Nihilism. Kumaril, rejects the Anandvad 
of the Vedantis, emphatically. Thus, it is clear that the 
metap physics of the Mimansa does not have much difference 
from that of Vaisheshika or Samkhya,

Dr. S.S* Kohli writes about Mimansa i " The 
Purva Mimansa holds chat the Universe does not require any 
creator. Moreover, dharma and Adharma are related to the

(62)
performer and thus God cannot know of them.1*

It is obvious from the statement that the Inand 
of spiritual planes has nothing to do with this system.
(g) Vedanta*s View Point.

Dr, 3.8. Kohli, while summing up the philosphy of 

Vedanta remarks t
M Vedanta interprets Upanishadas. There are

! ^

different interpretations of Vedant Sutra of Badrayana.
These interpretations have given rise to different spools, 
i.e. Advaitism of dhankara, Vishishtadvaltlsm of Ramanuja, 
and Dvaitism of Madhva. All the Vedanta schools have 
faith in the existing of God. God is omnipotent and 
omniscient. According to Shankar a, He can be viewed from two 
stand points i.e. empirical and transcendental. From the 
former point of view. He is called Saguna and from the latter 
Nirguna. The two aspects of God have been accepted in 
Adi Granth, According to Ramanuja, the only existent reality 
is God. The conscious and unconscious world and the 
individual souls live within Him.. Madhva holds that God, 
Jiva, and the world are eternally distinct,”
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From the foregoing statement, it becomes clear

that Brahm is the nerve centre of all the discussions of 
Vedanta. There has always been an attempt to establish 
a relationship between Brahm, Jlva and Sansara* As the 
system of Vedanta is based on the Upanishadie thought, 
there is but natural it is the exponent ofgyans marge 
as compared to the Karma Marga of the Purva-Mimansa. Brahm* 
Sutra or Vedant-Sutra of Badrayana is the celebrated book 
of the Vedantic philosophy in which a study of Brahm has
been done in a systematic way. It seeks to establish the 
truthfulness of the idea of Brahm,

Swam! Abhedananda writes t " The Vedaru/ta
philosophy does not say that a soul is born a sinner, but
on the contrary, it teaches that each soul is a child of
immortal Bliss. One of the ancient seers, after realizing
the eternal Being, said in a thundering voice before the

Of
world i 1 Oh ye children a Immortal Bliss S listen to me
I have discovered the Sternal Truth and by knowing that alone

(64)
one can cross the ocean of life,"

Shankara trios to establish logically that Atman 
is nit, shudh chetan sarup and Inandmai. He has rejected 
all the opposite views such as the views of Jaina and 
Buddhist saints. He says that there is no need of proving 
the existence of Atman as itis self-proved. Establishing the 
fact that Atman is Sat, chit, he goes on to prove that it is 
limitless and perfect. Now, because, it is perfect, it knows



no want , it is not in action, it is free fir oat suffering 
and hence, it is Ana&d aarup* iuwuid is not any quality or 

attribute of Atman, it is rather the nature of Atman*

onanaara says toat Atman xs anana «**u aaitau xs ausaa* 
Shankera, by proring that Atman is Inand-Jarup, condemns

Parasha is blissful is that it has a belief in the multiplicity
of the Parasha* That is vhy it is not perfect, omni*present
and pore consciousness, ih&nkara believes in one, omni-

and unlimited pur© consciousness* That is why, it is3' V? S S V

description of Atman is the as
Therefore, they are one and the

A
thing. Both of them

the relationship between Atman and Brahman on the one side and 
Atman and the World on the other* This philosophical problem 
on a later stage, seems to be singular in nature and the 
V edantl s call it Bhed- bha:v e-., Shankar a* s Brahman Is one, 
beyond approach and that which cannot be touched* He calls 
it Nirgun Brahman* hankara*s Brahman cannot be defined
or analysed* Silence about Him is the only description that 
could be given of Him* Shankara reaches the conclusion 
after all the discussions and says that * Ataman is Brahman"* 
And as Atman is ?at*chit*lnand, so is the Brahman *

How, let us see what Shankara says in his famous 
doctrine of Maya* He regards Brahman as the ultimate truth
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and sees no difference between Brahman and Atman, he comes 

to conclusion that no other truth can be possible. He says 

that without Brahman there is no existence of the world,
" Ska Brahman Dutig Nasti,” is his famour dictum* He 

compares the world with the state of dream which is un
realistic , So, the worldly pleasures and comforts have no 
meaning in the Vedantie Philosophy. That is why, a true 
Vedanti loves Vairagaya and renounces the worldly achievements.

The Vedanta considers that the jiva ataman falls
a prey to suffering and agony only when it is separated from 
Brahman and the pure Atman* To get rid of suffering, the
Jivapatman seeks Moksha, but for a Vedanti, there is no

difference between Moksha and Brahman* Shankara uses the

words Moksha, Brahman and Atman for the same meaning* He
accepts the idea of 1 Jivan-muktl* and emphasises that there
is only a curtain of falsehood and ignorance that separates
the <Tiva%atman from Brahman or the pure state of Atman, The
need is only of self-realization and knowing the true-self.

This realization after death is called " Vldeh-Mukti."
Ramanuja believes in saguna Brahman and says that 

there are only three elements, i.e. (i) Ishwarya, (ii) Chit 
( Jiva) and (iii) Achit ( Jagat), Ishwarya is the 
prominent of all and the other two are subservient to the 
first. He says Brahman is vishishlt and H© is sat, Chit, 

anand. Ramanuja talks of two stages of Jiva-atman. They 
are the states of bondage and the state of Mukti, He lists

♦
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four reasons, i.e. Avldiyi, Karam, Vasna and Ruchie which 
cause bondage. This state can be reversed to the state of 
Moksha, through knowledge, Ramanuja does not accept the 
view that the state of Moksha is the state of merger with 
the Brahman, H© feels that in the state of Moksha also Jiva 
has a separate existence from Brahman, The Jiva enjoys the 
bliss of Brahman and takes birth again when Brahman desires.

Madhav's dvaitvad also accepts the nature of 
Brahman as sat, chit and anand, though it seems Brahman and 
jagat separately and does not accept the synthesis theory of 
Shankara.

Nimbarka and Vallabha also give their different 
interpretations of the relation of Brahman, Jive and Jagat, 
but they all accept the nature of Brahman as sat-chit and 
anaAd,

To conclude, we can say that the tJpanishadic 
Aaanadvad finds elaboration in the Vedanta. And, it is the
sum-total of the Vedanta*s view that true bliss is Brahman 
Himself.
(h) Brahm-Nirvana of the Bhagwad Gita,

The Bhagwad Gita is the most sacred book of the 
Hindus. Although considered as an independant book, it is 
in fact, a part of the Shisham Parva of the Mah&bharata.
That is why, some scholars ascribe its authorship to Ved Vyasa. 
There are many controversies about its authorship, its original 
structure and its historicity, yet, it is generally accepted 
as the wisdon of Lord Krishan In the battle-field of 
Kuru-kshetra. Finding Arjuna, wavering in mind to fight against



his relatives, Lord Krishna exhorts him to show courage
and fight for the cause of truth and justice. He tells 
him that every human*being is supposed to do his duty and 
running away from duty is just cowardice. Thus ethics of 
Duty is the basis of the Philosophy of the Bhagwad Gita or 
the Bhagwat Dharma which is based on It. This is also
known as the philosophy of action, i.e. Karma.

Through Arjuna, Lord Krishna tells the whole of 
the mankind what the duty of man on earth is. What is the 
highest goal of life and what are the means of achieving it. 
The Bhagwad Gita is opposed to the idea of escaping the 
hard realities of life. That is why, it has beenvenerated 
as the Scriputure of Han.

Dr. Radha Krlshnan says of the Bhagwad Gita 
i ** It gives utterance to the aspirations of the pilgrims
of all sects who seek to tread the inner way to the city of 
God." R. Krishna Swami says : " There is a charm
about the Bhagwad Gita, none can deny it. But as with other 
charms, the Gita also has an attractive side as well as a
mysterious side. The beginner who wants to get acquainted 
with the teachings of the Gita feels attracted towards it
by its apparent simplicity but when he tries to understand 
It he finds himself confounded by the variety of conflicting
teachings which it seems to convey.,,* Vinobha Bhave

says as a devout soul: « My heart and mind have both received 
more nourishment from the Gita than my body has from my
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mother*s milk.** Pandit Kuril Dhar says * " The Geos of
f 03the Bhagwad Gita are the precious legacy of ancient wisdom.'’

(69)Swaml Vivaka Hand calls It the garland of selected flowers*
The Bhagwad Gita accept God as the ultimate reality 

and the highest goal of the human-soul* It suggests that the 
human-endeavour should be directed towards getting attunement 
and affinity with the Super-Soul. To achieve this end, The 
Bhagwad Gita talks of different margas, analyses them and 
gives their logical Interpretations. Gyana Marga, BhaKti 
Harga, Karam Marga, SanySs Yoga and Samtav Yoga find 
elaborate discussion.

The Bhagwad Gita says that all the Margas direct 
the human soul towards the highest state of union with the 
Lord, but the path of Karama or the right action is the most 
celebrated one* When we get self-control in ourselves while 
doing all the normal duties of life, we come nearer to our 
goal. It names the ultimate goal of life with the word 
Param Gati* There are many other words such as Moksha,
Mukti, Sukha, Nirvana, Param Dh£/ma, Param Shantl and 
Brahm-Nirvana etc., which carry lie same meaning. This 
highest state of attainment stands for the union of human- 
soul with God, in the philosophy of the Bhagwad Gita*

The Bhagwad Gita accepts the truth that there 
are problems in life. There is sorrow and suffering. There 
is pain and grief. But it does not favour human beings to 
escape them. Rather, It advises us to be Karam-yogls , fight 
with the hardships of life bravely and keep in mind uhat our
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ultimate goal is to seek union with God, which will result in 
eternal and lasting happiness. Like Upanlshadas, the

// Bhagwat GitI also talks of God as the Omnipresent, Omniscient
> // and Omnipotent. H® is the giver of all the boons of life.

//?■,. He is blissful. Only in union with Him, the human-soul can
/,

claim true and permanent joy. Through Nishkam Karma,
Karam Yogi reaches the highest state of the bliss of Brahman.

Pandit Murli Dhar remarks s
n Mundane enjoyment, however great, has an end.

A man under the spell of pleasure, blinded by pride,
arrogance, prowess and wealth, may Ignore the spiritual truth
but the resulting suffering, turns his thoughts to the hidden
side of life. If spiritual truth remains unrealized, the
physical body ends in pain and sorrow. But the Bhagwad Gita
makes one's life sublime. The blessed Lord awakens us* We 
then KNOW.** Aeharya Hajnish says that God cannot be
achieved without effort.•• He who gets, feels, it is His
grace. And he who does not get, if he feels His grace would
come without effort, then he will not be recepient of grace
also, *71)

As we go through the text of the Bhagwad-Gita, we 
find that Brahm-Nirvana has been venerated time and again as 
the highest goal of the human-soul. That is the state in which 
no desires occur and full contentment is achieved. A Karam 
Yogi achieves this state of spiritual glorification through 
self-effort. There is no need of running towards forests and 
leading the life of a recluse. Right action and truthful 
living is basis of ever-lasting happiness.



As Arjuna finds him self face to face with his
kith and kin in the battle-field, he feels himself discouraged,
demoralized and shaky. He starts brooding on the question
what happiness would come to him if he murders his own nears

(72) TTand dears* He is in a fix what to do. He raises an
Intersting question by saying that the soldiers want victory 
for the sake of pleasure, but as they fight for victory, they 
have to shun all the hopes of attaining happiness as death 
starts hovering on their heads. Then, what is^® use of all
these adventures ? (73) He puts a question to the lord that
how he can be happy if he kills the members of his own family. 
Lord Krishna has a beautiful reply to this. He says that
Arjuna is being swayed by a torrent of Moha which is not
advisable It will not lead to any satisfaction or
achievement. Rather, it is a sign of weakness and impotence. (76)

He does not think that complete victory and consequent upon that 
the achievement of all power and pelf can lend real peace 
of mind which is most longed for. *77' ^ - d Krishna thereupon

tells Arftuna that the real scholar is he who is not shocked at 
the thought of death, (78' He advises Arjuna that sensuous

pleasures are not lasting, they are perishable and short-lived. 
Therefore, it is no use worrying about them. The real 
happiness is Moksha, which falls to the lot of those detached 
human*beings who are not worried about the sensual comforts or
sufferings. It is only this permanent and eternal peace for 
which one should have ambition. ^79^ Then elaborating the

idea the Atman is the real entity in this universe and it is
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only the body which is destructible, the Lord exhorts that
we should not feel sorrow at the destruction of the body.
He cautions him that if he leaves the field, his tortus
will be there, because nobody would praise him. If he
wants to be a Karam Yogi in real sense, he should see no

(80) „difference between Sukha and Dukha, H® goes on to
establish the ultimate goal of a Karam Yogi, which is Mukta
Pad, i.e. the stage of spiritual achievment which is devoid
of Bandhna and/the fruit of Karma. *81^ He, who controls

t **all his wordlv desires, and creates a balance of mind and
action, finds equation with the supreme Power which lends
_ (82) him the real happiness, i.e. the peace of internal Self.
The climax of the whole story is that after attaining
internal happiness, the Karam Yogi gets free of all pains
and sorrows and all his intellectual pursuits concentrate
only on the Almighty *83) This attunement with the Almighty

results from the steadfastness of mind of the Karam Yogi,
anyone who lacks in steadfastness in the spiritual pursuits
can never hape for the achievement of the true peace or
. 4 <84>happiness.

In the end of the second chapter of the Bhagwad 
Gita, a great emphasis is laid upon the idea of eternal peace 
or happiness, which emerges out of the affinity of the 
Karam Yogi with God. It is said that this eternal peace 
gives enlightenment to the Karam Yogi and all other pleasures
of life seem to him, Just darkness. Similarly, to an

%

ordinary man, the eternal peace of the Karam Yogi stands



wrapped in mystery. When all the worldly attractions 
become meaningless and the Karam Yogi ushers in an era

of enlightenment, he is said to 
goal of Brahm-Nirvana.

have reached his cherished

Thus, we find the core of the philosophy of the 
Bhagwad Gita is the intense desire of mankind to find 

eternal happiness or a lasting peace of Blind. The Karam 
Yogi, as projected in this sacred scripture, is the man 

who can call himself the happiest man in the real sense of

the word

It is evident that the real happiness as
propounded in the Bhagwad Gita is not just the outcome of 
Karam Kanda. Lord Krishna has, on the other hand created 
a fine synthesis of Karam, Bhafctl and Gyan. The main 
emphasis is on Bhawna. In the eleventh shaloka of the 
third chaper, Lord Krishna clearly says that 1 Param
Awastha* Tfchrough Karam Kanda is based on the intention.
The Lord explains in a very simple and clear cut manner
that the sensual pleasures seem to be giving happiness to 

the man who indulges in them, but in fact they are not 
doing this. They are perishable and that is why an 

enlightened person has no longing for than. And, again the
definition of a happy man who is able to face the
forceful t rrent of the Kama and Krodha, before the destruction
of this bodily frame, is the man who can call himself happy.

(88)is the Yogi. He, who has attained internal peace,
lives spiritually and whose spirit is led by knowledge, finds
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a state of mingling in the supreme happiness,
Nirvana, which is the very essence of Brahm. 
man is beyond all sins, beyond all doubts, hu

the Brahm-
' sucn a
always

thinks in terms of the happiness and betterment of all and
remains in a state of sumum bonum, l.e. the bliss*

The Bhagwad Gita has not only shown path to the 
abode of supreme happiness, it has given a vivid picture of 
the same, also. Param Dham or Param Pad is the stage, after 
attaining which man frees himself from the circle of creative
process, i.e. Avagaman, He finds a permanent seat of existence* 
This is the very cause of lasting peace and happiness# Param
Pad is the seat of the Lord, Himself. It Is self-^lluminated*

(91)The sum or the fire do not lend light to it*
Thus, The Bhagwad Gita discusses in all its 

details and all its aspects the yearning of the human soul
to attain complete happiness* We start from worldly plane 
and reach the highest plane. This highest plane is the 
stage of the Bliss o^ Brahman. It may be named Moksha, 
Paramdhama, the Param Pad, the Brahm-Nirvana or the Nirvana, 
itself. All words indicate the same thing. Therefore, it 
will not be the negation of the truth to say that the 
discussion of Bliss, finds echo, though the pages of this 
great Seri pure • Seth Ham Lai rightly observes that the 
Bhagwad Gita Is practical Vedanta and he who follows its 
discipline gets into the state of deliverance, Jivan-muktl 
and blissful state of divinity.



*

(i) Shalva Slddhanta.

Shalva Mat Is an important part of the Hindu
Thought, but it is equally Important to note that we do not 
find any systematic or historical discussion of it. Many 
reasons can be assigned in this regard, but the real fact 
is that the Shaivism is a complicated study with < many 
a paradoxes. The seeds of this ancient way of thoughtmay 
be treaced as back as in the Rig Veda. »Hudar Upasana* as 
enunciated in the Vedlc Sutra is considered the very basis 
of the Shaivism. Although, the Shaivites are proud of their 
ultra-ancient history, yet there is no doubt that the Shaiv 
Siddhant came to be recognized in the mainstream of the 
philosophical discussion only in the beginning of the 
thirteenth century. Its origin is ascribed to the southern 
India. Makander, Tirugyan and shlvacharya are the celebrated 
Shaivite thinkers whose works seek to systeratize the Shaiv 
Siddhant.

According to Shaiv slddhanta, there are only three 
realities, i.e. Pashu ( Jivatma), Pasham ( Bandhan) and Pat!
( Ishwara). Pashu is in the grip of Pasham and his salvation 
can come only through the achievement of patl, i.e. Ishwara, 
which is nothing else but Shiv. Shiv, is the final and 
ultimate reality. He is endowed with eight faculties, i.e. 
Self-existence,, complete sacredness, unlimited knowledge, 
free of all bondages, full of limitless pity, full of love, 
having all the powers as omnipotent, and decorated with 
supreme bliss.
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2bus, in the Shaiv Siddhant, ve find the Shiv is 

the central figure of all the discussions and practices*
For a Shai vite, to attain Shivtav is the celebrated goal 
of spiritual endeavour. And, Shiv, for him is the very 
symbol of Almighty, rather Almighty Himself.

There is no doubt that the Shaiv Siddhant has 
talked of Bliss in a limited manner as one of the many 
faculties of the Shiv , but it is equally important to note 
that it has discussed the problem of yearning of the soul 
for a permanent happiness, in all its details* While talking 
of Fasham, it clearly states that due to P&sham, the inherent 
faculties of Atman remain onavakened. The result is that the 
human beings suffer from different sufferings. Ignorance, 
action and temptations cause misfortunes* When ve get 
emancipated from all these, ve can claim to have achieved 
our goal. Shaiv Siddhant stands for purification of soul 
and disciplining of behaviour which is the way to salvation*

Thus, we see that Shaiv Siddhant also considers the
achievement of the Bliss as the celebrated goal of human
soul and gives substantial importance to its discussion*

As ve go through the history of different phases 
of the development of the Shaivite slddhanta, we find that 
this stream of thought has undertaken several transformations* 
In the time of the Guptas, this siddhant was at the zenith
of popularity, but as the times changed several perversions
took place. Especially5 the Sidhas in the eleventh and 
twelfth century decidedly trod the different paths. Later
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Buddhistic Schools, though originated from Buddhism, 
accepted the influence of Shaivism considerably. Mantrayana 
and Vajrayan cults demand special attention in this connection. 
The Sadhus of these cults were obsessed with the love of 
sex and wealth, which caused degeneration of the earlier 
philosphy.

As tradition goes, the Vajrayani Sadhiks used to 
select a dame from the low castes and taking her to their 
respected Gurus, adopted them as ' Maha Madura.' After this, 
they undertook Sadhna in the communion of the Maha Mudra.
They propounded the theory that what we cannot attain even 
through the most difficult sadhyia, can be attained through 
the medium of indulgence in sex. The ' Kamal-Kulish' Sadhna 
of the Vajaryans regards the male organ as the symbol of 
Vajra and the female organ, that of the Padma. There were 
extremists as well as moderates. The moderates tried to 
link the symbols of the sex-actions with spiritual meanings 
and thus gave birth to the idea of * Seha3'•

Thus, we see that the Shalva Sidhanta has passed 
through many ups and downs, but it is doubtlessly in search
of some celebrated goal of Bliss. It is Shivtav which is

*

nothing but a symbol of complete freedom from suffering.
At some stages, tills Siddhant touches the highest spiritual 
skies, whereas at certain stages it treads in the darkness 
of fleshy or physical satisfaction.

While we talk of Yoga and the stage of Kaivlya 
propounded in the yogic system, we should be cautious to note



that the Yoga System of Indian Philosophy is related to
the Shaiva Siddhant in certain high spiritual planes.
The Yogis also regard shiv as the supreme power. They
call It Ad Yogi, meaning the first Yogi. Their goal is
to seek attuneaent with Shiva.

3.3. Raghvachar has very beautifully tried to
compare the Shaiv-.Siddhanta with the Vishistadvalta and

(93)D*aita Philosophies. Theos Bernard in his book 
" Philosophical Foundations of India." finds much
similarity In the ShaivnSiddhanta and the Vedanta so(94)far as the idea of bliss is concerned. Ruth Reyna
views that there is much similarity in Ramanuja’s

(95)Qualified Ron-Dualism and Saiva Siddhanta. Charles
(96)

Eliot calls Shaivism a philosophy of truth and force. 
Jadunath Sinha has discussed in detail the concept of 
God as adopted in the Shaiv Siddhanta and comes to the 
conclusion s " He is of the nature of bliss. It may 
be objected that If He is of the nature of bliss, He 
is made of sattv- which produces pleasure, and thus 
possessed of a guna, and undergoes modifications. To 
this objection Sri Kumara replies that God's bliss is not 
pleasure produced by sattva, but always uniform, eternal, 
and supreme essence of the self, while pleasure is produced 
by the intercourse of the sense-organs with their objects, 
noneternal, various and limited. So he is not endowed 
with Sattva, and so unmodifiable. Pleasure is a reflection
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of God's bliss in sattva, and a false conceit of
bliss...." (97).
(j) Bhagti Movement and 

Concept of Bliss : -

In the annals of Indian religious movements, the
place of Bhagti Movement is very important. Although the
concept of Bhagti dates back to the Vedic period, the
movement which came to be known with the name belongs to the
beginning of the thirteenth century. It was at its climax
during the fifteenth and sixteenth century and there is
hardly any doubt in the fact that the impact of the Bhagti
movement stands even today. The Hindi scholars have given
the name of " ^ant Mat ' to the Bhagti Movement. Dr. Parushuram
Ohaturvedi has counted about 67 saints who have enriched the(98)
Bhagti Movement greatly through their poetic expression.
He starts with Jaidev and ends with Swaml Him Tirtha. Among 
them stand the great saints like Kabirji, Namdevji, Ravidasji, 
Guru Nanak Devji and other S .khGurus, also.

The philosophy of the Bhagti Movement is based on 
the tendency of the saint-poets to reject the dogaratlsra and 
ritualism of the Brahmanism. The Bhagtas were great 
reformers. They were opposed to the exploitation of the 
society by the priestly class. They did not believe in 
conventional ritualism to achieve God. Their*s was the path 
of love and devotion. They were frank to reject all Brahmanlc 
superstitions and preached with utmost force the truthful 
and good living and dedication to Lord.
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As such, it should be clear that the Bhagtas were 
not opposed to the authority of the Vedas, they were opposed 
only to wrong interpretation of the Scriptures by the 
Clergymen, Their attitude was similar to that of the soofis
who rebelled against Maulvis and gave a new meaning to the 
PhiloSphy of Quran. That is why, sometimes Soofi Poets and 

Bhag< tas are put into the same category. Guru Arjan Dev, 
while compiling the Adi Granth, gave the pride of place to 
Kabir^i and Sheikh Farid ji, without making any distinction.

The Bhagtas talk of human suffering and longing 
for the true happiness, again and again. They understand 

the yearning of the soul towards its goal of achieving union
with the Lord. Th y put forth the ideal that true happiness 
is tasted only in the company of the Almighty, They emphasise
the need of Nam- Slmran, ^ ^ taking the shelter of the

(101)guru,(100) remembering his Word. living according to
His will, killing of ego ^ and adopting the noblest

(104)possible way of living. Only then, the human-soul gets

attunement with the Lord. Thqrcall the state of attunment
(105)with the Lord Param Pad or Chautha pad.

The Bhagat poets name the Lord as Parmanand, i.e.
(105)the Ultimate Bliss* Kabir says that the human mind is

furstrated and only self realization can give solace and

lasting happiness. That is the Gift of the Lord, who is 
Parmanand. H® talks of Sehaj also, The state of
of total happiness Is the state of Brahm-gyan, He
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emphasises the Sadh- sangat and says that Sadh-sangat is the

abode of the Lord (110) True bliss dawns upon the soul

when it gets out of the clutches of Kama, Karodha and 
Trlshna#( Bhagat Ravidas, while giving the attirbutes

- A (118)
of the Lord, uses the word Anand for Him, also. He

/ 113}
talks of Paramtattva and true happiness also. The
Bhagatas are vehemently critical of the practices of Hath
Yogis*, Their path is the path of Seha$. However they use
the terminology of the Yoga systems such as Anhad Sabad,
Panch sabad, Kingri, dasm duar, sun mandal, etc., But they
give all these terms new meanings. Bhagat Kabir speaks of

(114)
<M>g Jdgta at sp $any places.

To be brief, we can say that the ohilosophy of
the Bhagti Movement is very much concerned with the idea
of ultimate happiness and it is suggested that God Himself
is the source of real happiness or eternal bliss. To get
attunement with the Lord, the path of SehaJ has been
considered most appropriate.
(k) Bliss in Contemporary 

Indian Thought.

The Bhagti Movement was at its climax during 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. In seventeenth century 
also, it was the centre of attraction throughout the Indian 
sub-continent. Its impact however stretched beyond 
eighteenth century and it will not be a negation of truth 
if we say even now in the twentieth century, the ideals of 
the Bhagti Movement find a grat favour among the religious-



minded Indian masses. The Bhagat poets are given high 
respect even today and the Adi Granth has been venerated 
throughout the world as a representative book of the famous 
Bhagti Movement.

In spite of the deep impact of the Bhagti Movement, 
we see that some new horizons dawned on the Indian Philosophical 
scene, during the nineteenth and twentieth century. So, it 
will be appropriate to take note of these trends also. These 
trends have great religious significance as they gave birth to
different sects in the mainstream of the Hindu religion, 
Although, these trends are not much important from the
philosophical view point, their importance, however, cannot 
be neglected keeping in view the social consciousness they gave 
to the Indian people.

Swami Daya Hand and Baja Ram Mohan Roy are known 
as the great thinkers of the previous century. Swami Daya 
Hand is known as the new interpreter of the Vedas. His views 
are contained In his book * Sahitiarth Parkash*, which are 
based on the Vedic Philosophy. He believed in oneness of 
God and was opposed to the theory of balia-dev-vad. His belief 
was in Formless God. He preached dhyana and pranayann-,through 
which, he thought, human soul realizes its real self aud the 
light of truth spreads. To realize the self and to make it 
a part of the normal life is the state of Mukti. It was the 
state of real bliss for him.

Raja Ram Mohan Roy was first attracted by Islamic
literature and he spoke very hight of the mono-theistic theory
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of God. However, later on, he was impressed by the Vedic 
and Upanishadie Philosphies. He also drew great inspiration 
from the Bhagwad Gita. In his famous book * Vedant 3a r 1, 
he spoke for the Vedantic Brahmvad. In the year 1328, he 
founded Brahmo 3amaj which came to be known as a new religion 
based on mono-theism, secularism, liberalisa and intellectualism. 
This religion was also a great reforenist movement. He 
preached the pure Nirguna Brahma and rejected all the dogmas 
of the Brahmanic cult. He believed in the immortality of 
soul. For him, the true happiness for the human-soul was 
in getting attuned to the Almighty and living a pure life.

Dev Atma is also a great religious leader of the 
last century. He founded the Dev Samaj in 1887, and wrote 
his views in his auib-biography, He was not impressed by 
the orthodox system- of Indian Philosophy. Like Buddha, 
for him also, the problems of man and life were important.
He does not believe in any other reality beyond this 
perceivable world. For him, the Prakriti is the only and 
ultimate truth, Dev Atraa concentrated on these questions s-

1. what is the nature of the human-soul ?
2. What is its evolution and how it gets deliverance ?
3. What is its relation with the world ?
4. What are the values of life ?
His moralistic view-point and realism resemble that of the 

Buddhism, He did not believe in God. He says that the state 
of oksha is the state of detachment from the bad attachment 
and inclination. When, man gets detachment in life, he gets 
true happiness or bliss. Thus Dev Atma1s concept of Moksha
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is not the attunment with the Brahma, it is the concept based 
on moral living.

During the beginning of the twentieth century, 
Rabindera Nath Tagore shot into prominence as a great poet 
and modern thinker of India. His poetry exhibits his 
philosophical views at large but in his books * Religion of 
Man', " Personality," " sadhna", ** Creative Unity" and

— /I -"Gitanjli" s his philosophy/stands exposed in a more compact 
manner. He was greatly impressed by the Upanishadic thought 
and his study of the modern western thinkers was also very 
vast. He has full faith in the existence of God and gives 
Him the name of the Eternal Man. His views confirm the
Upanishadic thought in all its essence, ae believed in Saguna 
Brahm and like vaishnavas emphasised the need of devotion to 
the Lord, For him, the eternal Existence is blissful and all 
the human sins and sorrows result from its forgetfulness of 
the source of perfect bliss. He says that the bliss of the 
Lord can be felt through normal values like kindness, love, 
fellow-feeling and selflessness, Tagore combines the thought 
of love and bliss. He accepts this world as real, though it 
is not perfect. He says that our feeling of bliss is related 
to this world, then, how can we reject it as unreal* Thus
Tagore*s philosophy of bliss is much in consonance with the
Upanishadic tradition.

~ - .*

Swami Viveka Nand is known as one of the greatest 
modern thinkers of India* -He wa§ greatly impressed by the 
views of Swami Rama Krishna Parmahansa and travelled round the
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globe to propagate the philosophy of Advait Vadanta. He gives 
social meanings to the philosphy of the Vedanta and preaches 
it as a way of life to the whole of the mankind. His faith in 
Non-daulistic ultimate Reality, clearly exhibits his view of 
bliss, He admits that the human-soul gets true bliss when gets 

merged in Brahm.
Auroblndo Ghosh Is also a celebrated soul in the#

galaxy of India*s modern philosphy, He seems greatly impressed 
by the Vedas and the Vedanta, He has studied the western thought 
also in an elaborate manner. He tries to synthesize the 
materialism an mysticism, dvalta and advalta and idealism and 
realism in a single system. H0 was also a great Yogi and regave 
the idea of » Eki-krit yogi," to the world. He says that his 
philosphy is the last ladder of the evolution of the thought of 
the Vedanta, the Shaivism and the Shaktism, He says that 
as a Tantrie he believes the origin of the world is from Unand,
it lives in Inand and continues to revolve from 'Bnand to anand. 
Inand and Shakti are the only two padas of existence. He 
talks of Shiva as InaAd also.

He accepts three stages beyond mind. They are
\

Uchman, Atiman and Sachidanand. The last is the Ultimate stage, 
where advaita is realized, Auroblndo recommends Eki-krit Yoga 
to reach Sachidanand from the stage of Man. He says that the 
Ultimate reality is beyond description and feeling. He says 
that this world is the expression of the blissful nature of 
the Brahman, He does not believe that there is any suffering 
in this world. According to him, the feeling of suffering 
due to the limited and imperfect understanding of the human-beings.
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Thus we see that the theory of Sachidanand of Aurobindo is 
based on Taittrya Upanishad's view in which Brahma is named 
as Anand.

Thus we see that even in modern Indian Thought, the 
idea of Anand or bliss finds great attention.
(e) Transcendental Meditation.

Mahesh Yogi, some years back, became the centre of 
interest in India and abroad. He earned great reputation as a 
Yogi in America and other European countries. He gave the idea 
of transcendental meditation, through which the agony of the 
human mind could be eliminated. He founded many ashramas and 
taught himself in his ashrama at Rishikesh.

His thesis is nothing new. It refereshto Yog-asnas 
which have been the celebrated instruments of Yoga-philosophy 
of India. As Patanjall talks of Samadhi as the ultimate state 
of perfection, so does this modern yogi. In the modern age of 
human frustration, such a yogi is bound to be the cuase of 
attraction. His thesis contains nothing new.

Transcendentalism in theology means the position that 
God’s knowledge and character are perfect, absolute as distinct 
from man’s knowledge, which is imperfect, and from man’s virtue 
which is immature, as such it is a part of the very essence of 
theology and the unmoveable conviction of religious Meditation 
means concentrating one’s attention on a certain thing, which 
in Transcendeantalism is the Almighty , This is obviously 
what Yoga stands for.

t 0 ;
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IDEA OF BLISS IN NON-VEDIC TRADITION

(a) The Hedonistic School of CharV&kas-

The three hetrodox schools of Indian Thought 
are Charvaka, the Buddhist and Jain. The time of the 
first cannot be fixed exactly as no early charvfcka works are

extant. According to some authorities, the Ch.arva.ka School
had developed before Buddha. Brihaspatl is accepted by some 
as the founder and Charvaka, his chief disciple. Others 
say that Charvaka is the name of the originator, still, a 
third claim is that Charvaka is not the name of a person but 
a wor d signifying pleasure.

It seems that Charvaka thought came into being as a 
prote at against the excessive monkdom of the Brahmana 
priests. The externals of ritualism which ignored the 
substance and emphasized the shadow, the idealism of the 
Upanishads unsuited to the commoners, the political and social 
crisis rampant in that age, the exploitation of the masses 
by the petty rulers, monks and the wealthy class, the l^t 
and greed and petty dissensions in an unstable society 
paved the way for the rise of materialism in India in the 
po s t>-upani shadic pre-Buddhistic age.

The basic characterstic or the essence of the 
Charvaka thought is its materialism. Its metaphysical claim 
is that matter is the only reality. Matter consists of 
four elements-eafch, water, fire and air - mixed in various 
ways and proportions and in terms of laws inherent in them to
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form objects. Since ether can only be inferred, not seeil,

its existence is rejected. The mind is simply a particular

combination of four elements. Consciousness is an outcome

of matter, a result of a certain combination of the elements.

It is an epiphenomenon or by-product of matter.

The charyakist believes that perception is the 
only means of true knowledge. He rejects inference as

invalid. He does not accept God as in Inference from the

material world. Moreover, God is not necessary to account

for the world and its operations. An internal explanation

is sufficient. The early Charvakists are said to have

believed that religion is an opium given by the priesthood

to the people to retain their pre-eminent position in the

society,

Its denial of the soul and immortality leads 

the Charvakist to place a major emphasis on this world and 

thus to propose a hedonistic ethics. Like the British 

Utilitarians, he asserts the good to be whatever is useful 

for maximizing pleasure and minimizing pain. Sensual 

happiness is considered the supreme good and goal of life. 

Values are man-created, and have no a prior -existence 

) or theistic grounding Kama (Pleasure) is the end of life
»

and Artha (wealth), the means cf realizing it.

It can easily be inferred that in CharVaka 
Phllosphy, the idea of bliss has entirely different dimensions.

The CharvTtkist has nothing to do with the bliss of Brahman 

on the yearning of the soul for its achievement. His concern 

is the material world and as such, its bliss remains on the



material plane. He enjoys the material life in full and
does not bother about and celestial or heavenly experience.
He has no desire to get rid of the worldly attractions.
Rather, he has an intense desire for indulgence. He would
like to make money, he^ipuld endeavour to enjoy sex, he
would relish all kinds^dishes and he would long for all

the comforts of life. M. Hiriyanna, in his article,
’Indian Philosophy and Hedonisim”, has very beautifully tried
to explain how the Vedic tradition’s concept of pleasure

(1)differ from that of the hedonistic tradition.
A believer in God may brand all these worldly

enjoyments as transitory and false, but for a ChlirvTikist, they
are the final truth and the ultimate object. In the words
of Hiriyanna,” The doctrine dismisses necessarily all
belief in a supernatural or transcendental being, and with
it also belief in everything that constitutes the specific
subject matter of religion and philosophy. It recognizes
neither a God who controls the universe nor conscience which
guides man, ..... It thus draws away man’s mind altogether
from the thought of a higher life and fixes it upon the

(2)world of sense.”
Thus, we see that the non-vedic stream of thought 

that starts flowing into the network of Indian Philosophical 
Systems, has its own notion of happiness or pleasure, which 
is limited to worldly and material experiences and has nothing 
to do with the bliss of Brahman or that of the other-worldliness, 
And the Charvaka philo^phy occupies the first place in

heralding this trend.
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(b) Jainism View-Point : -

Jainism is said by many to be as ancient as Vedic
religion. References are found in the Rig-Vedic mantras to
Rishabha and A^stanerai, the two Jain Tirthankras, the former
being the founder of the Jain Dharma of the present age.
Jainism was taught by twenty four Tirathankaras, who attained
liberation. Rishbha was the first and Vardhmlna Mahavira, a

(3)a contemporary of Buddha, was the last, ^ahavira was
known as , meaning the spiritual conquerer.

To a certain limit, Jainism originated as a 
protest-movement against the dogmatism of the Hinduism, The 
early Jains strongly repudiated Vedic rituals and practices. 
In the Kritanga Sutra we read, ” By Self-invented rites
common people seek holiness * they are full of deceit and

(4)shrouded in delusion.” A, Chakarvarty writes,” The
Jains insist that right faith can be attained only if ... 
superstitious beliefs are discarded.” Such as,” that bathing 
in certain rivers, going round certain trees, etc. purify 
a man,.(5)

Ahimsa, Asceticism and anek&ntavada form the three
basic .concepts of the Jainism. Of these, Ahlmsfe is the
pivot of the 3ain Thought. The Jaina belief is that the
source of happiness and sorrow is within one's self.
Therefore, we should not do himsa to other creatures, rather

(6)we should consider them as a part of our soul.
*

Dr. Radha Krishnan rightly observes that " The Jains were the
(7)first to make ahimsa, non-violence, into a rule of life.” 

Ahimsa is the doctrine of nonviolence, non?inJury or

\
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non-killing* In ja*vn literature it is mentioned time and

again* The Ikaranga Sutra states that," knowing the course

of the world, or should cease from violent acts," And Brahmana
following the jaia» exampla, "... should not kill, nor cause

other to kill, nor Consent to the killing of others... One
(8)should do no injury to oneself, nor to any body else.*

The importance of Ahims'S is reflected in its being the primary 

one of the five great vows taught by Mahavira.

Jainism accepts the principle of Karma in the 

sense of cause and effect. An act will give rise to effects 

which are of the same nature as the act and for which the 

doer is responsible. It is because of the principle of Karama 

that Ahimsa produces positive results. It alleviates 

quarrels and wars. Furthermore, it enables the individual 

to free his soul from the bond of ’.armic matter.
Himsa ( Violence) and lack of compassion are 

not the only causes of the bondage of the souls and evils 

in the world. Four passions producing the same effect are 

anger ( Krodha), orida ( Mana), infatuation ( May's. ) and

greed ( Lobha). They give rise to bhava bandha ( bondage 

caused by passions) in contract to dravya bandha ( bondage 

resulting from the permeating of the soul by matter particles).

In a more general sense desires and pleasures 

are the primary causes of both rebirth and the world*s ills.

" From desires of pleasures arises the misery of the whole 

world, the Sods included..." one suora states, Elsewhere 

we read," Those who are led by their desires.* are born again
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and again ... the miserable, afflicted fool who delights in
pleasures ... is turned round in the whirl of pains.,*. Those
who acquiesce and indulge in worldly pleasures are born again

(9)
and again. Desirous of pleasures they heap up Karman,n In another part of the sutrasj the term * Colour* is used 
to denote the objects of the senses and desires - ** colour 
attracts the eye | it is the pleasant cause of love, but the 
unpleasant cause of Hatred*.. He, who is passionately fond 
of colour will come to untimely ruin... he, who is very 
fond of a lovely colour hates all others... he who has a 
passion for colours will kill many moveable and immoveable 
beings ; a passionate fool, intent on his personal interests, 
pains and torments those beings in many ways..* where he is 
not satisfied with those colours and his carving for them 
grows stronger and stronger, he will become discontented
and tmhappy by dint of his discontent , misled by greed he

(10)will take another's property*
Thus, Jainism believes that desires and the drive 

for pleasures becomes the primary sources of evil. Out of 
them grow the passions which bind the soul and cause so 
much trouble in the world.

The cure or means of overcoming ills avoiding
rebith and getting rid of the Karmic element is self-effort

✓

and discipline, i&inism holds to this solution in common 
with Buddhism, especially Ther&v&da. In the Dhampad of
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Buddhism we read % "By oneself evil is done } by oneself

one suffers, by oneself evil is left undone, by oneself

one is purified. Purity and impurity belong to oneself,
(11)no one can purify another.”

Jainism emphasizes even more strongly that each 

one reaches Kevala, the state of blessedness, through his 

own efforts. There is no divine redeemer or saviour who 

will do it for him. Through self-conquest, the true 

rids himself of passions and desires. Jain Acharya Samant 

Bhadar Swami, while eulogising the JJai* dharama, says that 

true Dharma * aims at relieving the pain and grief of 

human beings and making them able to achieve the true and 
supreme « «»>

According to^Sncyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics,

Jain ethics has for its end the realization of Nirvana, or

Moksha, The necessary condition for reaching this end is

the possession of right faith, right knowledge and right

conduct. These three excellences are metaphorically named
(13)

the ** three Jewels' ( trlratna).

The foregoing analysis is sufficient to analyze 

the fact that Jain doctrine is sincerely and deeply interested 

rested in discussing the problem of human sorrow and 

happiness. It shows the path, which is practical and devoid 

of any heavenly help. By the enforcement of self-discipline, 
one can reach the stage of sublime happiness, contentedness 

or what may be called the state of Nirvana., ^ailash Chander 

Shastri gives the essence of the Jain doc trine in these
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n The essence is that every body longs for sukha
and sukha can — not come without the negation of dukha. The 
sukha which comes from Artha and Kama is not the real sukha 
The true sukha is that on achieving which, no fear of dukha 
remians, That is why it is said - ’ Tatt sukham Yatra 
Nasukham * - This type of permanent sukha emanates from 
Dharma."

The jain faith puts forth a fine definition of a
Bhikshu. It says that " Bhikshu is he who never says a

f 15 )word which causes grief, He who accepts dukha and
(16)sukha alike, is the real Bhikshu, A Bhikshu is always

on the path of human welfare, he does not believe in 
transitory and unHoly physical life, and he reaches the
state of Moksha (17) All the Aviveka ( ignorant) human 

(18)beings suffer in this world. The true people enjoy the
Cl 9 )sublime life. The jain doctrine categorically condemns

the worldly pursuits of pleasures and stands for the 
attainment of a state of complete freedom from desires. It 
may be different from the Bliss of the Upanishadas, but It 
Is decidedly a highest achievement of the Jiva, beyond which 
no claying remains. Acharya Rajnish, has aptly tried to 
equate the Moksha of Jainism with the idea of Bliss when 
he says : M The seeker of dukha is the seeker of hell and 
the seeker of sukha is seeker of heaven. Away from both, 
he, who is the seeker of Mukti, he is the seeker of bliss," (20)
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(c) Buddhist Theory of
Suffering and Nirvana,

p £
The Buddhist system of Pdillosphy orighated from 

the teachings of Gautam, the Buddha, As his life-story 
goes, he was awakended to a consciousness of sorrow after seeing 
the different sights of disease, old age, death and other 
miseries to which the human flesh is subjected. Consequently, 
he renounced his princely life, spent years in study, 
penance and mediation to discover the cause and origin of 
human suffering with a view to find out means to overcome 
them. At last, he got enlightenment, as a result of which 
he set forth the following four noble truohes : -

Life in the world is full of suffering.
2# There is a cause of the suffering.
3* There is path which leads to the cessation 

of suffering.
4* It is possible to stop suffering.

Thus, the philosophy of Buddha centres round 
the e xistence of misery, cause of misery, cessation of 
misery and the path leading to the cessation of misery.
These may be expressed as : - (i) ftukha, Dukha Samuctya,
(iii) Dukha Nlrodha and (iv) Dukha- Nirodha Marga. Thus 
Buddha starts with the misery in life and ends with the 
state of deliverance from thl3 misery, which he calls 
Nirvana,

In Dhawpad, there is a full chapter, known as 
Sukh-Varga, which deals with the problem of happiness in 
detail. It s&fQ " Happy is he who acts towards his foey
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(2f) „
as his friends. Neither winner, nor los®r is peaceful,

peacecomes when one rises above both the states* Only

the enlightened one knows that the Nirvana is the supreme
(23)happiness* In the company of bad intellect, there is

(24)
always grief and sorrow.” Dharama Nand Kosambi remarks *-

"Buddha was first to show that the real cause of misery is 

not Atman or Prakriti, it is trishna ( desire). The negation 

of desires is deliverance from pain. And the way to the
— 32 (25)negation of desire is Ashtang Marga. It is worthwhile

to dismiss in detail the four turths described by Buddha, as 

they show the evolution of his thought expressedly.

The first noble truth about suffering is indicative 

of pessimistic approach to life. The life is full of 

i suffering and the very idea of it upset the mind of the 

young Prince. According to him, even apparent pleasures 

are fraught with pain and misery. Birth, old age, disease, 

death, sorrow, grief, wish, despair, disappointment, in 

fact, all that is born of attachment and the human flesh is 

heir to misery.

The second noble truth about the cause of suffering 

maintains that suffering is not casual but it is causal. It 

depends upon some conditions. Buddha explains suffering as 

belonging to chain of twelve bricks or links (I) Life’s 

suffering is due to birth ( jati), for if he were not born, 
he would not have been subject to misery. Birth is due to the 

Bhaywa, the will to become or be born, again the Bhava or will 

to become is due to TJpadana or mental clinging to or clasping
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the material objects. This upadana or dining is due to 

trishna or craving to enjoy objects of senses. Again this
i

trishna or desire is due to Vedana or memo ry of previous
/7

sende experiences. This vedana or feeling toned sense 

experience arises because of sparsa or contact of sense 

organs with objects. Further, this contact of sparsa is 

occasioned by the six organs of cognition ( Mind and the
’ i

.five senses), Furhter, these six organs ( sadayatna) 

defend for their function on dody-mind organism or nama-rapa 

and this organism develops and comes into existence because
\i
l j

of eonsclous-ness or Vigyana. This embroynie consciousness in
f
.!

the mother*s womb is the effect of Sanskaras or impressions 

of our past existence. Tims the Sanskaras determine our 

present life and existence. Lastly, the Impressions which make 

for rebirth are due to ignorance dr avldya about truth. 

Ignorance thus according to Buddha is the root cause of 

impressions or Sanskaras that cause rebirth.

Now, the third noble truth. It emphasizes that 

the suffering must cease if its cause is stopped, i.e. if 

the conditions of suffering are removed, misery would cease. 

This state of the cessation of misery is called Nirvana.

Buddha urges that cessation of suffering i.e. the attainment 

of Nirvana is attainable here in this life. The perfect 

control of passions and constant contemplation of truth leads 

a person to the state of perfect wisdom. Such a person is 
no longer under the sway of worldly attachment. He breaks the 

fetters that bind him to the world. He becomes free and 

liberated soul and attains Nirvana which implies the extinction
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of passions and therefore also of misery and sufferings. It

may be noted that Nirvana is not in-activity. The life and 

work of Buddha belies this misunderstanding. His life was 

full of activity even after his enlightenment. We know that 

he had an active life of travelling, preaching, founding 

brotherhood after his enlightenment even upto the last days 

of his eightieth year when he passed away. Liberation is not 

thus incompatible with activity.

In fact, Buddha urges that work without attachment, 

Raga, Dvesha or Moha etc., does not cause bondage, attachment 

is the main cause of bondage, birth and suffering. Like Lord 

Krishna, Buddha, teaches that die-interestedness in action 

does not create a Karma, producing rebirth. Thus, Buddha by 

his deeds and actions set the example off selfless service of 

fellow-beings. Again Nirvana does not mean total extinction 

of existence but it only Implies the cessation of misery and 

of the causes of rebirth. Nirvana implies the attainment of 

perfect peace in this life besides the cessation of future 

misery and rebirth. The liberated soul may, however, continue 

in some higher and subtler form other than human.

The fourth noble truth about the path to liberation 

( Dukha Nirodh'a Marga) consists of Eight Steps or rules to 

be followed by one who wishes to be liberated and enlightened. 

The eight-fold noble path sums up in a nut-shell the essentials 

of Buddha Ethics and teaching. These eight steps or rules 

are s -* Right views, right determination, right speech, right 

conduct, right livelihood, right endeavour, right, mindfulness 

and right concentration. We need not go into detail of all
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these points, bat it is evident, combined together all these

form a sort of ideal living vhich is full of happiness and 
devoid of tensions.

If we go deep into the pnilo sophy of Buddha, we 
find his Nirvana, is nothing but a kind of Anand or Bliss.
In the Bhikshu Varga, Buddha says that in the state of void,

in (26)Bhikshu i^the state of permanent bliss* A BhikshU/
is he, who is not after name or fame. The Shan t> pad,
i.e. the highest state of contentment comes to the Bhikshu

(28)whose behaviour is friendly towards all, In tile

Prakiran Varga it is emphasised that those whose intellect
(29)is right, are happy. Those whose intentions are good

(30) (31)are happy. Those who believe in Non-Violence are happy.
The human-soul covers a long distance which is full of trials
and turbulatlons and finally reaches the state of deliverance
from all pain and misery. As Buddha believes that the
attainment of Nirvana is passible in this very life, it is
obvious, that Buddha*s main concern is that of mental
contentment of higher planes. If living in flesh and blood,
it is not possible that a man will be completely free from
all pains, but he can definitely, attain a state of supreme
happiness in mind and spirit. As.Buddha is silent about
God, his Nirvana is definitely different from the InaAd of
the Upanishadas. It is perhaps a state lower than Aaa&d
although it is perfect and final for Buddha. The word *sukha*
also finds an important place in Buddhist philosophical thought

/



but this word • covers In extension, both the relatively
static state which we name happiness or felicity, and the
conscious moments of such a state, to which our psychology
refers as pleasurable or pleasant feeling... Sukha is applied
alike to physical health, material weljftjeing and spiritual

(32)beatitude."
The scholars have gone deep into the philosophy

of Nirvana, but there has not been a single opinion. According
to Hirryanna, the word literally means, 'blowing out' or
'becoming cool* and signifies, annihilation- the • heaven of

(33)nothingness', as it has been described* when it is reached,
the constant procession of the five-fold aggregate disappears
once for all. Dr. Hadha Krishnan, while discussing this
theoretical position of 3uddhism, comes -o the conclusion
that salvation here becomes * the Unmaking of Ourselves.*

of
(34)

But as it seems to be/the negative nature , this interpretation
hardly serves the purpose for which Buddha stands. Accordingly

(35)other interpretations have been suggested. Some scholars
have flatly denied that Nirvana can be annihilation and ^aVe 
represented it as everlasting being or eternal felicity - an
ideal hardly different from the TTpanishadic Moksha.
Others again have taken it as a condition of which nothing 
whatsoever can be predicted - not even whether it is or is 
not. All that the term means, according to them, is freedom 
from suffering j and positive description of it-whatever the 
s eculative interest attaching to them- are irrelevant from 
the practical stand-point. Hiriyanna rightly avers-**But it

\
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does not seem necessary to resort to such explanations to 
show that Nirvana as conceived in Buddhism is worth striving
for, because it does not really signify, as seems to be 
commonly taken for granted, any state following death. It 
represents rather the condition which results after perfection 
Is reached and while yet the individual continues to live.
This would correspond to JIvan-Muktl, which as we know, had 
been well recognized in India by Buddha’s time. It is a 
state when the passions and the limited interests of common 
life have been extinguished and the person leads a life of 
perfect peace and equanimity. It connotes a certain habit 
of mind ; and he that has succeeded in cultivating it is 
known as arhat, which means * worthy »or ^oly*. It is this 

perfect calm to be reached within the four corners of the 
predent life that the Buddhist aims at and means by Nirvana, 
although as stated above an arhat. after the dissolution of
his body and mind may come to nothing. (36)

It is clear enough from the fore-going discussion 
that Nirvana to some extent, resembles the state of Bliss or 
Inand, but as Buddhist philosophy has nothing to do with the 
idea of a Supreme Being, this is not the same state of TLnand,
which in the Upanishadas has gathered to the proportions of 
Brahra, Itself. At the same time, we can say un-hestitatingly 
that ‘Nirvana* is a state more mental tha-nthe spiritual one. 
Here, it has some physical touch also. An arhat is one, who 
Is calm and quite not only mentally but feels free of suffering 
and pain, physically also. Can it be possible? This Is only a
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question for speculation which cannot be answered satisfactorily 
unless personally experienced.

Thus, we can say that the idea of Ana&d is the very 

basis of the Buddhist Philosophy also, but it is decidedly 
something far different than the Unand of the Upanishades.
In Upanishadas, there is no confusion that it reaches the 
heights of being synonym of Brahman but here in Buddhist 
Philosophy the ultimate goal remains undefined* Hence, the
confusion remains there about the term,

\

Moreover as we go through the texts of the 
different systems of Indian Philosphy, we see that the word 
Nirvana, Moksha, Muktl, Parampad, Turiya pad etc*, are used 
to convey almost the same sense. - They are designated to be 
the supreme goal for the followers of the system considered. 
Then, naturally the question arises in our minds, in the sense, 
that what is the marked distinction amongst them. It should 
be made clear that although basically the terms stand for a 
similar meaning, yet there are two different sets of 
interpretation. Indian Philosophy stands divided, fundamentally 
in two different divisions. The first being the Vedic tradition 
and the other being the Non-Veidc. In Vedic tradition, the 
meaning of all these terms has considerable similarity, whereas 
in the Non-Vedic tradition they again assume similarity of 
meaning. In the first division, God or Almighty is the final 
goal, whereas in the second, even the existence of God is not
accepted. Buddhist Philosphy, is decidely Non-Veidc, hence,

<

here the* Nirvana’ does not signify the same state of being as
the ’Nirvana* of the Bhagwad Gita. Keeping this thing in view,
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we can definitely appreciate how far the Bliss of Buddhist 
thought is different as compared with the Bliss of Brahman.
(d) Inand Marga. „

Recently, an organisation called 1 Anand Marga * 
caught the imagination of the entire Indian sub-continent 
and all the other parts of the world interested in Indian

jr’oltical Scene, It was a political organisation, believing 
in the cult of violence to usurp power. It was founded by 
one Anand Swamijl of Bihar. During the period of Internal 
Emergency in India ( June 1975 to January 1977), this 
organisation was declared illegal.

The heinous crimes committed by the members of this 
organization shook the Indian people to a great extent. As 
such, the ignoble aims o it stood exposed.

The name of the organization sometimes misguides 
that it has some association with the Anand Siddhanta of 
the Indian Philosophy, But the fact is that it has nothing 
to do with it. Though the followers of this organisation 
believed in lantric practices, their aim was not philosophical, 
it was rather, political. Tame In and Marga, came from the 
name of the founder, who is known as Anand Swaniji,

x 0 i
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III

IDEA OF BLISS IN NON-INDIAN 
PHILOSOPHICAL TRADITIONS

(a) Christian View-Point,

While giving the definition of Christianity,
*Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics1 states * " We may 
define Christianity as the ethical, historical, universal, 
monotheistic, redemptive religion, in which the relation of 
God and man is mediated by the person and work of the Lord 
Jesus Christ." It is a very precise and apt definition
of Christianity which shows what are the basic principles 
of the world-known popular religion. Through the 
philosophy of Jesus Christ, the Christianity seeks to 
establish a *klngdom of heaven* on this earth. It strives 
to alleviate the sufferings of mankind and ushering into 
an era of peace, tranquility and happiness. It has full 
faith in oneness of God, His Fatherhood and brotherhood 
of mankind. It has its code of ethical tenets, way of life 
and mystical viewpoint also.

According to Christian viewpoint, every human- 
being is a ’reasonable, responsible being, free to choose
right or wrong, but sinful and guilty because he has chosen

. <a>wrong.*.
If we go through the history of Christian Theology, we 

come accross different interpretations and divergent views on 
the sinful state of the man. Whereas orthodox Christian 
believe that the story of the Fall In genesis was historical fact
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and as such the entire human-race stood sinful and guilty,
the latter exponents of Christianity thought otherwise. The
Augustanians thought that human-race has become incapable of
good. The Pelagianism minimized the consequences of the Fall
and insisted that man had retained his freedom and could do
good. The modern thinking is that " sin is the result of
animal appetites and individual instincts in the child prior
to conscience and will, so that when conscience condemns them,
they have already gained such a hold that the will cannot

(3)suppress them."
There are many other interpretation s,but it is 

quite clear that Christianity believes that human-beings on 
this earth are living sinful lives for one reason or the 
other. They are suffering miserably and are in the clutches 
of misfortunes. They can overcome their sufferings if they 
listen to the commandments of the Saviour, the Deliverer or 
the Messiah, i.e. the Lord Christ. It is said that those who 
die in sin cease to be and only believers in Christ are found 
worthy of eternal life. ” The Encyclopaedia of Philosophy", 
while elaborating the idea of * Redemption' in Christianity, 
states chat human-beings are sinful is a theological statement 
of the observable fact that men and women are persistently 
self-centered and that even their highest moral achievements 
are quickly corrupted by selfishmness. Yet although we thus 
fall, exhibiting a chronic moral weakness and poverty, our 
failure is not inevitable ; we are ourselves, at least in part, 
responsible for it, The Biblical story of the Fall of Man
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originally created perfect but fell by his own fault into
his present state, in which he is divided both in himself

(4)and from his fellows and God."
Keeping in view the basic problem of sinful life 

of the human-beings, Christianity claims that by responding 
to God's free forgiveness, offered by Christ, men are 
released from the guilt of their moral failure and are drawn 
into a realm of grace in which they are gradually recreated 
in character.

It is obvious that Christianity emphasises the 
need of truthful living on this earth. Love, fellow-feeling, 
selflessness, truth and all other principles of ideal living 
have been stressed. It is believed that truthful living 
makes one the recepient of the grace of the Lord and all his 
sins are washed away. Through, the grace of the Lord, they 
become blessed and their souls gain union with God. That Is 
the state of total bliss, the perfect happiness.

Jesus impressed upon his followers in the 
strongest possible terms the absolute importance of decisions 
made and deeds performed in this present life. He also talked 
of heaven and hell. His concept of heaven stands for the 
enjoyment of full consciousness of God's presence and 
participation in the divine kingdom, which represents the 
final fulfilment of God's purpose for His creation,

Jesus also talked of eternal life and declared that
(5)"Everyone who believed on Him may have eternal life," He
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also spelled out that * Eternal life Is not something which
we cannot enjoy while on this earth and a state that is to
be awarded only in the hereafter. I tell you, whoever
believes possesses eternal life. I tell you, whoever
listens to my message and believes Him who has sent Me
possesses eternal life, and will not come to Judgement, but

(6)has already passed out of death into life.n
As we go through the pages of The Bible, we find

that Lord Christ's mission on this earth is nothing but to
save the human-race from its sins and sufferings. As Mary
conceives a child even before her marriage, her husband
Josepth is baffled. To his rescue, comes an angel of the Lord
who speaks to Joseph thus * " Joseph , thou son of David, fear
not to take unto thee Mary, thy wife", for that which is
conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost, And she shall bring
forth a son, and thou shalt call his name JESUS s for he

(7)shall save his people from their sins,"
In his Sermon on the Mountain, when huge 

multitudes of people throng to listen him, Jesus, declares s 
** Blessed are the poor in spirit j for their*s is the kingdom 
of heaven. Blessed are they that mourn * for they shall be 
comforted. Blessed are the meek : for they shall inherit 
earth. Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after 
righteousness* for they shall be filled. Blessed are the 
merciful s for theyshallbbtain mercy. Blessed are the pure 
in heart % for they shall see God. Blessed are the peace
makers for they shall be called the children of God. Blessed 
are they which are persecuted for righteouness* sake * for
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their's is the kingdom of heaven* Blessed are ye when men
shall revile you, and persecute you, and shall say all

(8)manner of evil against you falsely, for my sake.1’
He further declares i - n Rejoice, and be

exceeding glad s for great is your reward in heaven s for 
so persecuted they the prophets which were before you ." (9)

Thus, the philosophy of the Holy Bible clearly
emphasises the importance of righteous living on this earth
and seeks to equate it with heavenliness, divinity and the
true bliss of God. Life in heaven, life in unison with the
Almighty is full of bliss, and when through righteousness,
the kingdom of heaven is sought to be established on this
earth, the blissful living is obvious. The Bible preaches
an ideal kind of love which human beings should inculcate
to find nearness to the Lord : M Ye have heard that it hath
been said, Thou shall love thy neighbour and hate thy enemy*
But I say unto you, Love your enemies, bless them that hate(10)you, and persecute you.*1 The Bible exhorts the man to
be perfect, because God is perfect *. " Be ye therefore
perfect, even as your Father which is in heaven is perfect."
The grace of the Lord is achieved through earnest prayer s
" But thou, when thou prayest, enter into the closet, and
when thou hast shut thy door, pray to thy Father which is in
secret ; and thy Father which seeth in secret shall reward

(12)thee openly." Obeying the commandments of the Lord means
living in a state of perfect joy i « These things have I
spoken unto you, that my joy might remain in you, and that

(13)your joy might be full."

(11)



Thus, we can say that the the philosophy of 

Christianity has a clear-cut cone option of the bliss and in 
fact the entire thesis of the Holy Bible is to tell the human 
beings how true bliss of the Lord can be achieved and how 
the kingdom of heaven can be established on this earth.
There is no place for materialistic leanings in the 

philosophy of Jesus Christ, Attunement with the will of *God 
and pursuing a righteous path in living amounts to be the 
substance of the philosophy of The Bible. This is the 
philosophy of perfect happiness or the bliss which the 
mankind longs for.

(b) Islamic View-Point t -

Islam is one of the most important religions

of the world which have stood the test of time . It was

founded by the Prophet Mohammad in the beginning of the
seventh century. Ha was born in Mecca, in the year 570 A,D.,

but his gospel crossed all the barriers of countries and

races. Islam is a missionary religion and after Mohammad,
serveral of his followers have worked to preach the mission

throughout the world. The principles of Islam have been
enunueiated in Quran, the holy bockof the Mohammadons.

Through Quran, we can easily understand the Islamic view of
life in all its aspects. The Quaran has been glorified as a
great book of the human race and it is claimed that it is the
highest of all, It Has been called a book of guidance

(15)for mankind. It has been venerated as the healer of the
(16)spiritual diseases* It has been eulogised as the
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4,0?)celebrated book of Wisdom,
Prom these and many other such-like utterances 

about the greatness of Quran, we do not find it difficult 
to see that the Mohammadon Scripture endeavours to speak 
of the problems of human-life in all its aspects. It talks 
of God, explains out all the attributes of God. It discusses 
the subjects like evolution of man, homo-life, civic-life, 
state-polity, intellectual development, moral development, 
mystic relation of the human soul with God, divine revelation, 
the higher life and the humanitarian aspect of revelation. 
Thus, the philosophy of Quran, or the philosophy of Islam
naturally deals with the sorrow of human life and suggests

*

ways for its alleviation.
For better understanding, we can divide the

philosophy of Islam in two parts, i.e. the spiritual and
worldly. According to Islam, the human-soul is a part of
the Super-Soul, i.e. God, but it is separated from Him, It
has an Intense desire to get union with the Lord. The Quran
says that human-soul yearns after God and it is only the
inter-mingling of the two that brings contentment. A mystic
of Islam is of the view that " two things men seek after
and do not find, joy and rest, for both of these belong to

(18)paradise•"
And what Islam says of Paradise t n Suppose a 

garden wherein are rivers of water which corrupt not, and 
rivers of milk whose taste changeth not, and rivers of wine 
which doth not intoxicate but giveth pleasure to those who 
drink it and rivers of clarified honey. This is a true
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to

representation of the paradise which shall be granted to
(19)

the righteous*" In Quran* God is described as the

giver of all the boons of life, Implying that He is a

limitless reservoir of all the Joys and Pleasures of life.

The scholars, while discussing to word Islam,

have reached the different conclusions. According to

•Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics' Islam is the

infinitive form of aslama, and, means * to resign oneself •,

profess Islam. It is sometimes looked upon by European

writers as expressing complete resignation to the will of

God in all matters of faith and duty \ but this seems to be

too wide an extension of the term, for Syed Amir All says,

the word does not imply, as is commonly supposed, absolute

submission to God's will, but means, on the contrary,
(21)

striving after righteousness,"

From above statement, we can easily conclude 

that Islamic philosophy dwells upon the righteous living 

and showing complete awarenss to the will of the Lord. That 

is why, in Mohammadon countries great importance is ascribed 

to the Islamic Law, which is based on the philosophy of 

Quran. Mohammad Naguib is very particular to say that the 

true Islam is that which is based on Quran s " The Real 

Islam, as a scientific religion is only found in the Koran 

alone, and what there is in the Koran only is totally

(2)

different from what is practised by people everywhere."
(22)

One who lives life according to the dictates of Quran and 

exercises full faith ( Iman) becomes a Momin, i.e. the
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believer. Thus to become a Momin is the ultimate goal of the

follower of Quran and it is suggested that God will bestow
upon the Momins all the boons of heaven ( Bahishat or Jannat).
And all the non-believers will go to hell ( i.e. Dozak). So, a
follower of Islam is full of desire to reach the realm of heaven.
He prays for the Rehmat or Karam of the Lord, which is the
source of contenment. Hazrat Mirza Gulam Ahmed is of the view
that heaven lies in one*s self. It comes out of faith (iman)
and living according to the teachings of Islam. This heavenly

(23)
state is the state of highest bliss. Maulvi Ahmad Bashir

is however of the different view. He say that Allah bestows 
upon the human beings the state of heaven as per their wishes.

(24He who wants the heaven of worldly boons, is granted the same.

The Encyclopaedia Americana calls the concept of 
Hell and Heaven as the last fundamental article of the faith 
and states thus s -

" The last fundamental article of faith is belief 
in a judgement day, immortality of the soul, reward for the 
righteous, and punishment for the wicked, " The last day,"
" The last hour", * The day of judgement," will be ushered in 
by certain extra-ordinary signs. On it, all actions shall be 
weighed in scales. Those whose scales are heavy are the 
successful ones, and those whose scales are light shall lose 
their soul and abide in hell for ever... Paradise is also 
painted in materialistic colors. In it the faithful is to enjoy 
all the delights and luxuries nearest to the heart of a denizen 
of the desert. The general picture is that of an oasis, a garden,

\
\
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with shady trees, running streams, and all facilities for
rest, comfort, and enjoyment, several passages in the Koran
dilate on the scene* " He { God) hath awarded them ( the
believers), f °r all that they endured, with Paradise and
silk attire, reclining therein upon couches. Naught shall
they know of (hot) sun or bitter cold. Its shades shall close
upon them, and Ijw shall its fruits hang down. Vessels of
silver are brought round for them, and gobletslike flagons
made of silver whose measure they themselves shall mete.
There they are given to drink of a cup whereof the mixture
is of ginger from the fount named salsbil. There go round
among them boys of everlasting Youth whom, when thou seest
thou Woiid.st take for scattered pearls. And when thou lookest
at this, thou will see bliss and high estate. Their raiment
will be fine green silk and gold brocade# With silver bracelets
they will be adorned and their Lord will give them drink of

(25)
a pure beverage.”

The dogmatism of the Islam consists of tenets like
belief in oneness of God ( La Ilaha illa-l-lah), and in that 
Mohammad is His messenger, faith in Quran, praying to God 
five times in a day ( Namaz) Haj and Roza etc. The follower 
of the Islam is very particular of all these dogmas.

To conclude, we can say that Islamic philosphy 
is a very practical philosophy and in a way it is an ideal 
way of living. So far as the idea of bliss is concerned, it 
is well described in the shape of heaven and the life in
heaven, which is purely imaginative. In spite of its 
imaginative nature, a true follower of Islam has a longing
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(c) Soofi View Point *

The Soofism originated from Islam and it is said 
that during the days of Mohammad himself, the soofi saints hadh 
started sowing the seeds of great movement which later on had 
a deep impact on the religious and mystic firmament. Right 
from Arab, it spread upto Indian Sub-continent and even beyond 
that. There is no denying the fact that the urge for the 
Soofi movement sprang from the ritualism and dogmatism of 
Islam. That is why, some famous soofishad to meet tragic ends 
at the hands of fanatic mohammadans. But, in spite of the 
repression let loose, the movement could not be suppressed.

During ninth and tenth century the famous scholars 
of Soofism wrote books in which they gave exposion to their 
view-point. Among them Junaid, Ibn A1 Arbi, A1 itushairl, 
and Al Sulmi are considered important. In the twelfth 
century Al Gazall codified the Soofi spiritualism and gave 
sound foundation to the movement. Among the Panjabi Soofi 
Saints, the names of BabaFarid, Shah Hussain and Bulleh Shah 
are worthyof mention. Dr. Sadhu Ram Shardapoints out that Shah 
Hussain and other Panjabi Soofi poets were greatly influenced 
by the Vedanta and accordingly they were impressed by the theory 
of the Vedanta that God is Sat,chit and Anaftd. He points
out that as Farid talks of God as sweet sugar, honey or other 
similar things, it clearly indicates his interpretation of
God as bliss. (27)

The Soofi thought lays great stress on the
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Importance of love in the path of spiritualism .
(28) Hujviri,

while describing the state of meeting of the soul with the Lord, 
clearly says that the Love of the Lord is showered upon it and

Hashooq to describe the relationship of man with the Lord.
The Soofis emphasise the need of Tap, Zuhd, Raza, Taqwa, sabar, 
Yaqin and such other ways of spiritual glorification. They 
donot believe merely in Shariat, Rather their goal is 
marfat, Bulleh Shah clearly describes the goal of a Soofi in 
the following lines s -

Yahiya, the famous Soofi scholar says that a soofi's idea 
is higher than of a Zahid. A Zah^-d, for the sake of pleasures 
of Jannat, withdraws from the worldly pleasures, but a Soofi 
is not interested in the pleasures of Jannat even His

used to pray s 0 Lord, if I pray to you for fear of hell,
burn me into the fire of hell, if I pray to you for greed
of heaven, keep me away from heaven and if I am in search of

(31)You only, do meet me,"
The famot# Soofi Poet of Persia, Attar has

described the spiritual Journey of the soul by dividing it 
into seven stages. They are : - 1. Vadie Talash, 2. Vadie 
Ishak, 3. Vadie MShrfat, 4. Vadie Mehvlat, 5. Vadie Wahdat, 
6, Vadie Hairat, and 7 Vadie Fana. The last stage is the

n Shariat sadi mai hai, 
Tarlqat sadi dai hai,

A ^Ago^haq haqiqat aai hai,
Te mar fa ton ku3h paya hai.

ambition is beyond that. (30) Kabia, the famous soofi alnt
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state of complete union with the Lord.
The Soofi has a firm belief that this human-life

(32)of ours is full of sorrows and sufferings. * Man is in 
a state of constant frustration and the fear of death is
always hovering over our minds,, (33) Man is in search of
true happiness but it is nowhere to be found

(34)
A true

Soofi has no love for worldly attachments and temptations. (35)

Lord (36)
Soofis* bliss is in the state of union with the 
Al Hasan Al Basri says that human-beings should

(38)

be aware of the worldly attachments. Their sting is as
i

po£ionous as that of a snake.,.. God is the real object to
(37)be asoired for.”

The 3~ofis describe the state of union with the 
Lord, with the word Wajad or Masti, meaning wonder. He 
begin, to dance, apontaneou,!, and hi, Joy hnov, no bound,,.

Whereas, Soofi Saints stress the need of Ishak, 
Bandgi, Simran, Kaza and obedience to Murshld for attainment 
of the union with the Lord, they also put forth a moral code 
of conduct for adoption of the seeker on the pathof the Lord, 
These ethical tenets of goofism are known as santokh, sabar, 
toba, parhezgari, muzahda, khalwat, khauf and shukar etc.A^Thus, 

making them a part of conduct can a soofi attain the state of 
spiritual endeavour, the ultimate result of which is mingling 
of the human soul in the Almighty,

Thus, we see, in Soofism the attainment of the 
love of Lord can only be a source of supreme bliss for the 
seeker of the path and there is no alternative to it. A Soofi
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considers this world perishable and untrue and as such he
has no temptation for the material and physical pleasures.
Farid compares the worldly pleasures with Kasumbhrha, which

(39)
perishes soon, whereas the Nam of the Lord gives immense

and eternal bliss* Nam of the Lord is the sweetest of all the
(40)

boons which a human-being can strive for. In this

context, we see an intense desire of renunciation in the 
philosophy of Soofism, There is only one reality and that 
is the Lord Himself.

- * 0 * -

V
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IV

SOME METAPHYSICAL CONCEPTS OF 
INDIAN PHILOSOPHY

From th© foregoing discussion of different

systems of Indian Philosophy, we have noted there are some 

concepts which stand aloft and are of paramount importance. 

Therefore, it will be very necessary that every study of 

Indian Philosophical Systems should have clear notion of

them at the outset. It will not be out of place if we

discuss some of these concepts here in brief. Let us

start with Brahma,

1* Brahma t<* Brahman or Brahma is the pivot 

of Indian Philosophy, It stands for one absolute being 

which is pure consciousness and undiluted Joy or bliss. It 

is the basis and the source of all. It is a supreme power

and all other powers of the Universe are only subservient to 

Him, He can neither be made nor created whereas He is the

Creator of everything 

with Him, is the ultima 

according to Vedanta an

In the pure

He is the one self of all. Union 

te desire of the human-soul, 

d Yoga,

state of Brahman is said to be without
any qualities ( i,e, nijrguna sarupa). On the other hand, as 

He is the creator and siistainer of the whole of the Universe

with all its varieties, He is seen possessing qualities

also ( saguna sarupa). Another term for Saguna Brahman is 

Shabda Brahman, Shabda means sound or word. It means that

the fundamental force in the Universe is sound, issuing as♦ *

a word or command-logos in greek.



Brahma, when it comes to the Saguna-Sarupa from 
its Nirguna sarapa, there is the expression of certain 
powers, known as shaktis* In the schools of Tantrie Yoga, 
and in common belief these powers are represented as 
goddesses and consorts of three great gods, i,e* Shiva, 
Vishnu and Brahma*

Thus, in Indian Philosophy, Brahman is the 
nerve-centre of all discussions, all aspirations, all
yearnings* It is the pen-ultimate aim of every activity of

, (1)life in any form.

2* Atman i Atraa or Atman means the true Self
in contrast with the false self of individuality and personality 
which each man, commonly thinks himself to be* In Vedantic 
Philosphy, this is the one ever-present universal spirit, 
free from all conditions or charactersties of subject or 
object of mind and matter, though it commonly appears to be a 
separate self, the Jivatma*

Sometimes we use the words soul or conscience for
Atman, which are considered to be the innermost self of 
human-beings*

Indian Vedic Tradition is of the belief that Atman(2)is the part of Brahma or it is the Brahma Hiaselfc* That is 
why sometimes word Parmatma is used for Brahma* It is
suggested that Atman is separated from its source i.e
Brahman and suffers tormentaaions. That is why, it longs 
for re-union* When re-union is achieved, all the torments
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are eliminated and it rests in a state of bliss.

Relationship and re-relationship of Brahman and

Atman is the basic question of the Indian Philosophical
(3)

thought.

3. Jiva i Jiva or Jivatma means a living being. 

It is a unit of life. This, the core of our being, beyond 

body and mind, is our very self, our pure consiciousness.

In popular speech, the term simply stands for a living being 

of any kind distinguished from non-living, lifeless or dead.

4* Maya t - Maya means * illusion*. The doctrine 

of Maya suggest that all we see in the manifested universe 

is illusion, it is not reality. The reality of the Universe 

is something else which cannot be perceived by ordinary human 

eye. The reality is Brahma and Maya is His creation, Maya 
is just like dream which is never a reality. The human

soul is tempted by the Maya and it forgets its real aim. It

takes the worldly objects to be real and gets attached to

them. That is why it continues to suffer miserably. When,

it realizes that this universe is just an illusion, it stops

taking interest in it and sets out on a divine journey to

achieve what is Reality and Trutji, Maya distracts human-

soul from its path of Reality but through Gyana, it marches

towards its goal and gets true happiness in the company of 
(5)

Brahma.

5. Moksha i - Moksha means liberation or freedom.

Liberation from what? In Indian Philosophy it is emphasized 

time and again, that the human soul is separated from the
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Super-soul or Brahma* Due to this separation the human-soul 

suffers miserably. It has to bear the pangs of birth and 

death. This circle of Ava-gaPian is the root cause of all 

the sufferings of the human soul,

Moksha will be state when human-soul will be 

liberated from all these ordeals which cause suffering. In 

that state, there will be no tormentations of any kind.

However, scholars differ on the point that how 

human-soul feels in the state of Moksha* Some say, it is a 

state of feelinglessness. When, there is no feeling, there 

is no suffering and at the same time no sense of bliss also. 

Some say, it is a state of bliss, in which there is no place 

of any suffering.

Moksha has many substitutes like Mukti, Nirvana 

or Kaivalya, which different philosophers have used in their 

discourses. However, the spirit behind all of them is the 

same.
Mrvana • - As already pointed out, the word

Nirvana means liberation in the manner as the term Moksha 

means. However this term was used by Buddha. It is said that 

after his enlightenment, Buddha exclaimed : "I, Buddha, who 

wept with all my brothers’ tears, laugh and am glad, for there 

is liberty,” Of the state of Nirvana, he thought, was not 

discribale. That is why, he asked his followers : ” Sink 

not the string of thought into the fathomless. Who asks 

doth err *, who answers errs *, say naught,”

Bhagwad Gita also speaks of Nirvana as the State of
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which further signifies the sublimity of the term. As Buddhism 
holds no belief in God, the Nirvana in Hindu Scrlputes stands 
for the state of Union with Brahma and his sat-chit and 'finafod. 
Thus, the Nirvana is the state of bliss itself, though viewed 
differently in the Buddhist and the Hindu Scriptures. Dorothy 
Field’s remarks about what NirvSna means are note-worthy;-

" Nirvana - The all-desirable condition of Nirvana 
has always been a subject, for controversy among European 
scholars. The word comes from nir=out, and va» to blow, and 
the meaning has been somewhat differently interpreted even 
among Indians themselves. Speaking generally, it would be safe 
to say that it has never meant annihilation, but rather 
absorption into the Absolute. Where the belief in a personal 
Deity is strong, Nirvana has stood for unity of the creature 
with the Creator.its realisation is compared to the 
blending of two streams.u

7* » - « param « means ’The Greatest’

and ’dhama’ means the ’abode*. Thus Paramdhama means the 
greatest, the sublime and the most elevated state of existence 
in uAion with Brahma. The Bhagwad Gita considers this state to 
be the cherished goad of human-soul. Thus, It is a state where 
the bliss of the Lord is showered upon the human-soul.

- : 0 j -
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CONCLUSION*-

From our discussion of the various Indian and 

non-Indian systems of Philosophy, we come to a clear 

conclusion that the idea of haoDinass or bliss finds 

attention with almost every system. However, its elaborate 

discussion in the Vedic tradition, develops it into a 

specified Vedic theory. The Upanishadas have put forth a 
forceful concept which is well-known as Inandvad or InaAd 

Siddhant, Needless to say that the Upanishadic concept 

of Xnand is the guiding factor in almost every system of 

Indian Philosophy, directly or indirectly.

In the following pages, we will find how the
✓

Adi Granth has also been greatly impressed by this pre

dominantly Upanishadic Thought.

— j 0 j •

«
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NOTES. EXPLANATION O AND REFERENCES

1. " Brahman : - The philosophical system of th©
Vedanta adopts as Its aim the search after Brahman, and 
makes this the central point of its teachings# The

Aloftiest conception of Brahman speculation is there 
set forth, and handed down from generation to generation. 
It is, however, only the climax of a long intellectual 
development, the beginning of which may be traced in 
the Hig Veda, the most ancient poetry of early India#.... 
Brahman has been exalted to the position of the 
supreme first principle, which Itself without beginning 
creates the Universe....."
(Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, Vol. 2,
PP. 796-799).

11 Brahman s - The Upanisads try to answer In various 
ways the question " what Is Brahmaft ? ( the sacred
power Iranlicit in ritual performance ) Brahma^ came 

to be thought of as the power sustaining the whole 
cosmos, and thus the question prompted an enquiry to 
find a single principle that underlies the multiplicity 
of phenomena,"

(The Encyclopaedia of Philosophy, Vol, 4} PP. 1),
2, ” There are two words, Brahman and Atman, which are 

often used in the Upanisads to signify the inner essence 
of the individual as well as of the whole world, and 
which cannot be considered separate from each other." 
(Encyclopaedia of Religion and Ethics, Vol. 2, PP. 195)



11 Stmah, Atma, I he Soul, The principle of life.
The supreme soul,” ( A classical Dictionary of Hindu 
Mythology and Religion, John Dowson, Lyall Book 
Depot, Ludhiana, Twelfth Edition, PP 32).
The Religion of the Sikhs, PP. 49,
“ Nirvana 4 - In the Oriental philosophical 
doctrines, the absolute and final extinction of 
individuality, X'jithout loss of consciousness. It 
is defined as a condition In which all pain, suffering, 
mental anguish and above all, samsara have ceased.” 
(Dictionary of Mysticism, PP. 124),
Jiva- A life, or living being. The Individual soul.
It is what makes a man conscious of his own consciousness 
or conscious o^ himself, even without any definition 
or thought of himself or of others, or indeed of anythin 
else at all. What makes him conscious of the mortal 
and other selves is his use of the intellect or mind 
lower or higher, but he knows himself as jiva even 
without their functioning....”
(TJedanta Dictionary, PP. 93 ).
” Maya - A Sanskrit term, approximately meaning 
illusion. In Hinduism and other occult and esoteric 
philosophies, the cosmic force which produces the 
phenomena of material existence and permits the?n to be 
perceived. Allthat Is finite and subject to change and 
decay,all that is no*: eternal and unchangeable, is 
considered as raaya. There is but one reality, Brahman -

Us
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attaan, the Universal Spirit, 
(Dictionary of Mysticism, Pn,

m % 0 i •

f

99-100).
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I
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ADI GRANTH

The Adi Granth Is one of the most sacred books, 

the world has produced so far. Though, the Sikhs consider 

it their Guru, i.e. Master, there is hardly any doubt that 

the philosophy of the Adi Granth is meant for the whole 

of the mankind. It is the Gospel of Man in the real sense 

of the word. It transcends all limits and barriers and 

tends to guide the human destiny in the right direction.

It tells the mankind how to live on this earth and at the 

same time how to prepare for the next life. Dr. 3.3. Kohli 

has very beautifully and precisely depicted the greatness of 

this book in the following words : -

" Adi Granth, the scripture of the Sikhs, as we 

have seen, presents before us a universal and practical 

religion, preached by the Sikh Gurus and other Indian Saints 

belonging to the Bhakti Movement. There Is a parliament 

of Saints in which the Brahmana, KshatrXya and Vaishya all 

sit with the Shudras, the Hindu sits with the Muslim, the 

King sits with the lowly ;there Is no distinction of caste 

or ego of birth. They all sit on the same plane and sing 

songs of love. They are poetsof the people who are absorbed 

In the Name of the Lord. They sing in the language of the 

masses. They are without any hypocrisy and formalism. They 

are frank and sincere. For them, music is the food of 

love....."

According to Dr. Ra^endra Prasad," Though the Adi 

Granth sought to reproduce the spirit of the Bhaktl Movement,
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it has also its distinctive strain which later helped to
shaoe the faith and the destiny of the Sikhs. For instance,
it emphasised the practical aspect of life in contrast to

(2)the aspect of withdrawl or renunciation.”
Dr. Badha Krlshnan, the renowned statesman- 

philosopher says i ” A remarkable feature of the Adi Granth
is that it contains the writings of the religious teachers

(3) ^of Hinduism, Islam, etc...”
(a) Guru Nanak, Contemporary Indian

Society and Emergence of Sikh Thought.

It was evident that the emergence of the Sikh 
Thought in the 15th and 16th century was a great historical 
event, not only for the Indian sub-continent but for the 
world as a whole. The Adi Granth is the treasure of the 
gems of the Sikh Thought.

Therefore, it is necessary that before embarking
i

upon the study of any aspect of it, we must be acquainted 
with the historical perspective which gave birth to this 
great stream of thought. The story starts with the advent 
of Guru Nanak on the worldly scene.

Guru Nanak, the founder of the Sikh faith was born 
in the year 1469 A.D., in a small town, now known as Nankana 
Sahib and forming a part of Pakistan. This was the time 
when Bhafcti Movement had reached its Zenith and Indian Society 
was consideraiuy inby it. The Bhagti Movement was 
primarily a reformist movement which sought to purge 
social evils which had crept deep into the physique 
of the social set-up. At the same time, the leaders 
of the BhafttI Movement preached spiritualism, also,
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the basis of which was the love and fellow-feeling* Guru 
Nanak, no doubt was impressed by the Bhakti Movement, yet 
he realized fully the weakness of it. He was not an ordinary 
saint, thinker or a reformist. On the other hand, he was 
a great revolutionary who wanted to shake the very 
foundations of the society. He challenged the kings and 
their ministers to behave properly in a manner which was 
unknown to the Bhagats. This type of revolutionary zeal
is hardly to be found in the writings of the poets of the

*%■»

Bhagti Movement,
The dark-age is the sealpel,
The kings are the butchers,
And righteousness has taken wings and flown. (4)

( Trans. M.M.S. )
The Kings are tigers and the courtiers dogs*
They go and (harrass) or (awaken) the sitting 
and sleeping ones. ^

(Trans. M.M.S )
Such was the courage of Guru Nanak that he came 

in direct confrontation with the rulers of the time. He had 
to undergo the hardships of jail-life by the orders of Babar, 
the founder of the Mughal Empire. Guru Nanak*s hyans, 
popularly known as * Babarvani1, are full of revolutionary 
fervour•

If we go through the pages of the contemporary 
history, ve come to realize that the age of Guru Nanak was 
full of turmoils in all the walks of life. In the field of
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religion, there was formalism, dogmatism and chauvinism.
The religious leaders of the Muslims, the Hindus and the 
other ssnall cults as well were a victim of nasty and 
unholy way of living. They quoted scriptures only to further 
their own interests. The common man was hard-pressed. He 
was being fleeced mercilessly. Religion had become a 
source of pleasure and easp-living for the priestly class, 
whereas it was a source of awe and fear for the masses.
Guru Nanak reminded the Kazls, the Brahmans and the Yogis, 
that they should not indulge in mal-practices and cause 
hardship to the poor fellowmen. He spoke with a loud and 
thundering voice : -

The Kazi utterth falsehood and so eateth dirt.
The Brahman slayeth life and then bathes.
The Blind Yogi knoweth not the way,

<6)And so all the three are laid waste.
(Trans. G.3.D )

Guru Nanak championed the cause of the poor,
the down-trodden and the oppressed. He was against all 
types of social in-equalities. H0 was pained to see that 
the caste system was eating up the whole society. He spoke 
strongly against it.

Nanak seeks the company of those who are of low
caste,Among the lowly, nay, rather the lowest

(7)of the low.
( Trans. M.M.S )

Guru Nanak spoke bravely in favour of equal
4
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status for woman in society. It was hitherto neglected 
by the Rhagti Movement. To be brief, Guru Nanak gave a 
clarion call to the entire Indian People to awaken and 
work for the establishment of an ideal society, 'Haleml Raj * 
i.e. the rule of humility, as is termed in the Adi Granth.
He taught the people that the differences of the rich and 
poor \ high and the low, are man-made, whereas in the eyes 
of God all human-beings are equal. The brother-hood of man 
and fatherhood of God was his slogan. In the words of 
Dr. Slddheshwar Verma, M The ethical ideal emphasized by 
Guru Nanak was the spirit of cosmic-consciousness and not 
a catalogue of copy-book maxims." Puran Singh aptly
remarks t - Guru Nanak is the world-teacher. He is also the 
Teacher of One single ooor man unknown to name or fame. With

h (9)him, thought begins anew.
In the political field, Guru Nanak saw how the 

high handedness of the rulers was crushing the people. He 
stood firmly against it and gave birth to a revolutionary 
movement, which culminated in a force to be reckoned with 
at the hands of Guru Gobind Slftgh.

When we talk of spiritual philosophy of the
Sikhs, the basis of the Sikh Movement must be kept in mind. 
Guru Nanak had firm belief in One God, who was omnipresent, 
omniscient and omnipotent. He was a firm believer in the 
idea of man's spiritual elevation. That is why, he laid
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emphasis on Simran, Sat Sangat and moral education. But, 

he sought to create a balance between the worldly life and 

spiritual life. He was against all types of escapism. He 

talked of Mukti, Karma and Yoga also, but he had his own 

concept of them. His approach was never one-sided.

Guru Nanak showed the path and there were other

Nine Gurus to propogate it for the uplift and betterment of

mankind. To put the faith on sound foundations, many

methods were employed, but there is hardly any doubt that
the compilation of the Adi Granth, was the most meritorious

work for the purpose. First compilation was done by the

Fifth Guru, who enshrined this great book in the holy

Harimandar sahib at Amritsar. In this first Volume, apart

from the writings of the Bhagfrtas, the ban! of first five

Gurus was compiled. Sixth, seventh and Eighth Gurus did not

write any bani, however, the Ninth Guru, wrote a number of

hymns and Shalokas. They were incorporated in the holy Granth

later on, by the tenth Guru, who gave the Granth the status

of Guru, itself. The bani of the tenth Guru was not entered

in the Granth at his own will and it should not lead to any
(10)

misconception.
The philosophy of the Adi Granth is thus the

corner-stone of the Sikh faith* It is the basis, it is the 

origin and it is the nucleus of the strong movement started 

by Guru Nanak. The militant aspect of the movement which 

started from the sixth Guru and reached its zenith at the time 

of the tenth Guru, is not at all alien to the basic philosophy



of the Adi Granth, Its seed was sown in the verses of Guru 
Nanak which shone red with the zeal of revolution.

The philosphy of Guru Nanak is decidedly the
«

philosophy of the Sikh faith as a whole. **e laid the
foundations of the edifice which has attained great
significance and elegance with the lapse of about five
hundred years. Dr. Gokul Chand Ndrang aptly remarks *
M Nanak left the Hindus of the 3unjab immensely better than
he had found them. Their belief had been ennobled, their
worship purified, the rigidity of caste considerably relaxed,
their minds greatly emancipated and they were now more fit to
enter on the career of National progress to which NaniK'3

(11)successors were destined to lead them.” Dr. Taran
Singh elaborates it still further," Right from Guru Nanak, 
ikhism was idealy motivated, broad-based and nationally/•**

O

inspired. It tried to inspire and carry with the whole
Indian nation. Sikhism was out to fight any type of

(12) - - tI_„tyranny and any form of subjugation. “ Dr. Sica handa
sees the remedy of1 all the problems of man in Guru Nanak*s

teaehings. <*»
(b) The Compilation and Composition 

of the Adi Granth.

As already pointed out the first compilation of 
of the Adi Granth was done by the fift*1 Guru, l.e. Guru Arjan 
Devji. It was really a great project which needed hard-work 
and patience. Guru Arjan Dev collected the works of different 
saint-poets. The entire material was put into a specific
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order and plan. It was an imaginative task which he fulfilled

i

with an extra-ordinary intelligence. Dr, 3.3. Kohli writes :« It is really amazing how Guru Arjan, the compiler of Granth
Sahib, was able to go through the vast amount of not only
the contemporary compositions, but also the poetical works
of the saint-poets gone-by, for the purposes of selection.

(14)The selection was made on the basis of ideology,11 v '
Guru Gobind Singh did his own part by entering 

the ban! of the Ninth Guru. It is really a marvellous 
achievement. The saint-poets included in the Adi Granth 
formed a span of six centuries, starting with Bhagat Jaidev 
of the twelfth century.

As Dr. S.S. Kohli has categorized in his thesis, 
the poets included in the Adi Granth may be divided into three 
parts. Among the Pre-Nanak Saints Jaidev, Sheikh Farid,
Namdev, Trilochan, Parmanaftd, Sudhna, Beni, Ramananda, Dhanna, 
Pipa, Sain, Kabir and Ravidas have been given the pride of 
the place. From amongst the Sikh Gurus Guru Nanak, Guru Angad 
Dev, Guru Amar Das, Guru Ram Das, GuruArjan Dev and Guru Tegh 
Bahadur have been included. There is one shaloka which some 
writers attribute to Guru Gobind Singh, but it is generally 
accepted as belonging to the ninth Guru. There are twenty 
three more poets namely, Bhikhan, Sur Das, Sundar, Mardana,
Kal, KalsahSr, Tall, Jalap, Jail, Klrat, Sail, Bhall, Nall, 
Bhikha, Jalan, Das, Gayand, Sewak, Mathura, Ball, Harbans,
Sacta and Balwand, who were the contemporaries of the first 
five Gurus. Thus there are in all forty two poets whose writings 
have been included in the Adi Granth.
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The entire volume has been divided into thirty one 

ragas. However, some of the portion has been kept outside 
the ragas#

It is a misnomer to conclude from the scheme of 
compilation of the Adi Granth that the philosophy of the 
Adi Granth is just the same as that of the Soofi Poet Farid 
or Bhagat Poet Kablr, In fact, while selecting from the 
writings of the saint-poets, Guru Arjan Dev very carefully 
Judged them from the ideological angle. Only those portions 
of their writings were included which did not clash with the 
pragmatic approach to life that Guru 'Tr>nak had desired to 
bestow upon the mankind. Thus the bahi of the saint-poets 
as included in the Adi Granth claims same reverence as that 
of the Gurus, There might be a difference of assertion but 
there is hardly any contradiction.

As such, the stream of thought that flows through
the pages of the Adi Granth, is continuous. It is a single
unit and not an agglomeration of divergent views,
(c) The Philosophy of 

the Idi Granth %<*

Writing on the Sikh Philosophy, which we may call 
the philosophy of the Idi GraAth, Bhai Jodh Singh states s 
M Guru Nanak dealt with problems of philosophy as they arose 
in his mind or in his conversations or disputations with 
saints of other persuations.... Guru Nanak believed In 
enquiring Into the value ( olmat),.. of every human action \ 
its value for the time being or its human value as well as 
its eternal or divine value. According to him, human values
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are)lerlved from man-in-himself and all enduring values from
man-in-reality or man-in-God. Reality is realizable only in
and through such a valuable Ufa-which is a glory to Itself
and a glory to God. The Sikh gurus lived such a life and
the truths of philosophy-the most uncompromising of them-are
illustrated in their lives.11

It means that the philosophy of the Adi Granth
is a practical philosophy whose celebrated aim is to
inculcate the highest values of life in the mind of man. It
seeks to relieve the mankind of its sufferings and hardships.
It tends to establish the kingdom of heaven on earth itself.
It is pragmatic, it is energetic and it is full of inspiration
and enthusiasm. Duncan Greenlees has rightly remarked that
" It is a practical way of life, leading man straight to his

(16)goal, and does not involve itself in verbose theorising."
There are mainly two aspects of the philosphy of 
*the Adi Granth, One is internal and the other is external.

Man on the earth has a mission to fulfil. His existence is 
not meaningless. This world is real and it is an image of God. 
Therefore, human-beings are supposed to work earnestly and 
add to the happiness o^v their fellow-men. They should contribute 
towards the betterment of the society and uplift of the human 
race. At the same time, they should strive for the attainment 
of the unification with the Almighty. should have active 
participation in the activities of the life and at the same time 
endeavour to achieve spiritual heights. The philo sopbyof the 
Adi Granth is against the renunciation of the world to seek 
purification of soul or to achieve Brahma. As Duncam Greenlees
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remarks-' To tread this path there is no need to * renounce

the world* or to adopt the robes or wav of life of the
ascetic, God pervades the whole world, including man*s
homes \ he is in the heart itself, and can be found equally
in any environment. As He is equally in all, His creatures,
none should be despised, injured or unkindly treated- for such
contumely is against the Lord and falls back on the head of
the offender, throwing him once more on the tortuous paths

(17)of re-incarnation in our dark physical world," ' Bhai
Jodh Singh writes : " The Sikh Religion is simple and may 
be conveniently summed up in four words i Unity, Equality, 
Faith and Love, The first two words express their ideas 
about God and Man, the last two determine the course of

h (18)
Sikh conduct for the realisation of the highest bliss.

Dr, S.S. Kohli*s remarks about the philosophy 
of Guru Nanak are very apt, precise and stimulating,

** The philosophy of Guru Nanak Is a religious 
philosophy, which lays emphasis on the devotion to God, It 
is a mirror of Sikh Religion.... The philosophical system 
of Guru Nanak has its metaphysics, ethics, mysticism and

Dr. Taran Singh points out that much emphasis
in The Adi Granth is laid on the practical aspect of religion

(20)and philosophical tune is subdued.
Now, let us discuss in brief, the different 

aspeetsof the philosophy of the Adi Granth,
1, GOD*- Sikhism is a mono-theistic faith in the 

real sense of the word. In the very * Mul Mantra* of the
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Japuji, the nature of mono-theism is elaborated in a fine
(21)manner

terms s -
Guru Nanak has declared in unequivocal

” My master is One, the One alone.
The Absolute One, One-in-One.”

S« Balwant Singh says that Guru Nanak had his own concept
of God, very much in line with the Uoanishadlc concept

(23)though he defined it in his own way.
The Adi Granth holds the view that all that is 

created is the manifestation of His Ownself. It is He
before whom the head of Guru Nanak bows and he says s -

” 0, The Unfathomable, Unperceivable 
Infinite, Unknowable Lord, take care of me*
On Thou who pervadest every where 
Whose li ,ht illumines all hearts.” (25)
Guru Nanak does not believe in the independent 

existence of Brahma, Vishnu and Siva* According to him all of 
the;, are but the part of the ultimate reality. In Rag 
Ramkali, he says : -

Our Creator Lord Himself createth all,
The Brahma, Vishnu, Siva, too are contained

(26)in Him the One alone.
It is clear from these and many other examples to 

be found in the Adi Granth that Sikhism or the philosophy of 
the Adi Granth is strictly mono-theistic. Prt|f* Pritam Singh 
Gill rightly remakrs that ' Guru Nanak rejected poly-theism, 
idol worship and strongly advocated unqualified Mono-theism 
meaning thereby that God is one and indivisible.... According 
to Sikhism.God is to be worshipped in both the aspects,
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transcendent and immanent. Neither of the aspects is to
(27)

be excluded. This is the right attitude.” Dr. S.S. Kohli

has beautifully summed up the entire thesis on the concept 

of God as contained in the Adi Granth, in the following 

words $ •

" Brahman is Ore without a second. His name

is Truth. He is the creator, devoid of fear and enmity.

He is Immortal, Unborn and ?elf-existent. He is Truth,

Consciousness and Hiss. He is Omnipresent, Omnipotent and

Omniscient. H© is changeless and Flawless. When He wills

to become many, He begins His Sport like a Juggler. He

Wijaates the Universe and brings out of Himself. Before the

creation, He is in abstract meditation ( sunya Samadhi)

and qualityless ( Nirguna) but after the creation, He, as

Ishwara, manifests Himself as treasure house of qualities

(Saguna). He is faultless, holy, light, primal cause and

essence, beyond our cognizance, pervasive and everlasting.”

” He is a Purusha, who creates the whole

Universe. There is none other separate eternal entity

except God, He is the creator of Prakrit! and three gunas

(qualities )f i.e. rajas, taraas and sattva. He is a Purusha

distinct from the Purushas ( Jiva). He is Adi Purkh ( who
is from th« very beginning) Sat Purakh ( Uninfluonced by Time)

(28)
and NiranJan Purukh ( without the influence of maya).”

Thus according to Adi Granth, God *s the Ultimate 

reality and the entire Universe is at His bidding. Therefore 

the prime duty of Atman is to worship the basic Truth and
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his ultimate aim should be to join it. Atman is a miniature

of God. It remains immortal. When a man is dead, his

physical frame perishes, but soul joins the Bigger Soul.
This process Is the same as a droP of water mingles into the

(29)limitless Ocean or as a ray of light joins the Sun.

Now, the question of the creation of the Universe? 

There is an elaborative discussion of the topic in the Adi 

Granth. But instead of giving any hypothetical statistics.
f

The Adi Granth declare3 that it is the creator alone who
(30)

knoweth how He had come to create His Universe Talking

about Prakriti or Maya, Dr, s.3. Kohli elaborates the view of 
The Adi Granth in the following words s -

" According to the Adi Granth, Prakriti or maya 
is noiv^eT,ara^® ultimate reality. It has been created by God. 

It takes the individual away from God and thus leads him

towards transmigration, when the influence of Maya vanishes,
. - <31>the Jiva realises Brahma.”

There cannot be two views about the fact that the 

entire philosophy of the Adi Granth revolves around the 
Ultimate Truth of the Universe, that is God. And that it is 

the duty of every human individual to trive for the attainment 
of the Unification with that Ultimate Reality.

For this purpose, the Idi Granth lays down a fine 

Code of Conduct which Includes Nam-simran, 3at sang, Blessings 

of the Guru, Service of the lord, to obey ^fis will, prayer, 
and Singing of the praise of the Lord and uo on. These are 

some of the basic points which the Adi Granth has emphasized to
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fck practised by the individual to attain attunement with
the Infinite. In the words of Principal Teja Singh," The
way of religion as shown by Sikhism is not a set of views or
doctrines but a way of life lived according to a definite

(32)model.H
This is the subjective aspect of the philosophy

of the Adi Granth. Now, let us discuss in brief the objective
aspect also. As already pointed out, the Sikh Faith is
neither escapist nor does it believe in mere self-glorification*
Rather, it is progressive and shows keen interest in life.
It does not believe in severe penances* Rather, it
preaches Sehaj Marga, the best way to achieve Godliness.
It exhorts the individual that while fulfilling his worldly
responsibilities, he should keep the Name of God in mind.
Thus says the Adi Granth t -

1• Let your life be full of effort,
And enjoy happiness of the Lord

(33)As you earn your livelihood*
2* Whilst laughing, playing dressing

(34 5and eating, he gets emancipated*
(Trans. M.M.s.)

As the philosophy of Adi Granth shows keen 
interest in life, it exhorts the individual that he should 
work for the betterment of society and add to the happiness 
of his fellow-beings. Therefore, love, selfless service,
thinking for others, humility, pardon, sweet words and 
all other points that make the living on tills earth ideal,
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are emphasized in the Adi Granth. For example: -

T>, Sweetness and humility, 0 Nanak
is the essence of merits and virtues. (35)

J*. Farid, do thou good for evil, and harbour(36) *
not wrath in thy mind.

(37)
9. Humility is my spiked mace.

(Trans. M.M.3.)
As the philosophy 0f the Adi Granth stands for the

Unity and equality of man, it speaks forcefully against the

social evils. Caste-system does not find favour with the .
Sikh Gurus. They fought against it. Guru Nanak found better

(38)
companionship with the poor .

He told the people at large that caste*system 
does not prevail in the court of Lord. Only good actions 

of the man are to be accounted for. Boasting of Caste and 

fame is useless.
1. In the next world, caste and power count 

not, Hereafter, t^g^ijortal has to deal 
with new beings.

(40)
2. Preposterous is Caste and vain the renown.

(Trans M,M.S)

Guru Nanak championed the cause of woman-folk 
to give them a status in society equal to men : -

Within a Woman, the man is conceived, and 
ffeom a woman he is born. With a woman he is 
betrothed and married. With a woman, man 
contracts friendship and through a woman
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When one*s wife dies, another lady is sought for.
To a lady man is b^md. Why call her bad. from

(41)whom are born the kings ?
( Trans M.M,3 )

Guru Amardas strongly advocated against the Sati-
tradition and veil-system among the women. It was really
a daring step at that time. Thus records the Adi Granth t -

They are not called Satis, who burn themselves
with their husbands* corpse*s. Hanak, they are
the Satis, who die with the sheer shock of

(42)separation.
(Trans M.M.s* )

Thus, the philosophy of the Adi Granth stands for a 
better human-life on this earth. It stands for good
conduc w (43) It seeks to form a society which offers
equal opportunity to all in all the spheres of life. It 
stands against hatred. It speaks for love and harmony.

Thus, the philosophy of the Adi Granth creates a 
fine balance in human life. It has a strong foundation of 
spirituality which gives the individual strong footing in 
the world of material activity.

It is this balance, which separates Sikhism and 
the traditional Hindu Thought regarding Mukti and Karama,
The Adi Granth puts forth the concept of Jivan Mukta, which 
is decidely a realistic approach to life. Dr. Sarvapalli 
Radhakrishnan remarks beautifully : "The barriers of seas 
and mountains will give way before the call of eternal truth
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which is set forth with freshness of feeling and fervour
(44)of devotion in the Adi Granth.” Dr. Ifthararanjan Ray

says,” The Adi Growth.*.**, is in testament of Sikhism, a

religion spiritual document, yet here is a document that
reveals in a telling manner the contemporary social

(45)situation in India*”
Following words of Prof. Harbans Singh present the 

true spirit of the philosophy of the Adi Granth in an 
appropriate way : •

” The source of Sikh teaching in the Guru Granfch 
which comprises poetry of deep mystical lntutlon and fervour 
as uttered by six of the ten founding Gurus* There is no 
speculative thesis elaborated in it, nor any codified 
principles or laws of behaviour* Unmistakable, however, 
is the basic spiritual and humanistic Ideal which emerges as 
the sovereign rule of life. Faith and love are its 
principle motives* Belief in God is the primary dynamic of 
Sikh living. The Guru Granth contains a reverberating and 
sterling testament of trust in the Absolute* Creation is 
perceived as grounded in the Divine and informed by a

fspiritual purpose* Verse of joyous quest, lyrical devotion 
and humble penitence is Interspersed with high moral sentiments* 
Practical excellence is In fact made an integral part of piety. 
Self fulfilment is predicted upon active participation t
vlthdrawl is disavowed* To realize God*s will in daily life

£is the consummation of Sikh aspiration* ©apfcy cortnonial and 
observances are considered as Of no avail* In the words of
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Guru Nanak * " Sachoh Orey Sabh Ko Uppar Sach achar,
i .a., truth is higher than everything, higher than truth
is true living," Truth is achieved by living a life of
faith, charity and courage, A perfected being is defined
in the sikh scripture as " One who revels in doing good to
others"* Altruistic action and righteous character take

(46)precedence in the scheme of Sikh values,"
(d) Object of Life According 

to the Adi Granth,—...    mmmmmrnmZ,     »

Prom the foregoing survey of the philosophy 
of the Adi Granth, it is not an uneasy job to make a clear 
cut opinion about the object of life as enunciated in this 
great scripture. Decidedly, the Adi Granth seeks to establish 
the superemacy and sovereignity of God, above the whole 
scheme of affairs of this Universe and activity of human- 
experience, So, it exhorts the man to strive for the 
ultimate union with the Ultimate Reality. Humaivlife is the 
nift of God, which offers us an opportunity to remember 
His Name which is the medium of Unification. Guru Arjan 
Dev, the fifth Guru remarks in this context : -

Thou have been bestowed with human 
This is thy chance to meet the Lord.

The object or goal of human-life is quite clear, 
but it is equally Important to note what are the means to 
be adopted to achieve it. The Adi Granth opposes the idea 
of going to forests, escaping the realities of life and
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holding the severe penances.

1* Why goest thou, 0 man, to search God in 

the forest ?

God, though ever detached, dwells everywhere
(48)

and abided even with thee.

2. In the midst of worldliness,

One can achieve godliness.
(49)

(Trans. M.M.S. )

Dr. 3.3. Kohli, in his book * Sikh Sthics* has 

drawn a clear and detailed picture of the final object 

of the human-life under the heading " The Ultimate Goal* 

and after discussing the various aspects of the philosophy 

of Sikhism, he comes to the conclusion that the blissful 

state of Sahaja is the highest and celebrated ideal in the 

Adi Granth and the Gahaja Marga is the means of achieving

it. He calls it " The state of Wirvana in Sikhism," which
« ■ .. „ (50)
is very apt.

We can say that realization of self or

unification with the Ultimate Reality is the final goal of

human life and the Adi Granth, has given us a very simple and

matter-of-fact code of conduct to achieve it. To quote

Dr. Kohli again t " Sikh Sthics lays great emphasis on the

Godly qualities. Their observance makes a human being

God-like, which is considered the main objective of our

life. He rises high on the spiritual plane and ultimately
(51)

realizes the Truth or Reality".
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Let us Conclude this discussion with the 
of

words£)r. Taran Singh in which he says that the philosophy

of the Adi Granth is the mysticism of the practising of

Nam and living in Nam, wherein the soul gets merged in God and

achieves the state of spontaneous joy and bliss. The main

object of the religion of tv /\di Granth is to remove the

suffering of human life and lead it to its real blissful 
„ ... <52)
destiny.

- » 0 * -

/
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n
*ANAND1 IN THS ADI GRANTH

_ A(a) Anand, a widely
discussed subject : -

If we go through the pages of the Adi Granth, 
we find that the word Anand or a synonym of it occurs 
3svaral U*9s. <« - on *.

— A - Apages of the Adi Granth, the words Sukh, Vigas, Chao, Anand, 
etc,, can be noted. This makes an interesting study of the 
Adi Granth, with special reference to the philosophy of 
Anand, There is hardly any doubt about the truth that the 
idea of happiness is the basis of all human activity on this 
earth. And the Adi Granth, as it stands to be the gospel 
of the man, cannot ignore it. It has dwelt upon the 
philosophy of Anand in all details and in fact has been in 
a position to form a special and clear-cut notion of Itself,

It seeks to establish the fact that the mankind 
for different reasons, is in the grip of pains and sorrows. 
Maui is in search of eternal peace since the creation of the 
Universe and has endeavoured hard in this respect. He has 
succeeded in certain spheres to achieve happiness, and 
alleviate the sufferings of his fellow-beings, but still he 
is not eternally happy. His search is still on. Adi Granth 
discusses the problem and shows the path. Now, it is for

Ythe path*seeker to be alert and mo e Into right direction.
Before discussing the philosophy of Anandas 

enunciated in the Adi Granth, we must be clear about two or 
three points. Firstly, the word InaAd has been used at
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different places in different meanings and as such we 
should not try to reserve it for a single and specific
meaning. Secondly there are so many other synonyms of the
word Anand, which have been used at different places to

(2)convey thoughts in a similar way. It will be more
clear if we quote some lines from the Adi Granth, having 
the word Anand in them : -
1. JaisI Agia kind thakur, tiste raukh nahi m°rio,

Sehaj anand rakhia greh bhitar, Uth uahu kau
(3)

daurio*

2.
3.

Kabir ja din hau mua, Pachhai bhaia anand. 
Mohi milio prabh apna, sangi bhajai Gobind.
Kabir Jis marne te jag darai mere man anand.

_ a (5)Marne hi te paie puran parmanand.

(4)

4. Har ke nam ko adhar.
Kal kales na kachh biapai saftt sang biohar.
Kar anugreh ap rakhio neh upjatau bekar.

A «*rJis pr£pat hoi simrai tis dahat nil sansar
Sukh mangal anand har har prabh charan amrit sar.
Nanak das sarnagtl tore santana ki chhar.

5.

6,

7.

8.

Har ke ham ki man ruchai.
Kot sa$t anand pur an jalat chhati bujliai 
Chit aval ta maha anand.
_ _ a <«>

Chit avai ta sabh dukh bhanj.

(7)

Simran takai mitalh santap 
Hoi anand na viapaih tap. (9)

Sakhi saheri merai grahsat 
Kar kirpa bhetai mohi kant.

anand.
(10)
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9. Mata barik dekh an and,
(11)

Tio har 3an jivaih jap gobind.
10. Kablr k° thikur and binodi,

- (12)
Jat na kahu ki mani,
“"“A / «§ « \

11. Anand bhaia meri mas satguru mai paia,
12. Anand Inand sabh ko kahai anand guru te jania (14)

Now, let us analyse these quotations one by 

one and see how the meaning of- the word Anand differs in them.
In the first quotation the word 'Anar^d' is joined with word 

'Sehaj' and in this way it is specified that the 'Anand' 
is not ordinary. It is that 'Anand' which symbolizes the 

state of 'Sehaj*, which according to the philosophy of 

The Adi Granth is the highest spiritual achievement of an 
individual. In the second quotation, Kablr ji talks of 

'Anand' which emanates after the elimination of 'Hau», i.e. 

ego. In the third quotation, he uses the term Anand, in an 

ordinary way to say that he is not worried about death.
Rather, he is happy that after death he will be able to meet 
the Almighty, who is • Parmanaftd', i.e. the greatest 

happiness. Thus Parmanand is hod itself. In the fourth 
quotation, Hari, i.e. God Is Ascribed as Sukh, Mangal 
and Anaftd, all the three words laving same meaning but used 

together to emphasize the point. In the fifth quotation, it 
is sought to make clear that the Name of God bestows the 

human soul with extreme contentment and happiness. In the 

sixth quotation the word * Maha Anand', stands for the 

supreme bliss. The prefix * Maha* is used only to differentiate
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the word from ordinary Anand.
In the seventh quotation, it Is exhorted that 

the recitation of Name annihilates sufferings and the soul 
achieves happiness* This happiness is decided^ the 
greatest as it emanates from the Name of ^ God* In the 
eighth quotation the word ’Anand’ is used in terms of 
happiness which springs from the married life* Though, 
used in symbolical form, It definitely projects the idea 
of material, physical and mental happiness as well. In the 
ninth quotation, the word ’Anand' is used to express the 
Immense joy that a mother feels when she looks at her child.

AThis deep sense of joy is compared to the ‘Anand* which a 
$odly man gets on remembering God. In the eleventh quotation, 
Bhagat Kabir Is seen calling God as ' Anajjld Binodi’, thus 
‘Anand' is made the attribute of God. In the eleventh 
quotation, Guru Amardas says that ’AnaAd', is felt on the

a
. m ^attainment of the true Guru. Thus ‘Anand* is a supreme

state of joy which the path-seeking sou* feels when a 
to

guide£he supreme bliss is found. In the twelfth quotation, 
Guru Amardas further emphasize sthe point by saying that ^ 
all the people talk of ‘Jnand*, but Anand cannot be found 
or felt without Guru. It is a some kind of mystery that is 
unfolded to the soul, by the medium of Guru. Thus, Anand, 
here stands for supreme bliss, the bliss of Brahma.

Hundreds of such quotations can bo quoted from the 
Adi Gra&th to show that the word * Anand’ has been used in
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different meanings at different places. But it is equally 
important to note that according to the Adi Granth, the 
supreme Anaftd is only the Anand o*' attainment of Almighty* 
All other ’worldly Anands also spring from Him, but He,
himself is the true Ana&d. He is a fountain of bliss* He

/

is the source of all happiness. That is why, Idi Granth 
emphasizes that the human soul should yearn for the Supreme 
bliss, which i« sometimes expressed through the simple term 
of * Anand* and sometimes by using the prefixes of 'Maha1,

t

*Param* or Brahm,' etc.
While discussing the philosophical aspect of 

'Anand*, we must keep into mind the basic theory of Gurmat 
which seeks to establish the practical aspect of life, Adi 
Granth stands for balance in life. It does not preach 
escapism. Rather, it says that a man can reach the highest 
state of spiritualisn while undergoing the duties of life.
He should seek worldly pleasures also, but he should not 
become their slave. When enjoying the worldly Anand, he 
should always see towards the goal of *Maha Anand* or the 
supreme Bliss, He should not get lost in the showers of the 
fountain, he should rather think about the fountain itself. 
To be precise, all the joys of the worldly life are but the 
gifts of God and He is the °cean of limitless joys. The 
merger of the soul with Him is the achievement of the joy, 
beyond which there can be no other joy.
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(b) Maha Anand, Brahm AnaAd. 

Parma AnaAd & iehaj Anand :

As already pointed out. in The Adi Gra&th»

the word Anand Is widely used and discussed but at certain 
places, it is prefixed with the words like *Maha*, ♦Brahma', 
and ' Parma* etc. These prefixes are used wherever the 
supreme bliss is sought to be differentiated from the 
ordinary happiness. With these prefixes the Anand has 
been elevated to the state of Godliness or God itself.
Now, let us see some of the verses from the Adi Granth % -

/

Kabir jis marne te jag darai mere man anaAd.
Marne hi te paial puran parmanand.

Here, the woru 'Parmanand' stands for God. God is 
AnaAd, but he is not an ordinary 'AnaAd', rather, He is the 
highest ( Parma), AnaAd. In the words of Guru Arjan Devji t

1 Guru Sevhu kar namaskar. 
Aaj hamaral mangalehar. 
Aaj hamaral maha anand* 
Chint lathi bhetai Gobind (16)

2 Dukh natha sukh ghar raaih vutha 
Maha anand Sehjaia.
Kahu Nanak mai oura paia,

(17)kar kirpa apnai peh aia*
Here, the word ' Maha Anand' stands for the 

highest state of AnaAd, i.e, the supreme bliss. 'Maha* 
means the greatest and the greatest 'Anand* has relevance
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only when there are other types of Anand also.
In Ha Sara&g, Guru Arjan says : - 
GSi° 9nl mai gun nidh man gal •

Bhaie sanjog bhale din ausar, jau Gopal rijhaio 
Santah charn morlo mitha.
Hamare mastak sant dhare hatha.
Sadheh mantar morlo manua.
I'ate gat hoi traigunia.
Bhagtah dars dekh nain. ranga.

<r

Lobh moh tutai bharam sanga.
Kahu Nanak sukh sehaj ananda.
Khol bhit milai parma naAda.

Here the words J Sehaj Ananda' and * Parmananda*of
stand for Supreme bliss£Brahman and Brahman respectively. 
Here are sane other quotations from the Adi Granth wherein 
the word ’Anand' joins other words to convey the supreme
bliss s

1.

2.

3.

A *
5.

6.

Sukh Sehaj anand gun gao.
« _ (19)Agai milai nithaval thao.
Chit "Aval tS mahs ana$d 
Chit Ivai ta sabh dukh
Sukh sehaj anaftd lafrhu.
Sadh sail gat paiai vidbhagi gurmukh hari

— (21) hari nam kahhu.
_ a (22)Sukh Sehaj anand ghane.

Bhagta man anand Gobi&d.

Tan man arp sarb su sabh arpio anand
(24)

sehaj dhun Jhok.
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Now, let us quote some verses where the single
word ’Anand* stands for supreme bliss and Almighty itself,

1. Simran takal raitalh santap.
H°1 anand na viapaih tap, ^25^

2. Jan Nanak man tan anand bhaia hai
Guru mantar dlo harl bhanj. (26)

3. It man maullai bhaia anand.
(27)Amrit phal paia nan Gobind.

4. Merai man tan anaftd bhae mai dekhir IW4 rau

5.

6.
7.

8.

Nit nit jagarn karhu sada sadsT
a _ (29)

anand jap jagdisora.
Hari Kirat bhagat anaAd hai sada sukh

(30)
vasal man aal•

3ada anand rahai din rati purai gurkai sabad 
samanai

Pekh pekh lila man ananda.
Gun apar prabh parmananda. 32 ^

From the fore-going survey, we come to the 
following clear-cut conclusions : -
1, The word Anand has been used in the Adi Granth to 

stand as a general term of happiness.
2. Though it is used as a general term, its most 
lavish use is found to stand for supreme happiness, Bliss 
or God itself.
3. At some places, the word has been used with certain
prefixes such as Maha, Parma, Sehaj and Brahma etc., to specify 
its highest plane.
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Now, it is for the reader to see in what context 

the word stands used,

(c) Some Other Equivalent
Words in the Adi Granth : -

Althoughjthe word Anand stands aloft of all,

yet there is no denying the fact that a large number of
other words have also been used in The Adi GraAth to

(33)
convey the similar meanings. Words like sukh,

(^5) A (36) (38)
' Mangal, Sant, Nihal, etc. occur again

(34)

and again. Whereas the word * sehaj *
(39)

has been used
to donate the state of highest state of elegance, the 

words like Sukh etc., have been used to stand for different 

kinds of happiness at different places. As the word 

Anand has been prefixed with other words, the word ’Sukh* 

has also got similar prefixes. Maha Sukh, Sehaj Sukh,

Param sukh, all stand for supreme happiness which the soul 

yearns for and which is to be found nowhere except in God.

To be brief, the word 'Sukh* is the second important word 
in the Adi GraAth, after Anand, vhich carries almost 

similar meaning, Dr. S.S. Kohll while discussing the 
concept of Nirvana in the Adi GraAth aptly concludes * " The 

blissful state of sehja, Turlya, Param Pad, Chautha Pad or 

the state of final emancipation is realized after rising 

above the three states of waking ( Jagrlt), dreaming 

(Swapna), and dramless sleep ( Sushupti),., Therefore, the

seeker pursues the discipline for the blissful of sehaja
(39 A)

It is the state of Nirvana."

• • # #

According to Dr. Kala
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slngh Bedi, Guru Nanak has used the word Sehaj in two ways
1. e. (i) to convey the meaning of Spontaneous ( Swabhavik)
and (ii) as a substitute of Nirvana Pada. For him, Sehaj
avastha, Mokh Pad, Jiwan Mukti, Chautha Pad, Turtyja Pad,
Turiya Avastha, Nirvan Pad, Tatt Gyftha,Brahm Gyanaand Raj

(40)Yoga have almost the same meaning*
However, we should not go after words but we 

should go deep into the philosophy which they stand for.
We can sum up the philosophy of Anand, Sukh or Sehaj as 
propounded by the Adi Granth in the following words t -

H The entire world is full of suffering and 
agony and all the human beings are in search of happiness*
They want to get rid of all the pains of life.
2. Sometimes material and physical pleasures seem 
to give happiness and alleviate human misery, but they are 
short-lived, transitory.
3. The real happiness can be achieved through getting 
merger of soul with God, who is the occean of permanent 
happiness, or bliss.
4. As, The Philosophy of the Adi Gra&th is not the 
philosophy of escapism, it tends to tell the human race that 
all worldly happiness is also the gift of God. We should 
accept these gifts and live a better life on this earth, but 
while doing so, we should not forget our goal, the goal of 
seeking merger with the heavenly bliss.
5. We should not run away from the realities of life, 
but at the same time we should not get 1 °st in the worldliness, 
also*
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The Adi Granth puts before us a vivid picture of 

the vorld how is it in the clutches of the different types of 
miseries : -

w Firstly I feel the pain of Separation, then 
there is agony of hunger. Another pain is of 
the fear of the strong assault of the messengers 
of death. Yet another misery is of disease that

i

has infested my body. 0, ignorant physician,
you can not cure rae. No medicine is effective
and my body aches. Ailments over-power the body
when it forgets the Lord and indulges in sexual
pleasures. The blind human-being is punished.
.••«.. All his pains and miseries are dispelled
through the grace of the Name of the Lord and

(41)he is delivered.
Thus, The Adi Granth clearly says that all types of

human-misery can be got rid of by remembering the Name of
Almighty. There are human-beings who are suffering from the
pangs of separation. There are others who are hungry. Some
of them are afraid of Death, There are others who are
suffering from different types of physical diseases and
no medicine cures than. There is no end to the human-agony.
The cause for all this malady is that we have forgotten our
aim. The ultimate goal of the soul is to get mingled with
the Super-soul, who is bliss. When we forget this truth, the
miseries are sure to follbw. Guru Nanak says that more we get
indulged in worldly pleasures, more the miseries fall upon us.
And true happiness is not to be found from anywhere, except 

<42)Guru •
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The Adi Granth deolares tine and again that

Almighty is the real store-house or treasure of happiness 
Note the folloving verses t -

1. Pran sukhdata jia sukh data,
Turn kihe bisario aglanath,

A - (44)
Purakh puran sukhaih dita sang basto nit,
Sukh sagro pal a sehaj subha ia~,

(45)
Janam maran dukh hare.

4,
5.

Bhaio kirpal jl sukh data hoi sagal khalasi
(46)

Sukh nidhan nanak prabhu mera
(47)

3adh sang dh&n mal.

The Adi Granth says time and again that the Almighty 
Dukh Bhanian*. I.e. the killer of the sufferings.

He is # * Sukh Sagar*, i.e. the ocean of happiness.
(49)

In * Sarang Ki Var*, Guru Ramdas, the fourth Guru 
very beautifully depicts the misery of the human race and 
suggests that the Name of God can only save us from the clutches
of all kinds of sufferings s -

" In pain, man is born, in pain he dies, and in
pain he deals with the world. Pain over pain, he
Is said to suffer hereafter. The more he reads
and utters, the more he wails. For him the
pachages of pain are united and no comfort emerges
out of them. In pain, the mortal burns and in
pain, he departs bewailing. Imbued with the Lord's

(•0)
praise, 0 Nanak, one's soul and body are reverdured,

( Trans, M.M.s.)
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What a beautiful Idea ! When human-soul gets 
coloured in the praise of Almighty, who is the ocean of 
happiness, even the sufferings turn into panacea*

Thus, it is very clear that Anand, in its real 
and ultimate form is God himself. And he, who recites his 
Name and subjects himself totally to His Command can enjoy 
the state of Bliss, This is the gist of the concept of 
Bliss as propounded in the Adi Granth.

- s 0 « -
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1

NOTES. EXPLANATIONS AND REFERENCES

1. " Hukml uttamu nlchu hukarai llkhi dukh sukh paiahi (PP*1)

* " Dukh parhari sukhu ghari lai jai." (PP.2),
* " Nanak bhagta sada vigasu." (°P,3),
* " 3ati suhanu sada nani chau ( PP, 4),

%

* " Karhi anandu sacha mani sol.” ( PP. 8).
* »» Jini hari sevia tini sukhu pala." ( PP, 11).
* M Jan nanak namu adharu tek hai hari name hi sukh

manda he.” ( PP. 13).
0

* " Nij ghari mahalu pavhu sukhu sahje bahuri na
hoigo phera ( PP. 13).

* " Nghak dasu ihai sukhu mangai mokau kari santan
ki dhure,n ( PP, 13).

2. See Gurmat Martand, PP, 105, 112.
3. "whatever is the Lord's command, on that he turneth

not his back ♦, And whether sheltered at home or 
driven out of its refuge, he remaineth in peace and 
utter calm? ( Trans G.3.D ) ( Maru M, 5).

4. "Kabir t The day I'd die, will give joy to all t For,
I will attain to my God and ay companions too, will 
Dwell upon Him" ( Trans, G.3.D.) ( Saloka Kabir)

5. "Kabir : Death terrifies everyone, but it gives joy to
me ; For if one dieth not ( to the self), how will
one attain supreme Bliss ? ( Trans G.3.D.) ( ’aloka Kabir)
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6. *1 lean only on the Lord's name ; And no more do pain

or sorrow afflict e, and I deal only with the Saints.

The Lord in His Mercy, Himself Saveth ; and Vice 

rlseth not in me. He, who attaineth unto Him, 

conteaplateth Him, and Him the world smiteth not 

know thou that the Lord’s Feet are nectar sweet ; yea, 

thy Lord Blesseth thee with peace, glandess and Bliss. 

Nanak, 0 God, seeks thy Refuge and becometh the Dust 

to be treaded over by thy Saints.” ( Trans G.3.|>.)

( Kedara M. 5 ).

9• ”If the mind craveth for the Lord’s Name \ One is 

blessed with immense Peace and perfect Bliss; and 
one’s inner fire is quenched,” ( Trans G.3.D)

( Kedara M.5).

8. "When I cherish my God, T am in utter Bliss : Yea, when

I Cherish my God, all my pain is shattered.”(Trans G.3.D).

( Bhairau M.5),

9. ” Contemplating Him, all our sorrows are eradicated,

And one is ever in Bliss, and one is afflicted not ♦ 

by Pain,” ( Trans. G.3.D. ) ( Bhairau M. 5).

10. ”0 Mates, in my Household now is immense Bliss,

For the Lord, in His mercy, hath Met me and owned me.”

( Trans, G.S.D.) ( Bhairau M. 5).

11. •» As the mother is joyed seeing her child, so doth

the man of God live only if he conteraplateth the 

Lord’s Name,” ( Trans. G.S.D.) Basant M. 5),
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12. Joyful and Wondrous is the Master of Kabir who is not 
impressed by thefygh caste of anyone.” ( Maru Kabir).

t«

13. T am in ecstasy, 0 mother, for, T have attained to 
my Lord. " ( Trans G.S.D, ( Ramkali M.3).

ft
14. Everyone sayeth," I am in Bliss", but the Bliss cometh

from the Guru.” ( Trans. G.3.D, ) ( Ramkali M.3).

15. See Ho.5, above.
it

1°. I Serve my guru and great him with Faith : For today

is an occasion of Festivity for me. Today I am utterly 

in Blissu And my cares are past and I meet with my 
God. " ( Trans. G.S.D, ) ( Bansant M. 5).

H
17. His Pain is dispelled and Peace raineth upon him, and

in utter Bliss, he is blest with Poise.” ( Trans. G.S.D. ).

( Sarang Chhant M. 5).
»18. I have sung, yea, T have sung the Blissful Song of God l 

0, how Blessed and auspicious is the day, the moment, 

when one pleaseth one's Lord. T place my forehead on 

the Saint's Feet. And the Saint caresseth ray forehead 

with his hands. Tn my mind is the Man tram of the Saint, 

Through which I have risen above the State of three 

Modes. Seeing the Saint's Visions, love welleth up

in ay eyes : And instantaneously, I am rid of my lust,

Attachment and Doubt. Sayeth Nanak i " I am now in 

utter Peace and Poise and Bliss : For, the Wall ( of 

Doubt) hath been felled and I Meet with the Lord of 
Sublime Bliss.” ( Trans G.S.D. ) ( Sarang M, 5).
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19. " So, utter the Lord's Praise, seated in Peace, Poise

and Bliss, That Yea, even if placeless, attain a 

Place hereafter, ( Trans. G.3.D.) ( Bhalrau K.5).

20. See Mo.8, above.

21. "If ye get the company of saints through good luck,

Ye remember the Name of the Lord and you will yQjt 
peace and Bliss." ( Bhairau M.5).

22. " I am in utter Peace and Poise and Bliss." ( Bhairau M.5).

23. "Devotees of the Lord enjoy His Bliss." ( Bhairau M#5).

24. " Yea, they surrender their oo&y, mind and all they have, 

Intoxicated wih the Bliss-giving Melody of Bqulpose.

( Trans G.G.D* ) Garang M.5 Gurdas).

25. See No.9, above.
2r>. " In the mind and booU of Manak is Bliss, for, the

Guru hath Blest Him with the contemplation of the 

Lord's word" ( Trans. G.3.D. ) ( Basant Hindol M.4).

27. « The Tree of my mind has blossomed, and lo, I am in 

Bliss, And I gather the Nectar-sweet Fruit of the 

Lord's Name. ( Trans. G.3.D, ) Basant M. 3).

28. " Yea, my mind and bojly are in Bloom, when I see my

Lord, the King." ( -trans G.3.D. ) ( Gar an g M, 4).

29. "Be aver Awake, and Dwelling on the Lord of Life, be

thou ever in Bliss.” ( Trans. G.3.D. ) (Garang M.4).

30. " And praise Your Lord, and be Devoted to Him, that 

Bliss cometh to fill Your whole Mind." ( Brans. G.3.D. )

( Parang Var M.4)
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31. And, Bight and day, one is in Bliss, and mergeth in

the Guru*s Word. ( Trans. G.3.D.} ( Suhi M.4 ).

32. " Seeing Thy Sport, my mind is in immense joy.” (G.3.D.)

( Suhi M. 5),

33. ” 'ran sukh data jia sukh data turn kahe bisario

agianath.” ( Maru M. 5),

C 0, ignorant J Why Ye forsake the Lord, who gives 

happiness and sustains life).

34. ” Sukh 30ftaj anand gun gao.” ( Bhalrau M. 5),

( For translation see Wo.19 above).

35. ” Taji Sad Sehaj sukh hoi.” ( Maru M. 1),

( Discard sensuous pleasures, if ye want to get true 

happiness).

36. " Aj hamarai mangalehar." ( Basant M, 5 ),

( Wow, I am in a state of ecstasy).

37. ” Gurmukh hirdai sant hai, nau ugviia.” ( 5arang Ki

Var M. 1 ).

( The devotees of the Guru feel Peace of mind, because 

it comes out of the Name of the Lord).

38. " Nanak nadrT nadar nihal.” ( Japuji).

( 0 Nanak, the grace of the Lord is full of supreme joy).

39. ” The word * Sehaj* has been used in the Adi Granth in 

other mean-lngs also, but the Sehaj Avastha, is the same 

as the state of Anand.” ( Gee Dr. Taran Singh's book

” Sehaj Te Anand ” ).

39A. Sikh Ethics, Dr. 5.3. Kohli, PP. 64.

40. Guru Nanak Darshan, PP, 227.



” Dukhvechhop^a iku dukhu bhukh, 
Ik dukhu s&kat var jamdut.
Tk dukhu rogu lagai tan dhai, 
Vaid ria bholai daru lai,

Dukh rog sabhi gala gavai•
Nanak chhutasi saciiai nai." ( Malar M.1 ),
'* Adhik suad rog adhikai binu gur sehaju na pal a.

( Malar M. 1).
»» Why do ye, 0 Ignorant J forsake the Lord, who 
is the sustalner of life and who showers upon us 
all the compfofefes of life#” ( Marti M* 5).
” The Perfect Person, the Giver of Bliss, abideth 
ever with us." ( Maru M.5).
” I have attained the Lord ( who is Ocea<n of Bliss), 
spontaneously, and thus the agony of birth and death is 
no more,” ( Kedara chhant M.5 ).
" The Blissful Lord has shown His mercy unto me and 
all ray bondages are shattered.” ( Sarang M.4 ).
” 0 Ranak, my Lord is the treasure of happiness, and 
the company of saints is my fortune and wealth."

( Sarang M. 4 ).
” ihaio krlpalu daialu dukh bhanjan lagai na ta&ti viia

( Sarang M, 4).
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49. ** Kripa nidhan sukh ka sagar jasu sabh mahi

50KJ •

ja ka chhaio." ( Sarang M. 4 ),
A —

n Dukh vich jamnanu dukhi marnu, dukh var tanu sansari. 

" Dukh dukh agai ak^iai, parhi par hi karhi pukar.
H

( Oarang Var M.1 )

; 0 s
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III

ANAND AND 3UKHMANIn

As already pointed out, the philosophy of Anand 

finds elaborate treatment in The Adi Granth. Anand is the

fundamental aspiration of the human activity and the Adi

is further revealed by the fact that two long descriptive 

poems occur in the Adi Granth which solely deal- with the

placed in Rag Ramkali. The second one is written by the

fiftfc guru, Sri Arjan Dev ji and it forms a part of Rag Gau , 

its title being * Sukhmani". This title also suggests that 

the fundamental problem discussed in it is that of Sukh 

of Mana, i.e. the happiness or peace of mind. Thus, any 

discussion on the philosophy of Ana^d as enunciated in the

fact two small treatises on the concept of bliss of the Adi

Let us discuss them one by one.

(a) Anand by Guru AmardgsjT: -

This long discrlDtive poem is made of forty stanzas,

commonly known as paurflls, i.e. steps. Tn them, the author has
way

in a very beautiful and systems tip/tried to explain how painful

Granth is the Scripture of Man. Hence, it is but natrual 

that Anand should be on the priority list in it. This truth

problem of Ana&d. One of them is the creation of the third 

guru^ Shri Amardasji and its title itself is Anand. It is

Adi Gralh must not ignore these two poems. These are in

Granth.

life on the earth is and what is the cause for it. How it
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can be overcome and eliminated and how finally the human

soul can attain the supreme bliss. In the words of
Dr. Taran Singh, the subject of Anand Sahib is the attainment
of happiness. All the methods for attainment and all the
obstacles that come into its way have been described and

(1 ) — Aremedies suggested. Anand Sahib teaches us the courage
and way of life. The principles enunciated in the Anand can

(2)definitely bestow upon us a happy life. The opening

stanza informs the reader thattrue Anand, the permanent 

bliss can be attained only through the medium and grace of 

Guru.
Joy has welled up, 0 my mother, for I have obtained 

my True Guru. The True Guru, I have found with 
ease and within my mind resounds the music of

bliss. Through the gem like measures and their

families , the celestial fairies have come to

hymn the Guru’s word. They, who enshrine the
Lord in their mind, sing the Gurbani of the lord.
Say Nanak, joy has ensued and I have attained to

(%\the True Guru. ( Trans. M.M.S, )

The way of life, which Adi Granth places before 

the world is the way of * Sahaj * 5 it is neither renunciation 
of the world nor total massacre of human emotions which Hath Yoga 
system has preached vigorously. While doing normal duties, 
man can achieve supreme celestial glory with the grace and 
help of Sat guru. When a self-control and balance of life is 
attained that stage is known as the stage of Sahaj and that
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gives a feeling of supreme bliss.

In this stage of ' SShaj*, human-mind feels a sense 
of total contentment and relief. It is a heavenly feeling, 
full of ecstasy# This stage is achieved through the 'Sabad* 
of ‘God'. The singing of Sabad and dedication of the soul
towards it is full of high-spiritadness, The Sabad is the 
gift of » Satguru',

Guru Amardas exhorts the human-soul to be always
in tune with the Almighty, because this association caused

(4)termination of all the sufferings. He can give permanent
bliss because Re is able to do anything. He is omnipotent.
He, who forgets Him is caught in the net of all miseries of 
human-life. Therefore, we should not forget Him. We should,

(5)rather, remember Him, every moment.
Recitation of the true Name of God is the source of

real Joy, the permanent happiness or bliss. Name of God
causes negation of desires. Desires are the root cause of all
human-suffering. Wheh, we make our dependence on Name final
and unequivocal we are endowed with true peace and contentment

(6)of mind,
Kara, Krodh, Lobh, Moh and Ahankar are considered

>

five foes of human-soul. If we can kill them, rather control 
wethemj^and into ^the kingdom of God. Hath Yogi enjoys the 

state of Anand through the practice of Pranayam. He hears, 
in the state of Dasam Duar, the beautiful and blissful sounds,

Awhich have been termed as * Panch Sabad', But the Sahaj Marga 
of the Adi Granth seeks to inform the man that those who control



lavish desires and put a check on the activities of the

five foes enjoy the same bliss that a Yogi derives out of
(7)

Panch Sabad. Control over these foes can only be possible

through the grace of Almighty only.

Now, what is Anand ? According to Guru Amardasji

all the people are seen talking of Anand but they do not

know what, in fact, Anand means. True Anand can be

revealed only through the medium of Guru. This revelation

is also not self - sought, It springs from the grace of the

Guru. It is the Guru, who gives knowledge and causes

termination of all types of sins. But, the grace of the

Guru is bestowed upon those, who renounce self-centrism

and submit themselves to the will of God. Thus, they achieve
(8)the state of trua bliss.

To achieve the state of bliss, the grace of God

is primary condition. It is the grace of God that persuades

human-mind towards God. Otherwise, he continues to grope
(9)

in the dark. To remain under the command of the Guru

and reciting the hymns of God is essential to deserve the
„ „ „ (10)grace of God.

Now, follows the code of conduct, which we must 

follow to reach our destination. This Code of Conduct 

aims at creating a balance in life. When this balance is 

created, human-soul finds an equation with the Almighty, 

Following are the points of this super Code of Conduct : -

1. One cannot achieve godliness by virtue of
(11)cleverness. Therefore, it must be discarded.
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2. Maya is a distraction from God. On© should not

get oneself pressed in its grip.

3. Mo member of his family accompanies him in the

last journey. Only the Name of God will be his companion.
(13)

4. The Path of God is not simple.

We have to discard all evils to be succesful on this path

It is sword-edged,
(14)

5. We should not adopt double standards in our

behaviour. We should do, what we feel to be right. We should

not decive others. Our inner and outwards lives should not
(15)differ. We should practise, what we theorize.

the lame of God

We should dedicate our mortal frames to remember
(16)

Our eyes are supposed to see the
(17)

Bars are thepresence of God in every inch of life.
(18)

gift of God to hear His true Marne . Sense of taste

should also be directed to taste the really sweet dish of
(19)

the Name of God.

By following this Code of Conduct, human-being

rises above all the worldly attractions. Living in the lip
of Maya, it is not influenced to be the slay* of Maya. This

is the state of Jivan Mukta, this is the state of Brahm Gyana,

this is the state of S@haj and it is in this stage, that the

true bliss of God is fait. The soul is relieved of all the

miseries and sufferings of life. The physical frame of man
is

becomes the temple of-God and when godliness /bb served in this 

temple, there is immense joy, true oliss. Guru Amardas depicts
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this stfta in the following words : -

My soul is in ecstasy, hearing the coming of my 

Lord* Sing Ye, the songs of rejoicing to welcome 
my Lord, 0 ray mates. My house has now become my 
Lord's mansion. Ever sing Ye the songs of welcome 
to my God, 0 mates, and sorrows and sufferings 
shall cling Ye not* Very fortunate is the day

when I am attached to the Guru's feet and reflect
on my beloved. By Guru's instruction, I have
realised the unbeaten music and enjoy the Divine
relish of God's Name. Says Nanak, the Lord Himself,

(20)
who is potent to do all deeds, has met me*

(Trans. M.M.S.)

Thus, attuning ourselves with God is the cause of 
the negation of all sorrows and sufferings, and achievement 
of the blissful life.

Now, it is evident that the philosophy of Anand as 
systemtized by Guru Amardas Ji, is a practical philosophy. 
The stage of Anand is neither an imaginative flight nor a 
mere deception. It comes through action and by following 
a certain Code of Conduct, This Code of Conduct signified 

the balanced development of all human faculties in terms of 
his submission to the Almighty. Through this action-oriented 
scheme of things, ode can achieve the state of Anand in this 
life, itself. There is no need of waiting for any Swarga or 
Bahishta. That is the reason why Gurmat has given a higher 
status to the Love of God than Mukti. <21)
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This philosophy of InaAd is the real panacea of 

humaii*life• Thus says Guru Amardas, in the closing stanza 
of the Anand s -

Listen Ye to " Word of Bliss," 0, very fortunate 
ones and all your longings shall be fulfilled,
I have obtained Lord the Supreme Being and all 
my sorrows have departed. Hearing the true 
Gurbani, I am rid of the troubles, maladies and 
sufferings. The saints and friends have become 
happy on ( hearing) or ( knowing) it from the
Perfect Guru, Immaculate are the hearers and pure
the utterers and they see the True Guru all
pervading. Prays Nanak, repairing to the Guru*s

(22)Feet, the unblown bugles play for the mortal,
he ( Trans, M,M.S. )

Thus,4tfho follows the path shown in this long poem
of Guru Amardas Ji, is relieved of all the sufferings of all
the lives and Joins the blissful state of union with the
Almighty, S, Sher Singh is his book " The Holy Song of
Bliss Eternal' aptly says," The Anand Sahib is one of the
holiest and heavenliest songs found in the World* literature.
It is a sustained sQUloquy - the mind talking to itself and
unravelling all hidden secrets in one endless Blaze of Light,,,,
The Anand sahib is the song of Bliss- of Bliss ebullient,
Bliss soaked with love, love that has borne its sweet

(23)Fruition," Dr, Rattan Singh Jaggi says that the
Anand of Guru Amardas is associated with the traditional Anand-
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Sidhant, but He has presented many new aspects of it. This
Anand is attained through Guru. There are so many synonyms

_ (24)of it - Amrit, Hari ras and Sahaj Avastha. Dr. Tar an
Singh says that InaAd sahib is the song of ways of achievement 

of happiness. Every human being is in search of happiness... 
There are six suggestions in Anarld sahib regarding the achievement 

of happiness, i.e. an ideal personality, moral courage, good 
thinking, contentment, self-control and attainment of the

(25)purpose. ... He further comes to the conclusion that
s- * _ . (26)Anand is God Himself. Anand indicates His existence.
(b) SukhmanI, by Guru Arjan Devji.

Guru Arjan Devji, the fifth Guru of the Sikhs and the 
compiler of the Adi Granth has discussed the philosophy of 
Anand on a more elaborate scale in his well-known long poem 
" The sukhmani", which literally means, ” The Mental Peace- 
Giver,”. It differs nowhere with the philosphy of Anand as 
propounded by Guru Amardas, but its elaboration and detail 
is noteworthy. The word ’ Sukh* has been substituted for the 
word Anand, though at some places the word Anand also occurs. 
As in Anand, longing for true Anand is apparent, here the 
longing for true Sukh or Sahaj Sukh is discernable. Dr. S.S, 
Kohli calls Sukhmani ' A Modern Upanishad', the title that 
speaks of its importance. He aptly remarks that Sukhmani,
” contains an elucidation of nearly all the aspects of Sikh
Philosophy which may be divided into the following three

(27)sections t 1, Metaphysics, 2. Ethics and 3. Mysticism,"
M.L. Peace writes in his book "Sri Guru Arjan Dev*s Sukhmani"
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" Sukhmani is a practical guide to rise to spiritual heights 
for every man whatever his creed or clan, may be"•

The very opening lines of the first Asatpadi of
Sukhmani suggest that to achieve real happiness, we should
remember or recite the Name of God. By doing so all the

(29)sufferings of the human body are undone.
Guru Arjan further says that the Name of the Lord

is bliss in itself. It is nectar like. The devotees of the
Lord have understood this secret and that is why they have

(30)achieved the state of complete peace of mind.
Now, see, how all types of sufferings can be overcome 

by remembering the Name of the Lord : -
Remembrance of Lord saves from the pangs of birth, 
Remembrance of Lord Makes the pain of death insignificant, 
Remembrance of Lord cause defeat to the foe ,
Remembrance of Lord saves from all the troubles, 
Remembrance of Lord awakens the soul for ever,
Remembrance of Lord causes negation of fears,
Remembrance of Lord means non-occurance of sorrows,
But remembrance of God be done in the company of good
people,

totIf#get ourselves coloured in the Name of God,
(31)All treasures will be bestowed upon us.

In this way, the * Simran* or remembrance of the Name 
of the Lord is the basis of true happiness. Human mind longs 
for many kinds of * Sukh' in life, but Guru Arjan says all the 
types of * Sukh* flow from the Simran of Lord. Thus he enlists
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All sorts of treasures and supernatural powers,
With tastes artistic nLne,
High Lore, discerning wit and trance profound.
Out of Remembrance shine.
Yea, Puja, cenance and the sacred chaunt,
To other Gods no worship lent.
The n3eds of holy dips of pilgrimage,
In heavn°court a seat upon the stage,
Perspective sound, the choice of longings right-

* ( 32 )From Simran sprung these acquisitions bright,
(Trans. M.L.P.)

And the list does not end. It goes on , 
^Remembrance is the exercise supreme.

Mankind from many ills it helps redeem.
Through simran all th *rst is allayed,

All sublte things are simnle made.
The dirt of mind through Simran goes,

(33)With the Nectar-Name the heart overflows;
(Trans. M.L.P.)

1.
2.
3.

And still more : -
Remembrance of Name results in happJ est life. (34)

Remembrance of Name gives the highest bliss. (35)
Remembrance of Name helps the soul to be in the 
stafee of spontaneity.
Thus, according to dukhmani the Simran of the Name 

of the Lord gives all types of happiness and finally, the



human soul rises above the worldly attachments and gets 
established in the state of Saha;) or supreme bliss. As 
Dr. 3.S, Kohli points out ; " The Name of the Lord fulfils 
all our desires. Those who meditate on it achieve sainthood
and in their company all the ailments are removed. The Name(37)is like the mythological tree Kapalpt^eand Cow Kamdhenu.
Worldly grandeurand pleasures of life lose their charm in the
face of the happiness which flows from the remembrance of the
Name of the Lord. Thus says Guru Arjan : -

The King of the whole World is unhappy. But, he, who
repeats God’s Name becomes happy. Though man be
entangled in lacs and millions of bonds, by uttering
God’s Name he is freed. The manifold pleasures of
riches allay not man’s thirst. By meditation on
God’s Name, he is satiated. On the way on which this
man goes alone, there the Name of God is with him as
a comforter. Ever meditate on such a Name, 0 my 

(38)
soul ! ( Trans M.M* 3. )
•Nam-Slmran* is the treasure of all the boons that a 

human-being can think of. But how to achieve the gift of 
• Nara-Simran Guru Arjan Devji suggests three points in this 
regard. They are j - Grace of the Lord, Guidance of the Guru 
and Sats-sangat, SukhmanI elaborates these three points in 
all details. Here are a few examples s -

whomGod Himself causes to repeat, repeats His Name 
He alone sings God’s praise, whom He Himself causes 
to Sing,
By Lord’s grace, the light dawns.



Through Lord’s kindness, the heart-lotus blooms. 
When the Lord is mightily pleased, He dwells within
man’s mind,
By Lord’s favour man's intellect becomes sublime 

All the treasures are in thine mercy, 0 Lord.
By himself no one attains anything.
The creatures apply themselves to do duties,
Thou hast appointed them,0 Lord God.

J (39)In their hand, 0 Nanak, lies but nothing,
( Trans. M.M.s. )

tAs a pillar supports a palace, similarly the word
of the Guru supports the soul. As a stone floats 
when put into a boat, so is the mortal saved by 
dining to the Guru's feet. As a lamp gives light 
in darkness, so does the soul bloom on holding Guru's
sight,5

(Trans. M.M.S )

The True Guru cherishes his disciple,
Unto his attendent the Guru is ever merciful.
The Guru washes off filth of the evil intellect of Sikh 
Under Guru's instructions, the Sikh reneats the Marne 
of God,
The True Guru cuts off the fetters of his Sikh.
The Guru's Sikh recoils from evil deeds.
To his sikh, the True Guru gives the wealth of 
God's Name.
Very fortunate is the Sikh of the Guru.
Of his Sikh, the True Guru adjusts this world and 
the next,

£ _Nanak, with fulness of his heart, the True Guru,
'hruQ/Tr\cL% *>*•



In the company of the pious persons, the mind

never venders,
In the company of the pious persons, it ever,
attains peace,
In the company of the pious persons, man
receives the incomprehensible Name Commodity.
In the company of £ious persons, man endures

? (42)
the unendurable.

(Trans. M.M.S.)
t

He, who prays for four cardinal boons, should
? (43)

apply himself to the service of the holy men.
(Trans. M.M.S.)

Like An and, In Sukhmani also a Code of Conduct for 
the man is suggested. One who wishes to be placed in the 
state of bliss, one who wants to drink at the fountain of 
the nectar of the holy Marne, one must adopt this ideal Code 
of Conduct. Let us analyze some of the points of this
noble Code s
1. Let us discard the outward shows and not deceive

(44)
the people and God. Because, God knows everything.

2. Let us get rid of Kim, Krodh, Lobh, Moha and
a, _Abankar, because they are the real cause of all suffering

(45)
and they keep us away from getting nearer to God.
u • Let us submit to the Will of God, because living
as He wills, gives solace to the soul. (46)

Let us use all our senses for the noble purpose
(47)

4.
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5. Do not depend upon other fallow-beings, because

(48)it is only He who knows our needs and fulfils them, ' '

Thus, adopting this Code of Conduct, human-beings, 
with the grace of the Lord are elevated to the state of 
supreme happiness. This state of mental elevation has been 
described very beautifully in Sukhmani, with the Concept of 
Jivan Mukta and Brahm Oyini , Let us see what the 'Sukhmani*
says in this respect s -

He, who in his hear^loves Lord's ordinance, is 
said to be the man of present salvation. As a joy, 
so is sorrow for him. In that place, there is ever
lasting happiness and no separation from God, As a 
Gold, so is dust for him. As is nectar, so is sour 
poison for him. To him as is honour, so is dishonour. 
As is the pauper, so is the king. He, who deems 
that what God puts in vogue, as the secular, that 
man, 0 Nanak, is said to be emanicipated while still 
alive. <49)

( Trans, M,M,S«)
It is obvious that the Jivan Mukta of ' Sukhmani is 

the perfect man. He is in the state of ' sada Anand' i.e. 
everlasting bliss because he has been able to create a balance 
in life. He lives among the worldly activities but he is 
detached. He is not out of himself when he receives some
boon and at the same time he does not start weeding when b&sp
some sorrow comes. His reaction in both the situations is the 
same. Anyone, who has the power of creating this type of
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balance in him, he gets union with the Lord, as 1 Brahm

*•*+.*£*■

Gyani * of the * Sukhmanl1 does t -
C Brahm Gyani remains ever unattached as lotus

f-’*

flower is on the surface of water. Brahm Gyani
has ill-will against none as the Sutfll/ gives

.. . * (50)warmth to everyone.
To Brahm Gyani, friend and foe are the same.
Brahm Gyani is not proud. Brahm Gyani is the

»

highest of the high. He, however, is humble of 
all, in his mind,

^Brahm Gyani lives in humility. He takes delight
in helping others, Brahm Gyani has no worldly
entanglements. Brahm Gyani gets control over

,(52)the wandering faculties of mind,
( -Brahm Gyani gains the supreme bliss of the Lord, 
in his mind. H© is in a state of eternal happiness, 
Brahm Gyani resides in a celestial palace of 
spontaneous bliss, Nanak, Brahm Gyani never 
perishes.9

Brahm Gyani enjoys affinity with * Parmanand*, who
is Lord himself. He is in state of * Sada Anand*, he is in 
the state of * Sukh Sahaj*, all these terms signifying 
supreme bliss of the lord. Dr. 3.3. Kohli’s remarks about 
the state of Brahm Gyani are note-worthy. He writes, '* The 
saints ( Sant, Sadh) by constantly meditating on the Name 
attain final emancipation during their life time and achieve
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the status of a Brahrn Gyani.- The philanthropists. With

the grace of the Lord, they reach the final stage of
(54)

spiritual advancement”.

Thus, Sukhmani is a purposeful thesis of Guru 

Arjan Devji, which seeks to tell the path of true, supreme 

and lasting happiness i,e. bliss. In the words of Principal 

leja Singh, " To a man complaining of life-weariness, 

there is nothing so cheering, so invigorating as Guru 
Arjun’s Sukhmani, It is a great consoler of mind,” (55)

He names Sukhmani as ” Psalm of Peace” and says that the most 

characterstic feature of the Psalm is the soo thing effect it 

has on nerves shattered by a life of hurry and furious activity

and on souls tossed on the waves of passion and inordinate
* 4 (55)desire,"

• $ 0 $



NOT3S, EXPLANATIONS AND RSFSR5NCE3

Bhagtl te shakti, PP. 112.

Sehaj te Anand, nn. 16.

" Inand bhaia mer£ mae sat guru mai paia.

■Satguru ta paia sehaj set! man viajia vadhaia.

Rag ratan parivar parla sabad gavan aia.

SabdQ ta gavhu hari kera manijliii vasala.
Kahai nanak ana&d ho a sacguru mai paia.'*

11 Ae man raeria tu sada rahahu hari nale,

Hari nal rahahu tu man mere dukh sabh visarna."

" Sabhna galla samrath suami 30 kiu manhu visarai."

" 3ach nam adhar mera jin bhukha sabh gavaia.
karl santi sukh mani ai vasia jin ichha sabh pijala."

_ /i _
" Vaje panch sabad titughari sabhagai.

Ghar sabhagai saoad vaje kala jitu ghari dharia.
Panch dut tudh vasi kite kalu ka&taku maria.

Dhur karmi paia tudh jin kau si riami hari kai lage. 

Kahai nanak tai& ukh ho a titu ghari anhaj^ 1 vaje.”

" Anand anaftd sabhu ko kahai anaAd guru te jania.

Jania anand sada gur te kirpa kare piaria.

Kar kirpn kilvikh ka:e gy&n anjanu saria.
A^drahu jin ka mohu tutta tin ka sabadu sachai savaria 

KahttC nanak ehu anand hai anand gur te jania."

" 3aba jisu til dehi soi janu pavai.

Pavai ta so janu dehi jisno hori kia karhi vecharia. 

Iki bharmi bhule phirhi dahidis iki nam lagi savaria."



*' ianu raanu dfcanu sabhu saupi gur kau hukara manlai paiai* 
" Ae man chanchla cha turai kinai na paia • '*
" Shu mala mohnl jin ecu bharmi bhu^iaia.rt 
" Ae man piaria tu sada saeh samale,
3hu kucam-bu tu ji dekhda ehalai nahi terai nile,"
" Labu lobhu ahankar taji trisna bahutu nahi bolna. 
Khaniahu tikhl valhu niki etu margi jana,"
" Jiahu raaile bahrahu nirmai.
Barahu nirmai jiahu ta naile tini janam juai harla.”
" Kahai nanak ehu sariru parvanu hoa jini satgur

siu ehitu lala.”
" Ae netrahu meriho hari turn raahi jotl dhari hari

binu avaru na dekhhu koi,«
” As rasna tu anrasi rach rahi terl pias na jai.
Plas na jai horatu kitai jicharu hari ras palal na pai.”
M Mani chau bhaia prabh agamu sunia.
Hari Mangal gau sakhi grih mandaru bania.
Hari gau mangal nit sakhle sogu dukh na viapae.
Gur charan llge din subhagai apna pir japae.
Anhat ban! gur sabadi jani harinamu hari rasu bfcogo.

• <0 a.
TvKahai nanak prabhu ap milia karan Karan jo go.”

" Raju n§ chahahu muktl ns chahahu man prlt charan
kamalar©.*1 ( Dev Gandhari M. 5) 

" Anadu sunhu vadbhagiho sagal manorath oure.
Parbrahmu prabhu pals utre sagal visure.
Dukh rog santap utre sunl sachi bani.
Sant sajan bhae sarse pure gurte jani,
Sunte punlt kahte pavltu satguru rahia bharpure.

A _ w ^Binwanti nanak gur charan lage vaje anhad ture,"
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23, PP, XV, XVI.
24# Vichar Dhara, PP. 101«
85. Nam Xe Prem, PP. 186,
26. Ibid, PP. 198*
27. Advance, May 77, PP. 10,
28. PP. VII.
29. » Sirarau simari Samari 3ukh pavau.

Kali kales tan mahi mi tavahu.,f
30. M sukbmani sukh amrit prabh nirau.

bhagat Jana kai man bisram
31. ** Prabh kai simrani garabhi na basal.

3arab nidhan nanak hari rangi.”
" Prabh kai simrani ridhi sidhi nau nidhi. 
Prabh kai simrani gyanu dhyana tatu budhi. 
Prabh kai simrani Jap tap puja.
Prabh kai simrani binsai duja.
Prabh kai simrani tlrath isnani.
Prabh kai simrani dagah manl,
Prabh kai simrani hoi su bhala.
Prabh kai simrani suphal phala." 
n Prabh ka simranu sabh to ueha.
Prabh kai simrani udhrai mucha.
Prabh kai simrani trlsna bujhal.
Prabh kai simrani sabh kichhu sujhai.



Prabh kai simrani riahi Jam trasa. 
Prabh kai simrani puran asa.
Prabh kai simrani man ki mal Jai. 
Amrit namu rid rnihi saraai.
"Praoh ka.ft simrahi tin sukh bihavai," 
" Prabh kau simrahi tin anad ghanere 
" Prabh kai simrani sehaj samanl.” 
Advance, May 77, Page, 12.
" 3agal sristi ko raja dukhia.
Harl ka ham Japat hoi sukhia.
Lakh karori baAdhun parai.
Hari kg nam Japat nie-tarai.
Anik mala raAg tikh na bujhavai. 
Hari ka nam Japat aghavai,
Jih margi ehu Jit ikela, 
ah hari namu saAgi hot suhels.

AiSS namu man sad§ dhiaiai,
Hanak gurmukhi paramgati paiai.1'
M Aap japae Japai so nau.
Aap gavae su hari gun gau.
Prabh kirpS te hoi pragasu.
Prabh daia te kamal bigSsu.
Prabh su prasann basai man soi, 
Prabh daia te mati utara hoi.
Sarab nidhan prabh terl maid.
Aphu kiehhu na kiir hu laia.
Jit Jit lavhu titu laghi hari nath. 
Nanak Tnkai kachhu na haa th."



jlM Jlu mandar kau thamai thammanu.
?iu gur ka sabdu manhl as than*. manu.
Jiu pakhan nav char^h tarai.
Pranl gurcharan lagatu nistarai.
Jiu andhkar dipak paragasu.
Gur darsanu dekhi mani hoi bigasu."
” Sat guru sikh ki karai pratipal,
Sewak kau guru sada daial.
Sikh ki guru durmati malu hlrai. 
Gurbachni hari nam uchrai.
Satgur sikh kai bandhan katai.
Guru ka sikh bikar te hatai.
Satgur sikh kau nam dhanu dei.
Gur ka sikh vadbhagi he,
Satlgur sikh ka halat oalatu swarai. 
TTanak satiguru sikh kau jia nal samarai 
r* ’adh kai sangi na kabhu dhavai.
3adh kai sangi sadS sukhu pavai.
3adh sangi bastu agochar lahai,
Sadh kai sangi ajru sahai,,,
“ Chari padlrth je ko m'gai.
Sadh jana ki sevaf lagai 
" Kartuti pasu ki manas jati,
Lok pach'ara karai diru rati,
Bfehari bhekh ancariw&lu mail.

i

ChhEtJjsi nahi kachhu kaia chhapaia, 
3ahar ajtan dhyan isnan.
Antari blapai lobh suanu.



Antar agni bahari fcanu suahu.
Gall pathar kaise fcarai atfcah, . 
Nanak te jan sehaji samati."
'* Bair birodh kasakrodh moh.
JhuA blkar maha lobh dhroh.

a

Iahu jugti bihane kai janam,
Nanak rakhi lehu apan kari karam," 
'» Jis jan apna hukamu mariaia.
Sarab fchok nanak tin pala."
'• Mi this nahi rasns paras.
Man mahi prlt nirsAjan daras. 
r,ar tria ran na pekhe netar.
Sadh kf tehal sanfc saAg hat.
Karan na sunai kahu ki niAda.
3abh ta januicipas kau manda. '•
" Manukh ki tek brithi sabh janu. 
Devan kau ekai bhagwariu.”
Prabh ki agia atarn hitavai.
Jivan mukti sou kahavai.
Jaisa harakhu taisa usu sogu.
3ada anandu tah nahi biogu.
Taidfi suvaranu taisl usu mat!. 
Taisa amrlt taisl bikhu khati. 
Taisa raanu taisa abhimanu.
^aisa ranku taisS rajanu.
Jo vartae sai jugti.
Nanak Ohu purkhu kahla4/j ivan-mukti.
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mm50. " Brahm gyani sada nirlep.

Jaise jal mahi kamal alep.
Braham gyani sada' nirdokh.
Jaise suru sarab kau sokh."

51. ” Brahm gyani kai mi tar satru samhn,
Brahm gyani kai nahi abhiman.
Brahm gyani uch be ucha.
Man apnai hai sabh te nlcha.”

52. ** Brahm gySni kai garibl sumaha.
Brahm gyani parupkSr umaha.
Brahm gyani kai nahi dhundha.
Bralim gyani le dhavatu bandha.”

53. rt Brahm gyani kai mani paramanand. 
Brahm gyani kai ghari sadS anand. 
Brahm gysni sukh sehaj niv£s.
Nanak Brahm gyani ka nahi bilia’s.”

54. Advance, May 1?, D°. 12,
55. Dsalm of Peace, Introduction.
55. Ibid.

** i 0 $ #
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IV

GOD A3 BLISS IN THE ADI GRANTH

Like all other theistic systems of Indian 

Philosophy, the philosophy of the Adi Granth also revolves 

around the idea of God or Brahma as it is described in 

Orthodox systems. We have seen that In the Upanishadic 

thought and the consequent systems which are based upon it, 
have propounded the theory of Sat, Chit and Anaftd, which 

means that the Brahman is truth, consciousness and bliss.
The Veddftta has given great importance to this theory and 

in Brahma Sutra, it is stated in clear-cut words that 
Brahman is Anaftd. Keeping in view, the strong association 

of the philosphy of the Adi Graftth with the Upanishadic 

thought, we must see what the Adi Graftth speaks of God. Is 

the Adi Granth*s concept of God similar to that of the 

former ? what is the real nature of God according to the 

Adi Granth? What are the attributes of God of the Adi 
Graftth ? And, we should also see the reaction of the Adi 

Graftth vis-a-vis, the theory of 3at, Chit and Anaftd.

Dr. s.3. Kohli, while discussing the concept of God 
in the Adi Granth comes to the conclusion that the Adi Granth

a <1>
accepts the Vedfintlc view of God. As we have already

discused, Vedaftta gives elaborate interpretation to the 

thought of the Upanishadas and that there are different 
schools of Vedanta, like advaitvgrda of Shaftkar^Vishisht- 

advaitvad of Ramanuja and the dvaitv&'da of Madhva. All these 

schools, in spite of their differences of opinions on certain
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points have full faith in the existence of God. God is said 

to be omnipresent, omnipotent and omniscient. He is both 
saguna and nirguna, Ramanuja believes that the only reality 
of the Universe is God. The 'whole of the Universe is His 
creation but He is self-created* None else can set up or 
create Him, Madhva's view that God, Jagat and the Jiva are 
different things, does not find favour with the Adi Grailth.

The Mul-mantra of Japuji gives us in a beautiful 
manner a true picture of the God of the Adi GraAth, He is 

One. His Name in Truth. He is the Creator. He has no fear 
or enemity. He does not fall into the cycle of birth and death 
He &§ self*existent. He can be realized through the Grace 
of the Guru*

As we go through the pages of the Adi Granth, we 
come accross several words to address God and to Indicate 
His several attributes. Through, these attributes of God,- A ot

one can analyze what Adi Granth thinks/God. As A.H, Ansari
points out : * The ultimate reality for Guru Nanak is one God,
who has countless attributes. His hymns contain^ large number

of God’s names, which have been drawn from various sources-
Hindu and Islamic literature and the teachings of the saints
and the sufis. That these attributes are real Nanak had no
doubt. To him God is incomprehensible and indescribable not
because He is absolutely simple and has no real attributes
but because He has Infinite attributes, each with infinite

(3)
perfection,"

He further states about Guru Nanak’s concept of



it

*m

God * " God is not only a being with attributes, He is also
a person. The highest truth about God is not that He is
self-existent being and is the ground of all that exists.
He is, above all, the Supreme Person, He has created the
world to His free will. He orders and sustains it. He
governs and rules over it. He is generous and benevolent,
H© is just and merciful. He loves and forgives. He hears
prayers, fulfils requesrs, and leads those who seek guidance.
He inspires and commands, rewards and punishes. He is not
only to be contemplated, admired and praised, but also to be
feared, loved and trsuted. For Guru Uanak, God is primarily
the object of obedience, surrender, love, devotion and

(4)worship.”
Teja Singh, while analysing the Fundamentals of

Sikh belief about God, writes % " God is called the indweller
of Nature and is described as filling all things by an art
that is artless. He is not an lnw^><pt«nt mechanic fashioning
pre-existing matter into the universe. He does not exclude
matter, but Includes and transcends it. The Universe, too, is
not an illusion. Being rooted in God, Who is real, it is a

(5)reality..."
In RSg Sorath, Guru Nanak gives a very fine, precise 

and asbtract definition of God, according to which God is 
Invisible, infinite, Incomprehensible, unperceivable, limitless, 
without destiny, without caste, without birth, self-existent, 
without attachment and without apprehension. The JapujI
says that He is neither set up, nor created. He himself is the
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Immaculate One. (7) He is ever true, He is the true lord of

true Nature and of the true Name. He is, who made the
Universe, is and will be, is neither seen, nor will pass away
rt (9)“e is both nirguna, and saguna.

(10) 4 n »%h fi fh*ll 4"fcs*t«* A 1 ft-f* ff©

(12)

(8)

is Brahman

Whatever we see and hear
(11)There is no other equal of God

the father of all and his treasures are always full.

Truth is His real Name, all other names ,3iven to Him are man- 
03)made, God is the only eternal entity from whence Purusha

and Prakrit! have sprung. (14) He is the creator of three

gunas also (15) He is a Purusha loftiest as compared to 
- (16)other parushas, i,e. Jivas. God creates the universe

when He so desires. He expands it and when He wishes it gets
, TT J (17)mingled in His Oneness. The human-soul is a miniature

Of God. (18)

From all these statements, it is clear that God is 
the ultimate reality beyond which nothing can be thought of.
He is all powerful. He is perfection personified. He is the 

highest state of contentment. He is the supreme knowledge.
He is the supreme^ state of existence. is the highest and 

superior most in every respect. He is the gravational force 
of whole of the Universe.

To establish His supremacy in every field, the Adi 
Granth uses for Him a large variety of words, such as t Karts, 

Kartar, Khaliq, Sirjanh&r, Karan Karan, Samrath, Prandata, 
Pranpati, Pritpalak, Gopal, Gobind, Saddanhar, Harnhar,
Puran. Puran Purkh, Safipuran, Guntas, NidhsMJ Guni Nidhan, 
Beparvah, Bemohtaj, Abhul, Adol, Achal, Achhal, Abhaftg, Agoclar,
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v" A AA,}uni, Saibhan, Avgat, Amolak, Pawan, Pavit, Pak, Sundar, 

Suhan, Asur saAghar, Akal kala, Bharpur, Hadra hadfir, 
Sarab Blapi, Sarab nivasi, janoi, Giani, Jogl, dana bina,
Asujh, nirbujh, Apar, Amit, Apr a par, At hah, 3ach, Bhagwan, 
Bishan, Parbrahm, Prabhu, Mir an;] an, Sahib, Malik, Khasam, 
and so on.

Thus, we see, that in the Adi Granth, God 
represents the true state of perfection in every respect,

— Awhich is nothing but the state of anand. Anand, in its 
truest spirit means perfection. God is bliss because He 
is total contentment. He is bliss because He is ultimate 
and their is nothing beyond Him, He is bliss because He is 
free of any kind of fear. He is bliss because He has 
enmity towards none. He is bliss because death and birth 
do not affect Him. He is bliss because He is the authority 
of all and there is no authority above Him. He is bliss 
because He creates all and creates anything of His own will#
He is bliss because He is neither set up nor created by any 
one. He is bliss because He pervades all. He is bliss 
because He is infinite. He is bliss because His greatness 
remains untold. He is bliss because every particle of the 
Universe stands in His praise. He is bliss because He knows 
all and bestows all. He is bliss because all nature adores 
Him. He is bliss because He alone is truth. He is bliss 
because He suffers no disease. He is bliss because He has
no want.

Though from all these attributes of God as 
described in the Adi Granth, we can easily say that all of 
them combine to stand a testimony of His being the Real Bliss
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yet we see in the Adi Granth that He has been ■ ermS&t&d fyn**** 

such as Ananda or conveying the meaning of ananda. Dr. S.S, Kohli 
writes in this context s *» God is without fear and enmity* These 
are ethical qualities and attributes of God. Any one who 
practices these qualities in life goes near God -realization.... 
lince^ God is without fear, therefore, He is Always in the 
state of bliss ( Nihhl, Parsann, Harkhwant, Rang, Anand, Binod, 
SachidanaAd). He has no worries ( Beparwah, Nehkaritak).
Since God is withoufenemity, He is always just, graceful, 
benevolent ( Dukhlath, 3agal Sukhsagar, Sukhehgami, Sukhdal, 
Sukhdata, Amrit, Mithbol^a, Nimribhoot, Sahai, Garib Ni^waz,
Din Dard, Din Bandhap, Din Dyal, Anath Nath, Nithavian 
thaon, Dial, Karim, Rahim, Meharban, Karnamai, Rabb,
Dukhbhanjan, A dll, Paij Rakhanhar, Bird Palanhar, Bakhshind, 
Nistaranhar, Patit Pawan, Rakha, Dayy, Kirpanidh, Dani, Data,
Datar, Dihand, Ichha-purak, Ola, etc., n

Dr, Sher Singh writes thus s w H© ( God) is 
Dukhlath-in whom there is no pain and suffering. H© is all

l

bliss and pleasure-sukh. He is the ocean, the mine, the 
treasure of perfect happiness and blissfulness- Sukh sagar,
Sagal sukh sagar and Sukh- garni, That is why, He can bestow 
pleasures on men and as such He is Sukh Dai and Sukh Data.
The stage of this blissfulness is Sahaj and therefore, God

isis also named Sahaj. There/no up and down or increase or 
decrease in His good qualities, and, therefore, He is Puran 
and sampuran- perfectly perfect. He is the ocean and mine of

w.Jtegood qualities and the embodiment of virtue- Gunfcas, Gunigahir,



and Guninidhan. With pleasures and blissfulness are
associated the qualities of coolness and calmness
and God is therefore Sital and Silwant. He is cheerful 
and happy-Nihal, Parsann, Harkhwant, Rang, Anand and
Blnodl." (20)

Now, let us see how the Adi oranth says of God
in the words conveying the sense of happiness or Bliss.

In Rag Dhanasrf, Guru Arjan Dev Clearly talks of
God as Anand-rup and states that He is Omnipresent. Wherever

(21)we see, His presence is felt. In Rag 3°^ath, Guru
Amardas says that Anand-rup Hari fulfills the wishes of His
devotees and that is why His devotees sing His praises, day

(22)and night, God has been described in the Adi Granth
to be in a blissful state when in the state of Void, i.e.

(23)Sun Man dal • The abode of the lord is like a fort, not
approachable easily. There is the light of His presence.
There He lives in a state of Anand. *24) Wherever the praise

of the Blissful Lord is done, all the pleasures of life are
bestowed by Him. And where He is forgotten, all the

(25)misfortunes befall. Kabir names God Parmanand, i.e.
(26)the highest state of bliss. In the opening lines of

the • Anand Sahib *, Guru Amardas says that on the attainment 
of the true Guru, One gets Anarid. Here, also, Anarid is the
state of union with the Lord, and more specifically the Lord 
Himself, The Adi Grahth has a fundamental belief that
the Lord is attained through the grace of the Satguru.

The word Rasa has also been used to signify the



- % (28) « 
state of Anand and the Lord Himself* “8 has been

described as Amrit, which is again a symbol of eternity,
#

It has been said that God is the ocean of happiness, therefore

we should not forget Him. In remembering Him, we get all
(30) „our wishes fulfilled. He has been venerated as the
(31)treasure of comforts. Kabir says that Rama is like the

(32)cold water, which has extinguished the fire of my body.

Guru Arjan Dev, In Rag Bhairatt says that all 

the creatures of the Universe are suffering from one disease

<29)

or the other, but no disease affects the Lord
(33)

And

, who is not affected by any disease, is obviously,
blissful. H© ig said to be the giver of Mukti, Jugti and

(34) H
Bhguat also, ae lives in the palace of happiness and

(35)
his doors are high. His abode is the cave of Sahaj

There is un-struck music and the state of existence is the
(36) ■

state of bliss. He is Sada-mukat and His greatness is
(37) *known only to Him, He shows His anand-rup only to

(38) u
those with whose actions He is pleased. He is Sada
Anand’jlnandi* and we should remember Him at every moment.

He is the origin of Anadd and He gives Anand to all those who
(40)

remember Him. Who*? He shows His kindness, is blessed
\ (41)and becomes Anand* rap. The human-soul gets at its goal

when it realizes the blissful God.
(42)

Thus, it is evident that the Adi Gracith has deep 

faith in the theory of bliss as an attribute of God, It is 

not just an attribute, rather, it is the sum-total of all 

the attributes. As human-soul yearns for total happiness,
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its yearning means the yearning for God. The Adi Graftth 
declares time and again that the human-soul reaches the 
state of bliss as it gets attunment with God or gets mingled 
in Him. From this, we can draw the conclusion that whereas 
God is bliss, the state of attunment with Him is also the 
state of bliss. The Adi Graftth believes that the human-soul 
is a separated part of God and ultimately it gets dissolved 
in God. so, there is hardly any line of separation in the 
state of Anand.

Let us see, how, the Adi Granth speaks of the state 
of bliss that human-soul aspires to reach and what is the 
nature of it.

Guru Amardas writes in Sri Rag, that the whole
of world is in search of sdhaj, but it is not easily
attainable. It is to be attained through the true master.

(43)All other methods are fruitless. The true happiness
comes out of Surat Sabad, l.e. when we get attuned with the

(44) - *Word of God. The state of Anand comes through the singing
(45)of the praise of the Lord. The company of the saintly

(46)people also results in the true bliss of the Lord. The
state of ultimate union with the Lord is the state of unlimited

(47)joy and there is no sense of grief at all. Where, the
Word of the Lord is adopted, all the sorrows run away. The

(48)precious jewel of knowledge gives rise to the state of Sdhaj,
Dr. Taran Singh, in his book tt Barah Mah Darpan", while 
analysing the month of Chaltra, Says , " Anaftd is the basic

*longing of the human-mind. And the second point is that Anaftd
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is achieved through union with our source,,* and Slmran is t 
the way to the union with the Lord.,,, this is the secret 
of happiness." <49)

He further writes : " God is Anand-Sariipa. And 
union with Him results in Anafid, How can one draw bliss 

from Him if H© Himself is not bliss ? He is Anand and at

the same time sat and Chit also. „ <»0) He says that * Anand

stands for a state of being. It is a way of life.,., improved
<51)

way of life,** He further states that the stage of Ana&d

comes only when mind, body, eyes, ears etc., all are disciplined
(52)and live according to the Will of the Lord."

Sardul Singh Kavishar in his book," Sikh Dharam 
Darshan," writes that Secret, inner-most metaphysical bliss 

is that spiritual light, which comes to the devotees of the

Lord who are attuned with Him. Sikhs call it the state of
„ (85)

Wonder•"

Bhai Jodh Singh says that in the state of Kar%
Kha^d as described in the JapujI, the devotees of the Lord

(54)
taste bliss in union with the Lord."

Dr. Balbir Singh says that the problem of Anand is 

dlscu sed in the Vedsnta. The pure nature of Atman is said 
to be * Sat'Chlt-Anahd’. There are so many views on the 

points that how Atman feels its Anand or it does not feel at 

all , or it is not able to do so, or Anand means the negation 
of suffering only... The Adi Graflth has an answer to it. God 

is named Surta..., the word Surts: stands for the state of 

knowledge. To be 1 Surta* is that state of Sat, Chit, Anand
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where Gyan-sarupa enjoys the self-*experience of His being
- * _ (55)Anand* Sarupa.**

To quote, Dr. Taran Singh again, w Anand is the 
name of God Himself. This is His being. Anand stands for

(56) he calls it * Harmony* and Music ofHis existence.**
Sphere.** (57) Seva Ram Singh writes in his .book," The
Divine Master**, of the state of eternal happiness* ** No man 
but is striving hard to be happy. The attainment of ever
lasting happiness, the end which everyman is trying to 
achieve is what the master believed to be the Salvation... 
One enjoys eternal happiness when God is constantly with 

hi....» (S8)
Thus, we can reach the conclusion that the Adi 

Grahth is of the view that God is bliss Himself and 
any one who seeks bliss must aspire for union with God.
Hence, God and godliness of the human-beings are one and 
the same thing. The state of union with the Lord, is the 
state of Anand, but that state is not in any way separable 
from God. In fact, whosoever reaches the state of Ana&d 

becomes a part and parcel of God. There is no difference 
between **im and the Almighty. Thus, according to the Adi 

Gran til, the yearning of the human-soul for the bliss, eternal 
peace or perfect happiness is the yearning for Him.
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A Critical Study of the Adi Granth, PP, 335,

,r Ik Onkar Satinamu karta purkhu nirbhau nirvairu 

akal murti ajunl saibhan gurprasadi." ( Japujl), 

Perspectives on Guru Ifanak, PP. 98.

Ibid, PP. 98-99.
Sikhism- Its Idealaand Institutions, PP. 5.

M Alakh abar agamm agochar na tis kal ria karmS. 

jafc ajat ajoni sambhau na tis bhau na bharma.” 
rt ^hapia na jai kita na hoi.

Aape ap niranjanu soi.” ( Japu^i).

” 3oi 3oi sada sach sahib sacha sachl nai.

Haibhl hosl jai na jasl raehnfi Jinl rachsl.” ( Asa M.1).

M Nirguna ap sargun bhl ohl.” ( sukhmani).

" Brahm dlsai 3rahm sunlai eku eku vakhaniai^.*'

( 3ilavalu M.5 ).

" Skai re hari ekai jan. Skai re gurmukhi jan."
A

'* Tu sanjha sahib bap hamara.
Maunidhi tare akhut bhaAdara." ( Majh M.5).

” Kirtam nam kathe tere jihbs.

3atiriam terS purs: parbala." ( Maru M.5).

n 3iv Sakti an upai kai karta ape hukam vartae,” (Anandu). 

" Jahi an rachio naif panch akar.

Tihu gun mahi kina bistharu." ( 'ukhmani).
" Purkhu sat keval pard*hanu.'* (SukhmanT).



" Ap sati kia sabhu sati. Tis prabh sagli utpati." 
Tis bhavai ta karai bistharu. Tis bhavai ta ekankdr•"

( sukhmanl ),
f* Achraj katha raaha anup.
Prauna parbrahm ka rap." < GoAd M, 5 ).
A Critical Study of Adi Granth, PP. 346-47.
Philosophy of Sikhism, PP. 168.
" Anad rup ravio sabh raadhe jat kat pekhau jai."

( Dhanasari M. 5 ).
" Bhagta ka karaj hari anandu hai andinu hari gun gal.

( sorath M, 3).
" Aradh uradh mukhi lagok.asu. 
sunn raandal mahi kari pargasu.
Uha sura.j nahl chaAd.
Ad niranjanu karai anand." ( BhaireP Kabirji).
" Agara dragam garhi rachio bas.

mahi joti kare pargSs.
Bijuli chamke hoi anaAd.
Jih paurhe prabh bal gobind." ( Bhairm Kabirji),
" Jahan bissai thakur plaro tahan dukh sabh apad.
Jahi gun gai ahand mangal rup tahSn sadS sukh sampad."

( Sarag M. 5),
" Kabir ~3is marne te jag darai mere man anand.
Marne hi te paiai puran parmlnaftd. ( SaliBk Kabir ) .
" Anandto haia meri mae satguru mal paia."
" Ape rasia ap ras ape ravanhar." ( 3ri Rag M. 1).
" Ape amritu Upi hai piara ape hi rasu apai.
" Aoejap salahada piara jan nanak hari rasu dhrapai*"

( Sorath M. 4).
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32.

33.

34.

35.

38.

40.

41 .

H sukh sagar prabh visrau nahi

man chiiidiarha phal pai.!' ( Sorath M. 5).

" Parbrahm prabh sukh nidhan," ( Bhairau M.5 ).

11 Ab mohi jalat ram jalu paia.

Ram udakl tanu jaltu bujhaia." ( Gaurhi -ablrjl ). 

" Haumai rogu inanukh kau dlrfa.

Kam rogu maigalu basi llna.

Drlsti rogi pachi mua patanga.

Nad rogi khao gae kurangeu.
Jo_

Jo^dlsai so so rogi.

Rog rahit mera satiguru jogi." ( Bhairau M.5 ).

" Mukti bhugti jugti vas jakai.
—tBm _

Una nahi kichh janu takai." ( Adi Oranth, PP. 1150). 
'* Sukh mahal jakai uch duare." ( Sfcihi M.5 ).

" Anhadu vajai sahaji suhela.

Sabad anand kars sad kola.

Sehaj gufdT mahi ' arhi lai asanu uch svaria jiu.M

" Ape karta ape bhugta.

bancU*nan torhe sadS" hai muk a. ( Majh M, 3 ), 

Sada muktu ape hai sach ape alakh lakhlL vania.

" Jau su prasann bhae prabh.thakur

Sabh anad rup dikhaio." ( Gaurhi M.5 >.
u/y\ cvy\c& j\ "

" Sada nau&d anandi sahibu gun nidhan nit nit japial.”

( Asa M, 5).

H Anad mulu jagjIvan data sabh jan kau 

anarid karhu hari dhiavai.” ( Gujri K.4 ).

" Thakur hoe api dalal. ( Dev Gandha^i M. 5),

3hai Kalian anaiSd riTp hoi hai ubre bal gupa!.'*
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n Anantd rup pekhi kai hau raahal pavaugf." (Saraiig M. 5)

n Sahjai no sabh lochdf blnu guru pala na jai.
Tr^

Parhiiparhi pandti jotki chake bhekhi bharami bhulae.
i

Gur bhete sehaj pala apnl kirpS" kare rajS'a,'’

( Sri Rag M, 3).
" 3&ovM$ surti sukh upjal prabh r-atau sukhusaru.'*

( 3ri Rag M. 1),
'» Sehaj ana Ad gavbi gun govind prabh nanak

sarab samahia ;Jiu.M (Ma,jh M, 5). 

" Kari Kir-a santan sachu kahia.

Sarab sukh ihu anadu labia.

3adh sangi hari kirtanu galai.
Kahu nanak vaSbhagi oalai," ( Saurhl $ug.rari M, 5).

" Harakh anaAd sog nanl bia.

Go gharu guri nanak kau dla." ( Gaurhi M. 5).

" G aba A sabad vasal tahan dukh .] ae.

Cyan racani sachai seha,j samae," ( Asa M. 3 ),

Bara Hah Darpan, PP. 22-24.

Ibid, PP. 25.

Ibid, PP. 135.
Ibid.

Sikh Dharam Darshan, PP. 325, 

Japuji 'a tlk, -P. 66.

Surat agabad Vichar, PP. 8-9.

flea Te Prero, ♦

Sri Guru Granfch Sahib Da Sahltik Ttihas, 
The Divine Master, PP. 250.



PATH OF ATTAINMENT

(a) Sehaj Yoga of Ourmat t •

Once, ve have cane to the conclusion that Anand,
in the Adi Granth, refers to the state of highest spiritual 
achievement, we must now try to know what is the path 
suggested by the Adi Granth to reach that state of achievement. 
The path suggested by the Adi GraAth is simple and practical. 
That is why, it is called Sehaj Mdrga or sehaj Yoga. •Sehaj1 
is a very comprehensive term and it is used in the Adi Granth,
very frequently. According to Bhal Kahn Singh, the word
•sehaj* in the Adi Granth has been used to convey thirteen

(1) (2)different meanings. It is used to mean nature or subhav,
(3) (4) (5)thought or vichSr. knowledge or gyan, bliss or anand, without
l6) <?)effort or niryatan, easily or asani nal. Though used in

different meanings at different place , the word * Sehai' in 
Adi Granth deals mainly with the state of highest spiritual 
achievement. It is 'Sehaj' because it is achieved with ease.

The achievement of Anand or Sehaj Avastha, 
according to the Adi Granth, is not an ordeal which is beyond 
the capacity of human-beings. It can be achieved without 
undergoing seveie penances, austere meditations, painful yoglc 
exercises and other such efforts. The attainment is possible 
while doing all worldly duties. The condition is only this 
that the human-being# should not get indulged totally in
worldliness. He should remember God and do good acts. His
inward approach is necessitated to be equated with his outward 
behaviour. This balanced approach is the easiest method to
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follow as compared to the path of renunciation and killing
\

of the faculties of our mortal frame.
This path is known as Sehaj Marga or sehaj Yoga, 

as the Adi Granth refers to it in the context of Hath Yoga
System.

The Sehaj Yoga of the Adi Granth is based on
18) (9) (10) (11)Nam, Simran, Grace of Almighty, Satguru* s benevolence.

Sat Sangatf^Kirtan or Sift Salahf^Hukam Ra|ai, Kirat Kama

o. - „„ iJ6) u <17> (1®) CWPrema Bhagti, shubfy Karamy«p# Seva'a/nii Ma(p&.

All these principles can be put into practice 
by any individual, without any discrimination of Caste, Creed 
and Sex, They donot require any renunciation of the world, 
any escape from the hard realities of life and any ritualism 
or convention. It does not require any paraphernalia of 
asceticism. It is as simple as any-thing. The thing to be 
seen is only that how one puts oneself into discipline. The 
man who emerges through Sehaj Yoga is the bravest of all men. 
The Adi Granth gives him the adjectives of Waryam, Surblr, 
Yodha, Bir, Ball, Surma and Pehalvanrha. These adjectives 
are appropriate, because he faces all the difficulties of 
life, does not escape than and in this way, emerges victorious* 
He is the Brahm Gyinl, Gurmukh, Sarlt and Sadh, H© is the 

recepient of the state of Anand.
So, it is very important to discuss all these 

principles of Sehaj Yoga in detail. Only then, we shall be 
able to know how the state of Anand, Sehaj Sukh, Sehaj, 
Parampad^ Turiavastha can be achieved*

Let us discuss them one by one, starting with the
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Nam, which is the basis of the Sehaj Yoga of the Adi Granth.

(b) Nam or the Name 
of the Almighty : -

Nam, in common usage means name of a thing but in
the spiritual world it has specific meaning. The Indian
Bhagtl Tradition has given so much importance to the word
•Nan* that it has been glorified to the extent that it has
become the very synonym of God. The Adi GraAth which
symbolises the dim ax of Bhagtl Tradition, has also sung
the praise of the Nam, In Indian Tradition, the seekers of
God have given Him so many names and remembered Him by
different names. >ome call Him Vishnu, Some call him Shiva
and Some call him Brahma, There are so many other names
given to God. But according to the Adi GraAth, all these
names are artificial. He is Satnam, He is truth t -

" Tongue utters many acquired Names of ye, 0 Lord,
(19)But * Satnam’ is thine primal and ancient Name#

Thus, in Adi Granth 'Nam* stands for the Almighty 
Itself, The Adi Granth holds the view that 'Nam' is the 
cure of all the miseries. It is a supreme medicine which has 
the power of relieving all types of human sorrows. Dr. 3.S. 
Kohli has righty remarked that ," Adi GraAth lays great stress 
on the significance of the Word or the Name given by the 
True Guru. The disciple is instructed to remember the Name at
all times. The first and the foremost duty of the disciple 
is the remembrance of the Name which is the only holy Karma.
By repeating the Name of the Lord, all the sins are washed
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away, all the wishes are fulfilled and the state of final 
beatitude is obtained, the fear of death or Yama melts
away f ♦ • ♦ The Name of the Lord is the Lord Himself#
Dr, Sher Singh writes that " In Adi Graifoh, the praise of 
the Name is limitless. The Gurus have used so many similies
and metaphors to depict the blissful state of the achievement

. (21) of the Nam,M
Thus Nam is the true bliss, When one achieves 

NacH, all his pains and sufferings are annihilated. He 
rises above the worldly plane and rises to the supreme 
spiritual heights. N5m kills the Haumai and when Haumai 
is killed, the soul gets union with the Almighty, which is 
full of bliss. Thus says Guru Amardas i -

1.

3.

5.

As the boon of Name of the Lord pervades
(22)my heart, I am in the state of Sehaj#

Manmukh believes in worldly attachments.
Unless, he becomes detached and understands
the word of the Lord, he will be unhappy
and will not get respect in the Court of the
Lord. Adopting the teachings of the Guru,
ego is eliminated and rememberance of Name,

(23)gives happiness.
Name of the Lord is the cure of all the diseases 
Lord, your Name is Nectar, whosoever drinks 
it, is satiated for ever.
0 Lord, fulfil my wishes by giving your Name,

and mind are full of bliss, because
1 have attained the Name from my Guru#

(24)

i
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In the Adi Graiith, Nam is glorified with the 

adjectives like Navnidh Nam, Amolak HirS, Rattan Nam,
Nam Nidhan. This is the clear indication that the Name 
is the supreme bliss of the Almighty and nothing else. In 

sukhmani, Guru Arjan Dev has time and again emphasized the 

supremacy and elegance of Nam : •

1* Name of the Lord is as precious as nine treasures.
It rests in human mortal frame.
In that state of Void and attunment, unstruck 
music is heard.
That can not be described. That is charming,

(2?)that is wonder.

2. All the creatures are dependent on Name.
All the parts of earth and Universe also

f28 )depend on Name,
3, There is no object equal to Name,

„ holy (29)
Nanak says, Only some^person, gets Name,

Now, we have to see how this precious Nam can be
achieved. The Idi Gra&th tells that Satguru can give this

gift to us. If he is kind enough, the Nam is bestowed upon

us and in the process, we bee one united with the blissful
Almighty, That state of immense joy is not describable in
words. But this gift comes to us through the kindness of the
the true Gur5 and grace of the Almighty* Thus says, the
Adi Granth s -

1. By doing three-pronged deeds hope and anxiety 
are produced. How can one be released from three
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qualities without the Guru ? It is by acquiring 
divine knowledge that comfort ensues. By casting 
His gracious glance, God washes off man's filth
and in his very home he comes to realise lord's

(30)
pre sence. ( Trans. M.M.S. )

When destiny awakens, man meets the True Guru
through the greatest good luck. Suffering and
superstition are annulled from within and peace
is procured. He who walks according to Guru's

(31)
«UX suffer, no anguish. ( Iran3. H.M.3. ,

3, By serving the True Guru, mind becomes stainless
and the body is rendered pure. By meeting the
unfathomable Master happiness and eternal peace

(32)are received in the heart. (Trans. M.M.S)

4. Throughperfect good fortune the Guru's service
is performed. From the Guru's service alone

(3^)solace is procured.' '*
CCrans. M.M.S )

Sat 3angat is also equally important. In the 
Company of good and saintly people the soul is enlightened 
with the light of Nam.

In the Saints' congregation I meditate on the
Auspicious Master. The Guru has given me the
spell of the Name alone. Shedding my ego, I have
become uninimlcal. Throughout the eight watches

(34)
of the day, I worship Guru's feet.

( Trans* M.M.S. )
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Nam accompanies the soul upto that end where
mother, father, son or any of worldly relations do not.
Where dreadful messengers of Yama torture the human soul,

(36)Nam helps* Nam helps when one is caught in biggest
(37)difficulties. Nam kills the crores of sins of the human 

(38)soul. Hearing of Nam causes negation of sorrows and
(39)sufferings. Nam is the medium of getting Moksha and for 

the revelation of.the method of union with the Lorif°^Nam
is the source of praise and reputation that every human

(41)being seeks. Not only this, The Adi Granth seeks to tell
the world that except Nam, all other things are deception

(42)and perishable,
Nam has meant differently to the people of

different sects. We have already talked of Klrtam names
of the Lord. TheYogis recite the Nan as * SohaSn* and they
tell different postures to be adopted for the purpose.
Telling of beads and other practices are also prevalent
among some sects with respect to Nate. But in the Adi Graftth,
no such rituals are propegated or encouraged. As Archer
remarks s " The type of world renunciation whiah Guru Nanak
recommended was not to be professed or realized by "works** -
through pilgrimages, by ritual exercises or by ascetic
solitude, for instance. Rather, the profession and the

(43)comprehension of the Name was self-rewarding," The Adi
Granth*s philosphy of Nam is that of getting self-realization 
and getting attunement with the Lord, His Nam is He Himself.
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Therefore, no rituals are desirable, Bhai Jodh Singh has 
rightly remarked that Mam is a Universal p ower, which is

(44)helping every human being in the whole of Universe*
Bhai Randhlr sigh, the well-known Sikh Saint says that the 
practice of Mam results in the marvellous revelation of the 
Lord,*45^

It will be desirable if we say a few words about
'Sabad* also. Side by side with Mam, The Adi Granth refers
to ‘Sabad* also with great respect. In Sidh Gosati Guru

no
Nanak says in the very beginning that^Moksha is oossible without

(46)
the true * sabad** And later on he clarifies that the true

Sabad of the Lord is revealed through controlling of Marata
and Haumai • When Kfin, Karodh, Lobh, Moha, Ahankar are

(47) _controlled the sabad of the Lord is revealed, Avagaman
(48)is finished through the grace of the Sabad, The ’Sabad*

(49)is revealed to whom the grace of God permits*
Thus, it is not hard to conclude that the 1Sabad* 

and Nam in the Adi Granth are on© and the same thing. They 
both represent the Lord, Himself. The *Sabad* of the Adi 
Granth is neither the ’Ghor sabad' 'Partch sabad* or the
'Anhad sabad* of the yogic terminology, nor it is any other

<

specific word. It is in fact the Lord Himself,
Sometimes, the words * Satngm* and * Waheguru * are 

specifically mentioned for the Mam and * Sabad*, respectively, 
and some othodox people recite these two words with the telling 
of beads. This is not proper interpretation of the philosophy 
of the Adi Grarithi One may recite these words to achieve
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the supreme equation, but mere reciting is not purposeful* 

Sometimes it results in showiness, which is forbidden in 
the Adi Gra&th.

Thus, we can say that Nam and Sabad are not two 
different things. That is why, in the Adi Granth, both these 
words stand combined as * Nam Sabad'* So when we talk of 
Nam, we talk of Sabad also.

We have seen so far that the Adi Granth speaks very 
high of the Name of the Lord, which is the treasure of bliss. 
Let us, now see how this treasure is revealed unto the human- 

soul through simran.

(c) Simran or Remembrance of Nam t-

Simran means remembrance. In Adi Granth, a great 

emphasis is laid on simran* As already pointed out, Him is 

the treasure-house of bliss and this bliss is showered upon 
those who put themselves in the remembrance of the Nam.
That is why, somd* times, both Ngm and Simran are joined 

together as one word. In Sukhmani, GurQ Avian Dev has most 
emphatically established the importance of Ngm-Simran. There 
is hardly any stanza of the Sukhmani to be found where Simran 

of Nam is not mentioned. The very opening line of the first 
Asatpadi of Sukhmani informs us that if we want to get rid 

of all types of sufferings, we have to remember the Name of
(SO _

God. In the Mul Mantra of the Japuji, after portraying

the different attributes of the Lord, that He is SatnSm,
Karta Purkh, Nirbhau, Nirvair, Akal Murat, Ajirni Salbhan 

and t^at^he is achieved through Gur-Parsad, the emphasis is

on Jap, which means nothing else but Remembrance of the Lord.
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His presence.
The Adi Granth says that Simran of the Lord means 

(53) Not only this, the creation of the Universe
is also the result of the Simran,(54) Those vho dedicate
themselves to the simran of the Lord, though of the lowest

(54}
order, are praised throughout the world* -All other acts are

(55)
useless, only the remembrance of Nam is useful* 3hagat Kabir
says th^t simran kills the sufferings and gives equation with
the Lord. Guru Teg Bahadur says that the man who has dedicated
himself to the Simran of the Lord, is considered as Mulcts,(57)
There is no difference between him and the Lord. All the
boons of life are the gifts of the Lord. He, who gives such

(59)
gifts, why should He not be remembered. The Lord is the
giver of all the gifts and there is none e<ihal to Him.

(59)
Remembrance of Him gives perfectness. In this world, when you
lead a ha>py life, everybody is with you, but in sorrow none
is with you. And the Lord is helpful till end. So, we must(60) *
remember Him, It is a pity, that worldiness has made man 
blind and he knows not what he should do. Without the 
remembrance of the Lord, he would get into the trap of the
Yama. But those who remember the Lord and His Mm, are saved

(52)
from falling into the clutches of the Yama,

The Simran of N3m is so important that according to
the Idi Graftth there is no other way of finding or achieving

(53) A
the state of MuktI. All the traits of Karam Kanda fall to

(64)
give that bliss which the remembrance of the Nam is able to give. 
The Idi Graftth says that the man who does not remember the Name
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of God, is foolish, because true happiness can be achieved
(65)

only by remembering the Name of the Lord,
The Simran of the Nam is the only source of true 

Ana&d, Bliss or the permanent happiness. That is why, 

the Adi Granth emphasizes it again and again, see*some of 
the verses given below : -
1. Within my mind abides the great God. Wherever

the Lord is meditated upon j peace and pleasure
(66)

reign in chat village,
(Trans# M.M.S, )

2. Ever, ever remalnlthou awake. Remembering the
• • *

Lord of the Universe, ever, ever abide thou in 
bliss. Says slave Nan ale, 0 Lord, Thy saint 
obtains also the four cardinal boons of (67)
righteousness, riches, success and emancipation.

(Trans. M.M.S )#

3. Uttering the Lord*s praise, the tongue looks

beauteous. The Lord creates and destroys in
a moment. Seeing His wondrous plays, my soul
is bewitched. Hearing whose praise, sanfs mind
is in supreme bliss and he is rid of ego and
sorrow of his heart. Since I have ingratiated
Thee, 0 Lord, I obtained peace and shaken off
sorrow. My sins are wiped off and my mind is
sanctified. The Guru has pulled me out of the

(68)
deceitful mammon.

( Trans, M.M.S, )



4. Contemplating the Lord, the woes are ended. When
God, the Giver of peace to the soul becomes
merciful, one is wholly exonerated#

( Trans# M.M.s )#
5. By remembering Godfs Name I have gathered peace

of the heart. Showering His Benediction, the
Lord causes His saints to be renowned# Joining
the society of the saints I have repeated God's„(70)
Name and my ailment of indolence has disappeared#

(Trans# M.M*S#)
6. They, who meditate on the Master, are not thrown

into the hell. 3ven the hot wind touches than
not within whose mind the Lord has come and(71)
acquired an abode#

(Trans. M.M.S# )
, (72)Simran of the Lord kills all physical sufferings#

(73)Simran of the Lord saves from pangs of birth. Simran saves
(74) (75)

from the agony of death# Simran removes the foes# Simran
removes the dirt of mincu^ simran gives rise to fellow- 

(77)
feeling. For the poor, Nam of the Lord is wealth, For the

(78)
homeless, N&ra of the Lord is hone# Nsm of the Lord is the

(79)
medicine of all the diseases#

Now, let us see how to remember the Ngm of the Lord, 
which has such an important and highest of all place in the 
AnaAd Philosphy of the Idi Graftth# In the Upanishadlc Thought 
the ideas of shrawan, Manan and Nldhiasan have been mentioned* 
The Adi Granth has also accepted these ideas and the hearing,
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acceptance and giving the Nam of the Lord a permanent place 
in the hum an-mind., is suggested, In Japu^i, these various 
ways c5f remembering the Name of the Almighty, have been 
beautifully described. Let us see, what Guru Nanak says 
in this context : -
1. The hearing of the Name of the Lord gives the
status of the celebrated souls like Sidhas, Piras, Suras and (80)Nathas, The hearing of the Name of the Lord gives the
knowledge of the Earth, the mythology of the Dhaval associated

(81)with it and the space. Hearing of the Name of the Lord
gives the knowledge of the parts of the Earth, and other

(82)
worlds also. On hearing theNtame of the Lord, Death

(83)
cannot torture. The devotees of the Lord are in a state of
bliss for having heard theNiame of the Lord and consequently

(84)
(85)

2. Acceptance of the Name of the Lord gives Moksha,
all their sufferings and sins have been washed away,

By accepting the Name of the Lord, One, with tall one‘ s
(86)associates reaches the highest planes, By accepting the

Name of the Lord, one swims accross thedreadful ocean of tl(87) *
worldliness, Hef who accepts the Name of the Lord, needs
not any bagging because he has everything with him. Such Is
the flame of the Lord. This secret is known only to those who

(89)
have accepted it fully.
3. After hearing 6hd accepting the Name of the Lord,

(90)the mind has to be attuned with it. When this state is
achieved there is no need of going to take bath at the



(91) (92)tirathas. This stage is the stage of highest bliss.
Thus the * Suniai', 'Maniye' and * Man Kita BHIP *

with respect to the Name of the Lord, gives the state of
' Sada Vigas1, n Mokh Duar* and * Sada Man ChaUl, all being
the other substitutes of Anand. Nam simran in any form,
according to the Adi Granth is a source of bliss and only
he knows the truth, who submits himself to it. (93)A mention here must be made of » Ajpa Jap *
as described by the Adi Granth. as already pointed out the
Adi Granth does not favour the conventional and showy methods
of the remembrance of the Lord, such as telling of beads and
indulging into the exercises of breath. On the contrary,
Sehaj Marga of the Adi Graft th exhorts that we should always

(91)
remain in the state of remembrance of the Lord. Every action
of our life should be directed by the w!ll of God. There
is no specific place, time or day when the remembrance of
the Lord be done. It should be a part and parcel of all our

(95)activities of life, Thft state of Seha^ Is* the state of 
1 Ajpa Jap', i.e. the remembrance of the Lord, without any 
conventional methods and rituals.

Let us finish this discussion of Nam-Simran by 
quoting the following lines of Guru Nanak, which very 
beautifully sum up the importance of the Nam-Simran and its 
lofty gifts i -

If I remember Him, I am full of life.

- : 248 : -

Forgetting Him seems deaht to me.



His true Name, is difficult to describe,

I feel hunger for True Name,

This hunger results in the negation of suffering,

0 Mother, Why should I forget Him,

He is the true Master, His Name is also truth,

No one has been able to describe even a little 

of His praise,

If all of us try to describe Him, He vill 

undergo no change,
He never falls a prey to death, so He is 

never mournful,

He always bestows His gifts, because His 

treasures are never empty,

Squal of Him, neither has been, nor will be.

His gifts are as great as He is.

He is the maker of days and nights.

One who forgets Him, is a debased fellow,

0 Nanak, without the Name of the Lord, life
(96)

is miserable.

Thus, the bliss of the Lord comes to those who

dedicate themselves to His Siraran as Prof. Talib observes :

n True peace, joy and bliss lie in the awakening of the soul

in ‘meditating on God'. That is the sovereign remedy for the
(97)

sorrows of life.**

(d) Grace of the Almighty : -

The Adi Granth holds the view that Nam-SJLmran is the 

basis of bliss. Now the question arises how to get the gift



of Nam-Simran. possible to get it through one's
own effort ? Can everybody be the recepient of the bliss
of Nam ? Can it be oossible to learn the methods of
Simran from the books written on the subject ? The answer
to all these questions is an emphatic ’NO*, The Adi Granth
says that this precious gift is possible to get only with
the grace of the Almighty, Satguru and SatTsangat are also
important but the grace of the Lord is the fundamental of
all. Dr, Vishnu Datt Rakesh aptly remarks that Guru Nanak
considers grace of the Lord essential for salvation. Grace
comes through the remembrance of Name of the Lord and through
grace, one gets balanced view-point. This is the secret

(98)of Jivan-Mukti." The obtainment of the satguru and the
Sat sangat is also with the grace of the Lord. Thus says 
the Adi Granth i -

*• The human-life is the result of Karma, i.e. the
action and the Moksha is the result of Nadar, i.e. the grace

(99) .of the Lord. At t ie stage of Dharam Khand, i.e. the
(100)worldly plane, grace of the Lord gives the man a higher status.

At the stage of Sachkhand, i.e. the state of union with the(101)Almighty, flows the bliss of the grace of the Lord, Only
those receive the bliss, who are lucky to have the grace of

(102)the Lord. When the grace of the Lord comes to the human soul,
the real feeling of bliss is there. Otherwise there is much

n (103)
and loud talk of Anand in the world, "am is jewel which

(104)comes through the grace of the Lord. ihe human-soul is
separated from the Super-Soul due to Purv-Karma, it is His

(105)grace that can cause the union again.
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Bhagat Kabir says very emphatically that through

grace, the love of the Lord has been possible*
In Sukhmani, Guru Arjan Dev has discussed the

concept of the grace of the Lord in an elaborate style*

H® says that whatever the boons of life, we have on earth, 

they have all come from the grace of the Lord, When we 

are enjoying the boons off^is grace, why should we not 

dedicate ourselves to His Name, We have fallal a prey to

Only thosesuffering because we have ignored His grace

remember the N ame of the Lord whom the Lord Himself wants*
(109)

He, whom he wants sings His Name* The grace of the Lord
(110)enlightens the soul. The grace of the Lord gives life to

the lotus-heart.

Guru Arjan further says that all the efforts of man

are futile. Whatever God wills is done. Had there been

the man powerful, he would have achieved every-thing, but

it is He, who guides the destinies of man. Man is not in

a position to save himself from the worldliness, it is He,

who saves him. Anyone whom He bestowsHJLs grace, goes into
(112)

Union with Him. If He shows His grace, a most ignoble and

down-trodden fellow can become a powerful ruler and he, who
(113)

is ignored by the world, gets tlniversal fame.
The Adi Grakth holds the firm belief that the grace of 

the Almighty is full of bliss. As Prof, Talib puts it :

" While ultimately, it is grace which brings joy and bliss, 

man's responsibility to tread the path of virtue and to seek 

to realize the good is stressed in Innumerable places and a
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(114)
vast variety of expression. There cannot be conception of
any Anarid or sukh in the absence of the grace of the Lord.

The human-beings are full of doubts and worries. They do

not know how to get the real happiness. But if they become
tha recepients of the grace of the Almighty, they reach the
state of self-realization, the dirt of mind is washed away

(115)
and the true happiness follows. Love of the Lord comes from

(116)
His grace and the understanding of His name.

Different words have been used in the 7\di Granth to 
convey the meaning of grace. Some of than are Kirpa, DaydT, 
Bakhsls, NadaT, Karara and Mehar. All have the same meanings. 
To see how much importance is given to the concept of grace, 
it is to be seen that the Lord Himself has been named as 
Kirpala, Dayaoat, Bakhslsl, NadrI, Karmi and Meharban. Thus, 
where we see that He is SukhdatA, Sukhslgar, Anad Binodi, Sukh 
Nidhdn, He has attribute* of kindness also. Thus, the source 
of Anand and grace is the same. He is grace as well as 
bliss. He is Karam and Anand Himself.

Thus Anand cannot be separated from the Nadar-Karam 
of the Lord. To quote again from the Xdi Gra&th : -

1. The Lord is the giver of happiness. It can be obtained
(117)

through the grace of the Guru and through actions,
2. The whole of the Universe is working at His bid. His

(118)
grace is the cause of the destinies of the human-beings,
3. All the sufferings are discarded when grace of the

(119)
Almighty directs us to Himself*

4. We should not waste our precious time to brood over the



questions of life. So long as we do this, we fail a victim

to sufferings. But, when we have the grace of the Lord, we
(120)

get into the state of bliss.

Through the grace of the Lord, when human-soul 

attains the state of bliss, it sings the praise of the Lord

in the company of other saintly people and thus feels
(121)

elevated.

It will be a mistake to differentiate the grace of

the Lord with the grace of the satguru. Because, according
to the Xdi Granth the grace of the Almighty flows through

the medium of Satguru, There is no difference between the

Lord and the Satguru. When, through the grace of the Lord,

we come in union with the Satguru, then the grace of satguru

is equally important. He represents the grace of the Lord.

The Satguru imparts the spiritual training to the disciple.

When his grace comes to the disciple, all the sufferings
(122)

are washed away and there is no recurrence of than. The Adi

Granth blesses the human-soul that it should be able to get

the grace of the satguru through which it may become the

master of all the boons of life and get rid of all the
(123)

worries and sorrows for ever.

Sometimes it is su gested that if everything depends

upon the grace of God and His grace comes out of His will,
be

then how can we^blamed for the sufferings that we have to 

face. The Adi Granth holds the view that the human-beings 

should make an effort to deserve the grace of the Almighty.

The first and foremost method to adopt in this regard is that
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of ArdASf 1*9* prayer* There is a saying that prayer never

goes unrewarded. If we, In all earnestness and from the

depths of our hearts pray before the Lord, He would surely 
(124)

help us. Our prayer should be with all humility. We should

bow before the Lord, confers our weaknesses and submit
(125) ifUt

ourselves totally unto Him, Through prayer, grace of,Lord
(128)

comes to us and we are in a state of bliss.

After Ardas, limran and "atsan iat are also supposed

to be the part of the individual effort. We should not

always direct our faculties towards the worldly things. While

doing the normal duties of life, we should also remember the

His Name with all love and humility. Through the Simran of
(127)

the Lord, His grace will follow , spontaneously.

Sat-sarlgat is also a powerful instrument to the grace 
of God, According to SulchmanI, Satsaftg can turn a badlnan 

into a saint if it is kind towards him. The reason for this 

is very simple. When, we come into contact with good people, 

some sense of goodness prevails upon us and gradually a

total change take$place. The man who sheds his ego in the
J (129)

company of 3atsang, becomes the highest of all.

Thus, we see that to get the grace of the Lord,

individual effort also counts, when human-soul yearns
is

earnestly, the divine grace/bestowed upon it and when this 

grace is there, Che state of bliss is there, God^ grace is
(130)

an ocean of bliss that human-beings are in search of, C,H.

Loehlin aptly remakrs that,” One of the great words of both
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(131)
Adi Granth and of the Nhw Testament is Grace.

(e) Sat-Guru’s Benevolence j -

Satguru means the true master. A disciple learns 

at the feet of a good teacher and to get the knowledge 

of the truth, a good teacher is an imperative need. The 
Adi Qrakth lays great stress on the need of a true Guru,

It is the Guru who initiates an ordinary man to the path 

of the Lord. As he himself is awakened and enlightened, 

he helps his disciple to reach the same state of perfection. 

He knows the weaknesses of his disciples and also the ways 

to remove them. Thus, he is a guide and without good 

guidance nothing can be achieved in life. That is why,
A

the Adi Granth advises the s°eker to take the shelter of 

the true Guru, without whom no achievement is possible.

Duncan greenless very beautifully sums up the concept of 

True Guru, as enunciated in the Adi Granth in the following 

words s -
** Unaided man cannot come to God. He needs the

awakening word of the real Teacher sent to him by God

Himself. 3uch a teacher has to be himself a saint, wholly

devoted to the Lord, sincere, kindly and of good repute.

It may not be the recluse or anchorite who is near to God

and able to lead others to Hin, but the guide must be

detached from worldliness in order to be able to save others
(132)

from the world and bring them safely to infinite bliss.”

Dr. S.S. Kohli’s statement further clarifies the
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status of tiio Guru in the Adi Granth, He writes : -
n Almighty God, whose qualities have been mentioned

above can only be realized by the Grace of the True Guru
(Gurparsad). The term Guru in Adi Granth means the Divine
Teacher. God Himself is described as Adi Guru and Jugad
Guru, i.e, God is the Divine teacher in the beginning and
the primal age. The existence of Guru is essential in

all the fields of work, therefore, it was necessary that
for the spiritual advancement of the human-beings, there
must be some Being with full realization of God. This(133)Guru-cult is very old in Indian Thought,1* Shivdyal

Singh of Radha Swami faith says that there is no place of
renunciation in the safit Mat. Guru Bhagtl has been highly

(134)
venerated, Moti Singh writes that in Sikh Samparday, the(135)
place of Guru is very high. Guru has been equated with God.

How, let us see how the Adi Granth details the 

attributes of the true Guru and his benevolence.
In the very opening of the Adi Granth, after 

describing the attributes of God, it is suggested that His 
achievement is nossible only through the grace of the

(136) .Guru, Shagat kabir says that the door of Mukti is extremely
subtle and the human-mind is like an elephant. How can it(137)
be possible foruto go through that door. Guru Amardas gives
a fiae reply in this context when he says, M If you get the
true GurQ and His grace is showered upon you, the door of(138)
Mukti becomes easy to get^hrough. Guru is that celebrated(139)
soul which has full knowledge of the Lord. He has all the

asattributes of the Lord andCsuch he has no malice towards
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(140)
anyone and he is for the good of the all# The gift of the

(1^1 )|tame of the Lord is given by the Satguru. One gets the true
(142)

dura only if he is fortunate* Guru is the warrior who
(143)

kills all the doubts of human-mind.

According to sukhmanl, Satugurff brings up the
(144)

disclp^e^jpiritually. Guru is always benevolent towards ^

the Sikh, He washes away the dirt of the mind of the disciple,
(147)

and gives him the Warae of the Lord. H© cuts all the bondages
(149)

of the Sikh and dri^eg him away from bad action. He gives

him the wealth of N§m and thus the disciDie of the GuruH51) (152)
becomes lucky* Sat guru saves the sikh^g both the worlds
and loves him from the core of the heart.

The disciple who lives in the company of the Guru

and obeys his commandments without any hesitation and

reservations all his problems are
(154) 

the Lord.

solved andZgets union with

Guru Nanak says that it is the GurCT, who transforms

the ordinary human-beings into the highly celebrated
(155)celestial souls. Gurii A$gad says that even if hundereds of

moons and thousands of .guns arise, their light fails to
remove the darkness of human-beings which only %uru can

(156)
remove#

Thus, according to the Adi Granth, the status of GurCE

is only next to God and the Guru is the Lord Himself, H© is

the source of all the boons that the Lord ha-3 • He is bliss,

personified. Only a meeting with him gives a feeling of
(157)

Anand. When true Guru is found, state of Inaftd is achieved.
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The whole world Is in search of Anand and talks of it, but
(159)its revelation comes only through the Guru, and with the(160)

benevolence of Guru, this comes to the disciple. When
through the grace of the Guru, the state of Anaild is achieved#
the human ego fades away and one gets absorbed in the Itarae of(161)
the Lord, day and night. Those, t/ho have achieved the gift
of Nam through the kindness of the Guru, they look charming
into the court of the Lord and they sing His oraise without(162)any interruption. The service of the Guru results in happiness(163)
of the divine order. Anand flows through the understanding 
of the word of the GurS and when that word finds a permanent
place in humaamind, there can be no scope of recurrence of

(164)the sufferings. He, who has no faith towards true GurU and
his word, he can never be happy, let him take hunderds of

(165)births. The praise of the perfect Gurff can--not be described.
He removes the heaps of the sufferings and gives bliss,
happiness and peacefulness. He fulfils^ the desires of the(166)disciple and all his works are done.

Therefore, the Adi Graftth advises the human-beings
to come to the shelter of the Gurd, who is the giver of all(167)the happinesses. When the true Guru consoles the frustrated

- ^ (1®8)human-soul, the state of Anand is felt.
True, the Name of the Lord is bliss and the true Guru 

conveys it to the disciple. It is a Nectar, that Gods, human-
v

beings and other seers have sear^hgd since the times immemorial, 
but it is received from the Guru.



One important point must be made clear here, as 

some-times doubts are created about it. Who is the true 
GuruS There are so many human-beings, who preach spiritualism 

and are known as Gurus. The oikh has no belief In any of
the GurHs in the mortal frame after ten Gurus, A follower

(170)
of the Sikhism finds the Ture Guru in the shape of banl. 

i.e.f the i£di GraPtth. Dr, Kohli points out that no other

religion of the world accepts its scriptures as the True(171)
Master, whereas Sikhism carries this un-parallel faith.

Then ten gurus came in human frame, no doubt but they never

sought to be equated with the Lord. They called themselves

the messengers of the Lord. Guru Nanak says that his Guru
(171)

is the Lord Him self, The Sidh Yogis, during their conversation

with Guru Nanak, put him a question to know who is his Guru,
The Guru Nanak replies that his Gur;h is the eab®^>i.e. the

(172)
word or the Name of the Lord. The Sikh Gurus gave to the 

world, the Name of the Lord and it is'the Name of the Lord , 
that stands coronated in the shape of Sri Guru Gra&th sahib.

The ban? of Adi Grahth is the bani of the Lord Himself and
(173)

it seeks to eliminate the sufferings of the entire human-race,

Bhai Joth Siftgh rightly observes : " Sikhism, therefore

believes that it is the Word of the Guru that is the Guru.

Hence, the tenth Guru said that after him the Guru Granth
(174)

Sahib would be the Gurtr of the Paiith."

Consequently the true Gurtt»according to the Adi 

Granth is the Lord Himself and His Nam as given through the 

Word or b£nl, Thus, keeping this point in view, we again
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coma to the inference that the hfame of the Lord Himself is the
bliss and it emanates from the Sabad of Satgurtj, Dr. Gopal
Singh rightly observes : "Thus identifying the Guru with the
only eternal verity which is God, whose essence within
us is the soul, Sikhiam has made the laws of God and soul
universally applicable and valid. Redemption is for everyone
who awakens his within. The Guru, like the God, is for
everyone, every age and every clime. His utterance is the
utterance of God and comprises only of the ever-abiding
Turth. Thus ' The Word which is the“Guru* - is the Guru
of all men, all castes and creeds. For ' the Guru?never
leads men to his own worship’, but to the dedication of mind
and soul to the Word which was and shall for ever be. It is
not words, but the Word- the quintessence of Reality- which

(176)
is the be all...."

Keeping these points in vi«w, it does not remain to 
be a difficult task to find equation of bliss with Satguru’s 
benevolence.
(f) Sat - Sangat : -

3at - SaAg&t, Sat - sing or Sadh - Sa&g as the word
stands used In the Adi GraAth, has very important place
so far as the philosophy of the Adi Gra&th stands. ' Sat’
means true7and ' SaAgat’ means ' company’. Thus Sat -sangat

means, keeping the company of good people who are spiritually
awakened souls. The Xdi Gra^th believes that when an ordinary

human -being comes into contact with saintly people, all his
(177)

sins are washed away. The sat-sangat Is achieved through the 
grace of God Himself and they who achieve it are fortunate



enough to enjoy the divine bliss and in them the enlightenment
a

of Nam rests. This human-life is£chance to remember the Name
(178)

of the Lord. So, one should leave all other attachments
„ (179)

aside and remember the N ame of the Lord only.

In the philosophy of Sikhism, the status of Sat- s an gat

has been kept higher than the Guru. It is said that the

Gurd alone is " bis blsve” and the Sadh-sangat is " Iki Gisve”.
This is because the Guru is also a part of the Sadh-saAgat.

In Sikhism, when the followers of the Guru gather before
Sri Guru Gra&th Sahib, only then they call th^aselves Sadh-

sangat. So, it is natural, the 3adh-sangat is a forum to

remember the Name of the Lord, with all reverence and

dedication. And this remembrance in the comoany of the saints
(180)

gives immense sense of joy, i.e. bliss. The company of the

saintly ,<eople is the source of bliss because they help
(181)

in getting union with the Lord, The Sadh-sangat, thus cures 
the burning of the soul^^

The Adi Gra&th says that we may have lacs of wisdoms

and lacs of other lovable companies, but there is no
satisfaction without Sadh-saAgat. and in the absence of the

(183)
blame of the Lord, there is always pain and suffering.

The company of the saints, awakens knowledge, and the soul
(184)

enjoys true happiness. 0, Brother, you will find true

happiness from the Sadh-sangat. It is through the pro-written
(185)

fate by the Lord, that all the sufferings are undone.

Everybody should join the Sadh-saftgat. It will result in
(186)

complete happiness and there will be no suffering afterwards.

Those, who are always absorbed in the Heme of the God, their 
praise is beyond description. Their company gives bliss and
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there is none giver of bliss equal to theta.
The Adi GraAth make it. clears that the saint, it

mentions time and again, is the person who has attained

complete union with Sod, And the- e is now no difference
(188)

between him and the Lord. For a layman, anybody wearing

yellow clothes and telling beads is a saint. But according 
to the Adi GraAth, this type of showiness is not acceptable 

to the Lord, Such people only deceive the common man 

through their outward appearance. Th©y exploit the faith 

of the common man and thus fulfil their own selfish motives, 

Bhagat Kabir rightly calls such stunt-mongers as the

Then, who is the real saint ? Guru Arjan gives a 

fine picture of a true saint, in the Sukhmani : -

Saint is he, whose heart is full of the praise of

a
(191)

aint is he, whose charm kills all the adversities*
(192)

Saint is he, whose company is possiole with good luck. Saint

is he, whose company gives instant joy, Sven the Vedas
cannot describe the greatness of a saint} There is in fact,

(194)
no difference between a saint and the Lord.

Now, let us see what should one do in the company 

of the saintly people.

If one wants reputation, he must discard his ego in
(195)

the company of the saints. The best activity In the company
(196)

of the saints is to kill the dirt of mind. We should be above
(197)

the worldly desiresknd ordinary urge of the sensed We should

dedicate ourselves fully to saints and drink the water after
(198)

bathing their feet. We should sing the praise of the Lord in
(199)

the company of the saints. He, who submits totally to the
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company of the saints, gets total happiness. Real knowledge

flows from the company of the saints because, we get absorbed
in the remembrance of the Lord, we move according to His will(201)
and as such receive the ever-lasting hanniness. In the company

of the saints, the human intellect is elevated in the way
l (202)

the touch of the Paras tumsiron into gold. The remembrancei

of the Ham, in the permanent company of the saints give rise
to the realization that the wealth of Ham is the only shelter

(203)
of the soul and this realization is AnaAd in itself.

The Adi GraAth elevates 3adh-saftgat to the celebrated
(204 )

state of Baikunth, Muktl and the abode of the Lord Himself.

The days are lucky when one gets union with saints because
it results in highest state of Anand, the singing of the

(205)
praise of the Lord and the Lord Himself. This secret is

revealed by the Guru that the true happiness, the state of
(206)

•Sehaj* and SnaAd is obtained in the company of the saints.

Where the company of the saints has been glorified,
the company of the bad fellows has been totally rejected.
Adi Granth calls such people, with different names as •Sakat’,
• Durjan*, MaJsPukh*, 'HiAdak* and • Sant Ka Dokhl» etc., All

these are opposed to the Name of the Lord. They indulge in

worldliness to the maximum extent and thus all kinds of(207)
troubles befall upon them. They have thus wasted the precious

(208)
opportunity of this human-life and they would continue to

(209)
wander about in the cycle of birth and death. Bhagat Kablr

exhorts that the company of the sakat is such as that the 
company of the banana-tree and the ber-tree. When the thorny
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ber-tree waves its branches, the delicate banana- tree is hurt.

Similarly the company of bad man gives torture and it must
(2t0)

be avoided. The company of the bad man is such as that of a
(211)

black utensil. As we touch it, our hands are blackened.

However, if a bad man shows repentance of his

behaviour and is remorseful, even he can find a place in the
(212)

Sadh-sangat. He is forgiven for his past sins and thus he

gets an opportunity to be on the right path and thus finding
(213)

a union with the Lord.

Thus, the greatness of the Sadh-sangat is obvious. 
And if we say that the Sadh- sari gat is an ocean of the bliss 

of the Lord, it will not be a negation of the truth.

(g) Hukam Rajai t-

The concept of Hukam is one of the most important 

concepts of the Adi Granth. It aims to establish the fact that 

entire Universe is working under a certain order of the 

Almighty and the human-soul should also act accordingly. The 

human effort opposed to the Order of the Lord is futile and 

insignificant. After the realization of this truth, the human- 

soul gets the real happiness and the grace of the Almighty 

is bestowed upon him. It is the concept of Hukam, that forms 

the core of the philosophy of the Adi Gratfth in the context 

of human-aspirations in any of the fields of life. GurS
\3l TT/

Nanak glorifies the Hukam of the Lord in the following words J -

"Things take shape according to the Hukam, the great

ness of which is not possible to describe. The creation is also 

as per the Hukam of the Lord and all the creatures get status
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according to it. some become greatest and some other 
lowliest. Some are in perpetual suffering and some enjoy 
happiness. Under the Hukam of the Lord, some have His grace 
and some continue in the cycle of birth and death. Every 
particle of the Universe is in the Hukam of the Lord and there 
can be nothing outside it. One, who understands the Hukam, 
he sheds away his ego and consequently finds union with 
the Lord.

The fundamental question of the Januji is how the
human soul can be in unison with the Lord and how the

wall of falsdhoodwhich separates it from the Lord can be
(215)

demolished. The reply to it is simple diat it is possible
through n Hukam Hajdl", which God has pre-ordained for the 

(216) 
mankind.

The Adi Graftth calls the Lord with the word w Huknl" 

and says that the M HulPi>" is running the whole of the
(217)

Universe according to His Hukam. And He enjoys in doing so.
How, how the whole of the Universe is governed

under His orders ? The Adi Graftth says that the winds blow

under his fear and the rivers move as He wishes. The fire
acts as per His command and the Earth bears the burden as
per His will. If He wishes, the gods like Indira move
head-long. Dharamraj also acts according to His wishes.
The sun and the moon also move as per His dictates and
cover crores of miles...... Everything is in His fear but

(218)
He fears none at all.

Thus the concept of Hukam ephasizes the greatness, 
vastness and comprehensiveness of the power of the Lord and



in comparison the insignificance, negligibility and futility

of the human effort. Prof. Talib describes the concept of
Hukam in this way s ” Philosophy of HuIob is she apprehension
of that mastery which underlies all existence, and which

can express itself only in the action of submission and
resignation. It is the realization of the particle of its
finitude against she infinitude of the Divine, the humility

of the drop in the face of illimitable ocean, whose motions
(219)and currents condition its existence.” Therefore, whenever

a human-being goes against the will of the Lord, he is
caught into troubles and misfortunes. And when he finds
satisfaction in His doings, he is happy. And when this
process of submission reaches its height, the human-soul

is in the lap of permanent and everlasting joy, that is (220) bliss.
In Sukhman'l, Gurd Arjan, very beautifully depicts

the futility of the human-behaviour and the greatness of
the Lord. He says that God gives us ten gifts but we do not

feel indebtedness and when He refuses a single thing, we
at once get perturbed. We do not understand the truth that

a
if God desires, He may not give^slngle thing and snatch
away the ten already given, also. Then, what, this foolish
human-being can do. The Lord, with Whom, we have no
comparison, should always be bowed before* Those who dean
the will of the Lord sweet, they get total happiness. He,
whom the Lord enables to obey His order, is bestowed upon(221)all the boons of life.
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It is but natural that whan human-soul seeks
total satisfaction with the will or • Raza* of the Lord,
the ailment of ego vanishes. And when ego is no more,
the union with the Lord is spontaneous. And when this
union is achieved, the soul enjoys the state of bliss.
According to the Adi Granth, Haumai, i.e. ego is the
worst disease,it is the cause of the Ignorance, when it
is eliminated with the grace of the Gur'fi, the happiness(222)follow. Those who remain under the will of the Lord,
obtain the status of a saint, and thus enjoy the supreme

(223) bliss.
The word 1 Hukam* is also represented In the 

Adi Grafoth with the word 1 Bha^a*, and It forms an 
inseprable part of the Sikh way of life. When, one near 
or dear passes away, the Sikh says that it is n Waheguru 
DS Bh'ana", i.e. the will of the Lord. This type of 
understanding naturally relives tension and when tension 
is no more, the state of AnaAd occurs. The Adi Granth 
says that he, who obeys the 'bhana1 of the Lord, is the 
recepient of the real and lasting happiness. This (224)
realization emanates from sai> sangat and gurh-sabad.
The human-soul, when totally rests itself on the will of
God, It is made four-times still happier, because the Lord

(225)is by nature benevolent.
Human-beings, are involved in a big race of 

getting more and more. There is no end to the desires of 
the worldly achievements. As one goes higher in the pursuits
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of wealth, his desire to go stili£does not cease. And,

there is always a tragedy of such pursuits. We see that

the people with limitless wealth turn into beggars with

the passage of time. The kings become paupers and the

paupers turn millionaires. Therefore, we should fear God,

His ways are strange. The Adi Granth rightly says that if

the Lord so desires, He can bestow kingship on a negligible
(226)

poor creature and destory the biggest of armies. If He so
(227)

wishes, the kings turn into grass-cutters. Everything is

in His hands and He can do anything to anybody, at any
(228)

moment.

Sometimes, it is suggested that if everything is

happening as per His wishes, then how human-beings are to

blame for their weaknesses and evil doings. This is not a

right suggestion. No doubt, everything happens as per His

command, but human-soul is expected to adopt the right code

of conduct. It is separated from the Lord due to its

actions in the previous life, and its primary object is to

get union with Him by pleasing Him in this life by its

actions. So, the human-aspiration must be guided into right

direction. If one goes astray from the path of the truth, 
is

he ^certainly to blame. The philosophy of Hukam does not

stand for lethargy and in-action. Rather, it stands for
(229)

activity in right direction.

According to the Adi Granth, wheh one realizes the 

truth of the philosophy of *Hukara>, he tries to put all the



actions of his life in a perfect order and in a Tightest
directionynakes it a point that his ultimate goal is to
seek union with the Lord. And this union is possible only
through right action. Then, he cannot do anything against
the will of God. Rather, he acts in a way so as to find
the grace of the Lord. He dedicates himself to His
remembrance in the company of the saints and at the feet
of the true guru. He realizes in the hearts of his heart
that he has come to this world as per the order of the Lord
and all his activities are also under his commandment. He
realizes that the expansion of the visible world is also as
per His will and it enjoys different pleasures under His
Command, This realization brings the remembrance of the
Lord, and is in the state of non-remembrance of the Lord

(230)that all kinds of suffering follow, „
Thus, it is quite evident that the realization of 

the 'Hukam' of the Lord is most essential for the seeker to 
achieve the state of bliss. It is the 'Hukam' that helps 
in creating a perfect balance of mind. When, we are in a 
state of despair, we wander here and there in search of 
peace, satisfaction or relief from tension. But, as we 
wander to and fro, lavstead of obtaining anything, we lose 
more and in the process our sense of despair swells. But, 
if we in complete union with the 'Hukam* of the Lord face 
His dolngi cheerfully, we are in a state of real peace. It 
will be interesting to mention here that in Sikhism, when

9 Aa person dies, his relatives recite Anand, the writing of
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Guru Madras, which is recited in fact on all the occasions,

whether of happiness or of sorrow. This practice emanates

from the lofty principle of the •Hukara* of the Lord, The
followers of the philospjhy of the Adi Granth are happy in

(231)
any state the Lord puts them into.

This state is the state of real happiness.

: 0 :
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" Sabhi sukh hari ras bhogne..." ( Sri Rag M.1)

" Bhai re sukhu sSdh sangi pSia..." ( Srf Rag M.5)

" Sadhu sang karhu sabhu koi..( Gaurhi M.5)

" MahimS taki katak ganiai.." ( Gaurhi M.5)
* c

" Ram sant mahi bhedu kichhu nahf.,." ( Gaurhi M.5)

" Gali jina jap mali§ lote hath nibag.
Ae hari ke sant na akhiahi..." (Asa Kabirji )

" Nam kl mahima sant rid vasal." (Sukhmani )
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" Sadh sangi hari kirtanu gaiai." ( Sukhmani )

" Ot gahi safttah dari ala,.. paia." ( Sukhmani )

" Sat sari gat i mili sojhl pae,.. samavai soi." ( Sukhmani )

" Sat sangti mili bibek... ksfehanu soi." ( Asa Kabirjf )

" Sasi sasi simrau prabhu apn£.**lhu lahlai."
(Dev Ga^dhffri M.5 )
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" Hirthl sakat ki arja." ( Sukhmani )

" Sant ki nijSda nSnaka... avtar." ( Sukhamni )

" Kabir sakat sang n5 kijfai kele..." ( Salok Kabir ji )
J

** Kabir sakat sang na kijlai durhu...” ( Salok Kabir jl ) 

n Sant ki niAda dokh mahi dokhu..." ( sukhmani )

" Sa&t ke dokhi kau nahl thau...” ( Sukhmani )

" Hukml hovani\aka»i4**.*. kahai na koi.rt ( Japujf )

" Kiv sachiara holai...” ( Japuji ) 
M Hukm? rajSi ehalna...” ( Japuji )

" Hukml hukmu chalae rahu," ( Jaouji )
M Bhai vich pavan vahai... na aAtu." ( Var asa 

Guru Man^f - His Personality and Vision, PP. 

n Mani agia sarab sukh pae... ’* ( Gaurhi M.5 )

)

147,

•’ Das bastu le pachhe pavai...

Sarab thok nSnak tini pais.'* ( sukhmani ) 

'* Ham ahankari agian mati.. hari raia,"
< Gaurhi Purbi M.4 )

” Sehaj anand hari sadhu mahi.

Agiakari hari hari rai," ( Gaurhi M.5 )
!t Sat sangti raili sabh so jhi... samavai sol. M

( Asa M. 3 )

" Jis ki bastu tisu agai rakhai... daial

( Sukhmani )

" Kirha than devhi patsahl...” ^ Majh Var M. 3)
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227. " Nadri upathi je karai suItSna." (

228. " Jah jah bhana tah tah I'Sskhs..." (

229. n Udam karedia jiu tun...”

230. » Hukme jug mahi aia... Sog Jiu#M

231. " Je sukhu dehi ta tujhhl aradhi*

....... meli lehu vadiai." ( Rag

s 0 s •

Var Asa )

Sukhmanl )

( 3uhi M,5 )

Suhf AsatpadistM, 4)
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VI
PATH OF ATTAINMENT * Continued.

(a) Kir tan Or Sift sale**

Nov, let us discuss one more important aspect

of the philosophy of the Adi Granth which is known as

Kirtan, i.e./the praise of the Lord. It Is a major
contribution of she Bhagtf Movement which aims at pleasing

the Lord, and thus becoming able enough to be receplent of

the grace of the Lord, which Is full of bliss. The Sikh

Gurus felt the importance of music In awakening the human-

soul. Guru Nanak sang the hymns of the praise of the Lord

in the company of the first sikh musician Bhai Mardana. All

the Sikh Gurus emphasized the need of music. The entire
poetry of the Adi Growth, except a small portion, has been

systeratised as per ragas of the Indian Tradition. With the

course of time, the singing of poetry of the Adi Granth has

become an important aspect of the philosophy of the Xdl Grai?th
and it Is specifically named as Kirtan, which means that

the music is to be used only to praise the Lord and its use In

other worldly affairs is not encouraged. Now, in Sikh Religion,

the Kirtan is performed on every occasion and It is a part of

daily routine in the Sikh Gurdwaras. The Adi Granth has a word

of praise for those of sing the songs of praise of the Lord,
(1)i.e, who perform the Kirtan,'

In Rag Asa, Guru Nanak Dev has most beautifully

described how the entire universe is singing the praise of the
(2)Lord. In Rag Dhanasari, a beautiful picture emerges of the 

Arti of the Lord in which all the things of the Universe seem
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to participate* Thus, Kir tan of the Lord is a part of the
Universal Music of the Lord, and thus it raises the human-
soul from ordinary planes of human expereince to the highest
celestial planes of the bliss of the Lord. Guru Arjan

rightly observes that Kirtan is a precious diamond. It is
(4)

full of oliss and seriousness of the mental plane. The
unstruck music of the Word of the Lord is great wealth

(5)
which is obtainable in the company of the saints.

The Adi Granth says that the Kirtan of the Lord

gives permanent happiness, satisfaction and bliss of the Lord,
so one should make it an inseparable part of the daily routine
of the life. All other wisdoms be discarded and the Kirtan
of the Lord should be 'attended t°» which will l ad to

(6)deliverance of the soul. Where saintly people sing the
praise of the Lord and perform the Kirtan of the Lord, there

(7)will be no fear of the messengers of the death. Mouth that(8)sings the praise of the lord is beautiful. I sing the praise
of the Lord, day and night. The true Guru has revealed unto
me the of the Lord and Cannot live without it even for
a moment. I want to praise the Lord, remember his ^ame,

. (9)
hear His Name and perform His Kirtan.

Guru Arjan explains in a very nice manner what 
does Kirtan stand for. Let Santokh, i.e. contentment stand 
for your five types of instruments and seven keys of the raga • 
Let giving up ego be your instrument and non-boasting of your 
strength be pa*/ fiune, and check from doing bad acts be your 
sense of not getting out of tune. Your concentration be on
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one aabad of the Lord. Feeling the presence of the Lord
be your singing posture and leaving aside sorrows be your 
tinkling bells. Living in a state of spontaneous Anarfd,
he sings this type of Kirtan. Taking the shelter of the

A - (10)3adh 3angat is also a part of this Kirtan,
Thus, the concept of Kirtan as given by the Adi 

Granth is not ordinary as compared to vaishnavite and other 
such sects. It is not merely an action or performance, it 
is rather a state of highest spiritual achievement. This is 
the state of perfection and complete union with the Lord. 
Hence, it is full of bliss. The Adi Granth compares the
state of Kirtan to that of Baikuntha, i.e. the abode of the

(11)Lord, Himself. The state of Kirtan is the state of the union
with the Lor

The Adi Granth exhorts for such Kirtan as is
(13)

beneficial to the soul - both in this life and next life.
The gift of such sweet Kirtan comes only through the grace

(14)of the true Guru, The Kirtan of the Lord is sung in the
(15)company of th© saints. Gurfi Arjan says that people go to 

sacred places but they do not discard their ego. The learned 
are indulging in the pursuits of wealth. My friend, tell me 
that place where the Kirtan of the Lord is sung continuously,

(15)because that is the place where soul can find satisfaction.
The Adi Granth advises the path-seeker that he 

should join the company of the saints and attend to the Kirtan 
of the Lord, because He is kind, reliever of the sufferings
and remembering His means deliverance of all types of

(17)sorrows. Those who have found union with the Lord are
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engaged in the Kir tan of the Lord, day and night. The
hearing of the praise of the Lord and singing of it have

(19)
the same results, i.e. the negation of the sorrow, The 
devotees of the Lord are in a state of everlasting bliss

(18)

because they
. -,(20> immensely.

sing the praise of the Lord and enjoy this singing 
Singing the Kir tan of the Lord with full

submission to Him, brings fearless state which is nothing 
but the state of Anand. The singing of Kirtan has the same
status as is given to Recitation of the Name, Meditation

(21)and the doing of good actions. The day and night Kir tan
*

of the Word of the Lord, which prevails in this Universe
permanently, brings lasting haopiness to mind and it starts

(22)functioning in a spotttaneous way. Hirban Kirtan of the
Lord should be sung, because His Name is the source of(23)
salvation.

It becomes evident from the above-quoted verses 
from the Adi GraAth that Kirtan means the nralse of the Lord, 

whether with the help of the instruments without them.
In fact, state of singing the praise is a sublime state of 
mental activity, which emanates from the absorption of the 
soul in the Name of the Lord* That is why, many substitutes 
of the word ’KIRTAN' occur in the Adi Grantht lift Galah,
Salih, 3iftjVadi&i, Gavai and many other words convey the same 
meaning as the word Kirtan does. At several Places, one finds 
that the Adi Graft th refers to the Lord as Sifti and Salahi.

In Japujl, Guru Nanak says that singing of the
praise of the Lord is not an easy job and several types of
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people sing it in several ways. But exact praise of the Lord
(24) (25)

rests in Himself. There is no end to the praise of God,
, (26) he greatness of the Lord can not be measured through praise.

(27)Only he tends to praise the Lord, whom He wills to do so.
AThus, Adi Granth lays great emphasis on the

importance of Klrtan, and has given it a specific meaning
so far as the -glkh View of life is concerned. Here, the singing 
of praise with the help of instruments is encouraged. But, it 
is suggested that the Kirtan be performed in a state of total
dedication to the love of the Lord. It is to oe done in the
company of the saintly people* When many voices join to 
describe the greatness, vastness and elegance of the Lord, the 
Lord stands amongst them. Thus, the union with the Lord is 
obtained, which is the state of bliss. It will also be 
obviously understandable that the state of Nam-simran is not
in any way different from the state of the Klrtan. To say in

*

other words, the Kirtan is another avenue to the remembrance
of the %ne of the Lord. That is why, the Adi Graftth, whereas
stresses the need of simran, time and again, it stresses the
need of performing Kirtan also, in the same vein. Singing
of the Kirtan of the Lord day and night, saves from the cycle
of birth and dea>£h , in a similar way as the simran of

(28)Ham has been suggested to do.
To conclude this discussion of the Kirtan, we can 

say that Kirtan has decidely very important place in the 
philosphy of the Adi Graftth and in the context of the concept 
of bliss, it is still more important. Truely, says the Adi
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iGranth aa4-4n the contex-i-of-the concept of bliss, It is

stillmore im orbant,-Truely,says the Adi Granth that
when kind Guru shows his kitdness, all the doubts are
removed. State of bliss occurs and all the sufferings

(29)fade away, when one gets gift of Kirtan.
(b) Ardas s-

Ardas means prayer and in the philosophy of 
the Adi Granth it has an important olace. It is suggested 
that the Lord is the giver of all the boons of life. He 
is the ocean of bliss. He is all^f powerful. He is 
omnipresent. He can do anything, He wills. He creates the 
Universe and destroys it when He wills. Keeping in view,
His greatness and comprehensiveness, the human-beings should 
bow before Him and pray to Him for their desires to be 
fulfilled. And when He hears the earnest prayer of his 
devotees, He responds to it and as the saying goes prayer
nfivar goes urv-rewardeclf^ So to be able to reach the state of
bliss. In the Sikh way of life, the place of Ardas is always
dominant and a true follower of the Adi Gra&th does not

(31) „start any venture before he has performed the Ardas. He
bows in all his humility and oralsing the Lord, expresses

(32)his desires.
The basic need of the Ardas is that it should 

spring from the earnestness of mind and action. Man cannot 
deceive the Lord, because He knows everything. One who tends 
to deceive the Lord, in fact deceives himself. Therefore, 
the prayer that does not emanate from the sincereity of
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purpose and truthfulness of the h^art is likely to be

rejected. Man puts his demands before God, but He already 

knows what is good and what is bad for him. So, He grants 

His favours accordingly. His way of action is that of the 

father towards the son. The father tries to rationalize 

whether the demand put up by the son is reasonable. If it 

is so, it is granted. Otherwise, it is rejected. So, it 

is for the human-beings to see that they do not place wrong 

demands before the Lord*

Sometimes, it so happens that a wrong demand 

is done without any intention to do so. God forgives such 

wrongs because He knows that the doeF is doing it out of 

Ignorance. But, if it is done intentionally, the doer 

is punished, accordingly*
The Adi Graftth further reminds the human-beings 

that their prayers will be hoard and fulfilled if these are 

done with total sense of dedication. The seeker should 

clearly announce that he has now no alternative and has
(33)

come to the shelter of the Almighty with total ihith in Him.

He should pray and wait that his prayer will be met if the
(34)

Lord so willed. He should pray to the Lord with the commitment
(35)

that he considers Him true and the Saviours at all moments.

There is no doubt that in this world, the human- 

beings are expected to suffer in one way or the other. The 

frustration and sorrow makes one to feel disappointed. He 

thinks of different means and methods to get out of these 

sorrows but fails to achieve satisfaction. In the state of
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utter disappointment, the Adi Granth advises the man to
pray before the Lord. Prayer should follow the negation
of all boasting of wisdoms and total submission to the will

(36)
of the Lord, It will definitely be heard and fulfilled.

Now, the question arises so as to what should 
be our demand when we pray before the Lord, It is ordinarily 
seen that we ask for some worldly things. Some people demand 
material gains, some others want cure from the physical disease. 
There are some others who want fame and reputation. There
are still others who pray even for success in the pursuits 
which are not considered good in the society. The Lord 
can grant all these prayers as He is able to do everything, 
but according to the Adi Granth our prayer should not be 
directed towards such petty achievements. We should demand 
of God some gift which is of higher value and which carries
great weightage in the eyes of the Lord also. That gift
is the gift of NSn and in Adi Grarith, every prayer, directly

or indirectly is for the attainment of Nam. Gur Amardas
demands the gift of Nam from the Lord, as a beggar demands
charity from a rich man? ^ The gift of Nam fufllls all

(36)the aspirations of the seeker. Nam is the real asset of life
(39)

and it would come from the grace of the Lord.
The next demand may be that of having the company 

of the true and saintly people. Because in the company of the
saints, one remembers the fl/ame of the Lord and all his

(40)
sufferings ace eliminated. The nearness of the saints helps 
in getting accross the dreadful ocean of life and hence, the
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(41)seeker should pray for it. The prayer should be done before
(42)saints also because they help in getting close to the Lord.

The disciple should pray that he lives with the help of
(43)the remembrance of the Lord.

When the true Guru grants the prayer and the
shelter of the Name of the Lord is obtained, all the sufferings

(44)of the world vanish away. After the prayer before the Lord
is performed, all the doubts of the human-mind are removed.
The Lord comes to know the story of the prayer-doer and
helps him by making him remember His Name. This results
in the removal of all the sufferings and getting the
establishment of the mind in the state of ’ SehaJ *. In
that state, the soul sings the songs of bliss. Thus, the
Lord picks up the human-soul from the well of ignorance,
cuts all his bondages and showers upon him the union with

(45)Himself. Thus, the seprated soul again Joins its source.
The human-being should pray that the Lord should

GI^llghten the soul of the seeker. He should shower His
(46)grace because His grace kills all the sufferings.

Thus, it is evident that the Adi Granth is not 
in favour of using the medium of Ardas for demanding from 
the Lord, the ordinary and insignificant boons of worldly 
nature. Its emphasis is on the Name of the Lord only and 
as we have already seen, the Name of the Lord is the only 
source of true bliss, the seeker through Ardas, according 
to the Adi Granth, seeks bliss of the Lord. So to say,
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Ardas is also a medium for arriving at the high state of Anarld.

Praying for the gift of Warn,, naturally, means
praying for bliss. In the words of Prof. 0.3, Talib, M The
consciousness of life as the scene of suffering, which may
be removed only by prayer and turning the mind towards God

Q47)
is strong in the Guru’s mind. Parshu Ram Chaturtfedi rightly 
points out that Ardas in Sikhism does not aim at demanding
some boon from the Lord, it rather tends to express the
dedications of the soul to the will of the Lord and thus

« (48)seek union with Him,
(c) Prom a- Bhagtl : -

The idea of Bhagti is not a new one. It finds its
place in the yedas. The Upasana Kand. of the Vedas is nothing
but another name of the Bhagtf. In Upanishadas also,
references to Bhagti have been made. There have been many
kinds of Bhagti but nine types of Bhagti have found promlnance
in the Indian Tradition. With the advent of the Bhagti
Movement in the fifteenth century, the conceot of Bhagti took
a new life and idea of love was attached to it. The Bhagat
poets have sung of Prema-Bhagti with great Rigour and
emphasis. They interpret Bhagti in terms of love in comparison
to bhagti based on conventions and rituals. The Adi Granth
has also stood for Prem-Bhagtl as a best means of attainment
of the Union with the Lord. It clearly says that he who
has felt the Prickings of the Love of the Lord, has attained
the state of Jlvan-Mukta, i.e. state of salvation during this 

(49)life. The Lord has been mentioned time and again as Pritam,
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Piara, i.e. the lover. Those who love the Lord from the

(51)
depths of their hearts, find full protection from Him.

Those who serve the beloved 5atguru, they are in a state of
(52)

permanen t> happine s s.

In Adi Granth, the Lord has been mentioned as

Pir, i.e. husband. As newly-wedded lady talks to her lady-

friends about her husband, similarly a devotee of the Lord

talks about Him, with his fellow-beings. They sing His
(53)

praise and feel a state of ecstasy. The saintly people have

been called Sajana, i.e. lover and an intense desire has been
(54)

shown to enjoy the bliss of their company. At places,

intensity of love has been described in a very powerful
(55) (56)

vocabulary and sensational imagery. The metaphor of

husband and wife has been lavishly used in the Adi Granith 

to denoteihe relation of Lord and the human-soul. HJven
r

the symbol of the happiness of bed has been adopted to
(57)

portray the state of union with the Lord.

Thus, it is clear that the love of the Lord 

finds supreme attention in the Bliss Philosophy of the 

Adi Grail th. Now, we have to see what is the nature of love
<sr ^

that stands elevated with Bhagti in the Adi Granth. The 

basic condition for it is that it should spring from the 

core of the heart of the man and should not be an artificial 

one. Those who talk of love but in the hearts of heart 

have no feeling of it, are not the true devotees of the Lord. 

In the words of sheikh Farid, those who adopt double standard 

in the case of the Love of the Lord, are discarded scornfully
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by the Lord, True love emanates from the true, dedicated
and sincere heart, whereas selfishness gives birth to a
short-lived and artificial love which is not desirable in(59)
the court of the Lord, The Adi GraSth seeks a great sacrifice

(SO)for the love of the Lord, It seeks a total sense of
dedication for the Lord as a wife is expected to have for her
husband. The Adi Granth talks of the newest and everlasting

(62)love of God combined with the Bhagti of the Lord, Union with
(63)the Lord is said to result in a state of bliss of Love,

Now, let us see how Adi GraAth in comparison to

the Prema-Bhagti has sought to criticise the bhagti based on
m£ce rituals, conventions and many other such orthodox ways
of Bhagti which are nothing but pretensions. The Adi Granth
is not in favour of renouncing the world and going to forests

(64)
to do meditations to please the Lord, The Adi Granth does
not favour getting holy dips to seek salvation. It asks the

(65)
human soul to take an inward dip. It does not favour the
methods of Dhup, Deep, and Walveda, It rather emphasises

(66) \the need of searching inward. Guru Nanak has strongly
criticised- in * Asa D1 Var' , the ways of bhagti which mean
nothing but showiness, pretension and artificiality, Hq
calls all these methods 7okat, i.e. useless and speaks for

(6? )the true faith in the Lord. He strongly advised the Brahamans
who were the custodians of the orthodox view of Bhagti, that
they should desist from frauds and get in tune with the Lord,

(68)with complete sincerity of mind and purpose. According to the 
Adi GraAth a true Bhagat is the product of the remembrance
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5f the Lord. All other ways of Bhagti stand secondary as
compared to the true understanding and adoption of the

(70)Name of the Lord in a right perspective. Guru Nanak says 
that the Name of the Lord is to be * my perfume wood and 
let my mind be the rubbing stone. Let Kungu be my deeds. 
Then the Puja of the Lord is obtained in one*s ownself.
There is no other Puja, exceot the Name of the Lord,* Bhagat

RavidSs rightiy says that the true Bhagti of the Lord is
(72)

dedication of the body and mind to the Lord.
Thus, the Adi Granth is the spokesman of Bhagti 

in the context of true love, selflessness, straight-forwardness
and sincerity of purpose. Guru Gobind Singh has very
beautifully translated the concept of Bhagti of the Adi
Granth when he says that it does not matter if one sits in
meditation, with eyes shut as crane does. One who wanders
about to take a dip in the seven seas, loses both this and
the next life. Some talk aloud about the Lord, but indulge
in sensual pleasures. I tell, all of them, that the truth

(75)
is that only those who love the Lord, attain union with Him,

Now, let us see how the Bhagat of the Prema- 
Bhagtl of the Adi Grafrth enjoys the bliss of the Lord himself

and how does he help others to do so.
The Adi Granth says that the Bhagat of the Lord 

sings His praise in a spontaneous manner. He adheres to the
t

command of the Guru and thus kills his ego. Then he springs
into the state of ever-lasting bliss and remains absorbed in

(74)that state, day and night. The remembrance of Nan gives 
happiness of mind. This truth is revealed through the Bhagtas
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with the grace of the Lord. And in the company of the saints,
(75)the remembrance of the Nam, kills all lethargies and diseases*

Thus we can see that the Bhagat of the Adi 
Gra$th is none else than the Gurmukh, Sa|nt, %dh or Jivan 

Mukta. As such we infer that the Prema-Bhagtl of the Lord 
gives birth to the state of bliss.

aThe Adi Granth says that the Gurmukh is in true
love with the Lord, and consequently he finds Union with the

(76)Him and remains in a state of Anand. The love of the Lord 
is such,Gold,Jewels, Elephants, pearls, diamonds nothing 
equals it. It is above all worldly powers and achievements.
I need nothing in 'lace of the love of the Lord, I pray 
at the feet of the saints of the Lord that by getting the
Love of the Lord, all my desires are satiated and I am in

(77)a state of perfect happiness. This world is like an 
unknown forest in which dreadful voices are &0a**d. gut those
who have got the love of the Lord, cross through it in a(78)
state of happiness.

To conclude, we can say that the path of
Prema-Bhagti, is the best and sublime path, according to the
Adi Granth, to reach the state of bliss and the union with 

(79)
the Lord.
(d) Karam

Karam means action o,r deed. Every body in this 
world is doing some kind of action at every moment, we run,
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we do labour, we £at, we build, we destroy, and so on and 
so forth. This trait of action has resulted in the advance
ment of civilzatlon. There has been a marvellous progress 
in the field of Science. Man’s life today is much comfortable 
and easier when compared with that of our fore-fathers.
All these amazing achievements have sprung from action, 
that the mentors of our civilzation got into. It is rightly 
said that the life is action and there is death in stagnation.

In religous and the world of nhilosophy also, 
action has dominated the course of thinking. The philosophy 
puts forth the Idea of cause and effect which again means 
the result flows from action. Whatever we do, we get the 
result of that. Some actions of ours are full of pleasure 
and some result into misfortunes and sufferings. It is 
interesting to note that every action that we do is aimed 
at attaining comfort and pleasure, but it is not always so.
We meet misfortunes and frustrations in abundance. And, see, 
inspite of all the advancements in all the fields of life, 
modern man is restless, frustrated and full of despair.
Why this ? Here the philosophy of religion seeks 
intervention and tells the man that his actions are not 
proper, that Is why, he has been in the grip of all kinds of 
sorrows. Indian Philosophy is full of exhortations for the 
man to do good deeds so as to reach the state of happiness. 
The Adi Granth also gives great prominence to the concent 
of Karma and tells the mankind how Kar can help to reach 
the state of bliss. The Adi Graftth says in clear-cut words

j

that this life is like a field. The farmer cuts whatever he
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sows in the field* And every man gets the reward of

(80)whatever action he does* So, it is a clear indication
that if a man wants to achieve good rewards, he must do
good actions. When, at Mecca, the Ha;)is put a question
to Guru Nanak that who is better of Hindu and Musalman,
the Guru clearly replies that it is the good action that(81)makes one good* Sheikh Farid says that man should avoid
such actions, which are not rewarding. Lest he be disgraced(82)
in the court of the Lord. He advises the man to look(83)
inward how bad actions have spoiled him.

Dr. Jaim Ram ty/shr rightly points out that the
Sikh Gurus have laid great stress on good deeds as way of
life. According to their view, the Karmas that lead to
Moksha can be divided in three oarts : - (i) Harikirat(83A)
Karma, (ii) Adhiyatam Karma, and (ill) Hukam Rajal Karma.
Dr. Trilochan Singh says that according to the Adi Grath, the
result of previous Karma has to be borne. Karma makes(83B)
the luck of human beings.

It is obvious there are two types of action, i.e. 
good actions and bad actions. It is expected of man that 
he would do good actions so as to be happy and be able to 
attain union with the Lord and His bliss. On the other 
hand, the bad actions which distract from the path of Almighty 
have to be forsaken. For they are the cause of all the 
misfortunes and sufferings. The Adi Granth has made a clear- 
cut demarcation of actions. The actions which aim at getting 
union with the Lord are good and noble and actions that tend to
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deviate from that path are bad and Ignoble, In Anand,
Guru Amardas puts a stright question, 0, My Mortal Frame,
what deeds you have done in this world. You have not

(84)remembered the Name of the Lord, who created you. Remembering 
the Name of the Lord is the only good acti^n^ This action is

the best of all the actions that one should get absorbed
(86)in the Name of the Lord. Bhai Gurdas has very beautifully

depicted the acts that a human being should do to make this
(87 )life a complete success.

Now see the tragedy of the man. He is always
doing acts which are opposed to the path of the Lord. He
is under the dictates of Kam,Karodh, Lobh, Moh and Aha'okar,
and as such is indulging in the pursuits of sensual, pleasures
and satisfaction of the ego. How, man is in the grip of
Maya, and acts against the will of God. has been beautifully

(38)
depicted by GurCT Arjan Dev.

True, the root cause of all the sorrows of
human life is its indulgence in the pursuits of Maya. If
one wishes to attain the real and ever-lasting haoplness,
one should do such acts as kindle the grace of the Lord.

Now, one thing more to see. When we get involved
in wrong deeds we try to conceal them from the eyes of the world.
But it is a hard fact that such efforts never succeed
permanently>The evil-doer is sure to be exposed, sooner or 

(89)later. At the same time, it is also true that whatever

worldly gains we make, they are the result of wrong doings, 
but we n >ver realize that these gains are transi tory and
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(90)that they do not accompany the soul in the next world.

So, Adi Granth suggests that we should do only those acts
which bring us nearer to God, Hy doing such acts we will
naturally be the recepients of the true and lasting(91)
happiness.

The idea of transmigration of the soul forms 
the basic theme of most of the Indian Philosophy and the 
importance of Karma is stressed in it. There are three 
categories of Karmas, i*e. Prarabadh, Kriyaman Karam and
Sanchit Karam. In the first category of Karma, come those

0

deeds which the human soul did in the previous life and the
reward of than is being received now. In the second
category come those acts which are being done now and the
reward will follow later on. In the third category fall
those deeds which we have performed but the reward of them
is still awaited. These three types of Karmas form the
foundation of the famous Karam-SidhaAt of the Indian
Philosophy. The Jdi Granth has full faith in the theory of
Karma. It clearly says that the human soul has been
separated from the Almighty for its Karmas in the previous
life and it is for it to redeem its face by doing good things
in this life so that it gets complete deliverance from the
cycle of birth and death. Guru Arjan in Bara Mah Majh,
opens his thesis with a request to the Lord that this human
soul is separated from Him due to Its Karmas and He

(92)should bestow upon it His reunion, through His grace. Guru
Nanak also says that the human-beings are facing happiness
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(93)
or sorrow according to their previous doings# To quote 

Guru Ar.jan again, the result of the Karma Is sure to follow

and none else is to blame for the misfortunes of the human-

life.
(94)

The Adi Granth exhorts in un-equivocal terms

that this life is the best opportunity bestowed upon the

human soul to perform good acts so as to seek union with

the Lord, He should understand the reality that except
(95)

the name of the Lord, all other acts are useless# Let us

realise this fact and at the same time confess our short
(96)

comings and pray for the grace of the Lord. He will
(97)

definitely help us in improving our behaviour# Let us then

move into the company of the saintly people to do good
(98) . A

acts which please the Lord. The Adi Granth says that this

human-life is the Karam-3humi and the seed of the Mam is
(99)

to be sown in it# We have come here to earn the profit

of the Name of the Lord, As such we should not waste away
(100)

our precious time in acts of insignificant nature. If we

earn profit in this life, our union with the Lord will be
(101)

spontaneous and full of happiness. This human-life has

come to us as a result of our Karlas in the previous life
(102)

and now we can seek salvation with the grace of the Lord#
3o, it is clear thar the Adi-GraAth lays

great stress on the theory of Karma and it seeks to establish

the truth that to acquire blissful re-union with the Lord.

the decency of the deed is most important# In fact, without
(103)

Kar;»a no achievement is possible.
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It must be clarified here that whereas the Adi
A

Granth speaks for the Karma and glorifies it as the medium

of union with the Lord and .ever-lasting happiness, It is
not at all in favour of the Karam-kaAda. It is rather

critical of all types of ritualism, conventionalism and

showiness in the path of spiritualism* Guru Nanak, during
.. (104) (105) (106)

his discourses with the Brahmans, Maulvls, Yogis and others

of the kind, specifically spoke against ritualism. The 

Adi Granth Is not in favour of performing Homas, roaming 

about at the sacred places, sacrifices and all that forms a 
part of the Karam-Kaftda. For the Adi Granth, the

remembrance of the Name of the Lord Is the highest of all
(107)

Karnas and the very source of true bliss.

(e) Seva : -

Seva means Service and in the Adi Granth the 

concept of Seva has great significance. All the great 

leaders of mankind have exhorted that if we want to make 

this world a real kingdom of happiness, it should be our 

primary worry to worry for the others. The selfishness 

of man, there is no doubt, has created all the misfortunes 

in this world. We always want to gain at the cost of others. 
We never feel shy o^sn&tch^ a ay the legitimate rights of 

our fellow-beings in every i liegitimate manner. We have 

coined terms like "Survival if the fittest," to further 

our ends. The religion teaches us to discard this type of 

attitude. It asks us to be humble, to think for others, to 

help other and to serve others. There is no doubt when
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we serve others, we feel a sense of satisfaction which 
results i" happiness. We are bestowed with all qualities 
that an ileal man is supposed to have. Thus, the concent 
of service stands aloft in the scheme of human-behaviour.

XheTkdi Granth has laid, great emphasis on seva.
If we go through the annals of the evolution of Sikhism, 
we find how this concept stands practice•ised. Guru Nanak
chose succeed him because the latter pleased
him with his sense of service and dedication, GurCf Amardds 
served his master Guru Angad with all dedication inspite of 
the fact that he was senior in age to the former. The idea 
of langat and Pangat is yet another proof of glorification 
of the concept of geva. Guru Arjan Dev, used to dust the 
s' 'os of the 'angat to show that the importance of Seva 
■A meant him the most. The story of Bhai "hanayia, who 
served the o cosine side in the battle-field without any 
discrimination, stands glorified, what is meant to say,
The Sikhism is the religion based on the concept of Service. 
And this concept has undoubtedly spra ng forth from the 
pages of the Adi Granth^°2^G.s. Tal^-b, vhlUt discussing 

the moral core of Guru Manakls teachings, observes that 
"Seva.... is literally service. In connotation, however, 
is selfless action, action unalloyed with egoistic motives*.. 
What is called Seva in the religious parlance of the sinhs is 
essentially the sarr. : as injunction in the Gita, that pure 
action, leading to mancipation is that which is perfomed in 
the spirit of Yajna.''109^
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The Adi Granth clearly says that only the 

contented people are bestowed with the gift of service 

and through service they achieve all the qualities that
(1 1A ^

an ideal human-being is supposed to have.
a

The concept of leva as propounded by the Adi

Granth has two specific facets. One is the service in

C0B!rc$n terms and the other is in the spiritual field.

Whereas the Adi Granth exhorts us to serve the humanity at

large, it also talks of service in terms of glorification

of the soul. Service of ~od, service of Guru, and service

of sadh'-sangat resounds throughout the Adi Graftth.

Service with sincerity, service with dedication, service

with faith and service without selfishness has been emphasized

time and again. Now, let us analyse the different kinds of

service as eaunicated in the Adi Granth.

The first and foremost of all is the service of

the Lord. The Adi Granth advises the man to be in the

service of the Lord, day and night, because He is the
Saviour at the end of llfel^ There is no other service

(112)
which is equal to the service of the Lord* The service

(113)
of the Lord causes negation of the sufferings. Those who

serve the Lord are bestowed with The service of

the Lord fulfills all the wishes and putting into all types
(115)

of other services is like wasting this precious life. The
(115)

service of the Lord gives happiness to both mind and body.

One may ask the question so as to in what manner
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the service of the Lord is to be done. The answer is that the 

service of the Lord constitutes remembrance of His Warn and living 

in His Raza. Thus, it is but natural that in this state of 

remembrance and Hukam, the true haooiness comes to human-soul.

-Tow, let us see how Adi Granth glorifies the service
of Sat^Ouru.

Satguru is that true teacher who reveals to the 

human-soul, the true Hame of the Lord. This revelation is 

made only when the Guru is pleased by the service of the
aisci&P The service of the Guru meets with success only 

if one does it from the core of one’s hear£l^8^

In Sukhmani, Guru Arjan Dev has described in detail

how one should serve the Guru and how through service all the
(119)

boons of life are achieved.

As Satguru also leads us to the path of the Lord,
there is no difference between the Lord and the Guru. Thus the

service of the Satguru is the service of the Lord and it

also gives true happiness to the soul.

How, the service of the sadh-sangat is also the

service of the Lord. In the company of the saints one

remembers the Ham of the Lord and is thus bestowed with the

bliss of the Almighty. In Sadh-sangat one finds a forum to

serve manually also. This brings humbleness of mind which
(120) ■_

results in a complete happiness. Bhai Gurdds writes that

those hands are praise-worthy which in the company of
(121)

Sadh-sangat, serve as per commandment of the Guru.

Thus, according to the Adi Granth, the concept of 

Seva has great significance in the philosophy of man. It is 

through service that one becomes able to discard one’s ego.
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And when Ego is lost th> union with the Lord and His bliss 

becomes spontaneous.

The Adi Granth glorifies the concept of Seva but

at the same time, it categorically declares that the gift of

Service is bestowed upon only those whom the Lord shows His

grace. That is why, wherever the gift of Seva"is asked for,
(122)

the prayer for the grace of the Lord has also been Bade.
_ (123)

Only those get the gift of Seva who are fortunate enough.

The state of Sehaj, Anand and Shanti comes to those whom the

grace of the Lord is bestowed and the service of the Lord is
(124)

granted.

Ho doubt, the service of the Lord is full of all

boons of life and state of everwlasting bliss also, but it

is always difficult to understand the real nature of the
(125)

Service. Generally people serve less and demand much more.
This is not good. We should not demand the reward of the

service rendered. Tt is for the Lord to see how

desires to please his servant. As Guru Angad says that if

the servant starts boasting, he does not find favour of the

Lord. He is rather discarded and looked down upon. The
(123)

true service comes only if one kills one's ego, totally.

The Sdi Granth expects total dedication of mind and
(127)

body to the Lord to attain His Kindness.
Thus, it is evident that a great status has been

given to the concept of service, in the Adi Granth and it 

has been considered an important medium to the attainment of 

the state of bliss*
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(f) Kirat Saaiai

cL-The concept of Kirat KamjL has been given
considerable importance in the Adi Granth because the
philosphy of the Adi Granth is basically a practical
philosophy which aims at right fixation of man in the
society. The Adi Granth is not in favour of renouncing
the woild altogether and seek protection in the caves of the
mountains or the sylvan surroundings of the forests. It
does not favour a break with th« family life and shirking
the duties of the married life. On the other hand, The Adi
Granth exhorts the man that he should be in remembrance of
the Lord while doing the normal duties of life. He has been
advised to live the life of Lotus Flower which living in

(128)water, reraai is unaffected by the waves.
In this scheme of things, it is obvious that a man

who has to jive in the family, has to earn his livelihood
also. He will go in for some business or service to run the
affairs of his family. And, we see all the people engaged
in different professions, ^’hey earn profits and spend them
on the betterment of their families. It is a common
phenomena that attracted by the glamour of life, the desire
for more and more money takes birth and there is no limit
to this. As a result, we want to earn money by fair means(129)or foul, by hook or by crook. We do not mind snatching the 
rights of othe-s in this process. This exploitation results 
in all the miseries of the society. This is the main cause 
of all social differences and gaps. The Adi Granth is 
opposed to this type of attitude.
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Hence, it has placed before the world, the
concept of Kirat-Kamil, which means earning by sweat of
one’s brow and not through exploitation, Hot only this,
the true follower of the Adi Granth shares a part of his
hard-earned money for the benefit of the common welfare

(130)of the society, also. This brings him on the path of the 
Almighty,

The concept of Klrr '* Kamai, though seems to be
a part of the concent of Karma , it has special relevance
and significance in the philosophy of the Adi Granth, As
Bhai GurdSs s; '3 , a follower of the Adi Grarlth belives in

(131)the earning as per principles of the religion* He has to
C132 )create a balance in his lire.

If we go through the pages of Sikh.History, we 
find that the idea of Kirat Kamai has been glorified in 
many ways. Guru Hanak, in his later days took to farming. 
Had he desired he would have led a very comfortable life 
at the cost of his followers but he refused to do this 
because he wanted to establish the importance of Kirat 
Kamai. He asked his followers to follow his example of 
noble earning. The institution}) of service, Daswandh and 
Langar also stress the Imnortance of the concept of Kirat 
Kamai. The Sikh Gurus set a noble example in performing 
Seva and thus Ignited the souls of their followers also.

Guru Nanak spoke strongely against those whose 
earnings were fraudulent but who made a show of their 
sacredness. This erticism was not sectarian or directed 
against any specific class. He equally rejected the
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(133) (134) (135)
misdoings of the Maulvls, Brahmans and Yogis and advised

them to have a right and noble way of living. Daring his

discussion with the Sidh-Yogis, he told than that their

living on the earnings of the othe rs, whom they otherwise
(136)

abhorred was not desirable. Gurtf Nanak, very categorically

declares in the Adi Granth that o tly those get respect in

the court of the Lord whose earning in truthful and
(137) 

sincere.
The Adi Granth is strongly against the exploitation

of man by the man. It says that snatching away the right of

others, means eating of a pig for a Muslim and eating of a
„ _ _cow for a Hindu. The Guru or Pir stands -our testimoney in

the court of the Lord only if you do not snatch the rights

of the others. The ill-got money cannot ecome right earning

with any of the methods. Yr i would not get into the kingdom

of the Lord by talking tall , only true living can lead you
(138)

to that place.

The man who has faith in the concept of true 

earning, will naturally cultivate in himself the noble 

qualities of humbleness, selfless?i2A5 soft-spoken-ness and 

detachedness. Consequently, he will forgo ahead on the path 

of the Lord and make a success of the human-life. The Sdi 

Granth stands for cultivation of noble habits in the human 

soul.

It talks of sweet-tongue and humbleness to be
(139)

the essense of the all the noble qualities. It tells

us that when we speak bitter words towards others, we suffer
(140)

ourselves both mentally and physically. It talks of doing
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good even to those who do not behave properly towards you.
(141)It gives us the message of universal love and fellow-feeling.

To conclude, we can say that the concept of 
Kirat-kamai has great significance in the Adi Granth as it 
aims at making a perfectly happy man in a practical way.
(g) Conclusion t-

From the fore-going survey of the Adi Granth, it 
becomes clear that the state of Bliss is not hard to 
achieve if the aspirant has a keen-ness for it. The Adi 
Granth suggests and lays down a definite path for the benefit 
of the seeker of the true Bliss of the Lord. The path is 
not hard, hazardous and demanding severe pananees and 
meditations. It is simple, straightforward and clear. It 
is a path for everybody and not reserved for only a special 
category of people. One needs not go to the forests and 
the caves of the mountains, one can tread this path while 
performing the normal duties of every-day life. It is the 
easiest path, i.e. the Marg of sehaj. It is spontaneous 
and natural.

The remembrance of the Nam of the Lord is the 
basis of the philosphy of the Bliss of the Adi Granth. Grace 
of the Lord, Gat guru • s benevolence, Sat- sangat, Hukam of 
the Lord, Kir tan of the Lord, Shulii karm<f, Prema Bhagti,
Ardfis and seva all are the means to the same end, i.e. the 
remembrance of the Nam. When, with the help of all these 
means the human mind gets established in the state of Simran, 
he gets union with the Lord, the Lord who is the creator of

(140)
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the real Bliss, the Lord who is the source of real Bliss 

and the Lord, who is Bliss Himself.
So, Adi Grarith shows the easiest possible path 

to the seeker wherein he can attain the real balance of 

life. It seeks to make a perfect man, an ideal man who
i

is devoid of Ego and who Is full of all the heavenly
he

qualities. H© is humble^is truthful, he is sweet- 

tongued, he Is self-less. H© does not have ill-will 

against anyone, he is the friend of all, he is the well- 

wisher of all. He always demands from the Lord that He 

should bestow His grace on every body. Thus, he is a 

great soul.

Thus, the perfect man of the Adi Granth enjoys 

the real Bliss of the Lord because he has discarded all 

the impediments that come into the way of achieving it.

- : 0 s •
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9.

10. 
11. 
12.
13.

14.
15.

16.
17.

18.

19.

20. 
21. 
22.

1. ” Bhal0 bhal0 re kirtania..,” ( Ramkali M.5)

” S°Iaru tera keha.,. rakhc tere dha.ro.11 ( Asa M.1)

” Gi.gan mai thSl ravi chanu ....” ( Dhanasarl M.1)

" Kirtanu nirraolak hirtl...” ( Ramkali M.5)
” Anhad bag*-puAji..,.” ( Ramkali M.5)

" Anad sukh bisram nit hari ka kfrtanu gai.” ( M.5)
w A —

” Jaha sadhu go bind bhajanu kir tanu....” ( Saloku)

” Mukhu suhava ja tau jas gavai...." ( M.5)

” Hau andinu harinSnu kirtanu karau...” ( Asavarl M.4)

” Panch bjltrS kare saAtokhS... kfrtanu ek.” ( Rarakali M.5) 
” Taha ^^kunth jaha kirtanu tera...” ( Suh£ M.5)

” Jog baniJ tera kirtanu gai.” ( Asa M.5)

” Aisa kirtanu kari man mere,,.” ( Gaurhl M.5)

” AkhaAd kirtanu 4&nl/lbhojanu chura...” ( Gaubhi M.5)
I

” 3adh sangi hari kirtanu gaiai.••” ( Asa M. 5)

” Tirath jau ta hau hau karte... kirtanu nita.” ( Asa M.5)

” Mill rahiai prabh sadh jana... udharno.” (Ramkali M.5)

” Jakai hiai pragatu prabh hoa...” ( Gaurhi M.5)
” Hari kirtanu sunai hari kirtanu gavai...” ( Gaurhl M.5)

” Bhagat jaha kau sada anandu hai...” ( Vaclhans, 3alok M.3)
” J ap tap saAjam karam ciiisti*Sti3«• #^ ( OnJrl M«5)

” Andinu kirtanu jada karhi...,” ^ Sorath M.5)

23. ” Nirban kirtanu gavhu karte ka...” ( Suhf M.5)

24. ” Gavai ko tan hovai ... Hadra hadGri..” ( Japuji).
25. ” Alitu ha sifti kahnl ns aAtu.” ( Japuji ).

26. ” Sal®*1* salSh otf surti..." ( Japuji ),

27. ” Jisno bakhse sifti salah..” ( Japuji )
28. ” Hari dinu rainl kfrtanu gaiai..." ( Sorathl M.5)
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29.

30.
31.
32.
33.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

41.
42.
43. 
44 •
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.

K A

55.

M Guri kirpali kripa prabhi dhari...kalosa(Gaurhi Purol M.5)
*

n Birth! kadi na hovaT jan kT ardas." ( Bilhwal M.5)
u Kita lorhiai kamm so hari oai.... sakhiai

0 k

" Tu thakur turn pahi ardasi..kurbanl,M (Sukhmani )
" Sunhu benantia: sulmi mere ran,, chere.” ( Bihagrha M.5)
H Dui kar jorhi karau ardasi,...'* ( Suhi M, 5)
" Prabh pasi jan kT ardasi tu sacha sal..." ( Var Gujri M.5) 
’* JiS kl birtha hoi su gur pahi..." ( Bujri V, M.5)
” Ham bhlkhak bhlkhari tere...H ( Dhanasari M.3)
M Mangau ram te ik dan... namu.M ( Dhanasari M.5)
« Nam adhlru jivan dhanu nnnak,.,.” ( M.5)
" Char an turn are hirdai vas al4;. gavhu. " ( Dhanasari M.5)
'* Prabh datau da tar pariu..." ( svaiye 8ri Mukh Bak M.5)
" 3arlt jana pahi karau bent! mani,..M ( Malar M.5) 
w Sewak kT ardasi piare.. •'* ( Vadha^s M.5)
" Satiguru pas benantia milai..." ( Suhi M.5 )
" Thakur turn sarnai aia... militia." ( Sarag M.5)
" Das tere kT bentl rid kari... nasu." ( Bilawa^ti M.5)
Guru Nanak - His Personality and Vision, PP. 243.

Uttri Bharat Ki Sant ^ra^para, PP. 348.
" Hari Prem biuji raanu maria aniale..." ( Asa M.4, Chhant)
" Koi an milavai nera pritamu,.," ( RSg Suhi Ast»M.4 )
" Jina* antri gurmukhi oriti hai..." ( &sa Chhant)
" Jini satiguru oiara sevig'..." ( Asa M.4, Chhant)
" 3akhi au sakhl vasi au sakhl,.." ( M.3, Gaurhi KT Vdir )
" SajnH sa&t Hu merai..." ( Kanrha M. 5)
" Gurmukhi piare Hi milu nai chirl ...." (Asfi M.4 Chhant)
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83. « Farida Je tu akali latlfu....'* ( salok Farid )

83A. Sri Guru Granth Dar shan.

83B. Nam, Abhias, Kamai, PP. 7.
84. "A© sarljsr raeria.. • . mani na vasaia." ( Anandu )

85. " Sarab dharam mahi srosati dharamu ( Sukhmani )
85. " Rachna rach rah© niraftkari..." ( Barahmah Tukhari )

87. " Chaurasih lakh jon vich,.,,'* ( Var I, B. GurdSs )

88. " Biapat harakh sog blsthar,... hari rang rat."
( Gaurhl Guareri H.5)

89. " Antar BcXl ke karamu kamavai..." ( Var Majh M. 2)

90. " Papa bajhhu hovai nahi..," ( Asa M. 1 )
r

91. " Kharchu bann changiaia.... lahhi mahal. " (sorath M.1 )

92. " Kirti karam ke vichhrhe..." ( Barghraah Majh )

93. " Tu suni klrat karamma,..." ( Barahmah Tukhari )

94. " Kataki karam kamavane.«." ( Barahmah Majh )

95. " Bhal pr5pat manukh dehurla..." ( Asa M. 5 )

96. " Kahhu nSnak ham nTch kramma..,( Isa M. 5 )

97. I1 Pichhle avigun bakhas la© prabh...," ( Sorath M. 5)
98. " Man guru mili kaj sw5T©," ( Gaurlji purbl M. 5 )

99. " Karma bhum mahi bovahu namu." ( Gaurhi M. 5 )

100. " PranI tu ai£ llha lain..raini." ( Sri Rag M. 5 )
4t &

101. " Jha khat chalhu hari laha...." ( Gaurhl Purb* M. 5 )

102. " Karml aval kaprha nadrl mokhu duaru." ( Jaoujf )

103. " Vinu karm£ kichhu paiai nlihf.,," ( Tilarlgu M. 1 )

104. " Mathai tikka terh dhoti .... sachu paiai." ( VSr Xaa )V*

105. " Silu sunnat sidak roja hohu*..." ( Majh M. 1 )

106. " Munda santokhu saramu patu jholT..." ( Japuji )

107. " Hari kirat sadh sangat hai...,rt ( Sorath M. 5 )
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108.

109.

110. 
111. 
112,
113.

114.

115.

116.
117.

118.

119.

120.

121.

122,
123.

124.

125.

126.
127.

128.

129.

130.

131.

" Vich dunia sev kamaiai,..** ( Sri Rag M. 1 )

A Study of Moral Core of Guru Nanais*s Teachings, PP. 32

" Sev klti santokhiln... vada paiaV* ( Var Asa )

** Andinu sahlbu sevial anti...” ( Dhanasari M.1)

" ^evl sahlbu apna avaru na..." ( Dhanasari M.1)

'* vi saranu sev la sada sada..C Dhanasarl M.1)
" Jini harl sevia tini sukhu pala,,." ( AsS M.4)

** Harl ki turn seva karhu dftjf seva...” ( Gujrl M.3 )

" Manu tanu sltalu santl seha j...” ( Thiti Gaurhl M.5)

M Sa seva kiui s aphal hai jit satigurka..
( Gaurhl Ki Var M. 4)

" Satiguru ki sava saphal hai bhal.,." ( Bihagrha" V.M. 3)

'* Gur kai grihi sewak jo rahai..• mati lei.” (Sukhmani)

M Au sakhi saAt pasi seva lagXai....

Nanak vakhahai gurbachni Janal..,." ( Asa M.5 )

" Gurmukhl hath skath han, sadh saAgat..." i
( V5r 6, auiji 12 )

M Aisi mangu gobiftd te.. paramgatg.” ( Kanrha M.5)

** Jakal Mastakl bhSg se sevg lai3F...,, ( IsS M.5)

” Mani santl sehaju subhffu vEfthg... sever laiff.” ( IsS M. 5] 
" Seva’ thorT raaAgan bahutsr." ( suhi M.5 )

" Chakru lagai chakrl hale., pae nJSnu." ( VST Isa )

'* Hast! siru jiu aAkasu hai., sristi ka lei(sorath V.M.3) 

»* Jaise jal mahi kamalu... naisane...” ( 3idh Gosti )

'* Bahu parpanch kar pardhan... lutavai.” ( Sorath Kabirji) 

rt Ghal khai klchhu hathhu..., sei.” (Sarang V.M. 1)
” Kirt virt kar dharam dl lai parsed... sa^da.”

( Var 40, BUrhi 11 )
4.
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132.

133.
134.
135.
136.

137.
138.
139.
140. 
141 . 
142.

" Mlchg bolan niv chalan... Niras valae."
(Var 28, Paurhi 15)

" Manas khane karhi nivaj... tap;.M ( Var Asa )
" Mathai tikka terh dhoti.., kasal." ( Var Asa )
" anu mahi niraAjanu rahlai jOgjugti.,,tt (suhf M.1)
" ^anak akA&bhangar nath... mangan jal.'*

( 3. Gurdas, V.I, P.40)

»* Je m ohaka ghar muhai,, ghalai del.” (Var Asa ) 
n Haq paraia nanka... sachu kamai.” ( yar m.1)
»* Mithatu nivf rianka..." ( Var Asa )

0

n Nanak phikai bollai... phlki sol." ( Var Asa ) 
n Faridg b .re dS bhala kari,..." ( Salok Farid )
" Nichai^ aAdri nich jat.,.. risu.M (Sri Rag M„1 )

0
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VII

THE STATE OP ATTAINMENT

(a) Supreme Happiness :•

In the previous chapters, we have referred to 

the words ' State of Anand1, time and again. As such, 

a question is likely to arise that what is the nature of 

that state of Anand ? How one feels mentally and 

physically in that state ? Whether that state is physically 

apprehensible or hot ? The Yogi says that he enjoys the 

state of bliss vh hi he enters the Dasam Duar. The nectar 
drips down to the Hlrdey* He feels it physically and 

continues to enjoy the bliss of Brahma, Then, he hears the 
‘Anhad Nad*, i.e, the unstruck Music of the Lord wherein the 

soul feels overjoyed. What is the state of that attainment 
of Anand according to the 5di oranth ? This question should 

definitely be answered.
One thing should be very clear at the outset that

in the "Adi GraAth the Bliss means the Lord Himself and the

real description of the Lord is said to be beyond all

explanations. Therefore, we can not be in a position to

give an exact and precise answer to the question what the
state of Anand really is, Bhai Randhir Singh rightly

remarks s " How one can explain the state of Sehaj and Anand ?

•••• Only they can know the secrets of Dasam Duar, the bliss
(1)of Sehaj Pad and Paras Anand, who practise Sabad Surat," 

Parushu Rad Gbalnrvedi also says that * Sehaj♦ can neither be
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explained nor be described through words* However, we 
can find in the Adi Granth that an attempt has definitely
been made to explain it out 60 a certain extent, if not
in final terms. In Japuji, aru Nanak has given the Name
of ' Sach Khand' to state of Bliss and has tried to
depict it as well, but he stops with the emphasis on the

(3)point that it is not possible to describe it.
Dr. Niharran^an Ray has beautifully remarked 

that M All knowledgeable sikhs and students of Sikhism
recognise that the ultimate goal which in religious and 
spiritual discipline laid down by Guru Nanak was supposed 
to lead to was the experience of Sehaj. Seha^, according 
to him, was indeed the last reach of human experience (4)
beyond which lay the realm of formlessness, of inarticulation.
Pitambar Datt Barhathwal remarks ; n In fact, Brahman exists(5)
in our self. Nirguni saints call it Sahara." Trilu/.i
Narayan Dixit says that uhe realization of Sehaja result
in complete satisfaction and it is not possible to describe(6)this state in words. Dr. Chaturvedi is of the view that
Param tattav or God of Kabir is the same whom he calls(7)
SehaJ also.

The true description of the Lord is not possible. 
Many have tried to describe but they have vanished away in 
failure. Let as many as those have gone, more come, they 
will also not be able to describe. The Lord can take 
proportions as much He wishes to do. So, it is He Who alone 
knows how great He is. If anyone else boasts of describing



(8)the greatness of the Lord, he is just a fool. If all the 
scholars of the world join to sing the praise of the Lord,
they, inspite of all their efforts, will be able to sing(9)only a bit of it.

jam Jt,The Adi Granth gives a fine example of a dumb
man in this respect, as a dumb man cannot explain the taste
of the sweet, the aspirant who tastes the state of union

(10)with the Lord, finds also hard to describe it in words.
Thus, the Adi Granth keeping in view the basic 

incapacity of the human-soul, has tried to explain to 
whatever extent it is possible, the state of union with the 
Lord or the state of Anand as it is termed. At the same 
time we should also remember that the poets of the Adi Granth 
say time and again that whatever they profess is not their (11)delibrate attempt. It is as per command of the Lord Himself.
So wherever the state of Anand is sought to be described, it is 
as per the commandment of the Lord Himself, In Anand, Guru 
Amardds has described the state of Anand in the following 
words : -

"Joy has welled up 0 my mother, for I have obtained
my True Guru. The True Guru I have found with
ease and within my mind resounds the music of
bliss. Through the gem-like measures and their
families, the celestial fairies have come to hymn
the Guru’s word. They, who enshrine the Lord in
their mind, sing the Gurbanl of the Lord. Say Nanak,(12)joy has ensured and I have attained to the True Guru

(Trans. M.M.S. )
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Thus, the Anand is a state in which the soul
finds union with the True Guru, who is none but the Lord
Himself. In that state the soul gets absorbed in the
singing of the praise of the Word of the Lord, because it
is the Word that showers the state of Union. This achievement
is spontaneous but in the state of this achievement, the
soul feels exalted. There is singing of the praises of the
Lord on the mental hor*Z3n9* All types of heavenly musics
are heard in that star; and the human-soul rests in a
musical state. Then, there Is nothing in that state except
His Praise. This is a state full of eternal joy which can
neither be lost nor be minimised. Dr. Taran Singh says
that happiness is a musical state. It is an un-struck
music* It is a harmony with one's environments, with one's
ambition, with one's country and people and with one's
God. It is a state of ' Hag Rattan', It is a state of(13)
beauty. It is the music of sphere. The word 'Anand* is 
the symbol of state of soul in which peace, stability,
contentmen., detachment and delicacy, all these character-

(14)
sties exist, and the state which is eternal.

The true state of happiness comes to those who
overcome the five foes. Then there is no fear of death
and through the grace of the Lord, the Gift of Nam is
bestowed upon the human soul. And the achievement of the
Gift of Ham gives same sense of eternal bliss that the
Yogis seek to hear in the terms of • Panch ^bad* or the

(15)
'Anhad Nad'*

Anarid is that state of mind which can be realised
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through Guru, When the Guru showers His kindness, the
realization of Anand comes. When he showers his kindness
all the sufferings are eliminated and the true knowledge °f
the Lord is un-folded. Those who attain detachment from the

(16)self and get attuned with the Lord are in a state of Anand,
Thus, Anand is a state of real knowledge. It is

the state of being in which no feeling of pain is to be
found and all the sufferings are eliminated.

The state of AnaAd means the state of doubtlessness.
An ordinary man is always doubtful about the existance ofof
God, He is always in search^flnding the truth behind the
mysteries of the Universe. But when he,wifi| the grace of
the Guru, gets a state of Union with the Lord, all the doubts(17)
are washed away and mind feels oveivJoyed,

The state of Anand means the state of soul that
emerges from the singing of the praise of the Lord with the
help of the saintly people. The state of Anand means the
negation of Karodh, Mamta and Pakhand, The state of Anand
means t-he absence of Haumai. The state of Anand means the(18)
realization of the Lord*

The state of Anand has been sought to be described 
with the metaphors of the lover and the beloved or husband 
and the wife, throughout the Adi Granth, Thus, the feeling 
on the worldly plane is desired to mirror the feelings of 
the human-soul at the celestial plane. The words chosen 
to describe these feelings never tend to create a lower 
atmosphere. It remains celestial throughout. A sense of



wonder and intensity has been added to description that the
(19)

physical plane seems vanished.
The state of Anand is the state of complete

dedication and submission to the Lord. This is the state
in which no desire remains un-satiated. This is the state(20)in which the soul gets the feeling of total satisfaction.

In the state of Anand, one feel as if eyes have
been drenched in the Hector of the * Name of the Lord*, And

mind stands coloured in His love. The state of mind becomes
golden when touched by Name of the Lord. One feels as If(21)he has got a dip in the stream of perfumery.

The state of Anand means the receiot of the Nectar
1*-

from the Lord, With the kindness of the Guru, all the
frustrations have vanished and the human-soul has obtained(22)union with the Lord.

Guru Arjan says in sukhmani that those whose mind
is absorbed in the love of the Lord, are success in life
and their company also means success. They enjoy the sounds
of Victory which is same as the unstruck music of the Lord.(23)
It is all bliss. The state of bliss Is all Wonder and only(24)
the Lord knows of It. Sven the mention of the Lord sends

(25)the soul in a state of wonder.
The state of bliss has been beautifully described 

by the word ' Vism"d* , i.e. Wonder. When the human soul tastes 
the state of Ana&d, it Is wonder-struck at the doing of the 
Lord. The whole of the Universe gives a sense of surprise 
and the light of the Lord seems prevailing In every inch of
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the Universe. One feels that the Lord is Himself enjoying
(26) (27)

to see what He has created. The state of Anand is all beauty.

In the state of Union with the Lord, the soul feels exalted.
(28)

it is in ecstasy. There is singing of songs of bliss. The
(29)

state of Anand is the state of sweetest taste. The state of 
_ A (30)
Anand is the state of un-describable coolness.

The Adi Granth says that the story of the state

of Sehaj is extremely sweet. That state comes to the rare.

There is singing and striking of music in the company of the

saints. In that state one does not bother about death and

life, sorrow and pleasure. There, the Hector-Nam of the

Lord is showered. The story of this secret state of Anand

is known through the Guru. When, one knows it, he is
(31)

absorbed in the singing of the praise of the lord. As Dr.

tT’’bar Ranjan Ray observes : " It is a state of absolute

peace, of changelessness since it lies beyond the cycle of

birth and death, and of eternal wonder and bliss, it is also

a state of ineffable glory and light radiating beyond the
(32)

da an duar or the tenth door." Dr. Jai Ran Mishar says that

in this state, there Is no urge for sleep or hunger. There

remains, continuously, the Nector Nam of the Lord. There

is un-ending bliss. This is the state above from the state
(33)

of Dukha and 3ukha,rt
One who is in the state of bliss is in a state of

(34)
wonder, which can be felt but not described in words. All

the faculties ;01 human body are fully satisfied in the
- (?5>

state of Anand.

Ravidas, the saint-poet of the Adi Granth, describes



the state of Anarid with the metaohor of » Began Pure’, l.e.
(36)

the city which knows no sorrow.
Kabir says that the state of 3ehaj cannot be

weighed with worldly scales. It is nei ier light nor heavy.(37)
In fact, it lacks description. Guru Nanak has sought to
describe the state of Anand with the help of the metaphors(38) (39)
of the spring season and the rejoicings of the Holi-festival

Guru Ramdfis describes the state of bliss as if
(40)

there is a lovely out-pour of the Nectar-Name of the Lord.
Now, we can easily conclude that the state of Anand

is the highest spiritual achievement of the aspirant, which
is the fulfilment of all desires, which Is all joy and
which cannot be described in words. It is a state of feeling
it is a state of living. Its feeling is both on the physical
and mental Planes, because these two cannot be separated.

The body and mind both form a single whole in the state of
bliss. As S. Narayan Singh describes," when Blissful state
is reached, shifting of the mental forces takes place. Then
the pairs of opposites - Virtue or Vice, beauty or ugliness,
knowledge or ignorance, pleasure or pain, truth or falsehood,
liberation or bondage which were previously conceived
superficially and yet seemed so real, now seems nothing but
the creation of the mind?- the obverse and reverse of the
coin. The whole outlook on life alters. The Maya and The
Gunas are sublimated..... The Atma is re-united in the(41)
Supreme Atma." As already pointed out many words occur 
in the Adi Granth to substitute the word, Anand, such as
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(42) (43) (44) (45) (46)
Sehaj, Parampad, Amrapad, Unman Avastha, Turlya Avastha,

(47) (48) (49) .. (tO)
Chauthe 

(51)
Th5n, Mokhantar, Niriaal Pad, Par am Gat etc., and all have
the same meaning. Therefore they should-not be sought to
differentiated. Dr. Jai Ram Mishar rightly points out *
M According to the Gikh Gurus, 3ahej Avastha, Moksha Pad, Jivan-
Muktl Avastha, Chaturath Pad, Turiya Pad, ^uriyavastha,
Uirvana Pad, Tattav Gyan, Brahma Gyan and Raj Yoga, all are

(55)
the same. The difference is only of names." Dr, Keshni

(56)
Prasad also expresses similar view.

The state of Ana$d is a state of completeness 

and perfectness. Only he knows its charms who attains it.
The Adi Gratfth has described those who have attained the 
state of Inand with words like Brahm Gyani, Sant, Sa'dh,

''h

Gurmukh and JivaJ-Mukta. A brief discussion on these follows*
(b) Brahm-Gyani i-

The word * Brahm-Gyani* is a combination of two
words, l.e, *Brahm* and ‘Gyani1, Brahm means God and
’Gyani* means * one who has knowledge** Thus,‘Brahm Gyani* ,

if we go after literal meanings is the person who has obtained
the knowledge of the Lord. In the Adi Granth, the word has

been used frequently and ia SukhraaAi, Guru Arjan has described
in detail the various traits of Brahm Gyani. A complete

Asatpadi is devoted to the subject. The Shalok attached to
the Asatpadi says that the man who is absorbed in the Wame
of the Lord, both mentally and physically and sees nothing

(57 )
except the Lord, is the Brahm Gyani,

Pad, Nlrbanf Pad, Abhai Pad.Anonau (52) ' (53) (54) Ia0or, Nihchal
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Thus the basic quality of the Brahm Gyani is that
(53)

he is always in the remembrance of the Lord. He is always in
(59)

union with the Lord. He has the protection of Nam. The Nam
(50)

is his family. Because he lives in the Nam of the Lord, he
(6D

is in a state of ever-lasting bliss. He resides in a state
(52) (63)

of spontaneous happiness. thus, he is immortal.
Brahm Gyani is the Lord Himself.

Thus the equation of Br ahm Gyani with the Lord 

Himself is a fair indication that he is the real representative 

of the state of bliss* However, this equation should not 

lead us to a wrong conclusion that Brahm Gyani is only a 

conceptual thing which is not to be found in this word.
In fact, the philosophy of the Adi Grarlth stands for the 

realization of the state of Brahm Gyani in this life itself, 

but the condition is that one should adopt a noble way of 

life. One should create a balance in life. If this balance

is achieved the real hannlness is tasted and their does 

not remain a gap between man and God. Dr. Tar an Singh

correctly remarks that the man who is Brahm Gyani, his life 

is surely detached in the nature of the Lotus Flower. In

vorldliness, he remains unaffected. He lives the life of 
, (65)

a king-saint or sainWsoldler. Brahm Gyani is all the

virtues personified. He is detached, like the lotus flower
in the waii$2 he has ill-will against none as sun gives

(67) (681
heat to every-one, He sees every-one with the same eye and

(69) (70;
he is full of patience. H© is spontaneous in action.

Brahm Gyght is purest of all! He is



For him friends and foes are eq
He is humblest of a

ffi5

rr (7 1 )
He is never proud
06)He is kind to all. He does no

<771 , (78) „ , „■wrong to any-one, His eyes shower HectoT. He is free from
(7®) fan)all bondages. He leads a pure life. He always thinks for 

the benefit of otnf^l.

Thus, we see that Brahm Cyan! is the person who 
has got rid of all the things which may cause suffering and 
pain. He lives in the world and works for the betterment 
of the society. He has no self-interest and thus he has 
controlled his ego. His life is balanced and he has
achieved the perfectness which is the cherished goal of 
human-soul. Thus, he is in a state of complete happiness, 
i.e. Behaj, Sukh, Vigas or Anarkl.

Where personal discipline is important, the grace
of the Lord is also essential to become able to achieve the
status of Brahm Gyani. Braha Gyani, through the grace of

(82)the Lord is held in high esteem. Meeting with the Brahm*
Gyani comes to those who are fortunate. And when they get(83)
the chance, they are all praise for Brahm-*Gyani. Sven the

(84)Gods like Siva are in search of Brahm-Gyani• The real
description of the Brahm-Gyani is not possible. He himself(85)
knows what he is.

How, see, how Brahm Gyani represents all attributes 
of the Lord.

(86 )Brahm Gyani is the creator of all the Universe.
He is immortal and does not fall into the cycle of birth
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08) (89)
and deatil He is the perfect man and architect of fate. He

(90)
is the mu_. • of those who have none to look after them.

(91)
H© is the God Himself.

Thus we find Brahm Gyanf is a perfect man who 

has controlled all his faculties and directed them towards

ideal living and remembrance of the Lord. As such, he is 

in a state of ever-lasting bliss. He finds complete equation
r
\

with the Lord and in fact there is no difference between him 

and the Lord. That is why, the Adi Grailth has glorified 

the status of Brahm-Gyanf to the status of God and in fact 

has suggested that the Almighty may be named as Brahm-Gyanf.

We can also see that the concept of Brahm-Gyanf 

as expounded in the Adi Granth gives a clear-cut indication

to the journey of the soul towards h\
ijtJihe Super soul and

achieve total merger with Him* The human-soul is separated

from the Lord because it has been deprived of the qualities

that it originally possessed. The human-life is the best

opportunity for the human-soul to re -cultivate those

qualities and reach the status of Brahm GyanF or in other

words, become a part of its original Whole.
Thus, 3rahm-»Gyani in the true sense of the words,

represents the state of bliss. He is a paragon of true
of

happiness, the world is in search^ In other words, we can 

say that when a human-being inculeating all the noble qualities 

of head and heart, reaches the state where equallbriuai of 

action and thought is achieved, he is Brahm-Gyanf• He tastes 

the true bliss of the Lord and in fact he is In a permanent

union with the Lord.
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(c) Sant Or sadh

The words Sant or Sddh have also been used 

frequently to denote the exalted state of human-achievement 

on the path of the Lord. In common life, people think that 

a saint is that who has renounced the world and sought 

refuge in the jungle or a mountainr-cave. He wears yellow 

robes . d lives on charity of the people. But the Sant of

;he Adi Granth i s no t
a <* b , ! -

* t \y ' V 7pe of a man. Here, the Sant

means one who lias realized hi s/self, got equation with the Lord, 

achieved the real balance of"life and consequently is the 

receipient of the state of oliss. Dr. Ham Marayan Dandey 

rightly remarks that a Jaiit is he, who is detached from worldly

temptations, does good deeds and always enjoys attunement
(92)

with the Lord# Guru A*jan Dev rightly equates the Sant
(93)

with satguru or the Lord Himself, meeting with the SanU
(94)

Guru is meeting with the Lord,

In Sukhmani, Guru Arjan has described in detail

the attributes of Saint
(95)

a&t is he, who awakens us spiritually. He is the
(96) (97)

giver of DJam. is in a state of complete contentment*
(98)

He is the killer of all the misfortunes. His service means

the attainment of all the boons of life. Hven the Yedas
fail to describe the praise of the ^aSh# In fact, his

(101) (102) 
praise is limitless. 3adh and the Almighty are the same.

Thus, we see that the Sa&t of the Adi Granth has
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the same attributes as those of the Lord and it has been

said categorically that there is no difference between

the Sadh and the Lord. It shows that the Adi Qranth seeks

to establish its basic belief that man through effort

and the grace of the Lord can attain union with Him. When

he is in a position to control himself in all the worldly

activities, his move towards perfection begins. And when

perfection is achieved, the soul gets merged into the

super-soul. It is interesting to see that the word ‘Sadh*
literally means to*moulding of mind* In ordinary situation,

the human-mind is attracted towards the worldly things but

when it is moulded and controlled, the realization of the

self comes and the search for the Lord begins.

Bhagat Kabir says that Saint and the Lord both

deserve service from us. The Lord is the giver of salvation
w (103)

and the saint persuades us towards the wame of the Lord.

The company of the saints should not be given up as the

very look of the saint makes us holy and we start remembering
(104)

the Name of the Lord. The house where service of the saints

is not done is not liked by the Lord. Such a house can be
(105)

compared to a burial-place.

The differentiation of Sant and Ham as done by the 

saint-poet Kabir should not be mis-interpreted as to say that 

both stand apart. Bhagat Kabir has himself created the 

equation by saying that he, who ignores saints, ignores the 

Lord Himself. The saint can help an ordinary man on the path 

of the Lord if he himself has obtained the experience of that.
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The Adi Granth has stressed greatly the need of keeping

the company of saints if one wishes to realize the state

of merger with the Lord. The company of the saints showers

all the boons of life on the aspirant. Saint is above the
(160)

fear of death and naturally who is in company with him,

will also be in the same state of Mind, Baba Sawan Singh

of RidhS Swami Faith says that Saints are those who have

attained Moksha, Their teachings help ordinary men also
(107)

to reach that state of deliverance.

The Adi Granth says that friendship with saints

is appreciable because one gets the Name of the Lord through 
(108) (109)
it. The service of the saint purifies the humatt-raind* The 

saint is he, whose company results in swimming accross the

fearful ocean of life, eliminating the fear of death and
(110)

rebirth-finding equation with the Almighty, The comoany of
(111)

the saints kills crores of the sins of man.

The Adi Granth advises the human-beings that if

they want to taste the real bliss and love of the Lord they
(112)

should seek the shelter of the saints with complete faith.

Guru Arjan is all praise for the saints and says

the saints of the Lord are the source of the highest bliss
(113)

of the Lord. He asks for total dedication to the saints.

The Adi Gra&th has not only glorified the status

of the 3aint, it has at the same time given a strong rebuff

to those who talk 111 of the saints. It is said that such
(115)

people suffer the severest types o** agonies. However, if
(116)

Saint desires, he can undo the mls-dolngs of his opponents.
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Thus, we see that Sane or sadh of the Adi Graft th 

has the same attributes as Brahm-Gyanl' is depicted to have. 

He is the same ideal person, the Adi Granth has conceived 

in its philosophy of life, Pr, Dharam Pal Maini has sought 

to interpret Sant, Sadh and Gy mi as stages spiritual 

advancement leading to the got.L of BrahaGyani, but ia my
view, all these words stand for the same state of attunement

01’) «
with the Lord. The Sant or the Sadh of the Adi Graftth is

always in a state of bliss, he is bliss himself and he 

showers bliss on the whole of the world. His actions are 

true and inevitable, his sayings are immortal. He is the 

true image of the Lord in this world. Everything in the 

world perishes, but the word of the 3adh is ever-lastingtl18)
and true,

(d) Gurmukh : -

Gurmukh means that person who lives as per will

of the Guru, There are many people in this world who act

according to their own will. They are guided by their

minds and the state of human mind is never stable. Some-

times we think of high and lofty things and some times we

fall down to relish the meanest things of life. There is
(119

no stability in the human-mind. And ther^ is no denying 

the fact that this instability is the root cause of all 

the pains and sufferings of life. All th great men of 

the world have emphasised the need of controlling the 

faculties of mind because only through this control a 

sense of contentment and real happiness pervails. According 
to the £di Graftth, the control over mind is attained through
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knowledge and knowledge comes from Guru. And he, who
has controlled his mind is victorious in the battle of
(121)
life.

So, The Adi Granth has divided the human-beings
into two parts, i.e. Gurmukh and Manmukh, The former has
been glorified throughout because he obeys the orders of

the Guru and thus sets on the path of the Lord. The latter
runs after his own mind, indulges in worldly pleasures

(122)
and thus loses the very purpose of life. That is why he 

stands condemned.
To know what Gurmukh means, let us analyze what 

Guru Arjan Dev says in Rag Majh. To start with he raises 
some of the basic questions of life. Who is Mukta, i.e. 
the one who has attained salvation and what is the method 
(Jugta) of attaining the state of Mukti. Who is the man 
of knowledge and who is the preacher ? Who is Girhi 
i.e. worldli-wise and who is Udasi, i.e. the person who 
has renounced this world ? What is the reason that the
human-soul is in bondage and how can it be delivered of it ?
How the cycle of birth and death can be terminated ? Who
is in action and who is without action ? Who speaks and
who makes us speak ? Who is the happiest and who is the
pained ? Who is in the presence of the Lord and who is
away from Him ? Who will tell the secret of Union with the
Lord and the reasons for the separation of the soul from
Him ? Which is the word that controls the wandering human-is
mind ? WhiehZthe sermon that makes us able enough to bear 

the happiness and sorrow alike ? What is the way of remembering
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(123)
the Lord and singing His praise ?

The answer to all these questions are prompt and
precise, Gurumuku is the man who has attained the state of 
Mukti. The Method is also known to Gurmukh. Gurmukh is the 
man of knowledge and Gurmukh is the real preacher, Gurmukh 
is praise-worthy because he has found renunciation in the 
worldiness. He knows the real value of life. The man is in
bondages because of Hgo, but Gurmukh is free from all chalas.
Gurmukh does not suffer the cycle of birth and death,

in
Gurmukh is both in action an<£in-action. Whatever Gurmukh 
does, the Lord likes, Gurmukh is the happiest person and 
f^umukh is the most agonised soul, Gurmukh is always in the

KJre sene e of the Lord whereas Mai ukh is away from Him,
Gururaukh attains union with Lord whereas Manmukh remains
separated from Him, Gurmukh knows the method how union
with the Lord is possible, Gurmukh knows the Word that controls
the fluctuating mind and it is his sermon that teaches us
the way to consider happiness and sorrow on an equal plane.
Gurmukh*s way of life makes on" to be In the remembrance(124)
and singing the praise of the Lord*

Thus we see that Gurmt.kh of the Adi Graftth is a

great and celebrated soul which is devoid of all fears and 
pains of life, which is in complete union with the Lord and 
which has moulded his mind in such a way that it rests in 
a state of spontainelty, contentment and perfection. Gurmukh 
has mastered the art of being detached while doing all the 
normal duties of life. He is guided by the will of the Lord
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and he is always in the remembrance of the Lord. That is 

why, he is perfect, balanced and unr* fluctuating, He has 

obtained the stability of mind and action. And when this 

stability is achieved, the kingdom of heaven dawns on the 

horizons of life.

Thus, Gurmukh presents in real sense of the term, a 

uniqure example of the perfect happy man. His happines is 

not earthly and transitory. It is rather divine and 

ever-lasting.

So, when The Adi Graftth exhorts us to be a Gurmukh, 

it means it advises us to attain the state of bliss. Because 

true bliss comes from the balance created by self-effort 

and grace of the Lord.

It will also be clear from the discussion above

that Gurmukh is the same ideal being as has been projected 
in the Adi Gra^th with the words like Brahm Gy&ni, Sant, 

Sadh and Sadhu etc.

They all represent the state of bliss personified

on this earth
The Adi Graftth speaks very high of

(125)
the Gurmukh,

who acts according to will of the Lord and it condemns

strongly Manmukh, who has own ways of life.

(e) Jlvan-Mukta

The words Mukti or Moksha have been the central 

point of all discussion in almost all systems of the Indian 

Philosophy. Some people have used some alternative words 

also but they want to convey the same meanings as these two
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words have ment, Mukti or Moksha means complete freedom 

from all the woes of human-life and cessation of the cycle 

of birth and death in which human-soul has to suffer in 

various ways. The religious leaders in all the ages have 

dwelt upon the importance of Moksha and have considered 

it to be the most celebrated and ultimate goal of the human- 

soul, The Vedas, The Upanishadas, The Bhagwad Gita and 

all the sla systems of Indian Philosophy have tried to 

define what Moksha is and how it can be attained. The 

Buddhism has talked of Nirvana as to be the cherished 

destination of all the human endeavours and aspirations.

Thus, the attainment of Moksha or Mukti has 
always been the yearning of the 9-idian soul. But it is 

interesting to see that the right, specific and comprehensive 

definition of the Mukti has not been done so far. A final 

word about it is yet to come. The reason is quite obvious. 

The concept of Mukti stands upon the legs of imagination.

It is a common feeling that after going through the process 

of Karma, the human-soul gets freedom from the cycle of 

birth and death and stands liberated. But, what is the 

state of liberation like ? Does it come after the 

destruction of the mortal frame ? All these questions have 

been answered in various ways and all have remained un

successful to satisfy the inquistiveness of the human mind. 

Life after death is also an idea of imagination.

The Adi Grahth has stood the test of time as 

practical philosophy of the mankind and in the sphere of
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Mukti, It has put forth a very realistic and believable 

conception which has been named Jivan-Mukti, i.e. the 

attainment of salvation in this life itself. Jivan means 

life and Mukti Means deliverance, liberation or salvation 

It may sound strange but Adi Granth has placed before the 

world an ideal which has very string footing and the 

truth of which can be experienced in his life through 

self-effort and conviction of mind.

Guru Arjan Dev has very beautifully explained 

the philosophy of Jivan Mukti' and the soul which attains 

the state of Jivan-Mukti has been named Jivan-Mukta.

The man who attains attunement of soul with the 

order and wish of the Lord is able to be called Jivan Mukta
)

His reaction towards happiness and sorrow is the same. He

is always in a state of bliss and he never feels pangs of
(129) (130)

suffering. For him the gold and the dust are the same.
(151)

The Nectar and poison have no difference for him.
(132)

Appreciation and orlde are same to him. He considers a poor
(133)

man and a king on the same olane. The will of the Lord is
(134) (135)

his method. Such a man Is called the Jivan-Mukta,

In Rag Asa, Gurfl Ramdas says that he who is

pierced deep the heart with the word of love of the Lord,

he Wi j feels u.e pangs of love of the Lord, only he can be

called Jivan-Mukta, The meeting with him results in

swimming accross the ocean of life which is otherwise
(136)

difficult to be swum accross.
It is clear that the Jivan-Mukta of the Adi Gra&th
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is the person who has attained a balance in his behaviour
in ail the spheres of life. He leads this life without any
excitement and intoxication ; He is a normal man in the real
sense of the terra. He has no ego, he does not hanker after
the worldly galas and pursuits of wealth. He has limited

(137)
needs which tl. > Almighty is Himself worried to fulfil. He is
always contented with his lot. He lives in the will of the
Lord and is haopy where He keeps him. If some sorrow comes, h®

faces it cheerfully and if some happiness is showered upon
him, he is not out of control. He is a disciplined soul and
remains disciplined continuously. Dr, Manmohan Sehgal writes
about the Jivan-Mukta : ” For him grief and pleasure, happiness
and pain,,.,, all are equal. Jivan-Mukta is he, in whom God

(138)
Himself resides.” Dr. Ramji Lai Sahayak points out s ” Jivan-
Mukta is free from *11 evils, he possesses pure heart, he is an

(139)
equal of God.”

In fact, the Adi Granth has not given the conventional
concept of Muktl, the highest of all status in its scheme of
contemplation. The Adi Granth says that love of the Lord is
more important than Mukti. Hot to say this only, it is of the
opinion that the Love of the Lord is the highest of all the
boons of all the worlds. That is why, an ardent disciple of
the Idl Graftth seeks love of the Lord in preference to the
celebrated state of Mukti or the ruling of kingdoms in this

(140) 
world.

According to the Adi Granth all the sins of the human 

soul are washed away and the state of Mukti is achieved when 
through the grace of the Gatguru one gets attuned with the
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Name of the Lord. Th^ state of Mukti and Sehaj Anand are
the same as the condition of living according to the will
of the Lord is the basis of the both. The Word of the
Lord is the store-house o** Muktf. The reali ation of the Lord
with the help of the Guru is the attainment of the door of
Moksha. He, who kills his ego is to be called Jivan-Mukta.

Kabir says that Mukat^Padsirth is to be found in
the company of the saints and as per the writing of the
forehead, i.e. the will of the Lord.

Guru" Tegh Bahadur says that the person who is
affected neither by happiness nor by sorrow and who considers
enemies and will-wishers alike, is the Mukta, i.e. the man
who has attained Mukti. He who lives in the remembrance
of the Lord is Mukta and there is no difference between him(143)
and the Lord, Gurmukh knows the secret of Mukti is the

(149)
Name of the Lord and he attains it.

The Adi GraAth is very clear in saying that the

Mukti is not an object to be found in any of th# three worlds
without the help of the GurtS and Gurmukh has found it in

(150)
the shape o' the Name of the Lord.

Thus we come to the conclusion that the word Jivan- 
Mukta is just a substitute for Brahm Gyani, Sant, 3adh and 
Gurmukh, All these represent a state of ralnd, a state of 
highest achievement in the realms of spiritual!an, Jivan- 
Mukta is the super-man of ilie Adi GraAth and this super-man 

has the attributes of the Almighty. Thus Jivan-Mukta is the 
truenimage of the Lord on this earth.
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say
We mayZthat the word divan-Mukta is the most

appropriate!denote the highest state of achievement on the
(150A)

path of the Lord. It is the true representation of the
blissful state. Dr. Nihar Ranjan Ray aptly remarks, while

discussing the ‘concent of Sahaj' of the Adi Granth s ” he

Sahaj-blending or merger is like the blending of the light

of the individual with the light of God, like that of a drop

of water, into that of the ocean. It is a state of existence
in which Atrar of the individual is dissolved and abosrbed

in the Parmatma,and the Inner duality dies within,.. One who
achieves this otite of being is described by Guru Wanak as
Jivan-Mkta and the state Itself is described as that of

(151)
Jivan-Mukti,H Dr. Taran Singh calls the state as 'Sachiar

9

Pad* and says that the achievement of this state is through 

the grace of the Lord. It is not a lifeless state of
(152)

deliverance. It is attained, rather, while living in this world,
(f) Panj Khatfd Or The Five

Stages of Spiritual Glorification : -
...........................................—••mmmmrn Mi ■■■»—III I'll I - ' • ■-> ■■mil—IIIWM '—..III,-' .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . mu i aw i w ■ I '■■■ »■'»»■ iiw<« mmmmmrnmmmmtfmmmmmmmmmm

A mention here may also be made of the Five Khand s 

or the five stages r£ spiritual glorification as propounded 
by the Adi Gra&th. As already pointed out the upanishadlc 

philosophy has put forth a theory of Five Koshas. The 3oOfis 
have also described the different stages of the journey c ‘ 
the soul. The Yoga philosophy has also described in detail 

how the aspirant tries to reach the state of Kaivalya. The 
Adi Granth, in its own wav, has also stated how the evolution 

of the spiritual glorification takes place and how the aspirant
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reaches the state of Sachkhand, the final state of 
attunement with the Lord, after pursuing the path in a most 
methodical way. These five stages have been named Dharam 
Khand, Gyan Khand, Saram KhaAd, Karam Khafod and Sachk&fe&d.
In the concluding part of the Japuji, Guru Hanak has explained 
in a clear-cut; and precise manner what these five stages 
stand for.

How, let us analyse them one by one.
First of all comes the stage of Dharam KhaAd.

Dharam means duty. It is suggested that this earth is the 
forum where the human-beings have to perform their duties,
God has sent us to this world to do good deeds. This life 
is meant for action and the action is decidedly to be in the 
right direction. We should desist from indulging into such 
action which cause harm to others and result into no good 
for us. Dharam means right action. It is not in dogmatism 
or any ritualism, it is in the earnestness and sincerity 
of mind. That is why, the 7idi Gra&th has called this earth, 
the Karara-Bhumi where the 'Tame of the Lord is to be sown.
Thus, the first and foremost stage for the aspirant is to 
perform Dharam and in this way fulfil the duty that Lord lias 
pre-ordained for him,

Gurif Nanak says that the Lord has created this 
earth as the place of duty. It lias been put into the lap 
of nights, days, seasons, air, water, fire and the under
world. The Lord has createu. so any creatures on this earth 
who have their own ways and methods. They have adopted 
differenct names&nd their number is not possible to be 
described. In the true court of the True Lord, the actions
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of the creation account for. Those who do good actions on
this earth find acclaim in the fourt of the Lord. They
become acceptable to the Lord. They become recepients of
the grace of the Lord. This is at the stage of Dharam Khand
that the human-soul can prove how deep faith it has in the(153)
path of spiritual glorification.

Thus, the fundamental condition for the aspirant 
of complete spiritual glorification is to perform his duty 
well. He is supposed to be sincere and true in his action.

The second stage is the stage of knowledge, i.e. 
the Gyan Khand. The Adi GraAth is of the view that through 
right action, the real state of knowledge springs and in 
this state, the aspirant comes to realize the vastness of 
Universe and all-comprehensiveness of the Lord.

In the state of knowledge, the aspirant comes to 
know that there are so many airs, waters md fires in the 
creation of the Lord. There are so many Vighnus, Shivas, 
There are so many Brahmas making different types of objects. 
There are so many earths where acts are being done, there 
are so many mountains and there are so many celebrated souls 
like Dhruv Bhagat preaching their sermons. There are so 
many Indiras, so many moons and so many suns. There are so 
many planets and parts of the earth. There are so many 
Sidhas, Buddhas, Nathas and there are so many gods and 
goddesses wearing so many attires. There are so any 
oceans of jewels. There are so many Sods, demons fehd 
the pious people. There are so many kiianls and ioir 
constructions. There are so many emperors and kings. There
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(154)

and in fact there is no end to it.

In the state of GySh ^ ^ ^ only Gyan . i.e.
(1 o5)

knowledge pervails and all types of joys spring.

When the aspirant is enlightened in the state of 

Gyan Khand, he has full realization of the greatness of the 

Lord and feels wonder-struck on visualizing the ways of the 

Lord. Consequently complete faith and total dedication to 

the Lord comes. The state of total faith inspires the soul 

to toil hard on the path of spirituality. The state of toil 

is named Saram Khand.
At the stage of 3aram-KhaA$, the aspirant leaves 

all other things aside and treads the path of the Lord with 

full inspiration and vitality. That is why, the state of 

toil has been described as the state of purification. The 

human-soul gets all the charms of life in that state. In 

fact, the state of Saram Khand is difficult to describe in 

words. And if one tries to describe it, realizes his 

futility very soon. At the state of Saram-Khand, the soul 

is exalted and elevated in all it'- aspects. The state is 

similar to the state of gods and ^.dhas.
Thus the stage of Saram ivhand has great significance

and importance.

As the aspirant ch-djses the stage of toil successfully, 

he lands himself in the st^g© of Karam, i.e. the grace of the 

Lord. And the attainment of the grace of the Lord is the 

major step towards total unification with Lord. That is why,
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>in an extremely fine manner.
Guru Nanak says that the state of Karam-Khan<| is 

a state of power. In this state, nothing except God remains.
That is the state of heroes and brave-men. In that state 
one lives in the Name of the Lord. In that state, the 
aspirant is fully absorbed in the praise of the Lord, He, 
who attains this stage is beyond all descriptions. No fear 
of death remains for them and none can deceive them* The 
devotees of the Lord from so many worlds remain in the state 
of Karam Khan<| and they taste th© bliss of the Lord because
they get united with Him. Wazlr Singh calls this stage as 
the 'Healm of Action* and observes * " This level of Ethical 
Truth is characterized by strength ( jor). The seeker, 
fortified by the powers acquired through reflection and 
MvJmaLtlon at the earlier stages, is endowed with moral 
strength and true wisdom which harm him into a valiant
spirit,..... Ethically, this is the stage of fulflljttfcil,

(156)the stage where bliss is the reward of virtue.M Dr. Mohan 
Singh Interprets it in terms of grace and says that human- 
soul becomes powerful through the grace of the lorJ??^

The last stage is the stage of Sach-Khand. This 
is the stage when the aspiring human-soul through the grace 
of the Lord, merges in Him and attains the ever-lasting 
state of unification. The Adi GraAth says that the formless 
Lord lives in the state of Sachkhand. He is in a state of

«9»

happiness. He creates the Universe and feels delighted to



see the Universe in action. This state is state of ecstasy.
In the stage of Sach-Khand, the realization of the fact that
the Universe, planets and earths cannot be counted, comes
to the human-soul. There, one feels that there are so many
worlds working according to the will of the Lord. In that
state one feels overjoyed to contemplate over the doings of
the Lord, He is in the ocean of Bliss and his state is(158)not possible to describe, Dr. Rattan Singh Jaggi has rightyly
observed that the SaPV Khand is not just getting into a state,(159)
it, rather stands for the Oraninresence of the Lord. Dr, Tar an 
Singh creates a fine equation between the stage of Karam 
Khand and Sach Khand and remarks that Karam Khand and Sach

p •

Khand exist in a combination. He, who gets the grace of the
Lord, becomes Sachiar and diverts himself towards the

(160)establishment of Dharam. Dr. Mohan Singh says of Sach Khand
that it is not any Khand or stage, it is * Swai-Anaftd Swa-rupta

(161)which is prevalent in every being.
Thus, it is clear that the Adi Granth puts forth 

a clear cut theory of the spiritual glorification of the 
soul which is based on five different steps or stages. As 
the final and pen-ultimate stage of Sach Khang, as we have 
already discussed, Is the state of Bliss, we can say that the 
theory of Five Khands of the Adi Granth seeks to describe in 
detail how human-soul can attain the state of bliss In a 
systematic manner. Dr.surlnder Singh Kohli, while giving 
triple interpretation namely - Physical, moral and spiritual
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of the five planes described in the Japuji, most aptly
remarks : - "Truth is God. In order to realize God,
the spirit has to travel Incessantly through the spiritual
planes inwardly. Macrocosm is present in the microcosm.
Whatever is inward is also outward and whatever is outward
is also inward. The planes are the spiritual planes
through which the spirit rises during its ascent. As the
spirit ascends, the body becomes subtle gradually and
vanishes when it reaches the plane of Truth, where formless

(162)
soul merges in formless God."

He furthtr clarifies what the state of Sach Kha&d 

stands for.
'* The state achieved in the fourth plane leads

the seeker to his goal, i.e, the plane of truth (Sach Khand),
This plane is the abode of Formless, who is in-finite and
creator and Master of the infinite Creation. He controls(163)
the whole universe and directs It according to His will."

Thus, Sach Khand is the final goal of the human-
soul. Dr* Niharranjan Ray rightly observes : ” Sachkhand
the last of the five Khands or stages is the realm of Truth,
the ultimate stage of human aspiration, and experience in
which one reaches, a state of absolute blending with the
Absolute, a state which is beyond words, beyonds articulation

(1643
and can be known only by experience*

(g) Conclusion*

From the above discussion, the following conclusions
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can be drawn % -
*

1. The state of bliss cannot be described through 
words. It is a state of ecstasy which is known to them 
who attain it. The state of attainment of bliss is complete 
unification with the Lord.

2* One, who attains the state of bliss is exalted 
both physically and mentally. All his faculties stand 
united in a Name of the Lord.

3. The state of bliss is a state of limitless 
Wonder, and the word Vlsmad Is a right word used in the Adi 
Granth to signify it.

4. The Adi Granth has tried to describe the state 
of attainment of bliss by means of different similies and 
metaphors but it makes the point clear by saying that the 
exact description in human language is not possible.

5. The concepts of Brahm Gyanl, 3adh, Sant, Gurmukh 
and JIvan-Mukta refer to the state of bliss and all stand 
for the same thing.

6. According to the Adi Granth, the state of bliss
is the state of 3ach Khand and to attain it, one has to

# *

pass through the stages of Dharam Khand, Gyan Khand, Saram 
Khaftd and Karam Khand.

t> A
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” Nanak brahm gyani ap pant; sur. ” ( sukhmanl )

Rahas Te Ramaz, PP. 110,

" Brahm gyani sada nirlep.., alep.” ( Sukhmanl )

" Brahm gyani sadS nirdokh... sokh." ( sukhmanl )

” Brahm gyani kai drlsti samani.” ( Sukhmanl )

” Brahm gyani kai dhiraju ek." ( Sukhmanl )

" Brahm gyani ka ihai gunau... subh&u.'* ( Sukhmanl )

” Brahm gyani nirmal t© nlrmala. " ( Sukhmanl )

” Brahm gyani kai man hoi pragasu. ” ( sukhmanl )

” Brahm gydnl kal mltr satr samani.” ( sukhmanl )

” Brahm gyani kai riahi abhlman.” ( Sukhmanl )

” Mani apnai hai sabh te nlcha." ( Sukhmanl )

” Brahm gyani ki sabh upar mala". 1 ( Sukhmanl )

" 3rahm gyani te kachhu bura na bhaia.” ( Sukhmanl ) 
” Brahm gyani ki dristi amritu barsi.” ( Sukhmanl )

" Brahm gyani bandhan te mukta.” ( sukhmanl )

” Brahm gyani ki nirmalu jugta.” ( sukhmanl )



81, " Brahm gyanl parupkSr umaha.” ( Bukhman i )

82* " irahra gyanl Jiau karai prabhu api,"

Brahm gyanl ka bad per tap,” ( ’ukhmanl )

83. '* Brabm gyanl ka darn au badbhagi paiai*

Brahm gyanl kau ball >all .laiai," ( Bukhman! )

84. w Brahm gyanl kau khojhi raahesur,'* ( 5ukhnanl )

85. H Brahm gyahl kl mltl... janai,” ( Bukhman! )
86. » Brahm gyaniT sabh sristi kaT karta." ( Bukhman! )

87. '* Brahm gyanl sad jivai nahl marts'.*1 ( Bukhman! )

88. ” Brahm gyanl muktl jagtl jld ka data,” ( Bukhman! )

89. n Brahm gyanl puran purakhu bidhata." ( Bukhman! )

90. " Brahm gyanl anath ka nath." ( lukhmani )

91. H Brahm gyanl Ip nlraftkar.'* ( -nkhmani )

92. Bhakti K&vy-a Hen Bahasayavadj PP. 130.

93.

94.

95.

96.

97.

98.

99.

100. 
101, 
102.
103.

104.

105. 
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n Hera man inchal gar d&rsan.. plare 31u." ( Majh M.5 ) 

•* Bhagu haa gurl salt., raahi pais.’* ( Kajh M.5 ) 

n ’ant kripa te andlnl jagi,'* ( Bukhmanl )
* Ala® n®nu janhu man rang!,, sarigi." ( Bukhman! ) 

n Sant ^ana kai mani bi sraau.. •’* ( Bukhman! )

” "ant pratani durtu sabh nasal.” ( lukhmani )

" Ohar nadarath 30 ko raagal.. lagal.H ( Bukhman! )

** Badh ki raahima bed Qa 3 anhi •n { Bukhman! )

** 3adh kl sabha kff nahl aftt." ( Sukhman! )

« Banak jadh prabh bhod na bhai.” ( Bukhmani ) 

w Kablr sov/T kau dul bhale...” ( Selok Kablr )

" Kablr sa&t kl gall ns chhadfai...** ( Balok Kablr )

" Kablr Ja ghar sadh na sevlahi..*' ( Balok Kablr )

H Bant tuaare tomre prltasu." ( Dev Gandhari H. 6 )

107. ^ Gurmat sar, PP. 49.
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108. " Jani sant ki mitral., milai.” ( Ramkali M.5 )
109. ” Sadh ki sachu tahil kamanX.. pranl." (Ramkalf M. 5 )

110. " Ih nisani sadh ki jis... narhariai.” ( Gaurhf M.5 )

111. rt Mahima sadhu sangki,, bhae chita." ( Hilavalu M.5 )
112. " Tanu sa&tan ka dhanu.. kla.” ( Sorathi M.5 )

113. " Ham santan ki ranu piare., bismade.” ( Sorathi M.5 )%

114. " Ihu manu santan kai balihari... nihal.” ( Ramkalf M.5 )

115. ” (a) ” Sant kai dukhni arja ghatai.. pal. " ( Sukhmani )

(b) *» Sant ka nindaku mahs attai.

...... Parmasuri .iL*a.” ( Sukhmani )

116. ” Sant ke dokhi kau nahl thau.. milai.” (Sukhmani )

117. sri Guru Granth Sahib, Sk ^richay, PP, 223.24.

118. ” Mai satl sati sati hari sati... agadha.” ( SSrag M.5 )

119. ” Kabhu Jiarha ubh char hat hai.. bhale. ” (Ramkali M, 1)

120. " Kumbha badha jal.. giSn na hoi.” ( Var Asa )

121. " Manl jitai jag jlti." ( Japuji )

122. ” Gurmukhi ladha manmukhi gavaia.” ( Asa M.4 )

123. ” &aun so mukta kaun so jugts...

... kini bidhi kirtanu gaa jfu." ( Ma3h M.5 )

124. ” Gurmukhi mukta gurmukhi <3jugt^~..

... gurmukhi kirtanu gaa jlu." ( Majh M.5 )
125. " Gurmukhi sadff dar sohne., sachi samahl.” (Vaghafis M.3)

126. « Manmukhu kairu kurupkai,.. sahShi." ( Vadahans V.M. 1)

127. ” Prabh ki agiS" a tarn hit aval. • • kahaval. ” ( Sukhmani )

128. n TaisS harkhu taisff usu sog.” ( Sukhmanf )

129. ” SadS anandu trhn nahl hlogu.” ( Sukhmani )

130. ” Talsa suvfernu t isi usu mati." ( Sukhmani )
131. " Taisa amritu taisf bikhu khStf." ( Sukhmani )

$

132. ” Taisa man talsa abhlmSnu.” ( Sukhmani )
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133#

134.

135.

136.
137.

138.

139.

140.

141.

142.

143.

144.

145.

146.

147.

148.

149.

150. 

150A.

" Talsa raAku taisa rSjanu." ( sukhmanl )

" Jo vartae sal jugti." ( SukhmanT )

" Nanak ohu purakhu kahlai jlvan mukti." ( gukhmanl )

” Hari Prem barji manu maria... taria." (Asa ChhaAt M.4)

" wanak ehinta mat karhu... dei.H ( R'amkali V. M. 2 )

Sant Kavya ka Darshanik Vishleshan, PP. 133.

Kabir Darsnan, PP. 246.
" Raj ns chahhu mukti na chahhu..." ( Dev Ga&dhari M. 5 ) 

" Guru sewani satiguru data-., paia vasa." ( Suhl M.3 )

" JaisI agia kini thakrri... manio( Marti M, 5 )

" Agamu agocharu tu dhaii.. bha&dara." (Maru Ast. M.1 )

'* Guri miliai khasamu.. duaru." ( Maru Ast M.1 )

" Haumai bikhu pal.. hd*mai Jaf." ( Maru Ast. M.1 )
" Kabir sadhu saAgu orapti... ghat." ( Sal ok Kabir )

" Harakh sog ja kai nahi,.. tai ,1am " ( Salok M, 9 )

" Jihi ghati simranu ram ko.. manu.'' ( Salok M. 4 )

" Ram nSm binu mukti na pavsi.. lahai." ( Bhairau M.1 )
" Mat bhulhi re... nSmu hari.H ( Basant Hiridol M.1 )

Dr. Avtar Singh raises an interesting question regarding 
how Jlvan-Mukta is related to the bliss of God. He 

writes," We may now ask the question whether or not 

the Jivan-mukta realizes bliss. Ihe question is 

necessary because we had noted earlier that he is 

completely detached from the feeling of pain and 

pleasure *, and we may like to know whether he rises 

above even bliss which is generally distinguished 

from the sensual pleasure and pain. In case he
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transcends even bliss) we may conclude that the 
jivan-mukta is ushered into a void,.* However, we 
find that according to the Gurus, the realized self 
is bliss, and thus jivan mukta does not exist in 
any abandoned land of void and nothingness. On 
this point, Guru Nanak says," when the soul realizes 
the Absolute, it is bliss.*.., The realization of 
bliss is due the fact that the Absolute is Bliss 
and when the jiva realizes the Absolute, it itself 
is unfettered Bliss." ( Bthics of The Sikhs, •■* 217)

151. xhe Sikh Gurus and The Sikh Society, PP. 119.
152. Japu : Darshan Didar, "’P. 256.
153. " Rati ruti thiti var... Japai jai." ( JapujI )
154. w Kate pavan pani baisantar.. antu.” ( Japuji )
155. ” Gyan khand mahl.. anandu." ( Japuji" )
156. Aspects of Guru Nanak's Philosophy, PP. 35-36,
157. Panjabi Bhakha Vigiyan ?e Gurman ^yan, PP. 3
15Q. 1 Sachkhandi vasal nlra&karu... saru." ( Japuji )
159. Quru Nanak- Jivan Te Viaktitav, PP. 188
160. Japu^ Darshan Didar, PP. 253.
161. Panjabi Bhakha Vigiyan Te Gurmat Gyan, PP. 3
162. Philosphy of Guru Nanak, PP. 178.79.
163. Ibid, PP. 178.
164. The Sikh Gurus and The Sikh Society, PP. 118.
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